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Preface

This AISC volume contains selected papers presented at the 10th International
Conference on Advanced Computing and Communication Technologies (10th
ICACCT 2016), technically sponsored by Institution of Electronics and
Telecommunication Engineers (India), held during November 18–20, 2016 at Asia
Pacific Institute of Information Technology, Panipat, India.

The technical program at 10th ICACCT 2016 featured inaugural addresses by
Prof. Lalit M. Patnaik, National Institute of Advanced Studies, IISc, Bangalore and
Mr. V. Ramagopal, Executive Director, Panipat Refinery and Petrochemicals, Indian
Oil Corporation Ltd., Panipat; followed by six contributed paper sessions; Invited
Paper Sessions and a valedictory session. The technical sessions were chaired by
Prof. J.K. Mandal, Kalyani University; Prof. Dhananjay Bhattacharyya, Saha
Institute of Nuclear Physics, Kolkata; Prof. Anu Mehra, AMITY University, Noida;
Dr. Surya P. Singh, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi; Mr. R. Ramamurthy,
Dy. General Manager, Panipat Refinery and Petrochemicals, Indian Oil Corporation
Ltd., Panipat; and Prof. Pradosh K. Roy, Asia Pacific Institute of Information
Technology, Panipat.

Out of the contributed papers, 150 papers were shortlisted for second and third
rounds of review by the expert panel after content evaluation and anti-plagiarism check
using Turnitin®. After a rigorous review process, the final selection of 31 papers,
corresponding to an acceptance rate of 20% was determined by these evaluation
process. The selected papers cover a wide range of topics spanning theory, systems,
applications, and case studies that could provide insights for using and enhancing
advanced computing systems, communication technologies, services, and facilities.

A review of the state-of-the-art research work together with a discussion on
CORDA as a computational model with reference to the problem of multi-robot
area coverage has been enlightened in the invited paper.

The development of computational intelligence, it may be recalled, was inspired
by observable and imitable aspects of intelligent activity of human being and
nature. In the recent years, many hybrid techniques using the theories of compu-
tational intelligence are being applied in many fields of engineering and have many
other practical implementations. Conforming to the theme of the conference, the
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volume includes systems based on computational intelligence on data of various
nature, e.g., text mining, image thresholding and encryption, target coverage and
localization in wireless sensor networks, dynamic facility layout, human activity
recognition, software defect prediction, interactive recommender system, genes
mediating leukemia, and glaucoma diagnosis for retinal images. The other chapters
relate to knowledge representation and deep learning, innovations in data encryp-
tion, reliability in MANET, active filters, innovative antenna design, micro elec-
tromechanical (MEM) systems design, quantum dot cellular automata, wave digital
filters, heterogeneous distributed computing systems, big data analysis and a
seminal paper on statistical machine translation of Bodo language.

We would like to thank members of the advisory and the program committee,
especially Prof. Nikhil Ranjan Pal, Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta; Prof. Subir
Sarkar, Jadavpur University, Calcutta; Prof. Partha P. Bhattacharya, Mody
University, Sikar, Rajasthan; Prof. AlokK. Rastogi, Institute for Excellence in Higher
Education, Bhopal; Prof. Siddhartha Bhattacharya, RCC Institute of Information
Technology, Calcutta; Prof. Bijay Baran Pal, University of Kalyani, West Bengal;
Prof. R.R.K. Sharma, Indian Institute of Technology,Kanpur; Prof. SarmisthaNeogy,
Jadavpur University, Calcutta; Dr. Nitin Auluck, IIT Ropar, Rupnagar; Dr. Surya
Prakash Singh, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi; Dr. Srabani Mukhopadhyaya,
BIT Mesra Kolkata Extension Centre, Calcutta; Dr. Mahavir Jhawar, Ashoka
University, Sonepat, Haryana; Dr. Tandra Pal, National Institute of Technology,
Durgapur; Prof. Atul Sharma, Thapar University, Patiala; Prof. Moirangthem Marjit
Singh, Northeast Regional Institute of Science and Technology, Itanagar, Arunachal
Pradesh, for their enormous contributions towards the success of this conference. The
authors of all contributed papers, the session chairs, and the session coordinators
deserve our special thanks. We are thankful to the authors of the selected papers for
suitably incorporating the modifications suggested by the reviewers and the session
chairs in the scheduled time frame.

Acceptance of the proposal submitted to Springer Science+Business Media
Singapore Pte. Ltd. for publication of the proceedings is gratefully acknowledged.
We are grateful to the Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication Engineers
(India) for technically sponsoring the conference. We are indebted to Mr. Aninda
Bose, Senior Editor, Springer India Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, for his valuable advice on
similarity index and the review process. Financial support from Panipat Refinery
and Petrochemicals, IOCL, India, in organizing the conference is gratefully
acknowledged.

The Organizing Committee patronized by the Managing Committee of
APIIT SD India, viz., Mr. Vinod Gupta, Chairman; Mr. Umesh Aggarwal, Vice
Chairman; and Mr. Shrawan Mittal, Auditor; supervised by Prof. Virendra
K. Srivastava and the Convener, Prof. Sachin Jasuja did a wonderful job in coor-
dinating various activities.

It is our duty to acknowledge the inspiring guidance of Conference General
Chair, Prof. Lalit M. Patnaik, Adjunct Professor, National Institute of Advanced
Studies, Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore, India, in maintaining the high
standards of the conference.
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We would also like to thank the student volunteers for their unforgettable,
tireless, and diligent efforts.

We hope the proceedings will inspire more research in computation, commu-
nication technologies particularly in computational intelligence and metaheuristic
algorithms, in the near future.

Panipat, India Ramesh K. Choudhary
Kalyani, India Jyotsna Kumar Mandal
Kolkata, India Dhananjay Bhattacharyya
December 2016
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Message from the General Chair

The 10th International Conference on Advanced Computing and Communication
Technologies (10th ICACCT 2016) organized by the Asia Pacific Institute of
Information Technology (APIIT) at Panipat during November 18–20, 2016 was
primarily aimed at promoting early research on a wide range of topics in computing
systems, communication technologies, and facilities. Theories of computational
intelligence, it may be recalled, are being applied in many fields of science and
engineering and have many other practical implementations. Therefore, the con-
ference also aimed to enable collaborative efforts among researchers with different
expertise and backgrounds.

The accepted papers were subjected to pre- and post-presentation plagiarism
check and technical review. To ensure that the similarity percentage is consistently
maintained within permissible limits, final versions of papers to appear in the
proceedings volume were again subjected to similarity index check by Springer
independently.

The Editorial Board, Advisory and Program Committee members, reviewers,
invited speakers, session chairs, session coordinators, and student volunteers have
done their jobs excellently towards the success of the technical program.
As General Chair of Conference, I convey my profuse thanks to Prof. Virendra K.
Srivastava for providing all the excellent support from the APIIT SD India
Management, which has been very generous in strongly encouraging this
Conference. I would like to thank Prof. Nikhil R. Pal, Indian Statistical Institute,
Calcutta; Prof. Jyotsna K. Mandal, Kalyani University; Prof. Dhananjay
Bhattacharyya, Saha Institute of Nuclear Physics; Prof. Subir Sarkar, Jadavpur
University; Prof. Partha P. Bhattacharya, Mody University, Sikar; Prof. Alok K.
Rastogi, Institute for Excellence in Higher Education, Bhopal; Dr. Srabani
Mukhopadhyay, BIT Mesra, Kolkata Extension Centre; Prof. Sarmistha Neogy,
Jadavpur University; Prof. Siddhartha Bhattacharya, RCC Institute of Information
Technology, Calcutta; Dr. Nitin Auluck, IIT Ropar, Rupnagar; Dr. Surya P. Singh,
IIT Delhi; Prof. Atul Sharma, Thapar University, Patiala; Prof. Marjit M. Singh,
NERIST, Itanagar for their valuable time and efforts in organizing the conference
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successfully. Finally, my special appreciation goes to Mr. Aninda Bose, Senior
Editor, Springer India Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi for his advice.

We are grateful to the Institution of Electronics and Telecommunication
Engineers for being the technical sponsors and Panipat Refinery and
Petrochemicals, Indian Oil Corporation Ltd., Panipat, for partial financial support.

I am sure this volume will be indispensable for the researchers engaged in
computing and communication technologies.

Bangalore, India Lalit M. Patnaik
December 2016 INSA Senior Scientist and Adjunct Professor

Conference General Chair, 10th ICACCT 2016
Consciousness Studies Program

www.lmpatnaik.in
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Suitability of CORDA Model for Area
Coverage Problem

Deepanwita Das and Srabani Mukhopadhyaya

Abstract COopeRative Distributed Asynchronous model or CORDA model is a
basic computational model in the field of robot swarm. The objective of this work is
to justify popularity and suitability of the CORDA model as a basic model of
computation vis-à-vis other computational models. The problem of covering a
target area has been taken up as an area of focus. This chapter presents a critical
review of the various solutions of the coverage problem under CORDA model.

Keywords Robot swarm � Coverage � CORDA

1 Introduction

Robots are viewed as machines or mechanical devices which imitate the behaviour
of the natural entities to carry out their jobs in an effective manner. Inspired by the
coordination among the biological entities, like fish, birds, ants, bees, etc.,
researchers have paid huge attention in developing a system consisting of a group
of miniature robots, known as Swarm of Robots. In some applications, a group of
small and simple robots is much more effective than using a large powerful one.
Simplicity and miniaturization are the deciding factors behind the acceptance of a
multi-robot system over a single, powerful robot. These features result in cheaper,
scalable, fault-tolerant, reusable systems of multiple robots. Robots with simple
hardware support make the multi-robot systems less expensive while maintaining
the performance achieved by a single powerful robot. Further, these swarms may be
capable of reaching locations that are sometimes impossible for a large robot to pass
through. A single robot may also not be adequately equipped to deal with a
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complex job having multiple independent modules; whereas, the inherent paral-
lelism of the job can be exploited by a swarm. Failure of a robot in the swarm does
not affect the whole job. However, robots can be added or removed from the swarm
as per the requirements. The basic objective is to produce large number of inex-
pensive robots so that they can collaboratively and effectively perform certain jobs.
As the robots in a swarm are identical, it is easy to feed them with different
instructions to make them reusable in various situations.

The robots in a swarm work together in coordination with each other and are
used in many applications like space explorations, search and rescue of victims,
inspection, terrain mapping, oceanographic mapping, crop ploughing, etc. From
application point of view, it is sometimes better to have a swarm of robots which
are equipped with sensors, wheels, actuators, etc. For example, in an unknown
hazardous environment sending robot rescuers is a risk-free, cost-effective way
instead of sending human rescuers. Robots are capable of reaching all places or can
pull a victim to a safe place through coordinated movements [1].

It is now an established fact that a swarm of robots can collectively perform
several difficult tasks efficiently in a coordinated way. A swarm is expected to do
various jobs like forming certain geometric patterns, gathering at any specific
location, flocking like birds, partitioning themselves into groups, spreading over a
region, searching specific objects, etc. Some of the applications like, demining,
automated sweeping, clearing narrow AC ducts, lawn mowing, chemical or
radioactive spill detection and cleanup, region filling, car body painting, etc.,
require scanning of each accessible portion of a whole target place. In these cases, a
robot swarm can be deployed over the target region to effectively scan or cover that
area. The problem of coverage of a target area by a swarm of mobile robots is
getting attention by the researchers for last one or two decades.

Solvability of any problem depends on the characteristics of the robots in the
swarm, as well as, the models assumed. Interestingly, in addressing the problems
other than coverage, like, gathering, partitioning, etc., researchers usually consider
CORDA model as a basic computational model because of its simplicity which
makes the robots in the swarm easily programmable and hence, less expensive.

Several multi-robot area coverage algorithms exist in the literature. Very few of
them have used CORDA as the computational model. The objective of this chapter
is to present a comprehensive study of the existing solutions of coverage problem
under CORDA model to justify the popularity and suitability of the model.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sect. 2, the CORDA model is
discussed in detail. Section 3 presents a discussion on the existing solutions of the
coverage problem where models of computation are non-CORDA. Section 4
describes various coverage problems and their solutions under CORDA model.
Finally, we conclude in Sect. 5 indicating some interesting challenges for future
scope of work.
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2 CORDA Model: A Basic Computational Model

Cooperative Distributed Asynchronousmodel or CORDA [2] is a theoretical model.
It is a step towards reducing the cost of the system to emulate real-life activities. In
this model, the activity of any robot can be viewed (and hence programmed) as a
sequence of computational cycles when each cycle consists of four phases, namely,
wait (optional), observe, compute and move. These phases are non-overlapping and
each phase is carried out sequentially by a robot. In each cycle, a robot first observes
its surroundings by means of taking a snapshot of its neighbourhood using the
camera or sensor attached to it. In the second phase, it computes its next destination
according to the observation made in the observe phase. It then moves to its com-
puted destination in move phase. Once such a cycle is completed, the robot starts the
next cycle and continues to do so until the whole job is completed.

The three phases of a computational model are executed by the robots in
sequence. Thus, when a robot looks at its surroundings, it does not move or compute;
when it computes, it neither moves nor looks and when it goes towards its computed
destination, it does not do anything else. These features make the robots easier to
program and thus make the solution cheaper. Thus, this model supports the basic
objective of using swarm of robots instead of a single, powerful, expensive robot.

Interestingly, this model does not, in general, imply existence of any direct
communication among the robots through message passing. On the contrary, here
the only mode of communication among the robots is through observing the
positions of others. A snapshot of the surrounding shows only the position of a
robot but not the phase in which the robot was at the time of taking the snapshot.
Thus, on the basis of a snapshot when a robot decides it next course of action, it is
possible that its neighbours might have already changed their positions. Thus,
synchrony among the robots is very crucial for this computational model.

In a synchronous system, all robots take snapshot of the surroundings at the same
time. Hence, each of them computes its destination on the basis of same snapshot as
long as their visibility range is unlimited. In case of limited visibility, the snapshots
may differ depending on their visibility range but at least it is guaranteed that all
robots are in the same phase. In semi-synchronous system, all robots are not always
active. However, active robots are synchronous. Asynchronous system under
CORDA model is the most challenging and interesting area of research.

3 Earlier Models

Coverage usingmultiple robots is classified into two categories: team-based coverage
and individual coverage. Earlier works are mostly team-based. In team-based
approach, the members (robots) of a team form a horizontal line by positioning
themselves side by side and thewhole teammoves along a particular direction to cover
the given area. A critical point is detected when the continuous movement of the team
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gets obstructed due to the presence of an obstacle. The first point of contact on the
obstacle is known as the critical point with respect to that obstacle. Upon detection of a
critical point, a team splits itself into sub-teams. Each of these sub-teams now covers
the regions on either sides of that obstacle and they rejoin again on completion.

Based on this approach, Latimer et al. [3] proposed a multi-robot coverage
algorithm. Every teammate stores and shares a common adjacency graph. The
graph represents the covered and uncovered subregions, say cells, inside the target
region associated with that particular team. For each occurrence of team division
and rejoining that graph is updated by all the team members. When all the teams
explore all the cells in their individual adjacency graphs, the procedure terminates.

Kong et al. [4] proposed an algorithm in which, the robots determine whether the
cell to be covered is divided into disconnected subregions by any obstacle or not.
Each robot shares an adjacency graph that represents adjacent subregions to be
covered and the disconnected parts of those regions, if any. After covering a cell, a
robot updates and broadcasts its graph.

Rekletis et al. [5, 6] proposed two coverage approaches: Team-based for
restricted communication and Individual for unrestricted communication. In [5], the
communication is restricted to the line of sight (LOS). A Team contains two types
of robots: explorers and coverers. There are mainly two explorers in a team that
explore the region, one along each of the top and lower boundaries of the target
region. To do so, these explorers need to maintain same lateral speed and the
explorers detect the presence of an obstacle inside the region when they lose their
LOS. On the other hand, the coverers cover the free intermediate zone. In [6], the
target area is partitioned into virtual strips equal to the number of robots. The robots
are deployed at regular intervals each along one side of a strip to be covered and a
robot moves around its strip boundary to explore it. In both the cases, the robots
gather the knowledge of critical points, build global Reeb graphs, which are shared
and updated by all the robots.

In all the cases discussed above, sharing and upgrade of graphs need full syn-
chrony among the team members. Moreover, the members of a team simultaneously
carry out multiple jobs, like covering, observing, detection of obstacles, sharing of
information, communicating with team mates, etc. These features are more suitable
to powerful robots than a small, simple robot usually constituting a swarm. In all
these solutions, inter-robot communication is also absolutely necessary to achieve
the goal. As a result, message passing overhead is high. Under the circumstances,
CORDA model offers a better alternative for computation.

4 Coverage Under CORDA Model

The main objective of distributed coverage is to create a reliable, fault-tolerant and
fully decentralized algorithm through which robots can cover a target region without
repeated coverage and collision. It is desirable that the robots work in a completely
distributed environment having a silent communication among them. The aim is to
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design the solutions considering models which are closer to reality than the previous
ones. Researchers in this field usually consider CORDA model as the basic com-
putational model because of its closer approximation to the real-life situation. The
algorithms discussed in this section are based on CORDA model or
wait-observe-compute-move model. Different variations of the coverage problem
under CORDA model are as follows:

A. Covering of a target area without obstacle

Let us first discuss the solutions when target area is free of obstacles. In [7], CORDA
model is assumed for asynchronous robots. The robots considered here are having
unlimited visibility. In this algorithm, the target area is partitioned into several
blocks (subregions) by the robots themselves. The number of the blocks is equal to
the number of robots located within the target region. In observe phase, robots
observe each other’s location and according to that they rank themselves in an
independent manner. Since the robots are asynchronous, the snap shots taken are not
identical in general. The ranking is based on the locations of the robots and it has
been shown that all the robots unanimously agree on this relative ranking, in spite of
the fact that they do not agree on the orientation of one of the axes and do not
exchange any message among themselves. A robot identifies its cell according to its
rank in compute phase. It then moves to that cell to start the job of coverage. A robot
may stop at any position while moving towards destination. In that case it once again
starts another computational cycle. Once each of the robots completely covers its
own cell, the coverage is complete. The algorithm results in distributed coverage of a
target area within finite amount of time without any repetition and collision.

In this solution a robot cannot successfully rank all the robots in the swarm if it
has limited visibility. In reality, robots can see only a circular area of fixed radius. In
[8], the authors assumed the robots to have limited visibility which is more realistic
assumption than what it is in [7]. To meet the challenge of limited visibility, robots
and models are made slightly powerful than [7]. The robots are assumed to follow
asynchronous model with an added restriction that all robots are always active and
they start execution at the same time. In this solution, the robots require to see their
nearest (with respect to the horizontal distance only) left and right neighbours at
least once throughout the whole process. These neighbours might not be visible to
the robot initially because of its limited visibility. However, as the robots are
asynchronous it is not even guaranteed that the neighbours would be visible to each
other at all, especially when their velocities differ. The authors have presented a
solution which is valid when the initial distribution of the robots is dense. In this
solution, at first a robot calculates the boundaries of the strip that is to be covered by
itself by looking at its nearest horizontal neighbours. In the next phase, the actual
coverage of the strip is carried out by the robots.

B. Covering of a target area with obstacles

A solution is presented in [9] for covering a target area with obstacles present inside
the region. As the difficulty level of this problem is higher than that of the previous
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ones, the solution assumes slightly more powerful robots. The robots here are
assumed to have unlimited visibility range. This solution is also based on CORDA
as the model of computation. The proposed solution assumes that the robots are
synchronous.

Initially, the robots are assumed to be distributed randomly over the whole
region and then they are made to assemble on the left boundary using the approach
discussed in [10]. From the left boundary, the robots start the execution. The robots
partition the whole area into blocks and paint the area block-wise. Initially, a robot
tries to find out if any other robot is present inside the target region below it. If none
is found and its vision is obstructed by any obstacle, it moves directly to that
obstacle, the entry point of the next block, to explore that block. Otherwise, it starts
painting the current block, an area above the horizontal line passing through its
current position. The algorithm guarantees painting of the whole target region in
finite amount of time and without any repetition and collision.

5 Conclusion

CORDA model is a well-accepted computational model because of its suitability in
the field of swarm. In this work, we have included a detailed discussion on CORDA
model and have justified the use of CORDA as a computational model in reference
to the problem of multi-robot area coverage.

Velocities of the robots play a crucial role for CORDA model under limited
visibility. In the field of multi-robot area coverage, this issue has not yet been
addressed so far. This could have been an interesting area of research.
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A Hybrid of Fireworks and Harmony
Search Algorithm for Multilevel Image
Thresholding

Shivali, Lalit Maurya, Ekta Sharma, Prasant Mahapatra
and Amit Doegar

Abstract Multilevel image thresholding is an essential part of image processing.
This paper presents a hybrid implementation of fireworks and harmony search
algorithm where Kapur’s entropy is used as the fitness function for solving the
problem. The results of the proposed method have been compared with the standard
fireworks algorithm (FWA) and particle swarm optimization (PSO) based multi-
level thresholding methods. Experimental results indicate that the proposed method
is a promising approach in the field of image segmentation.

Keywords Image segmentation � Multilevel image thresholding � Fireworks
algorithm � Harmony search algorithm � Kapur’s entropy

1 Introduction

Image segmentation based on multilevel thresholding technique is an intriguing and
critical task. There are various techniques for image segmentation, out of which
thresholding is the one largely used because of its easy implementation. Partitioning
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the original image into various numbers of classes for extraction of meaningful
information [1] is defined as image thresholding. If the image is segmented in two
classes namely the foreground and the background, it is termed as bi-level
thresholding. The concept can further be extended to multilevel thresholding for
attaining more than two classes [2].

However, it necessitates an optimal value of threshold to separate foreground
from their background. The main aim of thresholding is to select best value of
threshold [1]. Till date, numerous methods for thresholding have been developed.
A criterion called Otsu criteria [3] was proposed which maximizes between class
variance for getting segmented regions of the image. Moment preserving approach
was used by Tsai [4] for selecting threshold of grayscale images, which is referred
to as Tsallis entropy. Kapur et al. [5] used entropy of the histogram for thresh-
olding. According to Kapur’s criterion, entropy of each class or sum of entropies
was maximized based on information theory.

Throughout the years, many heuristic algorithms including genetic algorithm [6],
particle swarm optimization [7], firefly algorithm [8], bacterial foraging algorithm
[9], ant colony optimization [10], harmony search algorithm [11], cuckoo search
algorithm [12] and fireworks algorithm [13] have been used for image thresholding.
In this paper, to find the optimal value of threshold for image segmentation, fire-
works algorithm is hybridized with harmony search algorithm and Kapur’s entropy
is used as fitness function.

The remaining part of the paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 gives intro-
duction to fireworks algorithm, Sect. 3 gives introduction to harmony search
algorithm. Proposed methodology is outlined in Sect. 4. The experimental results
are shown in Sect. 5. The conclusions are drawn in Sect. 6.

2 Fireworks Algorithm (FWA)

Select random n locations for fireworks
while maximum function evaluations is not reached do
Set off n fireworks at n locations
for each firework xi do
Calculate the number of sparks Si and amplitude for fire-
work Ai

Obtain locations of Si sparks of firework xi
end for
for k ¼ 1 : number of Gaussian sparks do
Select random firework xj
Generate a Gaussian spark for selected firework
end for
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Select best firework for next iteration
Select randomly n − 1 from two types of sparks and fire-
works based on probability

end while

FWA has two types of fireworks: well-manufactured firework and lower quality
firework. It has four parts: explosion operator, mutation operator, mapping strategy
and selection strategy [14]. Explosion operator generates sparks around the fire-
works. Mutation operator governs the number and the amplitude of sparks.

3 Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA)

In HSA [15], every solution is known as harmony which is denoted by n-dimen-
sional real vector. First, an initial population of harmony vectors is generated
arbitrarily and is kept in the harmony memory (HM). A new candidate of harmony
is produced using either pitch adjustment operation or random re-initialization from
the elements in HM. Finally, HM gets updated by comparison of new harmony and
worst harmony. The above process keeps on repeating itself until the stopping
criterion fulfills.

4 Proposed Methodology

In general, the multilevel thresholding based on the optimization algorithm uses the
objective function which has to maximize by the optimization algorithm. In this
work, Kapur’s method is used to define the objective function for the thresholding
and the proposed hybrid algorithm has to find out the threshold level by considering
Kapur’s method.

4.1 Kapur’s Entropy Function

Kapur’s entropy is used in this paper for image thresholding and is formulated as
follows [13]:

Let an image I contains n number of pixels whose gray level lies between 0 and
L − 1. Let hi denote the number of pixels at gray level i, and the likelihood of
occurrence of gray level i in the image is denoted by pri as shown in Eq. (1)

A Hybrid of Fireworks and Harmony Search Algorithm … 13



pri ¼ hi=n; ð1Þ

where the k dimensional problem is a division of an image into k + 1 classes and
obtaining k optimal thresholds (t0, t1, … tk−1). The objective function as mentioned
in the Eq. (2) is maximized, and hence the optimal value of threshold is obtained.

f t0; t1. . . tk�1ð Þ ¼
Xk

i¼0

Hi ð2Þ

where, entropies Hi is defined as:

H0 ¼ �
Xt0�1

i¼0

pri
w0

ln
pri
w0

; w0 ¼
Xt0�1

i¼0

pri ð3Þ

H1 ¼ �
Xt1�1

i¼t0

pri
w1

ln
pri
w1

; w1 ¼
Xt1�1

i¼t0

pri ð4Þ

Hk ¼ �
XL�1

i¼tk�1

pri
wk

ln
pri
wk

; wk ¼
XL�1

i¼tk�1

pri ð5Þ

The threshold at which function returns maximum value is considered as the
optimal value of threshold.

4.2 Proposed Hybrid Algorithm: FWA/HSA

In standard FWA, the fireworks with better objective value generate a larger
explosion sparks within range (within small explosion amplitude). Conversely,
fireworks with low objective value generate a smaller explosion spark within a
smaller range. These characteristics allow balancing the exploration (diversifica-
tion) and exploitation (intensification). However, it has been found that FWA shows
a premature convergence for the function which does not have their optimum at the
origin. In this work, the standard FWA convergence behavior is improved by
introducing harmony search algorithm for the multilevel thresholding problem. The
harmony search algorithm provides a better balance of intensification and diversi-
fication. In proposed hybrid method diversification is better controlled by the pitch
adjustment and random selection.
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In the proposed hybrid method, at each iteration FWA produces a set (called as
seedmatrix) of firework, explosion spark and Gaussian spark location. The HM
corresponds to the each particle generated by FWA, i.e., all solutions of FWA
stored in the HM. After that the harmony search operation, namely memory con-
sideration, random selection and pitch adjustment operator are performed on the set
of firework, explosion spark and Gaussian spark location. If the new harmony
obtained after the harmony operation is better than the worst harmony, it is replaced
by the worst harmony in HM. Therefore, introduction of harmony search operation
improves the diversity of the standard FWA. It increases the speed of global
convergence and reduces the chances of stuck in local optima. At each iteration, the
distance-based strategy is used to select the best spark from seedmatrix as a fire-
work of the next iteration. The flow chart of the proposed hybrid algorithm for
multilevel thresholding has been shown in Fig. 1.

5 Experimental Results

The proposed hybrid algorithm FWA/HSA has been applied to some standard test
images and lathe tool’s images. The reason for using lathe tool’s images is that the
authors used the tool to carry out different experiments on micro and nano scale
movements for desktop machining [16]. The proposed method has been tested on

Yes

No

Read the image and calculate the probability distribu on by obtaining 
histogram of image

Ini alize the FWA and HSA parameters

Ini alize n fireworks at n loca ons

Generate the spark, based on sparks number and explosion amplitude 
of each firework

Perform the Gaussian muta on of sparks

Harmony Memory (HM) = a set of firework, explosion spark and Gaussian
spark loca on

A 

Is the new harmony is be er 
than the worst harmony in 
HM?

Update HM

Produce sparks for next itera on by distance based strategy

Stopping criteria 
met?

5 Yes

No

Compute objec ve func on (Hm) to each solu on vector in HM

Improvise new harmony based on memory considera on, random 
selec on and pitch adjustment

Calculate the objec ve func on

A 

Select the harmony that has the best objec ve func on value

Apply the threshold value obtained by Hm in the image

Fig. 1 Flow chart of proposed algorithm
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all the images available in [17] but here only four images have been shown. The
parameters set for hybrid algorithm are number of fireworks—5, highest value of
explosion amplitude Ȃ—40, Spark number coefficient (m)—50, HMCR—0.95,
PAR—0.5, BW—0.5. The stopping criterion is selected as a number of iteration in
which best fitness remains constant at 10% of the number of iterations (NI) or max
number of iterations is achieved. Table 1 shows the results of the proposed hybrid
algorithm. Figure 2 shows the segmented result of selected images with

Table 1 Simulation results
of proposed hybrid algorithm

Image Ka Threshold values Objective function

Pirate 1 102 13.0784

2 89, 170 18.1847

3 59, 114, 171 22.7723

4 48, 89, 131, 173 26.9231

Clock 1 134 12.7189

2 32, 131 17.7190

3 32, 102, 168 22.5607

4 32, 91, 144, 197 27.0509

Elaine 1 151 12.9879

2 107, 175 17.9454

3 91, 143, 193 22.3877

4 22, 93, 148, 198 26.8252

Home 1 117 13.3231

2 83, 168 18.5773

3 65, 125, 186 23.2543

4 55, 107, 159, 204 27.5938

Ref 1 23 9.4304

2 20, 82 14.1644

3 26, 145, 166 19.6226

4 20, 83, 145, 166 24.2756

Move 2mm 1 21 9.4042

2 20, 84 14.2457

3 27, 146, 166 19.6351

4 19, 82, 146, 165 24.2693

Move 4mm 1 24 9.3409

2 21, 82 14.1449

3 23, 144, 164 19.5968

4 24, 144, 164, 209 24.0126
aK is the level of segmentation
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convergence behavior and threshold level. In Table 2, the proposed hybrid algo-
rithm has been compared with the PSO and standard FWA based multilevel
thresholding. The algorithm is run 25 times for each value of k over each image.
For each image, mean objective function value, standard deviation, and computa-
tion time are calculated. Table 2 shows that the hybrid algorithm based method’s
mean values of objective functions over 25 runs are superior to other methods. The
computational time of proposed hybrid FWA/HSA based multilevel thresholding
method is less than PSO and standard FWA based method because it shows better
and fast convergence behavior and mostly converge before the max number of
iterations. It has been observed that the proposed algorithm is superior to the other
algorithm and give excellent solution. It has also been observed that the proposed
algorithm gives superior result in terms of computational time because it shows the
fast convergence behavior.

Fig. 2 Segmented result of selected image with threshold level and convergence behavior
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, a hybrid of standard fireworks algorithm (FWA) and harmony search
algorithm (HSA) based multilevel thresholding has been proposed. In proposed
hybrid algorithm, the fireworks algorithm has been improved by introducing har-
mony search operations, viz., memory consideration, random selection, and pitch
adjustment operator. Introduction of harmony search operation improves the
diversity of the standard FWA. It increases the speed of global convergence and
reduces chances of getting trapped in local optima. In the standard FWA, the initial
best value is selected for next iteration and remaining n − 1 values are selected on
the basis of distance-based strategy. In the proposed technique, harmony search
operations are performed on the matrix which contains initial fireworks, explosion
sparks, Gaussian sparks. Then, old matrix is compared to the new one and the best
values among both are kept in the new matrix. Then, best firework from the new
matrix is selected to be passed to the next iteration and remaining n − 1 fireworks
are selected as per the procedure of the standard FWA. This improves the time
complexity (optimum value is reached in less time) and also reduces the chance to
get trapped in local optima solutions.

Particle swarm optimization (PSO) has been widely used for image thresholding
recently, hence, the proposed algorithm has been compared to PSO and in that case
also the proposed method is found to be superior.
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Performance Evaluation of New Text
Mining Method Based on GA
and K-Means Clustering Algorithm

Neha Garg and R.K. Gupta

Abstract Rapid breakthrough in technology and reduced storage cost permit the
individuals and organizations to generate and gather an enormous amount of text
data. Extracting user interested documents from this gigantic amount of text data is
a tedious job. This necessitates the development of text mining method for dis-
covering interesting information or knowledge from the massive data. Document
clustering is an effective text mining method which classifies the similar set of
documents into the most relevant groups. K-means is the most classic clustering
algorithm. However, results obtained by K-means highly depend on initial cluster
centers and might be trapped in local optima. The paper presents a K-means doc-
ument clustering algorithm with optimized initial cluster centers based on genetic
algorithm. Experimental studies conducted over two different text datasets confirm
that clustering results are more accurate by the application of the proposed method
compared to K-means clustering.

Keywords Document clustering � Genetic algorithm � K-means � Purity �
F-measure

1 Introduction

In today’s world, the volume of text data is mounting rapidly which is available in
various types such as web, news sites, government administrations, organization
wide intranets, extranets, etc. As there is gigantic amount of text data on the web
and other repositories, there is a requirement for the development and use of data
analysis tools and techniques to locate the relevant information or knowledge
amongst these massive collections. So, to achieve the task of organizing such
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massive collections, text mining comes into play as it provides very useful tool for
clustering.

Clustering is a useful text mining method that subdivides the documents into
desired number of clusters, so that documents of same group have higher similarity
and documents of different groups will have large differences [1]. The K-means [2]
is the most classic clustering algorithm that arranges the documents in order such
that the similar documents are located close to each other. However, in K-means
user have to define the appropriate number of clusters and their initial clusters
centers in advance, which may some of the time hard to set [3].

In recent years, a number of methods have found that use the K-means algorithm
[4] for overcoming its shortcomings. Steinbach et al. [5] present comparative results
of agglomerative hierarchical clustering with standard and bisecting K-means for
document clustering. Their performances are evaluated by overall similarity, F-
measures and entropy. Final results prove that the bisecting K-means performs
better than hierarchical and standard K-means method.

A new method was proposed by Sihag et al. [6] for the improvement in K-means
algorithm. They introduced a graph-based method which computes the centrality of
each node using dissimilarity and cohesiveness value and those nodes having high
centrality value are taken as initial clusters centers. They find that graph-based
method gives a significant improvement over K-means method.

Premalatha and Natarajan [7] defines a genetic algorithm along with simulta-
neous and ranked mutation for enhancing the K-means performance in clustering of
text documents. Simultaneous mutation defines that GA at once uses various
mutation operators for producing next generation. However, rank mutation defines
that mutation depends on chromosomes fitness rank of previous population.

This article presents a K-means clustering algorithm based on genetic algorithm
(GA). In general, GA is the commonly used evolutionary algorithm that conducts a
globalized searching for optimal clustering. The K-means algorithm tends to con-
verge faster than the genetic algorithm, but may get trapped in local optima [8]
because its performance highly depends on the initial clusters’ centroids. Therefore,
for improving the performance, the hybrid algorithm is proposed.

The paper is organized as follows: The proposed method for clustering of
documents is described in Sect. 2. Section 3 presents the performance evaluation
by comparing the results of proposed algorithm and K-means algorithm. Section 4
concludes the paper.

2 Methodology

Document clustering is a challenging task in text mining because of the
high-dimensional text documents. Therefore, it requires effective as well as efficient
clustering algorithm which can address this issue. To apply any clustering algo-
rithms on text corpus, it is important to produce document vector from dataset, with
the goal that documents are represented in an appropriate form for clustering.
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2.1 Document Representation

There are different ways to represent the documents, the most common represen-
tation comprise the Vector Space Model (VSM). In VSM, the statistics of terms
present in documents are characterized by some measures as term frequency
(tf) that defines the number of times a term is present in the document and inverse
document frequency (idf) which defines the occurrence of term in different docu-
ments [9]. The inverse document frequency idfj for term tj is measured as:

idf j ¼ log
N
df j

ð1Þ

where N represents the whole amount of documents in the dataset and dfj denotes
how many documents have term tj present.

Now, the term weight of tj in document di will be:

wtij ¼ tf ij � idf j ð2Þ

Therefore, the document di is represented by a vector of weighted term fre-
quency as:

di ¼ wti1;wti2; . . .;wtinð Þ ð3Þ

where n means the total number of different terms present in a dataset.
Thus, the vector space model can represent a matrix named as

weighted-document matrix where terms weights wtij are in the columns and the
documents di are in the rows. This weighted matrix gives an input to the clustering
algorithms to make an assignment of each document into appropriate clusters. Thus,
to determine the similarity between the documents, the proposed method employs
the cosine similarity measure.

Given two document vectors di and dj, their cosine similarity is computed as [10]

cos di; dj
� � ¼ di � dj

dik k dj
�� �� ð4Þ

where � denotes the dot product of the vectors and || || denotes the length of vector.

2.2 The Proposed Algorithm

In this article, genetic algorithm is used for the purpose of determining appropriate
initial cluster centers for K-means that enhance their performance in text clustering.
In GA [11], the initial population of chromosomes has set up at random. At first, we
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need to define the chromosomes containing k cluster centroids of the initial clusters
that are initialized to k different randomly chosen documents from the text corpus.

Thus, a chromosome chr as a vector of k cluster centroids is defined as:

chr ¼ cen1; cen2; . . .; cenkð Þ ð5Þ

The objective of fitness function fmax is that documents in same group having
higher similarity than documents belonging to different group, i.e. maximizing the
intra-cluster similarity f1 and minimizing the inter-cluster similarity f2, which are
computed as:

f1 ¼
Xk
j¼1

P
i2Ij

xi�zj��xi����zj��
nj

8<
:

9=
; ð6Þ

f2 ¼
Xk�1

i¼1

Xk
j¼iþ 1

zi � zj��zi����zj��
( )

ð7Þ

Thus, the fitness of chromosomes is measured as:

fmax ¼ max f1=f2ð Þ ð8Þ

where Ij denotes the collection of documents vector belonging to cluster j, zj and zi
denotes the centroids vector of cluster j and cluster i respectively, nj defines the
number of documents in cluster j and k defines the number of clusters.

In genetic algorithm [12], fitness value associated with each chromosome helps
in selection process. The proposed method employs a roulette wheel as the selection
operator which selects the fittest chromosomes for crossover. This method adopts
the uniform crossover which creates the child chromosomes for the next generation.
Mutation is done by taking the concept of Gaussian distribution [13]. The process
of GA is ended when a predetermined number of iterations reached (Fig. 1).

The genetic algorithm can be summarized as:

1. First generate an initial random population of chromosomes, each containing k clusters
centroids.

2. Compute the fitness f(.) of each chromosome in the population.
3. Select parent chromosomes from population according to their fitness.
4. Apply crossover operator over selected pair of parents.
5. Perform mutation and get the new population.
6. Determine the fitness of each chromosome in new population.
7. Repeat Steps 3–6 until termination condition is reached.
8. Return with k clusters centroids vectors.
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3 Performance Evaluation

Experiments have been performed on two different Well-known benchmark text
datasets, namely, Classic [14] and 20 Newsgroups [15]. Classic dataset containing
four different document collection such as CACM, CISI, MED, and CRAN where
CACM have 3204 documents, CISI have 1460 documents, MED have 1033 doc-
uments and CRAN have 1398 documents. To compare the proposed work with
previous work, 2000 documents have considered.

In 20 Newsgroups dataset, data is systematized into 20 different Newsgroups
where 1000 Usenet articles were taken from each of 20 Newsgroups. Therefore,
dataset consists of 20,000 documents taken from 20 Newsgroups.

For text clustering, we set the GA parameters such as crossover probability 0.6
and mutation probability 0.01. The process of GA ended after a 100 number of
iterations.

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the proposed method
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To evaluate the performance of clustering algorithms, purity and F-measure [16,
17] are used, having maximum value 1, which defines the maximum accuracy.

Purity
Purity is one of external quality measure to evaluate the quality of clustering. The
purity is measured as:

Purity ¼ 1
N

X
k

max
j

wk \ cj
�� �� ð9Þ

where wk represent a cluster k, cj defines the classification having maximum count
for cluster wk and N means the number of documents.

F-measure
Second external clustering quality measure is F-measure. The value of F-measure
[5] is computed using precision and recall values as below:

F-measureði; jÞ ¼ 2 � Precisionði; jÞ � Recallði; jÞð Þ
Precisionði; jÞþRecallði; jÞð Þ ð10Þ

where precision is defined as the ratio of number of members of class i in cluster
j and the number of members of cluster j and recall is the ratio of number of
members of class i in cluster j and the number of members of class i.

Figures 2 and 3 show the purity and F-measure results of two clustering algo-
rithms. As it can be seen, the proposed method performs finer and converges to
more accurate clusters than the K-means method.

Fig. 2 Purity results of two
different algorithms when run
on classic and 20 newsgroups
datasets
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

This study presents a document clustering algorithm, where GA is executed at the
initial stage to discover the initial cluster centers. The K-means algorithm is sub-
sequently applied for refining and creating the final clusters solutions. The clus-
tering results on text datasets show that the proposed method has outperformed the
K-means method in terms of accuracy. The proposed technique can be extended to
make an algorithm that is fully automatic and non-parametric.
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Modeling Stochastic Dynamic Facility
Layout Using Hybrid Fireworks
Algorithm and Chaotic Simulated
Annealing: A Case of Indian Garment
Industry

Akash Tayal and Surya Prakash Singh

Abstract Layout of manufacturing industries is affected by uncertainties such as
seasonality, product variation, machine breakdown and other sociopolitical chal-
lenges. These uncertainties highly impact the productivity, inventory cost, delivery
time, performance quality, and customer satisfaction. To efficiently design the
layout considering these uncertainties, it is modeled as Stochastic Dynamic Facility
Layout Problem (SDFLP). In this paper, a case of garment manufacturing industry
is discussed and solved as a SDFLP. A hybrid Firefly Algorithm (FA) and Chaotic
Simulated Annealing (CSA) are used to optimally design layout for the garment
manufacturing unit. It is found that the proposed layout is better than the existing
layouts.

Keywords Chaotic simulated annealing (CSA) � Firefly algorithm (FA) � Facility
layout � Meta-heuristic � Stochastic dynamic facility layout

1 Introduction

Layout is a design problem where the machines are arranged in the most optimal
locations to optimize the material handling cost (MHC). The MHC needs to be
optimized not only in single period but also for all periods. The optimization of
layout is also influenced by the fluctuations in demand. Therefore, the layout design
needs also to take into account the product demand fluctuations. Such layouts are
known as SDFLP. Tompkins et al. [1] showed that total MHC is considered to
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evaluate the layout efficiency and is 20–50% of total manufacturing cost. Hence,
designing an efficient layout can reduce the product cost by 10–30%. The paper
presents an application of SDFLP to an Indian Garment shirt manufacturing
industry where the products are highly volatile and seasonal. Due to this, the layout
needs to be designed optimally by considering product demand variations and
rearrangement cost (RAc) of the machines. Therefore, the optimal design of layout
becomes a vital issue for such industry where products are highly seasonal and
volatile. More details about layout types and its application can be referred from
Rosenblatt and Kropp [2], Braglia et al. [3], Kulturel-Konak et al. [4], Singh and
Sharma [5, 6], Moslemipour and Lee [7], Matai et al. [8, 9], Tayal and Singh
[10–14]. The layout of the garment industry is solved using hybrid FA/CSA
algorithm proposed by Tayal and Singh [13].

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly discusses the SDFLP for-
mulation while Sect. 3 explains hybrid FA/CSA. Section 4 gives the description of
the case study on Shirt manufacturing facility. Section 5 gives result and discusses
the suggestions for improving the current facility setup. Section 6 concludes the
case study.

2 SDFLP Model

The SDFLP model is presented in this section where the products demand flows
between facilities are uncertain. This uncertainty is represented as probability dis-
tribution function (PDF) having certain known value for mean and variance. The
mathematical formulation of SDFLP is given below with the notations shown in
Table 1 referred from Tayal and Singh [14].

The mathematical formulation used for modeling the shirt manufacturing facility
as SDFLP is given in Eq. (1) subject to conditions given in Eqs. (2)–(5). More
discussions related to SDFLP can be referred from Kulturel-Konak et al. [4],
Moslemipour and Lee [7], Tayal and Singh [10, 14].

Minimize TMHC ¼

PT
t¼1

PN
i¼1

PN
j¼1

PN
k¼1

EðDtkÞ
Bk

Ctk
PN
l¼1

PN
q¼1

dlqxtilxtjq

þ Zp

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
PT
t¼1

PN
i¼1

PN
j¼1

PK
k¼1

VarðDtkÞ
B2
k

C2
tk

PN
l¼1

PN
q¼1

dlqxtilxtjq

 !2
vuut

2
666664

3
777775

þ PT
t¼2

PN
i¼1

PN
l¼1

PN
q¼1

atilqx t�1ð Þilxtiq

" #

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

9>>>>>>>>>>=
>>>>>>>>>>;
ð1Þ
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Subject to:
XN
i¼1

xtil ¼ 1; 8t; l ð2Þ

XN
l¼1

xtil ¼ 1; 8t; i ð3Þ

xtil ¼
1; if facility i located at location l in period t

0; Else

�
ð4Þ

Mki �Mkj

�� �� ¼ 1 ð5Þ

Objective function value (OFV) is represented by Eq. (1) where the first term
represents MHC while second term represents RAc.

3 Hybrid FA/CSA

Meta-heuristics are high level procedure or set algorithm designed to provide good
solution for combinatorial optimization problems [10, 15, 16]. In this direction, one
of the meta-heuristics proposed by [13] is briefly explained here. Figure 1 presents
Hybrid FA/CSA algorithm.

Table 1 Notations Notations Description

i, j Index for facilities

l, q Index of locations

fij Material flow between facilities

dlq Distance between locations

N Facility size

C Total MHC of p layout

E Expected value of p layout

Var Layout variance

Pr Layout probability

Zp Standard Z considering percentile p

K Part indices

Mki Operation indicator for process on part k using
facility i

Dkt Demand of part k at t period

Bk Batch size of part k

Ctk Movement cost of part k at period t

atilq Shifting cost
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Stage 1: Firefly algorithm to find the initial solution

FA is a population-based algorithm designed on the flashing characteristic of the
firefly, which is a function of intensity, Ip. FA is applied to get the global solution in
wide-search space of SDFLP. Here, each firefly represents a SDFLP solution
(layout and its TMHC). Firefly 2, as shown below, exemplifies layoutðs2Þ, whose
TMHC is ‘f(s2)’ (evaluated using Eq. 1) and intensity Ip ¼ 1

f ðs2Þ.

layoutðs2Þ ¼

N ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12
t ¼ 1 11; 12; 9; 10; 2; 6; 5; 8; 3; 7; 4; 1½ �
t ¼ 2 6; 1; 2; 12; 7; 4; 3; 11; 8; 10; 9; 5½ �
t ¼ 3 3; 7; 9; 8; 4; 2; 12; 5; 1; 10; 11; 6½ �
t ¼ 4 9; 8; 10; 5; 7; 1; 12; 4; 3; 11; 2; 6½ �
t ¼ 5 9; 12; 4; 2; 10; 5; 8; 1; 6; 3; 7; 11½ �

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

9>>>>>=
>>>>>;

Fig. 1 Hybrid FA/CSA algorithm. Source Tayal and Singh [13]
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Stage 2: CSA to find the final layout

CSA is used as an improvement meta-heuristic. The good quality feasible solution
from Stage 1 is considered as an input to further improve the final layout and its
TMHC. CSA with Sine chaotic map gives the best results in solving SDFLP
established [14].

4 Case Study of Shirt Manufacturing Industry

ABC Private Limited is a manufacturing firm having operation in Delhi, India. The
facility is involved in manufacturing of shirts for various vendors both national and
international. Three types of shirts are manufactured for various order size (S, M, L,
XL), whose process is shown in Figs. 2 and 3,

1. T-shirt with round neck and half sleeves,
2. Formal shirt without embroidery with full sleeves, and
3. Formal shirt with embroidery on yoke with full sleeves

A garment manufacturing process can be broadly divided into two categories,
pre-production and production. The pre-production includes designing of product,
pattern and sample design, and grading. The production consists of stitching and
finishing. This case study considers the production process with the end objective to
find an optimal flexible layout.

The data used in the case study is collected from the secondary sources and
derived after discussion with the operation manger. It was seen that the product
demand is uncertain during the year owing to the seasonal effect, which is divided
into 4 quarters, i.e., time period, T = 4. The existing layout at the manufacturing
unit was fixed for all time period and the machine was placed in rows of equal
dimension. After discussion with operation manager and analysis of data, it was
concluded that the case of garment manufacturing facility can be modeled as

Fig. 2 Production process for Men’s T-Shirt

Fig. 3 Production process for Men’s Formal Shirt with/without* Embroidery
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FLP. Here, due to market uncertainty the product demand variation changes the
material flow. Thus, the FLP of garment industry can be mapped to SDFLP. For the
case study, mapped as a SDFLP, following assumption are considered,

1. Product demand to be Gaussian
2. Facility layout of equal size
3. ‘U’-shaped layout is considered
4. Cutmaterial with approved design andmarking is available for production of shirts

There are a total of 12 products (K = 12) with movement cost 10 for each of
them and 20 machines (N = 20), Table 3. The product demand is given in Table 4
and machine sequence for product is given in Table 2.

5 Case Study Result and Discussion

The existing current layout of garment industry is shown in Fig. 4. To propose new
layout for the garment industry considering SDFLP, hybrid FA/CSA proposed by
Tayal and Singh [14] is used. The coding is done using Java 8 and it was run on a
system with configuration of Intel core 2.53 GHz CPU and 8 GB RAM.

Table 3 Rearrangement cost of machines of garment industry

# Machine type Rearrangement cost

Machine # 1 Overlock machine 200

Machine # 2 Overlock machine 200

Machine # 3 Overlock machine 200

Machine # 4 Plain machine 100

Machine # 5 Plain machine 100

Machine # 6 Plain machine 100

Machine # 7 Plain machine 100

Machine # 8 Plain machine 100

Machine # 9 Plain machine 100

Machine # 10 Flat lock machine 500

Machine # 11 Flat lock machine 500

Machine # 12 Feed of arm machine 500

Machine # 13 Thread cutting and sucking machine 800

Machine # 14 Button hole making machine 500

Machine # 15 Button stitching machine 100

Machine # 16 Zig Zag embroidery machine 500

Machine # 17 Washing machine 1000

Machine # 18 Tumble dry machine 1000

Machine # 19 Ironing machine 200

Machine # 20 Packaging machine 500
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The proposed layout is shown in Fig. 5. The numerical results capture the TMHC
solution quality and showed a reduction of 43% in the THMC. Also, the following
suggestion were proposed to the manufacturer,

1. The setup should be U-shaped layout and flexible for the 4 quarters
2. Product demand should be considered as Gaussian distribution
3. Rearrangement cost should be included to so as to capture the variance in the

demand over the year
4. Cost of movement of the unfinished product from one machine to another need

to be included

Fig. 4 Current layout of the shirt manufacturing garment industry

Fig. 5 Proposed layout from hybrid FA/CSA of shirt manufacturing garment industry

Table 4 Product demand

Time Period 1 Time Period 2 Time Period 3 Time Period 4

January–March
2016

April–June 2015 July–September
2015

October–December
2015

Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance Mean Variance

Product # 1 5216 2062 3436 2132 1656 2202 1784 1698

Product # 2 10,516 2314 6366 1732 2216 1151 2098 1837

Product # 3 9365 836 5962 1294 2558 1752 1325 1726

Product # 4 6310 989 3986 1456 1663 1922 1067 920

Product # 5 3078 2259 4089 1948 5100 1636 3864 2070

Product # 6 5465 1334 8731 1143 11,998 952 11,695 1338

Product # 7 4202 1497 7406 1706 10,610 1916 10,034 1822

Product # 8 2480 1258 4325 1183 6169 1107 5848 2305

Product # 9 1927 942 3368 1470 4808 1999 3400 1754

Product # 10 2480 1258 4932 1264 7384 1270 4916 1171

Product # 11 2141 1837 3721 1847 5300 1858 4246 1506

Product # 12 1573 2106 3045 2086 4517 2067 2632 1049
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6 Conclusion

In the case study, the existing layout was set up considering average product
demand and experience of the operation manager. On analysis of the case, it was
concluded that the problem can be mapped to a SDFLP. The paper proposes a
flexible layout for the garment manufacturing industry with multi product (K = 12)
where the product demand is seasonal, i.e., uncertain and multi-period (4
seasons/quarterly) and the number of machines is 20. The model optimizes the
TMHC and shows 43% reduction in cost when compared to the cost of the fixed
layout used in the existing facility. This supports what Tompkins et al. postulated
[1], that if an efficient layout is designed for a manufacturing setup the manufac-
turing cost can be considerably reduced. This being a case of small manufacturing
enterprise, the results can be fine-tuned by the operation manager as per their
requirements. To make the evaluation comprehensive, sustainable and realistic, the
case can consider the following:

1. Pre-production analysis,
2. Inventory management, and,
3. Qualitative criteria such as, safety, maintenance, adjacency, waste disposal, etc.,

which can make the formulation to be multi-objective.
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Transition-Aware Human Activity
Recognition Using eXtreme Gradient
Boosted Decision Trees

Kunal Gusain, Aditya Gupta and Bhavya Popli

Abstract Gradient Boosted Machines (GBM) have long been used for regression
and classification purposes, and their basic premise of boosting weak learners has
been adapted and improvised time and time again in search for an optimal modeling
approach. One recent variant has taken the world of learning-related problems by
storm, by giving the most accurate solutions to most of them, it is called eXtreme
GBM. The paper evaluates eXtreme GBM in the context of human activity
recognition.

Keywords Machine learning � Gradient boosted machines � XGBoost � Human
activity recognition � Transition-Aware

1 Introduction

In many real-world scenarios, for accessing of big data from storages and online
learning problems, we often do not have the luxury of training models on the entire
dataset. The data arrives in batches or small sets and machines have to be trained on
these reduced inputs. This however is not necessarily a bad thing, since machines
when capable of effective classification even from a small amount of data at a time, can
help reduce the problem of largememory requirement and prevent models from being
computationally intractable. Support vector machines (SVM) are proven efficacious
classifiers in many fields [1, 2], and their usage in incremental learning has shown
great results [3, 4]. Not only do they learn from the previous classification, they even
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possess the ability to incorporate new classes in new batches. Ensemble of SVMs
trains themachines in an incremental fashion, where the previously trainedmachine is
used for classifying the next sample, and this twice trainedmachine is used on the next
dataset. Multiple realizations of incremental SVMs are possible and proposed
methodologymakes use ofmisclassified data and an array of SVMs to further enhance
the traditional approaches.

2 eXtreme Gradient Boosted Decision Trees

Models for efficient learning have always been needed, and Gradient Boosted
Machine (GBM) is one of the best that have come up over time. A powerful algo-
rithm, it finds extensive usage in real-world scenarios [3]. GBMs are essentially an
extension of the concept of boosting in machine learning, where we combine up the
results of different prediction models (which are mostly Decision Trees) or classifiers
by taking their weighted averages, we then iteratively try to learn from the weak
prediction models at each step and correct the errors of the previous iteration in the
next one. The algorithm can be thought of as a problem of optimizing a cost function
(which are usually RMSEs or MSEs) which consists of the losses that occur while
fitting the most appropriate model to the data which need to be minimized. This is
being done by iteratively choosing a function that points in the direction of the
negative gradient. This implies that after the calculation of error function, we take up
its negative derivative at each step, fit up a model to the function obtained, and
finally add it to the previous model after assigning it the proper weight. This helps in
learning from the errors (or losses) which had occurred during the prediction in the
previous iteration; this is the basic idea behind the GBM process.

The recently proposed, eXtreme Gradient Boosted Decision Trees are special
type of improvised version of decision trees used for efficiently analyzing a given
dataset as compared to the other decision tree algorithms. More specifically, these
are used in supervised machine learning problems in which we try to predict the
outcome of a given test set on the basis of the data which is already available with
us. The eXtreme Gradient Boosted Trees have been implemented in an open source
software library called XGBoost.1 They are an extension to the decision trees that
use the Gradient Boosting Algorithm and produce customizable models with less
overfitting [5, 6].

For understanding the XGBoost Decision Trees, the best way forward would be
the official documentation,2 written by the creators of the library. Building upon the
work done by them [5–7], we explain the methodology by first defining opti-
mization function, depicted in (1).

1https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost.
2https://xgboost.readthedocs.io.
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objðHÞ ¼ LðhÞþXðHÞ ð1Þ

The objective function consists of two terms—The first one is representative of
different types of losses that may occur while fitting the model on the dataset, they
could be Root Mean Squared Loss or Logistic Losses, and so on. The second term
is called the regularization term, which GBMs do not use, this term helps in
avoiding overfitting of the model on the training data. For further simplification, we
take Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) as our objective function. Mathematically,
we can define the tree ensemble model by the mathematical equation given in (2).

ŷi ¼
XK
k¼1

fkðxiÞ; fk 2 F ð2Þ

Here, K refers to the number of trees which we are combining, F refers to the set
of all possible trees in space, and fk is a tree which belongs to F. Hence, we can
modify the objective function as shown in (3),

objðhÞ ¼
Xn
i

lðyi; ŷiÞþ
XK
k¼1

XðfkÞ ð3Þ

Our aim is the minimization of the objective function. According to the principle
of GBMs [3], we need to find the next weak learner or classifier by adding one new
tree at a time, that is, by the usage of an additive strategy. Therefore, if we consider
Gradient Boosting process to be an iterative one, then, the tree which is being
obtained at the tth step in the process would be the sum of the tree that was obtained
in (t − 1)th step, and of some function which is the new weak learner of the dataset.
Therefore, if we make this change in the objective function, then, it looks like (4),

objðtÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1

l yi; ŷ
ðt�1Þ
i þ ftðxiÞ

� �
þXðftÞþ constant ð4Þ

In order to obtain a more simplified form of the objective function, we take its
Taylor series expansion. After taking the expansion and dropping all the constants,
the objective function now becomes something like in (5),

objðtÞ ¼
Xn
i

gi ftðxiÞþ 1
2
hi f

2
t ðxiÞ

� �
þXðftÞ; ð5Þ

where

gi ¼ @ŷðt�1Þ l yi; ŷ
ðt�1Þ

� �
and hi ¼ @2

ŷðt�1Þ l yi; ŷ
ðt�1Þ

� �
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Here, gi and hi are called Gradient and Hessian respectively and they refer to the
first- and second-order partial derivative of the loss function at the (t − 1)th step
with respect to by at the (t − 1)th step.

Thus the function in (5) is the optimization cost function for the classifier that we
obtain at the tth step. For simplifying the regularization term, we will have to
reconsider the definition of the weak learner which is being iteratively added at
every step during the Gradient Boosting process, i.e., ft(xi). Here, we redefine it as
shown in (6),

ftðxÞ ¼ wqðxÞ;w 2 RT ; q : Rd ! f1; 2; . . .;Tg; ð6Þ

where T refers to the total number of leaf nodes in the tree, q(x) is a function that
maps each of the data point in the training set to a specific leaf node of the weak
classifier, and w refers to the vector score (the prediction score) on the leaf. Hence,
by considering this definition, the regularization complexity of XGBoost Trees has
been defined in (7).

Xðf Þ ¼
ffiffiffiffi
T

p
þ 1

2
k
XT
j¼1

w2
j ð7Þ

Chen et al.’s official model accepts the fact that there could be more ways to
compute the complexity, however the proposed approach has worked wonderfully
in practice [5]. Regularization gives XGBoost an edge over other machine learning
algorithms, which have traditionally failed to effectively control overfitting and
complexity. Introducing this regularization term in the simplified objective func-
tion, the final equation we get looks something like in (8),

objðtÞ ¼
XT
j¼1

Gjwj þ 1
2
ðHj þ kÞw2

j

� �
þ

ffiffiffiffi
T

p
; ð8Þ

where Ij ¼ fijqðxiÞ ¼ jg

Gj ¼
X
i2Ij

gi and Hj ¼
X
i2Ij

hi

Here, Ij refers to all the data points which are associated with the jth leaf. Now,
this is the objective function for the tth weak classifier considering all the leaf nodes
and we need to minimize this function. After solving the quadratic equation we
finally get:
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w�
j ¼ � Gj

Hj þ k

obj� ¼ � 1
2

XT
j¼1

G2
j

Hj þ k
þ

ffiffiffiffi
T

p

This is the final objective function that has to be minimized for each of the weak
classifier and this would determine how the splitting [5, 8] of the nodes would take
place at each level. EXtreme Gradient Boosted Decision Trees have been developed
both in deep consideration with principles of machine learning and system opti-
mization. XGBoost aims in providing a “Scalable, Portable and Accurate Library”
for the eXtreme Gradient Boosted Decision Trees, and continues to give better and
more accurate results than many of the traditional approaches.

3 Transition-Aware Human Activity Recognition

Awareness regarding a user’s body movements, and its effective utilization can lead
to immense benefits. Some immediate ones could be in tracking movement,
assisting the handicapped, automating actions or sequences, security, ubiquitous
computing and in broader sense, the entire spectrum of Wide and Pervasive
Computing [9] as well as Ambient Intelligence [2]. Although this field has wit-
nessed quite an extensive amount of research, the problems of efficient data col-
lection and its optimal usage have persisted. The defining work to be done and
studied recently was done by Reyes-Ortiz et al. [10] which attached a smartphone to
30 subjects, of varying age groups from 19 years of age to 48 years old, and using
the phone monitored there movements and postural transitions. Usage of smart-
phones, over the erstwhile Accelerometers and Gyroscopes, significantly improves
the process of wireless transmission of readings, their evaluation and the presence
of precise, and a varied amount of sensors makes sure that efficient recording of
data can take place. The dataset has been made available for free to the public on
the UCI Machine Learning Repository3 as well as the website of Human Activity
Recognition Labs.4 The smartphone-based recognition of Human Activities and
Postural Dataset (HAPT) makes use of six basic activities—standing, sitting, lying,
walking, walking upstairs, and walking downstairs.

3https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Smartphone-Based+Recognition+of+Human+Activities+
and+Postural+Transitions.
4Jorge L. Reyes-Ortiz(1,2), Davide Anguita(1), Luca Oneto(1) and Xavier Parra(2)

1. Smartlab, DIBRIS—UniversitÃ degli Studi di Genova, Genoa (16145), Italy.
2. CETpD—Universitat PolitÃ¨cnica de Catalunya. Vilanova i la GeltrÃº (08800),

Spain har‘@’smartlab.ws, www.smartlab.ws.
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A data with high dimensionality (561 features), it is essentially a time series
analysis, and necessitates the use of a strong modeling approach for its classification
and recognition. Salient details of the dataset have been given in Table 1. All the
three axes of linear acceleration and angular velocity were recorded, for this mul-
tivariate dataset, which has been divided into 70 and 30% for the purposes of
training and testing, respectively. To better appreciate the features and their
groupings, scatter plots of some of them have been visualized using scatter plots in
Fig. 1. The paucity of an efficient Transition-Aware recognition System was also
one of our motivations to study and find a methodology to effectively classify this.
The transitions are between—standing and sitting, standing and lying, and standing
and lying. The possibilities for usage of Transition-Aware Recognition Systems
(TARS) are boundless, and together with advances in modeling and learning sys-
tems, a search for an approach to achieve the best possible implementation, must
alas remain endless. Our work on TARS is essentially a search for its most accurate
realization, so that it may act as a launch bed for future usage and research.

4 Experimental Evaluation

Problems of accuracy with similar datasets have persisted, and thus our aim was to
find a more efficient one [11–13].

To obtain TARS, we tested various benchmark algorithms for obtaining the best
results along with xgboost algorithms. Xgboost algorithm can be considered as the
darling of the recent data science competitions as 90% of the winning solutions of
the competitions use xgboost.

Table 1 Description of the HAPT dataset

Type of dataset Multivariate, time series Number of instances 10,929

Attribute characteristics Real Number of attributes 561

Task at hand Classification Missing values None

Fig. 1 Scatter plots of some features from the HAPT dataset
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1. K-Neighbors Classifier (K-NN) [14].
2. Support Vector Machines (SVM) [15].
3. Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [16].
4. Decision Trees (DT) [17].
5. AdaBoost [18].
6. Random Forests Classifier (RF) [19].
7. Naïve Bayes Classifier (NB) [4].
8. Logistic Regression (LR) [1].
9. Neural Networks (NN).

10. XGBoost.

Figure 2 depicts the performance of all the algorithms on the HAPT dataset. It is
clear from Fig. 2 that xgboost algorithm outperforms all the other benchmark
algorithms for accurately predicting the activity of the user. Logistic regression
comes second in terms of accuracy and adaboost and naïve Bayes performs the
worst among all the other algorithms (Table 2).

Fig. 2 Accuracy comparison
of various algorithms

Table 2 Accuracy table Algorithm name Accuracy

KNN 88.5515496521

RF 91.1448450347

SVM 91.8089816571

NB 74.7311827956

LR 94.5287792536

GB 91.8089816571

AB 51.9607843137

DT 80.7084123972

XGB 94.9715370019

NN 80
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All the algorithms were implemented and executed on the computer with fol-
lowing hardware configuration.

I7, 8 gbram INCOMPLETE H/W Description

5 Conclusions and Future Scope

An effective approach for classification problems that arrive from online learning is
needed. In incremental learning instead of training the machine on the entire
dataset, small batches are formed, and then the model works on each dataset,
learning from the previous classification without storing the actual data. Incremental
SVMs also utilize this approach, and thus we save on both space and time. They,
however, suffer from the problem of catastrophic forgetting. The proposed approach
implements incremental learning using an ensemble of SVMs. Once the machine is
trained on the first batch of data, it is stored in any array of machines. The second
time around, this machine is trained on the new batch, and correctly classified data
is discarded, but we train a new machine of the misclassified one. Similarly, we
keep training machines on subsequent batches and generating SVM for each mis-
classified batch. Final classification at each step is obtained by taking a weighted
sum of all the machines in the array, and these weights are assigned sing PSO.
Simulation is run on the Human Activity and Postural Transition dataset to obtain a
Transition-Aware Classification. Proposed approach shows a higher accuracy than
the traditional one and also runs in significantly lesser time. The results are
promising and attest to the veracity of the model put forward.

Future work could focus on comparing the proposed approach with the multi-
tude of Incremental SVM realizations that have come up over time. Simulations on
multiple datasets, of varying variety, need to be run and studied to gain more
insight. The storing and usage of classifiers used in the previous machines, for the
next batch of data, could be studied and their results contrasted with current
approaches. Alternatives for optimization can be implemented and studied. Hybrid
or improved variants of SVMs using proposed ensemble method may also prove
interesting.
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Software Defect Prediction: A Comparison
Between Artificial Neural Network
and Support Vector Machine

Ishani Arora and Anju Saha

Abstract Software industry has stipulated the need for good quality software
projects to be delivered on time and within budget. Software defect prediction
(SDP) has led to the application of machine learning algorithms for building defect
classification models using software metrics and defect proneness as the indepen-
dent and dependent variables, respectively. This work performs an empirical
comparison of the two classification methods: support vector machine (SVM) and
artificial neural network (ANN), both having the predictive capability to handle the
complex nonlinear relationships between the software attributes and the software
defect. Seven data sets from the PROMISE repository are used and the prediction
models’ are assessed on the parameters of accuracy, recall, and specificity. The
results show that SVM is better than ANN in terms of recall, while the later one
performed well along the dimensions of accuracy and specificity. Therefore, it is
concluded that it is necessary to determine the evaluation parameters according to
the criticality of the project, and then decide upon the classification model to be
applied.
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1 Introduction

Software defect prediction (SDP) is used to assess the software quality by building
the software defect prediction models using the static software design and code
metrics. SDP is usually treated as a binary classification problem where in a module
is either defect prone or nondefect prone. A module is a single indivisible unit of the
source code, which may be a class or a procedure, having a set of object-oriented
features such as Chidamber and Kemerer metrics [1] or procedural metrics such as
Halstead metrics [2], respectively. A software defect prediction model is built
through a training phase using the labeled historical defect data and then, a trained
model acts as a classifier for the new unknown data. The classification performance
of the SDP model is examined along various parameters such as accuracy, sensi-
tivity, and specificity.

Researchers and practitioners have successfully applied the statistical tech-
niques, such as logistic regression [3], and machine learning techniques, specifically
supervised learning methods, such as decision trees [4], Naïve Bayes [4], and
support vector machines [5], as a solution to the SDP problem. The dependence of
the statistical methods on the characteristics of the data set proved them inadequate
over the machine learning algorithms. The ability to learn from the data without
being explicitly programmed an important feature of machine learning algorithms.

Support vector machine (SVM), a supervised learning technique, has been
efficiently applied to solve a majority of classification and regression problems in
the recent years [5, 6]. The operating principle behind SVM is the Structural Risk
Minimization (SRM) which works with the aim of minimizing the generalization
error. Some important characteristics of SVM are:

• Ability to generalize in multidimensional spaces with small amount of training
samples.

• Not affected and hence, robust to the outliers.
• Ability to model the nonlinear relationships between the software metrics and

the defect proneness.
• Achieves a global optimum solution.

Although the prediction models were effectively built for the classification task
using machine learning algorithms, but there was no way that the systems could
become intelligent, in the sense that they could not sense the severity of the defect
proneness of the module and hence, prioritize the defects. This characteristic of
intelligence was inherent with the concept of Artificial Intelligence (AI) introduced
as a separate field in the 1990s [7]. With the recent advancements, the domain of
machine learning got merged with AI as its subset and hence, the terms are often
used interchangeably. AI techniques such as artificial neural networks (ANNs) and
fuzzy logic have proved their applicability in the domain of software engineering,
such as cost estimation [8], effort estimation [9] and software defect prediction
[10, 11].
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An artificial neural network is a biologically inspired set of interconnected
parallel operating units called neurons. Each neuron takes an input which is the
product of the actual input value and a weight. The summation of these individual
product values is passed as an input to a transfer function which produces the output
for the respective layer. This output may act as an input for the next neuron or may
be produced as the final output of the ANN. The basic architecture of a neural
network is characterized by three layers: input layer, output layer, and the hidden
layer. The advantages of ANNs are manifold: (1) Ability to learn itself and discover
knowledge, (2) Ability to model the complex nonlinear relationships between the
software metrics and the defect data, and (3) Expandability and simple structure.
ANNs have been applied for software defect prediction problem successfully by
various researchers, and have shown favorable results [10].

This empirical study is executed with two main objectives:

• To show the classification performance of SDP models built using the static
design and code metrics

• An empirical performance comparison of SVM and ANN, and determine which
one is better.

• The tasks, therefore, include:
• Building of software defect prediction models
• Compare the results of SVM and ANNs

The classification models were built using public domain data sets from the
PROMISE repository [12]. Public domain data sets always allow for the verifia-
bility and refutability of the obtained results. The prediction performance was
evaluated along the parameters of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity.

The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides a brief overview of the
background study of SVM and ANNs in the context of SDP. Section 3 presents an
overview of SVM and ANN classifiers. Section 4 describes the characteristics of
the data as well as the performance evaluation measures used for the experimental
study. Results are presented and discussed in Sect. 5. Conclusions are given in
Sect. 6.

2 Background Study

The existing SDP literature has shown an immense growth of the application of
support vector machines and artificial neural networks since their introduction as
the classification models.

Lanubile et al. [13] performed a comparison of six classification techniques:
discriminant analysis, principal component analysis (PCA), logistic regression
(LR), layered neural networks, holographic networks and logical classification
models. The neural network model was developed using back propagation learning
using 27 academic projects. Misclassification rate, predictive validity, verification
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cost and achieved quality were used as performance evaluation measures. However,
the required performance benchmark could not be attained by any of the SDP
models.

Elish and Elish [5] performed an empirical study by building defect prediction
models using SVM on four publically available NASA datasets, namely PC1, CM1,
KC1 and KC3, and compared its performance with eight statistical and machine
learning methods, i.e. logistic regression (LR), decision trees, K-nearest neighbours
(KNN), multilayer perceptrons (MLP), radial basis function (RBF), Naïve Bayes,
Bayesian belief networks (BBN) and random forest (RF). The performance of all
the models was compared along the parameters computed from confusion matrix
and it was concluded that SVM’s performance was better or at least equivalent to
the other SDP techniques.

Gondra [14] performed a study with an objective to determine the significant
software metrics for defect estimation. An ANN model was trained using the his-
torical data and then, sensitivity analysis was performed in order to find out the
significant metrics. These metrics were further used to build a separate ANN model
for determining the defect proneness of each software module. The classification
performance of the ANN model was compared against the Gaussian kernel SVM as
the standard. The experiment was conducted using JM1 dataset from the
NASA MDP repository and the results showed that SVM outperformed ANN in the
binary defect classification problem.

Zheng [15] performed an empirical study using three cost-sensitive boosting
algorithms and backpropagation learning algorithms. Out of three, one was based
on the threshold and the other two were the weight updating architectures. The
study was conducted using four NASA datasets and normalized expected cost of
misclassification (NECM) as the performance measure. The results suggested that
the threshold based feedforward neural network outperformed the other methods,
especially for the object oriented software modules.

Malhotra [16] performed a comparative study of statistical and machine learning
algorithms for building the SDP models using the public domain data sets of AR1
and AR6. The techniques included decision trees, artificial neural networks, support
vector machines, cascade correlation network, group method of data handling
method, and gene expression programming. The AUC values were used to confirm
the prediction capability of these methods for SDP. The AUC values for the
decision tree method were found to be 0.8 and 0.9 for the AR1 and AR6 defect data
set, respectively, which was better than the predictive capability of the other
techniques in comparison.

The relationships between the software metrics and the probability of the
occurrence of the defect are often seen as complex. SVM and ANN are the two
identified machine learning techniques which can handle the complexity and
nonlinearity of such relationships and therefore, build effective defect prediction
models. In this paper, the defect prediction models are built using SVM and ANN
using the static design and code metrics for the binary classification problem.
Further, the predictive capability of the models is compared in terms of various
parameters computed from the confusion matrix as described in Sect. 4.2.
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3 Techniques Involved

3.1 Support Vector Machines

One of the supervised machine learning algorithms which can handle both classi-
fication and regression problems efficiently is the support vector machine (SVM).
An SVM model represents the instances as a set of points in the space which are
separated in a way that the different categories are as wide as possible. The pre-
dictions are done for the unlabeled data based on which side they fall on. The
functions which perform this mapping into the space are called as kernel functions.
Linear, polynomial, Gaussian, and sigmoid functions are the most common types of
kernel functions [17–19]. A linear SVM classifier places a single data point in a
p-dimensional space and it finds out if these points can be separated with (p − 1)
dimensional hyperplane. The optimal choice of the hyperplane is the one which
separates the data points with the largest margin between the two classes. In other
words, a good choice of the separating hyperplane is made which has the maximum
margin from the nearest training data point and hence, minimizes the generalization
error (Fig. 1).

3.2 Artificial Neural Networks

The basic architecture of an artificial neural network is shown in Fig. 2. ANNs are a
system of many interconnected processing units called as neurons. An ANN is

Fig. 1 A simple linear
hyperplane classifier

Fig. 2 Basic architecture of
an artificial neural network
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analogous to the biological model of the brain. An important feature which makes
them highly useful is their ability to learn from the data and therefore, adapting
themselves in the context in which they are trained. ANNs are, therefore, referred to
as “data rich” and “theory poor” models because it does not need any prior
knowledge of the problem at hand and sufficient number of instances for training
purpose is enough [20]. The most common learning algorithm for ANN is the
backpropagation learning algorithm [21]. The backpropagation algorithm uses error
as the performance function and optimizes on the minimization of error. The error is
usually represented in terms of mean square error (MSE) or sum of squared error
(SSE). The default back propagation training algorithm is based on the Levenberg–
Marquardt learning function [22].

4 Experiments

4.1 Data Involved

This comparative study involved seven datasets from the PROMISE repository
[12], namely, PC1, PC2, PC3, PC4, PC5, KC2, and KC3. The characteristics of
these datasets, such as the number of instances and the percentage of the number of
defective modules, are described in Table 1. The software metrics shared by these
defect data sets are the Halstead metrics [2], McCabe metrics [1] and the Lines of
Code (LOC) metrics as described in Table 2. The parameters defined during the
training of the SVM and the ANN techniques to build the software defect prediction
models are defined in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

4.2 Performance Measures

Confusion matrix [23], as shown in Fig. 3, is generally used as the standard for
determining the performance of classification models. This section describes the
various performance evaluation measures which can be computed from the con-
fusion matrix and hence, are used in this work.

Table 1 Characteristics of
the data set involved

Data set No. of instances Defect percentage

PC1 565 7.61

PC2 745 2.15

PC3 1077 12.44

PC4 1458 12.21

PC5 17,186 3.00

KC2 522 20.50

KC3 194 18.56
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Table 2 Common software
metrics

McCabe Cyclomatic complexity

Design complexity

Essential complexity

Normalized cyclomatic complexity

Halstead Num operands

Num operators

Num unique operands

Num unique operators

Error estimate

Length

Level

Program time

Effort

Difficulty

Volume

Content

Lines of code (LOC) Blank

Code and comments

Executable

Comments

Total

Table 3 SVM parameters
used

S. No. Parameter Value

1 Function Linear

2 Solver SMO

3 Scale 1

4 Training data: test data 60:40

Table 4 ANN parameters
used

S. No. Parameter Value

1 Training function trainlm

2 Performance function MSE

3 Maximum number of epochs for training 1000

4 Performance goal 0

5 Maximum validation failures 6

6 Minimum performance gradient 1−e7

7 Number of neurons in the hidden layer 10

Predicted/Output 
class

Actual/Target class
No Yes

No TN FN
Yes FP TP

Fig. 3 Confusion matrix
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where,

TN = True negative = the no. of nondefective modules which are correctly pre-
dicted to be nondefective
FN = False negative = the no. of defective modules incorrectly classified as
nondefective
FP = False positive = the no. of nondefective modules incorrectly classified as
defective
TP = True positive = the no. of defective modules correctly predicted as defective

Accuracy
Accuracy is the total number of defective and nondefective modules identified
correctly, out of the total number of modules in the software project. In mathe-
matical terms, it is defined as:

Accuracy ¼ TNþTP
TNþ FPþ FNþTP

ð1Þ

Recall
Recall depicts the ratio of the number of correctly identified faulty modules to the
total number of actually faulty modules in the data set. Recall is also called as the
sensitivity of the SDP model, and is defined as:

Recall ¼ TP
TPþ FN

ð2Þ

Specificity
Specificity is the ratio of the number of correctly identified non-faulty modules to
the total number of actually non-faulty modules in the data set.

Specificity ¼ TN
TNþ FP

ð3Þ

5 Results

The experiments were executed in the MATLAB 2015 environment. The SVM and
multilayer feedforward neural network classification models were constructed using
the command line interface. The results obtained on the three parameters described
in Sect. 3.2 are shown in Tables 5, 6 and 7.
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On the account of accuracy, ANN has clearly outperformed SVM for all the
seven data sets with the maximum and minimum accuracy of 97.92 and 81.12%,
respectively. SVM could not even achieve a satisfactory performance with a
minimum accuracy of 0.95% and a maximum of 82.07%. However, when com-
pared on recall or the probability of detection, SVM performed better than the
artificial neural networks on four out of seven cases, with a maximum recall value

Table 5 Accuracy (in %) Data set SVM ANN

PC1 34.23 93.60
PC2 13.67 97.72
PC3 78.37 87.37
PC4 82.70 90.67
PC5 3.27 81.12
KC2 0.95 94.50
KC3 24.35 84.02
The values in bold shows the better performance of that particular
technique/method as compared to the other methods/techniques
in the tables.

Table 6 Recall (in %) Data set SVM ANN

PC1 47.06 45.45

PC2 50.00 6.25

PC3 8.62 0.00

PC4 25.37 29.21
PC5 59.81 31.39

KC2 16.67 45.79
KC3 11.47 33.33
The values in bold shows the better performance of that particular
technique/method as compared to the other methods/techniques
in the tables.

Table 7 Specificity (in %) Data set SVM ANN

PC1 33.33 98.46
PC2 12.41 99.72
PC3 89.24 99.78
PC4 90.13 99.22
PC5 1.41 99.58
KC2 0.49 95.90
KC3 70.59 95.56
The values in bold shows the better performance of that particular
technique/method as compared to the other methods/techniques
in the tables.
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of 59.81%. ANN also performed better than SVM with specificity as the evaluation
measure in all the seven cases with a maximum value of 99.78%. However, recall is
generally considered as an important parameter over others because it is essential to
classify the defective modules correctly.

6 Conclusions

A comparative study of the traditional support vector machine and the novel arti-
ficial neural network classification models in the context of software defect pre-
diction has been reported in the paper. The defect prediction models were built
using the seven defect data sets from the PROMISE repository in the MATLAB
environment. A linear kernel based SVM and a multilayer feed forward ANN was
built. The models were empirically compared on the parameters of accuracy, recall
and specificity. The techniques performed differently along different measures.
ANN performed well on the dimensions of accuracy and specificity while SVM
performed better when evaluated with recall. Hence, it is concluded that it is the
criticality of the software project which helps to decide the measure to be used for
performance evaluation and hence, determine the classification model. Also, it is
encouraged to perform similar studies on a larger set of data sets to determine if the
results obtained in this study can be generalized.
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Random Selection of Crossover Operation
with Mutation for Image Encryption––A
New Approach

Jalesh Kumar and S. Nirmala

Abstract Securing multimedia information from attacks is a challenging task.
There is a need of a versatile technique to convert the multimedia information into
the unintelligent form to protect from vulnerability. A new approach based on
random selection of crossover operation and mutation to secure the digital images is
proposed. It comprises three different stages. In the first stage, three different
crossover operations namely, one point, two points and uniform crossover opera-
tions of a genetic algorithm are implemented. Crossover points for one point and
two points are generated on the basis of pseudo random number generator. For a
selection of crossover operations, 4-bit linear feedback register is designed to
generate the unpredictable sequence in the second stage. In the third stage, an
encryption process is carried out on the input image based on the selected crossover
operation. Further, mutation operation based on exclusive OR operation is per-
formed to enhance the unpredictability. Experiments are conducted for different
types of images with different crossover operation. The proposed work is analyzed
in terms of entropy, peak signal to noise ratio, structural and feature similarity
index. From the result obtained it is evident that the proposed approach increases
the randomness and enhances the security for the digital images.
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1 Introduction

In spite of the advancement in communication technologies that made the trans-
mission of multimedia information faster, it had also led to the vulnerability of the
information. Medical images, satellite images, document images or personal
information in the form of images needs protection during transmission. Encrypting
the information in the disguised form is the common strategy to protect such
information. Even though standard encryption algorithms like DES, AES or RSA
are available, the algorithms are more suitable for textual information. The structure
of information in the form of images hold the properties like redundancy, corre-
lation, and size which makes the exigent demand for the image encryption tech-
niques. There are a number of techniques available in the literature to secure the
information contents of the image. Some of the image security techniques are
substitution and permutation [1], SCAN pattern [2], chaos based [3] and bit
manipulation [4]. Evolutionary procedures are additionally picking up the signifi-
cance in security. Cellular automata, genetic algorithms and neural network are
gaining the importance in the information security. Kumar [5] proposes a
methodology in a genetic algorithm with pseudorandom grouping to scramble the
information stream. The components of such a methodology incorporate high
information security. The idea of genetic calculations is utilized along with chaos
theory for key generation. Encryption process with crossover operation and a
pseudorandom sequence are discussed in [6]. But the discussed method is time
consuming. Husainy [7] discussed a new image encryption technique based on
genetic process. Mutation and crossover operations are used for encryption.
Different vector lengths and number of crossover and mutation operations deter-
mine the security. A frequency domain method based on genetic algorithm is
proposed in [8]. Magnitude and phase modification using differential evolution is
discussed. Crossover points are selected based on linear feedback shift register. In
[9], the cellular automata sequences are considered for key generation.
Single-dimensional and two-dimensional cellular automata, reversible and irre-
versible sequences are considered for the key sequence. DNA sequences are con-
sidered for the image encryption [10]. Four nucleic acids of the DNA are used to
generate the unpredictable key sequence. Techniques of artificial neural networks
for securing the information contents are described in [11]. Weights used in the
network acts as a random key sequence. The advantage of the techniques is sender
need not send the entire key sequence.

It is observed from the survey that the evolutionary approaches are gaining
importance in the security. Crossover operations of genetic algorithms are used to
generate the key sequence. However, in all the technique one type of crossover
operation is used. In most of the technique chaos methods are included with genetic
operations to enhance the security. In the proposed work, three different crossover
operations are randomly selected based on linear feedback shift register. Based on
the random selection, crossover operation is applied along with the mutation to
enhance the security of images.
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2 Proposed Work

In this work, image encryption based on random selection of crossover operation
with mutation operation of genetic algorithm is carried out. Three different cross-
over operations namely one-point, two point, and uniform crossover operation are
designed. Based on selection, the unpredictable sequence is produced. 4-bit linear
feedback shift register is used to select the type of crossover operation. The block
diagram of the proposed work is shown in Fig. 1. Three stages considered in the
proposed work are as follows.

One Point  
Crossover

Two Point Crossover Uniform Point 
Crossover

Initial Seed 

Pseudo Random Number 
Generator 

Crossover point Genera-
tion 

Random selection of 
Crossover operation 

P/2 pixels 
0………P/2 

P/2 pixels 
P/2…….P-1

Input Image 
of size P  
0……..P-1 

Encrypted Image 

P/
2 

Ite
ra

tio
ns

 

Mutation Process 

Encrypted Image 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed work
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2.1 Generation of Different Types of Crossover Operation

Pseudorandom number generator is initialized with 32-bit random number. Based
on the number generated crossover point is considered. For one-point crossover,
single value is selected and two numbers are selected from the sequence for two
points crossover.

2.1.1 One-Point Crossover Operation

In one point crossover operation, one cross over point is considered among the
parents to generate new two offsprings. Following example represents one-point
crossover operation.

Example :       Parent 1= 01010101       Parent 2 = 11001010 
At crossover point  4, new offspring generated  are 

Offspring 1 = 01011010     Offspring 2 = 11000101 

2.1.2 Two Points Crossover Operation

Two crossover points are chosen among the parents to generate new two offspring
in this process. Example shown below demonstrates the two points crossover
operation.

Example :     Parent 1= 01010101       Parent 2 = 11001010 
At crossover point 2 and 6, new offspring generated are 
Offspring 1 = 01001001   Offspring 2 = 11010110 

2.1.3 Uniform Crossover Operation

In uniform crossover operation, crossover operation takes place uniformly among
the parents to generate the new offspring.

Example :     Parent 1= 01010101       Parent 2 = 11001010 
Offspring 1 = 01011001   Offspring 2 = 11000110 
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2.2 Selection of Crossover Points

Among the three crossover operations, one is selected randomly. For random
selection, 4-bit linear feedback shift register is used. Tap sequence is selected on the
basis of the primitive polynomial x4 + x + 1. Two output bits from LSB are con-
sidered to generate the numbers from 0 to 3. Depending on the output sequence
generated, crossover operation is chosen. ‘0’ indicates one point crossover, ‘1’ for
two points crossover and ‘2’ is uniform crossover operation. ‘3’ indicates no
crossover operation is selected.

2.3 Encryption of Image Based on Crossover
and Mutation Operation

Input image ‘I’ is decomposed into two parts ‘I1’ and ‘I2’. Crossover operation is
carried out between each pixels of ‘I1’ and ‘I2’. Mutation operation is applied on
output image obtained after crossover operation to get the encrypted image. For
mutation, Exclusive OR operation is performed.

3 Result of the Proposed Work

Experimental study is conducted on the image corpus which consists of 100 images
of different size. Corpus contains colored images, images with textual information
and gray images. Some of the images are from usc.spc. database [12]. One point,
two points and uniform crossover operations are applied separately on the input
images. Result obtained after each crossover operations for the input image in
Fig. 2a are shown in Fig. 2b–d, respectively. Figure 2e shows the encrypted image
obtained after selecting the three crossover operations in random. For random
selection of two crossover operations one point and two points is shown in Fig. 2f.
Figure 2 shows the encrypted images obtained after performing mutation operation
on the output images in Fig. 3.

From the results in Figs. 2 and 3, it reveals that the encrypted image using
randomly selected three different crossover operations contains less residual
information and unable to reveal the original information contents of the image.
Figure 4 shows the output image after the decryption process, which indicates there
is no loss of the information contents after decryption.
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4 Security Analysis

Statistical measures are used to analyze the encrypted images. To evaluate the
performance of the proposed method, statistical analyses are carried out in terms of
structural similarity index, feature similarity index, entropy, and correlation coef-
ficient values.

Fig. 2 Encryption process for the sample image in the corpus. a Input image. b One-point
crossover. c Two points crossover. d Uniform crossover. e Randomly selected one, two and
uniform crossover. f Randomly selected one and two points crossover

Fig. 3 Mutation operation on the output images after crossover operation in Fig. 2

Fig. 4 Decryption process
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4.1 Structural Similarity Index

It is a measure of similarity between two images. The measure between two signals
x and y is given by formula below [12]:

SSIM ¼ ð2lxly þ c1Þð2rxy þ c2Þ
ðl2x þ l2y þ c1Þðr2x þ r2y þ c2Þ ð1Þ

with

lx the mean of x and
ly the mean of y
r2x the variance of x and
r2y the variance of y

rxy the covariance of x and y

c1 = (k1L)
2 and c2 = (k2L)

2 are two variables to stabilize the division with weak
denominator. Where ‘L’ is the dynamic range of the pixel values (255 for 8-bit
grayscale images), and k1 � 1 and k2 � 1 are small constants [12]. The value of
SSIM is in the range [0 1]. The value ‘0’ indicates that there is no correlation
between two images. Value ‘1’ indicates two images are similar.

4.2 Information Entropy

Entropy of the information is calculated as follows [13],

Entropy ¼
X

PðiÞ log2
1

PðiÞ ð2Þ

The probability of occurrence of a pixel with value ‘i’ is P(i).

4.3 Feature Similarity Index

On the basis of phase component and gradient magnitude feature extracted from
two images feature similarity index is computed [14].

FSIM ¼
P

x2X SL xð Þ � PCmðxÞP
x2X PCmðxÞ ð3Þ
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X is whole image in spatial domain.

where PCmðxÞ = Max PC1ðxÞ; PC2ðxÞð Þ; PC1ðxÞ and PC2ðxÞ are phase component
of two images.

SL xð Þ ¼ SPCðxÞ½ �a � SGðxÞ½ �b where SPCðxÞ is similarity measure of phase com-
ponent and SGðxÞ is similarity measure of gradient magnitude. a and b are adjusting
parameters. For simplicity a = b = 1. FSIM values are in the range [0 1]. The value
‘1’ indicates the features of two images are same. The value less than 1 indicates
features are not similar.

4.4 Feature Similarity Index with Chromatic Information

Feature similarity index by considering chromatic information are computed using
the Eq. 4 [14]. The value of FSIMc ranges from [0 1]. ‘1’ indicates two images are
similar with respect to chromatic information. The value ‘0’ indicates there is no
similarity between two images.

FSIMc ¼
P

x2X SL xð Þ � Sc xð Þ½ �k � PCmðxÞP
x2X PCmðxÞ ð4Þ

X is whole image in spatial domain.

where k[ 0 is the parameter used to adjust the importance of the chromatic
components. Sc xð Þ is chrominance similarity measure between two images.

The performance analysis is evaluated in terms of parameters PSNR [13], SSIM,
entropy, FSIM, and FSIMc. Average value of these parameters for all images in the
corpus is tabulated in Table 1. From the values tabulated in Table 1, it is evident
that the random selection of one, two and uniform crossover operation exhibits high
unpredictability. Compared to only one point, two points, and uniform crossover
operation, in random selection of three crossover operation enhances the amount of
randomness in encrypted image. Even though random selection of one and two
points crossover operation increases the unpredictability, but combination of three
crossover operation achieves improved performance.
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5 Conclusions

In this work, three different crossover operations of genetic algorithm have been
analyzed. Based on the combinations of one point, two points, and uniform
crossover operations, a security model is implemented. To enhance the security,
mutation operation is applied after crossover operation. It has been observed from
the experimental results that the proposed approach increases the unpredictability
and further improves the security.
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User-Interactive Recommender System
for Electronic Products Using Fuzzy
Numbers

Shalini Sharma, C. Rama Krishna, Shano Solanki, Khushleen Kaur
and Sharandeep Kaur

Abstract Recommender systems support users in decision-making processes like
shopping, entertainment, browsing and reading from the extensive information
available on the Internet. A customer often feels difficulty in expressing exact
requirements when confronted with the purchasing of a high-tech product having
complex characteristics, e.g., digital camera, smartphone, notebook, electronic
tablet, kindle, server, personal computer, car, etc. Most of the consumers are not so
much aware with the technical features of these electronic products. As these
products are expensive and users are not going to buy these items regularly so the
system is not aware with user past profile, purchases and interests, on the basis of
which it can generate recommendations; this is a kind of cold start problem. In this
paper, consumer’s requirements are obtained from the human–computer interaction
based on two kinds of fuzzy numbers, viz., Trapezoidal and Triangular. This is also
evaluated which fuzzy number method gives better results. The field of proposed
recommender system is digital camera area.

Keywords Euclidean fuzzy distance � Coefficient of correlation � Recommender
system � Fuzzy numbers
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1 Introduction

Recommender Systems (RS) are application software techniques suggesting items
to a user [1] and filtering and sorting items and information [2]. The extensive
information available on the Internet and the frequent launch of new e-business
services have confused users and has often lead them to wrong decisions. So, due to
vast available choices, the number of users has decreased, thereby reducing the
profits. RS are valuable for users to deal with the overloaded data over the internet
and are very capable, powerful and dominant tools in e-business.

Customers buying high-technology products like laptops, desktops, digital
camera, smartphone, and car with many technical features; face difficulty to specify
their requirements because most of consumers often do not know the technical
features of the products. A common consumer purchases these products less fre-
quently, so enterprises have lack of sufficient information about the customer’s
previous purchases, so it is impossible to use a customer’s prior preferences. The
above case is a kind of cold start problem. Therefore, there is a need for developing
a user interactive RS, where the users should only input their requirements as
desired product functionality. This paper proposes a way to find requirement—
product similarity for generating appropriate recommendation. The proposed sys-
tem is developed into digital camera area.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains related work
about RS that is built upon functional needs and a product’s technical features.
Section 3 presents our proposed work for product recommendation in detail.
Section 4 reports about evaluations and results. Finally, we equip conclusion in
Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

After reviewing the literature, it is found that RS is emerging technology to support
decision-making of users. In particular, a lot of research has been done on various
RS techniques, like content based filtering [2, 3], collaborative filtering technique
[4, 5], hybrid recommendation approaches [6–8], knowledge-based RS [9–15]. In
the literature, researchers have proposed solutions for various recommender system
challenges like data sparsity problem [16], cold start problem [17, 18]. All of the
techniques are based on past records of the user like user profile, rating of user for a
particular product. There is no restriction on user to describe his needs explicitly. In
knowledge-based RS, the system obtains consumers’ needs for a item, and then
uses that data as the base to elect the most appropriate products for the user [10].
Nonetheless, in most of these RS, user input their needs in terms of technical
features of the products. But consumers do not know the typical technical features
of sophisticated high-tech products. To solve this problem, Hendratmo and Baizal
[19] presented a plan to develop a conversational RS that is capable to fetch the
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practical needs of the consumer by a question–answer mechanism. Meantime, Cao
and Li [1] developed an impressive model to encompass user’s functional needs in
a RS. Baizal and Adiwijaya [20] extended the work of Cao and Li for Smartphones.
In this scenario recent work has been done on triangular fuzzy numbers. We pro-
posed a system that will recommend items both for triangular and trapezoidal fuzzy
numbers and compare which type of numbers give better results.

3 System Architecture

The system explicitly inquires users’ functional requirements through some ques-
tions. For each requirement, the user has to input only degree of interest (DOI) in
fuzzy scale, such as very low (VL), low (L), medium (M), high (H) and very high
(VH). Interest level of user about a functional need is represented by the DOI. Main
processes of the system are as follows:

1. Acquiring user’s category as beginner, family, traveler, enthusiast, or
sportsperson and DOI for functional requirements through some of questions
given by the system. The answers of user will then be passed on for mapping the
needs to digital camera characteristics.

2. Obtaining a quality level of each feature of product from weight value of digital
camera component.

3. Recommending digital camera to user using two types of fuzzy numbers. The
similarity level of needs is compared to the presently marketed digital camera
using Euclidean fuzzy distance.

4. Comparing results of the two fuzzy numbers with the database of best cameras
for particular category using Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient and
delivering the better method.

3.1 Fuzzy Numbers

Fuzzy numbers allow composing the mathematical model of linguistic variable.
Value of a fuzzy number is imprecise, rather than exact. Fuzzy number means a real
number interval with fuzzy boundary.

Triangular fuzzy number (TFN): It is defined by a triplet (a1, a2, a3). The
membership function is described as Eq. (1) [21].

u xð Þ ¼
x� a1ð Þ= a2� a1ð Þ a1� x� a2
a3� xð Þ= a3� a2ð Þ a2� x� a3
0 otherwise

8<: ð1Þ
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Linguistic terms are used to help users easily express their interest and the
system can easily access product features. Five linguistic sets are allowable:
(1) Very Low, (2) Low, (3) Medium, (4) High, (5) Very High.

Trapezoidal fuzzy number (TrFN): It is a fuzzy number having quadruplet (a1,
a2, a3, a4) and its membership function is described as Eq. (2) [21].

u xð Þ ¼
x� a1ð Þ= a2� a1ð Þ a1� x� a2
1 a2� x� a3
x� a4ð Þ= a3� a4ð Þ a3� x� a4
0 otherwise

8>><>>: ð2Þ

3.2 Euclidean Fuzzy Distance

It is a fuzzy method that considers range and refers to measurement of the com-
pactness between two membership functions. The study determines similarity of
user’s requirements and product’s components, using modified Euclidean fuzzy
distance equation Eq. (3) introduced by Baizal and Adiwijaya [20].

NE eqA;eqB� � ¼ 1þ 1ffiffiffi
3

p
X3
j¼1

q j
A � q j

B

�� ��2 !1=2

ð3Þ

where in the case of triangular fuzzy number eqA ¼ ðq1A; q2A; q3AÞ is compared TFN,eqB ¼ ðq1B; q2B; q3BÞ is target TFN. In the case of trapezoidal fuzzy number eqA ¼
ðq1A; q2A; q3A; q4AÞ is compared TrFN, eqB ¼ ðq1B; q2B; q3B; q4AÞ is target TrFN. The NE will
be processed n times for top-n recommendations. If the resultant number is near to
1, the similarity between membership triplets/quadruplets is more. Eq. (4) gives the
similarity between two fuzzy sets [1].

NE eX ; eY� � ¼Xn
i¼1

NE exi;eyi� �� vi
� � ð4Þ

where NE exi;eyi� �
is identical to that in Eq. (1) and NE eX ; eY� �

is the closeness

between fuzzy sets eX and eY , and vi is the correspondent weight to the ith
TFN/TrFN, where

Xn
i¼1

vi ¼ 1 ð5Þ

Eq. (6) gives the component capability [1].
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pki ¼
Xn
j¼1

f jki � wj
i

� �
ð6Þ

where p is component capability of camera, k stands for kth TFN, i refer to ith

component, j refers to jth feature of ith component. From Eq. (7) the most ideal
component for the user requirement is achieved [1].

cki ¼
Xn
j¼1

ujki � v ji
� �

ð7Þ

From Eq. (7), we can observe that to get the value of the component ideal for the
consumers, the computation of the requirement of user is mapped to component
(u) and multiplied to the weight of the mapping of users’ requirement toward the
component of digital camera (v). It will be a valid input for Euclidean Fuzzy, if the
total of the weight is 1.

3.3 Attaining Matching Components to User’s Functional
Requirements

The system asks questions on need of user which may assuredly help users who are
not usual with technological features of product. The user interface asks functional
requirements of user through some questions. Each functional requirement will be
mapped to the corresponding components based on DOI value. Table 1 describes
the weights given to functional requirement towards digital cameras component.

Table 1 The relationship
between the critical
component and customer
qualitative need

Customer qualitative
need

Ability weight
(v)

Components

Photo quality 0.1 Lens

0.4 Aperture

0.5 Image sensor

Price 0.1 Aperture

0.2 Image sensor

0.28 Memory card

0.12 LCD screen

0.1 Flash

0.1 User controls

0.1 Angle of
view

⋮ ⋮ ⋮
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3.4 Component’s Quality Level Based on Features

Based on existing mapping, the system will classify the quality features and then it
will be input to Euclidean Fuzzy distance. The system will calculate the component
quality of digital camera using Eq. (1). This mapping of product features-
components are illustrated in Table 2.

4 The Evaluations

The evaluation is done by comparing the generated recommendations with top best
cameras categorized according to the type of the user. Recommendations generated
using both methods are compared separately with the corresponding database and
Spearman’s coefficient is calculated for both of these methods. The method for
which the value of Spearman coefficient is more close to 1; is better method.

4.1 Recommendations Generation

Python language is used for the implementation of the work in Anaconda2-4.1.1
Spyder environment. Results for both methods are displayed separately.

Table 2 Technical features of critical component in a digital camera

Components Feature
weight (wj

i )
Technical feature Candidates

Lens 0.1 Focal length 10, 50, 85 mm, etc.

0.4 Lens mount Canon EF-M, Canon EF-S

0.5 Lens F-ratio f/1.4, f/4.5, f/5, f/6.3, f/8 etc.

Shutter release 1 Shutter speed faster than 1 s (1/125); slower than 1 s (1″)

Aperture 0.25 Aperture sizes f/1.4, f/22, etc.

0.25 Aperture area 490.8, 122.7 mm2 etc.

0.25 Aperture speed exposure time; 200 ISO, 400 ISO

0.25 Aperture range 35, 24–200 mm etc.

Memory card 0.6 Size 16, 32, 64 GB etc.

0.4 Speed capacity 30, 10 MB/s

Viewfinder 1 Type Waist-level (reflecting); sports viewfinder;
twin and single-lens reflex

⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮
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4.2 Comparison Result for Two Methods

Comparison of result is done for the same user input in both evaluation situations
using Spearman’s coefficient according to category of the user. The n rows scores
Xi, Yi for a sample of size n are transformed to ranks xi, yi and correlation q is
computed using Eq. (8).

q ¼ 1� 6
P

d2i
n n2 � 1ð Þ ð8Þ

where di ¼ xi � yi is the difference between ranks. The results are shown in Fig. 1.
For example, let us consider that user selected type as Enthusiast and entered the
preferences and recommendations were generated according to the preferences.
These recommendations are stored in a table. One instance of this scenario is

Fig. 1 Results

Table 3 Recommended cameras to the user using TFNs and TrFNs

Rank Recommendation for TFNs Recommendation for TrFNs

1 Nikon COOLPIX AW120 16 MP Wi-Fi
and Waterproof Digital Camera

Nikon COOLPIX AW120 16 MP
Wi-Fi and Waterproof Digital

2 Nikon D90 DX-Format CMOS DSLR
Camera

Canon EOS Rebel SL1 Digital SLR

3 Nikon D5500 Nikon D5

4 Panasonic Lumix DMC-ZS100 Canon PowerShot G7 X Mark II

5 Canon PowerShot G9 X Sony Alpha ILCE-A6000

6 Sony Alpha ILCE-A6000 Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX10 III

7 Canon PowerShot G7 X Mark II Canon PowerShot G9 X

8 Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX10 III Canon EOS M3

9 Canon EOS M3 Canon EOS 5D Mark III

10 Canon EOS 80D Panasonic Lumix DMC-ZS100
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presented in Table 3 for TFNs and TrFNs. This table is compared to the best
cameras shown in Table 4 [22] for Enthusiast category according to the ranks.

Spearman’s coefficient for TFNs is: 0.2303030 and for TrFNs is: 0.769696969.
Like this, we run the system 80 times for testing. Score for Spearman’s correlation
for two methods were stored for each run. The resultant graph for Spearman’s
correlation values for TFNs and TrFNs for 15 runs is shown in the following
subplot in Fig. 1.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, it may be argued that both the methods are effective in this scenario.
But in terms of better recommendation, it can be said that trapezoidal fuzzy method
performs better as compared to triangular fuzzy methods. Though recommendations
are generated through many techniques but for user interactive RS fuzzy methods
have been proved beneficial. A prototype for the RS is developed with 350 camera
dataset and in 92% cases trapezoidal fuzzy numbers proved better than triangular
fuzzy numbers. From these results, it can be wrapped up that trapezoidal
fuzzy-based method is best for recommending better products in this scenario.
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Selection of Genes Mediating Human
Leukemia, Using Boltzmann Machine

Sougata Sheet, Anupam Ghosh and Sudhindu Bikash Mandal

Abstract The Boltzmann machine model for identification of some possible genes
mediating different disease has been reported in this paper. The procedure involves
grouping of gene-based correlation coefficient using gene expression data sets. The
usefulness of the procedure has been demonstrated using human leukemia gene
expression data set. The vying of the procedure has been established using three
existing gene selection methods like Significance Analysis of Microarray (SAM),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). We have per-
formed biochemical pathway, p-value, t-test, sensitivity, expression profile plots for
identifying biological and statistically pertinent gene sets. In this procedure, we
have found more number of true positive genes compared to other existing
methods.

Keywords Boltzmann machine � p-value � t-test

1 Introduction

Cancer is a group of 100 diseases for which a group of cells undergoes insensitive
outgrowth [1]. It causes wreck of contiguous tissues and sometimes expansion to
other location in the body via blood. People are affected by cancer at all stage and
risk for most varieties increase with age. In United States 54,000 new cases occurs
yearly and 24,000 deaths due to cancer. Nearly 27,000 adults and 2000 children are
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affected each year [2]. Different types of research efforts, including ones based on
surgery, chemotherapy, radiotherapy are being made to fight against cancer.

In the field of microarray data analysis, the most difficult remittance is genes
selection [3]. Gene expression data generally contains large number of variable
genes compared to the number of samples. The customary data mining approach
cannot be immediately used to the data due to this individuality problem. The
analysis of gene expression data used dimension reduction methodology for this
purpose.

We introduce a method based on Boltzmann models for identifying genes
mediating normal and disease genes [4, 5] in this paper. We denote those models as
Boltzmann Machine Model-1 (BMM-1) and Boltzmann Machine Model-2
(BMM-2). We select the most important group but at first we using correlation
coefficient and form of genes. The procedure is applicable in this data-rich situation,
i.e., if the number of samples is gigantic and compared to the dimension of all
samples. The number of samples is low which is compared to the number of genes
in this problem. From given microarray gene expression data sets we have produce
more data and solved this problem.

The usefulness of the procedure, along with its outstanding result over several
others procedure, has been demonstrated one microarray gene expression data set
with cancer related to human leukaemia. The results have been compared three
existing methods like Significance Analysis of Microarray (SAM) [6], Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [7, 8] and Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) [9]. The compared
of the result has been made using t-test and p-value.

2 Methodology

Let us assume a set G = (g1; g2; ….; gn) of n genes for every of which the first
m expression values in normal samples and the subsequent n expression values in
diseased samples are known. Now we calculate the interrelation coefficient within
twins of these genes based on their expression values in normal samples. Thus, the
interrelation coefficient Rpq within pth and qth genes is given by [10]

Rpq ¼
Pm

k¼1 ðgpk � ypÞ � ðgqk � yqÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pm

k¼1 gpk � yp
� �2� �r

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pm

k¼1 gqk � yq
� �2� �r ð1Þ

Here yp and yq are the mean of expression values of pth and qth genes,
respectively, above normal samples. The interrelation coefficient assumes values in
the interval [−1, 1]. When Rpq = −1 (+1), there is a strong negative (positive)
interrelation between pth and qth genes. Interrelation values which are high
positive are placed into the same group. The main idea of grouping is as follows.
Now interrelations with another gene if a gene has a strong positive, then the
expression patterns of these two genes are similar. We may consider one of them as
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a typical gene and ignore the other genes in that situation. The genes in the same
group are strongly positively correlated if the group of genes is identified in such a
way. In order to do this, Rpq (Eq. 1) is computed for each pair of genes. The genes
are located in the similar group if Rpq � 0.50. Now we have applied interrelation
coefficient to narrow downhearted the invention space by searching genes of a
comparable behavior in terms of related expression patterns. The set of responsible
genes mediating certain cancers are identified in this procedure. The choice of 0.50
as a threshold value has been done through extensive experimentation for which the
distances among the cluster center have become maximize. The first group of genes
is obtained in this way.

The Boltzmann machine is designed to consent useful searches for combination
of hypotheses that is stored constraints and satisfy some input data [11]. A binary
state whose two states are represented as the authentic values of the hypothesis is
represented in every hypothesis. A content-addressable memory can be finalized by
using distributed patterns of large combinations of hypotheses to continue for the
kinds of difficult items for which we have words. New items are stored by varying
the interactions between units so as to generate new permanent patterns of activity,
and they are improving by establishment into the pattern of movement under the
impact of an exotic input vector which is acts as a partial statement of the basic
item. A good way to approach the excellent-fit problem is to define measure of how
poorly the present pattern of activity in a module fits the external input and internal
constraints and then we create the separate hardware units and minimize this
measure. For this reason, we can create separate hardware units act so as to min-
imize this measure. The energy measure can be calculated with states of a binary
network, and we generalize this measure to involve maintained inputs from outside
the network which is shown by Hopfield network. Fully connected Boltzmann
machine shown in Fig. 1.

e ¼ 1=2
X

mn

wmnrmrn �
X

m

ðlm � bmÞrm ð2Þ

Fig. 1 Fully connected
Boltzmann machine
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Now we can discover a local energy minimum in this kind of network is to con-
stantly change all unit into whichever of its two states output the lower total energy
given the current states of the another units. The procedure can minimize the energy, if
hardware units form their decisions at haphazard, asynchronous moment and if
sending times are ignorable so that each unit always “sees” the preset states of the units,
and the network must resolve into an energy minimum. If all the link power is sym-
metric, which is classically the case for constraint amusement problems; every unit can
enumerate its outcome on the total energy from information that is locally available.
The distinction between the energy with the kth unit false and with it true is just

Dek ¼
X

m

wkmrm þ lk � bk ð3Þ

So the rule for reducing the total energy is to accept the true state, if the joined of
external and internal input to the unit exceeds its threshold. This is called the familiar
rule for binary threshold units. It is likely to exclude from poor local minimum and
searches excellent ones by changing the simple procedure to allow occasional jumps
to states of higher energy. At first sight, this point looks like a dirty hack which can
never surety that the global minimum will be found. However, his entire module will
treat in an effective pathway that can be analyze using statistical procedure that
provided all units adopts the state with a probability given by

pk ¼ 1
1þ v�Dek=s

ð4Þ

where s is a scaling parameter that acts like the temperature of a physical system.
This procedure, which is similar the input–output function for a cortical neuron
confirm that when the system has reached “thermal equilibrium” the relative
probability of searching it in two global states is a Boltzmann distribution and is
therefore determinate only by their energy difference

pc
pd

¼ v�ðec�ecÞ=s ð5Þ

If s is big equilibrium is extended quickly but the bias in support of the minor
energy states is small. If s is small, the bias is helpful but the time necessary to
reach equilibrium is long.

3 Analysis of the Result

In this work, we can select one type of data set. The name of the data set is
Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia (B lymphocytes and plasma cells). It has been
applied for the solution of B lymphocytes (BL) and plasma cells (PC) from patients
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with Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia (WM). The data set ID is GDS-2643 [12].
The total data set consists of 22,283 numbers of genes with 56 samples. Among
them, there are 13 normal samples which consist of 8 normal for B lymphocytes
and 5 normal plasma cells and 43 diseased samples which consist of 20
Waldenstrom’s macroglobulinemia, 11 chronic lymphocytic leukemia, 12 multiple
myeloma samples. The database web link is http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/geo/.

In this section, the usefulness of the procedure is demonstrated on human leu-
kemia gene expression data set and also included a comparative analysis with SAM,
SVM and SNR. We have got 8 groups containing 2741, 2856, 2691, 2476, 2786,
2813, 2784, 2673 number of genes respectively. In this group, 2856 number of
genes has been selected as most important group by both BMM-1 and BMM-2.
Given in Table 1.

We have been determinate to compare the result of this leukemia gene expres-
sion data. In order to validate the results statistically, we have performed t-test on
the genes identified by BMM-1 and BMM-2 on each data sets. t-test is the statistical
significance which indicates whether or not the difference between two groups
average most likely reflects an original difference in the population from which the
group wear sampled. The t-value show the most significant genes (99.9%) which p-
value <0.001. For these three types of data sets, we can apply t-test and we get
corresponding t-value. We have identify some important genes like IARS (5.98),
MMP25 (4.58), TYMS (3.96), HPS6 (5.59), MLX (5.32), CALCA (4.12), HIC2
(5.02), ANP32B (4.56), TFPI (5.72), CRYAB (3.98), NCF1C (3.39), HNRNPH1
(4.92), etc.

The numbers in the bracket show t-value of the corresponding gene. The t-value
of this genes exceeds the value for P = 0.001. This means that this gene is highly
significant (99.9% level of significance). Similarly genes like ERCC5 (3.12),
PRDM2 (3.17), PRIM2 (2.61), TPT1 (3.29), RPS26 (2.83), EFCAB11 (3.22),
PRPSAP2 (3.57), PRKACA (2.84), etc., exceed the t-value for p = 0.01. It indi-
cates that these genes are significant at the level of 99%. Similarly genes like
MED17 (2.34), MAPK1 (2.42), PIK3CB (2.05), NMD3 (2.34), ARG2 (2.19),
EXOC3 (2.16), WHSC1 (2.18), RFC4 (2.26), GLB1L (2.41), HNF1A (2.05) etc.,
exceeds the value for p = 0.05. It indicate that this genes significant at the level of
95%. Similarly genes like FLG (1.97), TXNL1 (1.82), RIN3 (1.95), CYBB (2.04),
ZNF814 (1.72), KLF4 (1.28) etc. exceeds the value for p = 0.1. It indicate that this
type of genes significant at the level of 90%. We have showed only the expression
profile plots of genes of GDS-2643 data set (Fig. 2.).

Table 1 Comparative result on number of attributes of various sets of genes

Data set Gene set BMM-1 BMM-2 SAM SVM SNR

Leukemia expression data First 5 85 82 60 79 17

First 10 91 87 62 88 27

First 15 104 100 71 97 37

First 20 112 101 80 106 42
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3.1 Statistical Validation

Applying BMM-1 and BMM-2 we have found non-small leukemia and small
leukemia pathway. In these two pathways a set of 472 genes is involved. This set of
genes we have compared obtained by 3 methods. The result of BMM-1 and
BMM-2, we have identified 297 and 307 number of genes are common in database
information. We have said these genes are true positive (TP) genes. On the other
hand we have found 104 and 100 number of genes that are in the set of 472 genes
respectively which is obtained by BMM-1 and BMM-2 but not present in the
pathway. These 104 and 100 number of gene are said false positive (FP) and the
number of false negative (FN) gene is 100 and 103 for BMM-1 and BMM-2
respectively. Figure 3, compared to all other methods, it is comprehensible that
both BMM-1 and BMM-2 have been efficient to identify more number of true
positive genes but less number of false positive and false negative genes.

3.2 Biological Validation

The disease-mediating gene list and corresponding to an earmarked disease can be
obtained in NCBI database [10] (http://ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/projects/geo/.). The list is
composing in terms of relevancy of the gene. For leukemia, we have identified 349

Fig. 2 Expression profiles of some over-expressed genes (CALCA, ERCC, IARS) and
under-express (TYMS) in normal (shown by blue points) and disease (shown by red points)
samples of human leukemia expression data
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numbers of genes each by using BMM-1 and BMM-2 respectively. This set of
genes we have compared with 349 numbers of genes from NCBI and we can
identified 247 and 238 numbers of genes for BMM-1 and BMM-2, respectively,
which is common in both sets. We said that these genes are true positive (TP)
genes. On the other hand (349 − 247) = 102 and (349 − 238) = 111 numbers of
genes for BMM-1 and BMM-2, respectively, are not in the list which is obtained
from NCBI. We said that these genes as false positive (FP). Similarly
(349 − 247) = 102 and (349 − 238) = 111 number of genes that are present in the
NCBI list but not in the set of genes which is obtained by BMM-1 and BMM-2
respectively. In this reason, these genes are call false negative (FN). Likewise, we
have compared our results with other 3 methods, viz., SAM, SVM and SNR.
Figure 4, show the corresponding results.

Fig. 3 Comparison among the methods. Here TP, FP, FN indicate the number of true positive,
false positive, false negative, respectively

Fig. 4 Comparison among the methods using NCBI database. Here TP, FP, FN indicate the
number of true positive, false positive, false negative, respectively
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4 Conclusion

In this article, we have provided a procedure based on Boltzmann machine models
for selection of genes that under or over expression may be normal or may be
malignant. The procedure finds several groups of genes based on values of corre-
lation. This is pursued by determining the most important group. Using BMM-1
and BMM-2 the genes of these groups are evaluated. The most important genes
identified by the procedure have also been corroborated using their p-values. The
performance of the procedure compared to few existing ones has reported. The
results have been corroborated using biochemical pathway, p-value, t-test, sensi-
tivity, and some existing result expression profile plots.
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Survey of Classification Approaches
for Glaucoma Diagnosis from Retinal
Images

Niharika Thakur and Mamta Juneja

Abstract The eye is a vital and complex organ of vision that helps us in interaction
with the outside world. It helps us to visualize the outside world by detecting light
and converting it into impulses for sending them to the brain via the optic nerve. As
it is sensitive in nature, so it is easily vulnerable to many diseases. Glaucoma is one
of the second largest eye disease resulting in irreversible blindness, due to the
damage of optic nerve. Ophthalmologists use retinal fundus images for assessment
of this disease by manually outlining the optic cup and optic disc for analysis of the
abnormality. The aim of this paper is to analyze different approaches used so far for
classification of retinal images as abnormal or normal using feature extraction and
classification.

Keywords Optic disc � Optic cup � Classification � Glaucoma

1 Introduction

The disease glaucoma came into existence in the initial years of seventeenth cen-
tury, but its role as a source of blindness was accepted in nineteenth century. Since
then its treatment has been initiated from twentieth century and is expected to be
prevented by the end of twenty-first century. According to the ophthalmologists, the
word glaucoma means blindness that appears in the initial years and looks like
varnishing of the pupil. This word came from the ancient greek which means
blue-green shade or cloud that describe the person with swollen cornea or rapid
growth of cataract caused due to increased pressure inside the eye in cornea. During
ancient times in early nineteenth century it was confused with cataract as both are
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related with rise in the pressure inside the eye. In the European writings by Dr.
Richard Bannister it was initially recognized as disease with four symptoms that
were long duration of the eye disease, high tension of eye, presence of fixed size
pupil and difficulty in perception of light [1]. It is a disease of eye in which
devastation to the optic nerve of eye points to irreversible and progressive vision
loss. The optic nerve carries visual information to brain from retina due to which we
are able to locate the outside world. It is caused due to rise in the pressure of the
eyes known as intraocular pressure. This pressure is increased when the amount of
fluid produced in the eyes increases and as a result blockage occurs in the drainage
that is the outflow channel. It is identified by damage to the optic nerve that starts
with deteriorating vision and finally results in blindness. In many cases, the drai-
nage of the eye becomes jammed due to which fluid cannot drain out through the
eye and hence the pressure build up of fluid can inflict the optic nerve of eye and
lead to dropping of vision. This usually affects both the eyes, but initially damage to
one eye is more as compared to other eye [2]. According to the statistics of World
Health Organization (WHO), it is the second most prevailing cause of irreversible
blindness next to cataract. It has affected nearly 3 million people in the America out
of which 1.5 million are unaware of it. 10% of people all over the world face
problem of vision loss, even after the proper treatment. It cannot be cured com-
pletely once detected, but only its progression can be halted by medicines or
surgeries to protect the eye from vision loss. Everyone from babies to senior citi-
zens are at risk of glaucoma but older citizens are at higher risk of this disease. In
the United States every 1 out of 10,000 infant babies are at risk of glaucoma.
African Americans are mostly affected by this disease at a younger age. In case of
glaucoma, there are no symptoms initially as there is no pain, also increase in the
level of intraocular pressure does not affect the eye. But there may be the side vision
loss which is initially not noticeable so the best way to protect eyes from this
disease is to take immediate consultation of ophthalmologists when any kind of
sight related problem is observed. People having diabetes and near sightedness are
at high risk of this disease [3]. Prevention of this disease depends on the type of
glaucoma that is detected by the experts and accordingly the suitable treatment
given to the patient. Hence, it’s accurate and timely detection can limit its pro-
gression not completely but to a certain extent. It is diagnosed by calculating the
CDR ratio, ISNT Rule, DDLS (Disk damage likelihood scale), and GRI (Glaucoma
risk index) which are achieved after extracting the optic cup and optic disc from
retinal fundus images. Optic disc is the starting of optic nerve which is the location
from where nerves of the retinal cells come close to each other. It is the entering
point of blood vessels that passes blood to the retina. Whereas, optic cup is the
central depression of variable size present on the optic disc. A pale disc is the
indication of a disease condition which varies in color from orange to pink.

In this paper, various classification approaches used till date by different
researchers for classification of retinal images as normal or abnormal have being
discussed with their performance analysis. Each of them extracted features such as
cup to disc ratio, gabor features, FFT coefficients, histogram features, principal
components, and many more for classification.
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2 Literature Survey

Some of the approaches used till date for classification of abnormality from retinal
fundus images are as follows:

Classification is a decision theoretic approach to identify images by depicting
one or more features of images and assigning it a label. In case of medical imaging,
classification depicts the case as normal or abnormal based on analysis from some
features extracted using classification approaches such as neural network, Support
vector machine and many more [4].

Abramoff et al. [5] gave an automated approach of segmentation for optic disc
using physiological plausible features. They initially cropped the image into
512 � 512 region of interest each with optic disc as center. Features of Gaussian
filter bank with stereo disparity maps were then added for optimal use of color
information in hue, saturation and brightness color spaces. Classification was car-
ried out using “majority-win” of k-NN classifier after selection of features in
sequential forward floating manner. Performance of the proposed approach gave
0.73, 0.81, and 0.86 correlation of cup-to-disc ratio and 0.93 correlation of pro-
posed approach when compared with reference. But this approach was slow in
speed and hence needs to be improved further for time computation [5].

Bock et al. [6] presented classification approach for diagnosis of glaucoma based
on features extorted from retinal fundus images. Pre-processing of input image was
carried out by homomorphic surface fitting followed by removal of blood vessels
and normalization. Standard appearance based approach was then used to extract
intensity values as feature vectors. Principal component analysis (PCA) and Linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) was used as supervised and unsupervised approach for
dimensionality reduction. For extraction of textural features Gabor filter banks were
used on pre-processed image followed by PCA for feature reduction. For extraction
of frequency components fast Fourier transform (FFT) was used followed by PCA
for feature reduction. Finally, histogram was computed and Gaussian mixture
model was applied for extraction of variance, mean, and weight that served as
features to be classified. Then for the purpose of classification three classifiers
namely naive Bayes, k-nearest neighbor and support vector machine were used with
enhanced classification by applying feature selection and adaptive boosting to
improve the results. Features were then combined to generate 2 stage classification
probability score. Performance analysis showed that Support vector machine out-
performed the naive Bayes and k-nearest neighbor with success rate of 86% [6].

Bock et al. [7] used two stage classification schemes that combine features to
extract Glaucoma Risk index (GRI). They started with pre-processing in green
channel of retinal fundus image to exclude features not related with disease glau-
coma by illumination and reflectance transformation for illumination correction. For
vessels impainting adaptive threshold followed by filtering with mask of canny was
used. Centre of optic disc was achieved by intensity smoothing and threshold
probing. Fourier coefficients, Pixel intensity values and B-spline coefficients were
the features extracted for the classification of glaucoma. Finally, for classification
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two-stage Support vector machine was used with selected features as input to
classifier. Glaucoma risk index (GRI), Cup-to-disk ratio (CDR), Glaucoma prob-
ability score (GPS), and Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) were evaluated for
analyzing the performance of classifier. The proposed approach achieved accuracy
of 80%, sensitivity of 73%, specificity of 85% and area under curve of 88% which
was better than previously existing ones. But had a classification limitation in
presence of low contrast images and increased disc size [7].

Xu et al. [8] proposed sliding window-based histogram feature detection
approach for glaucoma diagnosis by cup detection. Localized disc was represented
as non-rotated and arbitrary sized ellipse with center points and rectangular
bounding box followed by generation of cup candidates using sampling. For feature
representation, new region-based color concept was used in which values of green,
blue, saturation and values were histogramed by the quantization with different
number of bins such that every bin has equal number of pixels and channels. L1
normalized histogram of non cup regions and cup regions along with proportion of
cup with respect to other pixels were taken as features. After histogram analysis one
of the bins was categorized as pixels belonging to cup region. Then to select the
desired features from large no. of features, statistical method of learning was
applied to select features based on group sparsity constraint. Finally, for cup
detection features were fed to kernelized SVM with LibSVM toolbox and non
maximal suppression approach to reduce redundancy. Proposed approach outper-
formed the level set-based approach improving area under curve with value of 26%
and CDR error of 0.09. But requires improvement in cup detection of large size [8].

Mookiah et al. [9] presented an improved classification approach for diagnosis of
glaucoma by feeding discrete wavelet transform (DWT) and higher order spectra
(HOS) as features to SVM Classifier with Glaucoma Risk Index (GRI). Initially for
pre-processing, histogram equalization was applied to improve the contrast of
image followed by radon transform to convert image projections into peaks.
Different higher order spectra features such as phase entropy, bispectrum entropy1,
entropy2, entropy3, average energy of wavelets were extracted and feed into the
classifier. From the 54 discrete wavelet features, few of them were selected using
average and mean values. Finally Support vector machine was used to classify the
features as normal or abnormal and glaucoma risk index (GRI) was computed based
on significance of features. On comparison of the recommended approach with
existing approaches, it was found that performance of this approach was better than
others with sensitivity of 93.33%, specificity of 96.67% and accuracy of 95%. But it
can further be improved by varying the type of features [9].

Xu et al. [10] proposed a super pixel-based learning framework for diagnosis of
glaucoma by optic cup detection. Simple linear iterative clustering was used to
segment the retinal image into super pixels followed by bottom hat filtering to
identify vessels mask and remove those pixels by superimposing it on input retinal
fundus image. Position and color feature vectors such as normalized histogram were
then selected for classification due to their relevance in this particular application.
Apart from this, prior knowledge was initially used to train SVM classifier by
LibLINEAR toolbox with weighted features. Contextual information was used to
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refine the labels and reduce classification error followed by ellipse fitting for final
cup detection. On analysis of the result it was found that overlap ratio and CDR
error improved as compared to previous approaches. But with increase in number of
super pixel labels, over segmentation results into misclassification of the cup
detection [10].

Cheng et al. [11] used a super pixel classification based approach for segmen-
tation of optic cup and optic disc for glaucoma diagnosis. Centre surround statistics
(CSS) was here computed to include feature that include difference between disc
region and PPA region by generation of nine spatial scale dyadic gaussian pyramid
which are low pass filtered channels. HIST and CSS were then combined to form a
feature that was included for classification of optic disc. After that linear SVM was
used to classify these features for glaucoma screening. Finally, binary matrix was
created based on these decision values by using +1 for disc region and −1 for non
disc region which average of 0. Morphological processing, elliptical Hough
transform and active shape model was finally used to get optic disc boundary and
reliability score was calculated for optic disc assessment. Cup used Distance
between superpixels (D) along with HIST and CSS in addition to disc as features
for classification [11].

Noronha et al. [12] gave another classification approach for glaucoma diagnosis
using higher order spectrum cumulant features. For pre-processing of input retinal
image interpolation and adaptive histogram equalization was applied to remove non
uniform illumination. After this, radon transform was applied to convert image into
projections along different angles followed by extraction of higher order spectrum
cumulant features. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and principal component
analysis (PCA) and was also applied to reduce the number of features followed by
ranking of features using fisher’s discrimination index. Finally, support vector
machine with radial basis function (RBF) and naive bayesian classifier was used for
classification of abnormal and normal cases with accuracy of 92.65% [12].

Rao et al. [13] proposed an optic disc and cup segmentation approach for
diagnosis of glaucoma. They initially used Z-score normalization of input image for
pre-processing followed by k-mean clustering for optic disc and optic cup seg-
mentation. Separable filters were then applied across rows of one-dimensional
discrete wavelet transform to convert it into two-dimensional discrete wavelet
transform for feature extraction. Short and long windows were later applied across
high and low frequencies for analysis of multiresolution. For selection of features to
be used for training classifiers various averaging functions were used. Finally for
classification, multilayer perceptron and artificial neural network were used to
classify it as abnormal or normal case. On comparison of the classification results it
was analyzed that classification accuracy of multilayer perceptron and backpropa-
gation ANN came to be 97.6% which was better than naive Baye’s classifier that
came to be 89.6%. Hence, an improved detection system was formed which had
capability to segment and classify both normal and abnormal disc and cup. But it
still requires testing on other classifiers so as to improve the performance [13].

Tan et al. [14] used super pixel classification-based approach for localization of
optic cup. This approach was helpful in reducing the effect of varying illumination
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between images and had capability of better boundary detection using multiple
super pixel resolution. Optic cup was localized from optic disc image and was
contrast normalized to extract vessels. Super pixels were then extracted and blood
vessels were removed from it. For unique labeling of super pixels, classification
models were integrated with sparse learning approach. They started with removal of
blood vessels by applying multiple difference of closing with disk as structured
element of varying radius. Histogram stretching and normalization was performed
for pre-processing the image for accurate localization. Multi-scale super pixels were
then extracted using simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) approach, which
combines pixels using k-means clustering. These features were then classified using
support vector machines (SVM) classifier by training them with SLEP toolbox and
ab base model. On testing the results, it was analyzed that using multiple model
approach improved the performance. It was also found that the approach outper-
forms the previously existing approaches by improving the parameters such as area
under curve of 0.95, average overlap error of 0.2, sensitivity of 85% and absolute
CDR error of 0.081 but had a limitation of increased computation [14].

Sing et al. [15] presented an approach for classification of glaucomatous and
non-glaucomatous retinal images. They took optic disc by localizing the center and
segmenting it using bit plane analysis of 6th, 7th, and 8th bit plane after vessels
impainting from morphological operations as input. Initially they extracted 18
features from segmented optic disc using first level wavelet analysis of discrete
wavelet transform. Then from those extracted features, they only selected relevant
ones by using principle component analysis and evolutionary attribute selection for
further classification after z-score normalization. On these selected features, various
classifiers such as decision tree, k-NN, K Star, Random forest, support vector
machine (SVM), and artificial neural network (ANN) were used for classification to
analyze which approach gives the best performance. Finally, classifier with best
accuracy was considered for the purpose of classification. For the features extracted
using evolutionary attribute selection without z-score normalization Random forest
and ANN classifiers gave the highest accuracy of 94.75%. Whereas, for the features
extracted using PCA with Z-score normalization k-NN and SVM gave highest
accuracy of 94.75% [15].

Mahapatra et al. [16] proposed another segmentation approach for optic disc and
optic cup using field of expert model. They started with pre-processing of optic disc
using multiscale difference of closing algorithm for vessels impainting with disk
structuring element. Elliptical Hough transform was then used to localize optic disc
approximately. Square bounding box with size twice the optic disc diameter and
center of optic disc was taken into consideration. Field of expert filters were used to
extract features and were fed into Random forest classifier. Second order Markov
random field was finally used for optimization using graph cut. Proposed approach
achieves correlation of 0.85 with field of expert model which gives better results
than other models [16].

Lotankar et al. [17] proposed another classification approach for glaucoma
diagnosis using k-NN classifier. They evaluated features such as Horizontal to
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vertical CDR, vertical cup to disc ratio, cup to disc area ratio and rim to disc ratio.
Finally, to classify they used Support vector machine, naive bayesian and k-NN
classifier but results showed that classification accuracy was maximum in case of k-
NN classifier i.e. 99% but it degraded its performance with increase in number of
test images which can be considered as future work [17].

Table 1 compares various classification approaches used so far for glaucoma
diagnosis with their performances.

Table 1 Comparison of various classification approaches

Authors Features extracted Classifiers used Performance parameters

Abramoff et al. [5] CDR, Gabor, and
stereo features

k-NN classifier Correlation of 0.93

Bock et al. [6] Intensity, FFT, and
histogram features

SVM, Naive
bayes, k-NN

Success rate of 86%

Bock et al. [7] GRI, GPS, CDR,
Fourier, and
intensity coefficients

Two-stage SVM Accuracy: 80%
Area under curve: 88%

Xu et al. [8] Histogram features Kernalized
SVM

Non overlap ratio: 26.8%
Absolute area difference: 31.5%

Mookiah et al. [9] HOS, DWT SVM Sensitivity: 93.33%
Accuracy: 95%

Xu et al. [10] Position and color
features

SVM Non-overlap ratio: 26.7%
Relative area difference: 29%
Absolute CDR error: 0.081

Cheng et al. [11] Histogram features,
CSS, Distance
measure, CDR

Linear SVM Mean CDR error of 0.107 and 0.07
for normal and abnormal case
Area under curve: 0.80

Noronha et al. [12] Higher order
spectrum cumulant
features

SVM, Naive
bayes

Accuracy of 92.65%
Sensitivity of 100%
Specificity of 92%

Rao et al. [13] DWT, CDR Naive Bayes,
MLP-BP/ANN

Accuracy of 89.96% for Naive
Bayes classifier and 97.6% for
MLP-BP/ANN classifier

Tan et al. [14] Super pixels from
SLIC, CDR

SVM Area under curve: 0.95
Average overlap error: 0.2
Sensitivity: 85%
Absolute CDR error: 0.081

Sing et al. [15] DWT, principal
component

Random forest,
ANN, k-NN,
SVM

Accuracy: 94.75% for Random
forest and ANN Accuracy:
94.75% for k-NN, and SVM

Mahapatra et al. [16] Features extracted
from field of expert
model

Random forest
classifier

Correlation of 0.85

Lotankar et al. [17] V-CDR, HV-CDR,
CDAR and RDR

SVM, Naive
bayesian and
k-NN classifier

Sensitivity: 86%
Specificity: 84%
Accuracy: 99% for k-NN
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3 Conclusion

This paper presents different classification approaches used so far for detection of
glaucoma. Based on the existing studies, it may be conclusively argued that SVM
Classifier, the commonly used classifier for the detection of normal and abnormal
cases has better specificity, sensitivity and accuracy as compared to other approa-
ches. But still there remain residual challenges such as presence of retinal vessels
and peripapillary atrophy that deteriorate the performance of the classification. It
has been observed that researchers have considered number of features from time to
time for the purpose of classification, but still there remains some features which
can be taken into consideration for improved performance. Hence, an improved
feature extraction approach is required followed by proper use of classifiers for the
purpose of classification.
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Discovering Optimal Patterns for Forensic
Pattern Warehouse

Vishakha Agarwal, Akhilesh Tiwari, R.K. Gupta
and Uday Pratap Singh

Abstract As the need of investigative information is increasing at an exponential
rate, extraction of relevant patterns out of huge amount of forensic data becomes
more complex. Forensic pattern mining is a technique that deals with mining of the
forensic patterns from forensic pattern warehouse in support of forensic investi-
gation and analysis of the causes of occurrence of an event. But, sometimes those
patterns do not provide certain analytical results and also may contain some noisy
information with them. An approach through which optimal patterns or reliable
patterns are extracted from forensic pattern warehouse which strengthen the
decisions-making process during investigations has been proposed in the paper.

Keywords Data mining � Forensic investigation � Genetic algorithms � Pattern
warehousing � Optimal forensic patterns

1 Introduction

Internet is nowadays preferred as the most significant option for facilitating com-
mon man with enormous information. In order to handle this emerging data, several
types of repositories are being introduced like databases, data warehouse [1], and
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pattern warehouse. Each of these repositories contains information at some con-
solidated level. Pattern Warehouse is a kind of repository which stores the data in
the form of patterns, which is a knowledge representative.

1.1 Background and Gaps in the Current Scenario

Bartolini et al. in [2] suggested the concept of patterns and pattern warehousing and
also drew a conceptual architecture for pattern base management system. Later on,
other researchers [3–7] also contributed in the same domain at architectural,
structural, and query processing level.

Recently Tiwari et al. [8] coupled the concept of pattern warehousing with
forensic domain and introduced a new repository called as forensic pattern ware-
house for storing forensic patterns. The focus of the author was to design a system
which can store the patterns extracted out of the forensic databases and to develop a
technique which performs forensic examination and analysis upon those patterns
and generate knowledge which directly helps in further investigative
decision-making process. This approach also addresses following issues which may
lead to derive spurious results.

• The architecture proposed in the literature for forensic pattern warehousing has
some important components missing, without which implementation would not
be possible.

• The illustrative aspect from their logic model is also absent.
• The feature of reliability is also absent, i.e., among the extracted patterns there

may be some false forensic patterns.

So, after analyzing all the above issues, author in this paper, has taken into
consideration the pattern warehouse of forensic domain, upon which pattern mining
could be performed for finding optimal or reliable patterns using some standard
heuristic approaches. Furthermore, author took dataset containing circumstances of
various accidents that are occurring so frequently in a city. Now, the objective of
the paper is to provide investigative help to the analyst through optimal pattern
mining by discovering the patterns which contain information regarding the most
appropriate causes of these accidents so that further remedial actions could be taken
by the investigators. Figure 1 gives an overview of the process proposed for finding
optimal patterns from forensic data warehouse.

So, in support of this, author in this paper, proposes a new conceptual archi-
tecture for finding optimal patterns for forensic pattern warehouse and also
developed an algorithm which filters optimal patterns out of forensic pattern
warehouse.
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2 Proposed Architecture for Optimal Forensic Pattern
Warehousing

Analyzing the above problem, an architecture has been proposed in Fig. 2 for the
forensic pattern warehousing, which eventually finds the optimal patterns out of the
forensic pattern warehouse. The various layers of the proposed architecture are
responsible for the followings tasks as follows:

1. Physical Layer—This is the lowest basic layer which incorporates the data
warehouses of the forensic domain, i.e., forensic data warehouses and the
forensic data marts which are acting as the source of forensic domain data in this
layer.

2. Pattern Generation Layer—This layer includes the pattern generation engine
which incorporates all the techniques, tools, and approaches for finding the
patterns out of these forensic data repositories. These approaches differ
according to the pattern type needed by the forensic pattern analyst.

3. Pattern Warehousing Layer—Now, in this third layer all the forensic patterns
extracted out from the forensic data warehouse by the above engine are stored in
a nonvolatile manner in a repository called as forensic pattern warehouse. This
layer also contains forensic pattern marts which are responsible for holding the
forensic patterns either of specific type or specific department for an
organization.

4. Optimization Layer—In this layer, author has incorporated a new engine
specifically for refining the forensic patterns within the forensic pattern ware-
house. In this layer, this engine integrates genetic-based optimization approach.

5. Application Layer—This is the topmost layer which provides the interface to the
forensic pattern analyst for isolating the analysis results from the optimal
forensic patterns. The result of the previous layer, i.e., filtered patterns is visible
in this layer through which forensic reports and analytical results are generated.

Analysis  
Results 

Optimal Forensic 
Patterns 

Optimization

Forensic Pattern Generation

Preprocessing and Transformation 
of Data

Forensic Data Warehouse

Fig. 1 Pyramid depicting the
process of finding optimal
patterns from forensic data
warehouse
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2.1 Illustrative Aspect of Optimal Forensic Pattern
Warehousing

To illustrate this architecture author has taken a synthetic dataset (Table 2) con-
sisting of the circumstances under which different accidents occurred. This dataset
is an instance of a forensic data warehouse which contains this information
regarding various cities. Slicing is performed and data related to the various acci-
dents occurred in a city is extracted, based on which the forensic pattern analyst will
analyze the patterns depicting the major cause of these accidents. Six attributes have
been selected for depicting the circumstances of the accidents occurred in a city
(Table 1).

Dataset containing the information of six accidents.
Now, frequent pattern mining algorithm is applied over this forensic dataset to

mine the forensic patterns out of this forensic dataset. These are shown in Table 3.
Table 3 shows the instance of the forensic pattern warehouse. These patterns

extracted by the pattern mining engine are stored in a volatile manner in forensic

Fig. 2 Proposed architecture for optimal forensic pattern warehousing
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pattern warehouse upon which further filtering or optimization process will be
performed.

Now, the genetic-based optimization engine starts functioning, i.e., filtering the
patterns based upon the optimization algorithm which author has discussed below.

Algorithm: GA-based optimization approach
Input: Frequent forensic pattern set, crossover rate, mutation rate.
Output: Optimal forensic patterns.
1. Initialize from the random population Pac of frequent forensic patterns.
2. While (whole population converges) do

(i) Select two parents from Pac;
(ii) Perform crossover over selected pair of parents;

(continued)

Table 1 Various attributes
and their values that are
considered in dataset

Attributes Values

A. Location A1 Roundabout
A2 Tunnel
A3 Road works
A4 Bridge

B. Weather conditions B1 Rain
B2 Fog
B3 Stormy
B4 Normal Weather

C. Light conditions C1 Night
C2 Twilight
C3 Daylight

D. Driver condition D1 Ill
D2 Sedated
D3 Drunk
D4 Normal

E. Driver’s age E1 18–29
E2 30–45
E3 46–60
E4 above 60

F. Obstacle type F1 Animal
F2 Street Car
F3 Against Crash Barrier
F4 Speed Ramp

Table 2 Sample forensic
dataset

Accident Id Values

AC1 A1, B2, C1, D3, E2, F1

AC2 A1, B2, C1, D3, E3, F3

AC3 A1, B2, C1, D1, E3, F4

AC4 A1, B2, C3, D3, E1, F2

AC5 A1, B1, C1, D3, E4, F4

AC6 A2, B2, C1, D3, E2, F2
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(continued)

(iii) Perform mutation and get the new population;
(iv) Insert the offspring to P0ac.
Pac  P0ac
(v) Test the fitness of each chromosomes in the new population;

End while
3. Return with optimal forensic patterns.

Now, after going through this algorithm the whole frequent forensic pattern set
will be filtered and the optimal forensic patterns are mined out (Table 4) which
provides much better results to the forensic pattern analyst.

As per the genetic algorithm, the convergence condition is user-specified which
is number of frequent forensic patterns, i.e., until all the patterns are selected and
genetically treated by the algorithm and it can be represented as

No: of iterations ¼ Pacj j=2

Table 3 Frequent forensic
patterns

Pattern ID Pattern Support_value

P1 A1 5

P2 B2 5

P3 C1 5

P4 D3 5

P5 A1, B2 4

P6 A1, C1 4

P7 A1, D3 4

P8 B2, D3 4

P9 B2, C1 4

P10 C1, D3 4

P11 A1, B2, C1 3

P12 A1, B2, D3 3

P13 A1, C2, D3 3

P14 B2, C1, D3 3

Table 4 Optimal forensic
patterns

Pattern ID Pattern

P1 A1

P2 B2

P5 A1, B2

P10 C1, D3

P11 A1, B2, C1

P12 A1, B2, D3

P13 A1, C1, D3

P14 B2, C1, D3
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3 Result Analysis

After executing the above algorithm over the forensic dataset, it has been observed
that before applying the optimization algorithm, the number of frequent patterns
that were stored in pattern warehouse are quite in large number but application of
the genetic-based algorithm narrowed down the number of patterns, i.e., optimal
patterns to a smaller number. This difference is best explained by the following
graph (Fig. 3) which is representing the difference in number of optimal forensic
patterns and frequent forensic patterns when optimization algorithm is applied over
the forensic pattern warehouse.

Also, it almost eliminates all those patterns in which there is only one attribute
which is acting as a cause for the accident and also the strength of that attribute is
weak because in this investigation author supposes that there has to be a number of
attributes which are creating the circumstances for the accident. For instance,
consider the pattern P12 {A1, B2, D3}, this pattern shows that circumstance which
lead to the accident is foggy weather in which a drunk driver was turning vehicle at
the roundabout. Now, Table 5 points out the major differences that critically ana-
lyze the proposed approach with past approaches.
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Fig. 3 Graph representing
the difference in number of
frequent and optimal forensic
patterns extracted out of a
dataset

Table 5 Key differences between proposed approach and past approaches

Features Proposed approach Past approaches

Processing engine Pattern mining engine and genetic based
optimization engine

Data mining
engine/knowledge discovery
engine

Outcome Optimal forensic patterns Forensic patterns

Concept of pattern
mart

Specified Unspecified

Reliability of
patterns

More reliable and optimal patterns Presence of false patterns

Techniques for
generating patterns

Soft computing integrated data mining
approach for extracting patterns

Traditional data mining
approaches for finding patterns
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4 Conclusion

Pattern warehousing is a complex activity, concerning any technique that can
effectively generate, store, and manipulate patterns and also derive valuable
information out of it. The author here presented application aspect of pattern
warehousing and also in addition to that proposed a technique through which
optimal patterns are mined out of the pattern warehouse. The inclusion of genetic
algorithm provided strength to the current approach and also it does not add
complexity to the implementation aspect of the algorithm. The inclusion of genetic
algorithm with pattern mining is a quite novel work in this context. In future,
incorporation of other heuristic approaches can be made in order to find more
interesting patterns for forensic investigation and analysis.
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Comparative Study of Scheduling
Algorithms in Heterogeneous
Distributed Computing Systems

Mamta Padole and Ankit Shah

Abstract It is the need of an era to store and process big data and its applications.
To process these applications, it is inevitable to use heterogeneous distributed
computing systems (HeDCS). The heterogeneous distributed systems facilitate
scalability, an essential characteristic for big data processing. However, to imple-
ment the scalable model, it is essential to handle performance, efficiency, optimal
resource utilization and several other key constraints. Scheduling algorithms play a
vital role in achieving better performance and high throughput in heterogeneous
distributed computing systems. Hence, selection of a proper scheduling algorithm,
for the specific application, becomes a critical task. Selection of an appropriate
scheduling algorithm in heterogeneous distributed computing systems require the
consideration of various parameters like scheduling type, multi-core processors, and
heterogeneity. The paper discusses broadly the hierarchical classification of
scheduling algorithms implemented in heterogeneous distributed computing sys-
tems and presents a comparative study of these algorithms, thus providing an
insight into the significance of various parameters that play a role in the selection of
a scheduling algorithm.
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1 Introduction

A distributed computing system (DCS) is a collection of processors that are con-
nected to each other using network, communicate to each other by message passing
and used for the execution of resource-intensive applications [1]. Traditionally DCS
involves computing or processing using spatially distributed systems [2] imple-
mented over the homogeneous set of computers, each having similar hardware
architecture and operating system, also referred as homogeneous distributed com-
puting system (HDCS).

Contemporary distributed systems are implemented on machines having different
processors, memory, and an operating system, each connected via a high-speed
network. Such distributed computing system with different type of hardware archi-
tecture and the operating system is known as heterogeneous distributed computing
system (HeDCS), also referred as heterogeneous distributed system (HeDS).

Scheduling is a mechanism of allocating processors for execution of a task.
Tasks or resources are arranged in a manner so as to complete the work in minimum
time. Scheduling algorithms in homogeneous computing systems whether parallel
or distributed, usually run on uniform and dedicated set of processors [3].

The paper is structured as follows: Key Parameters of scheduling have been
discussed in Sect. 2. The Hierarchical classification of scheduling algorithms has
been discussed in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, Comparison of Scheduling algorithms is
discussed, followed by the Conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 Scheduling Parameter

Scheduling in DCS is primarily concerned with two aspects such as optimizing
completion time [4] of an application and optimizing the resource utilization. In the
context of an application, the main parameter is to reduce the total cost of executing
a particular application whereas, optimal utilization and performance of the
resource is the prime concern of the resource provider. The two main factors in
defining the best performance of a scheduling algorithm in HeDCS are
application-specific and system-specific [5]. Thus, objective functions of scheduling
algorithms can be categorized into two broad classifications: Application-Specific
and System-Specific. Figure 1 displays the objective functions of scheduling
algorithms covered in this paper.

2.1 Application-Specific

Various scheduling parameters need to be considered while implying
application-specific scheduling. Application-specific scheduling explicitly addresses
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heterogeneity and conflict in distributed environments. Watchful scheduling of appli-
cation components is essential to accomplish its performance objectives. Scheduling
decisions are determined based on parameters like application performance, compu-
tational requirements, task inter-dependency, processing load and the availability of
resources. Depending upon an application, parameters to be considered, may vary, to
optimize the performance of a specific application.

2.2 System-Specific

In system-specific objectives, the main aim is resource utilization, particularly that
of processors and memory. The variance in performance of the resources has a
direct influence on the performance of the submitted application and must be
deliberated during scheduling. Resource utilization, i.e., the percentage of time a
resource is busy or available is of vital importance. Overutilization of a scarce
resource means nonavailability of resource when the application needs it. This may
increase the application waiting time, thus resulting in higher completion time.
Other resource-specific objectives are load balancing, fixed number of processors,
unbounded number of processors, etc.

The factors considered in this research paper are scheduling type, multi-core
processors, heterogeneity, degree of multiprogramming, makespan, load balancing,
multiplicity of resources, impact of bounded number of processors (BNP) and
unbounded number of heterogeneous processors, optimized resource time, etc.

3 Hierarchical Classification

It is proven that the complexity of a scheduling problem is NP-Complete [6]. The
scheduling problems are difficult to deal with, as different parameters have different
impact during scheduling of tasks. This section discusses the hierarchy of

Application  
Specific 

System Specific 

Makespan

Economic Cost

Resource Utilization 

Load Balancing 

Objective 
Function 

Multiplicity of  
Resource 

Scheduling Type

Fig. 1 Objective function for scheduling algorithms
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scheduling algorithms (Fig. 2) in distributed computing, which will aid in dis-
cussing issues related to the scheduling algorithms. Scheduling algorithms in dis-
tributed computing may be defined as a subset of this taxonomy. The subcategories
of scheduling techniques can be identified as what follows [7].

Local versus Global—Local scheduling is implemented in uniprocessor envi-
ronment whereas global scheduling in multiprocessor environment. In local
scheduling, all the processes that need to be executed are assigned to a single CPU,
on a single computer; whereas a global scheduling discipline executes the task by
allocating or scheduling on multiprocessing system or in distributed system. As
distributed scheduling falls into the global scheduling, local scheduling is not
considered for discussion.

Static versus Dynamic—Further subcategorization of global scheduling is static
or dynamic scheduling. It specifies the time when scheduling is decided. Static
scheduling will be implemented when all information about tasks and resources are
known before execution begins, whereas, in dynamic scheduling, the tasks are
scheduled, as and when they arrive at runtime. Dynamic scheduling is advantageous
when execution time is not known at the outset, the number of tasks, number of

Scheduling Algorithms

Global Local

Dynamic Static

Optimal

Sub-optimal

Heuristic

Approximate

Physically Distributed

Physically Non-Distributed

Cooperative

Non-Cooperative

Optimal

Sub-optimal

Optimal

Sub-optimal

Fig. 2 Hierarchical classification of scheduling algorithms
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iterations in the task or the arrivals of tasks are random. It supports nondeterminism.
Both static and dynamic scheduling are widely adopted in distributed computing.

Optimal versus Suboptimal—When all the information regarding the resource
requirement of an application is known apriori, an optimal scheduling is a better
option. Optimal scheduling is based on some criterion function, like makespan,
resource requirement, resource sharing, and concurrency control. But due to the fact
that scheduling algorithms are NP-complete [6], it is difficult to identify the
resource requirements in advance. This may cause computational infeasibility.
Suboptimal algorithms can be further categorized as heuristic and approximate.

Approximate versus Heuristic—An approximate scheduling algorithms are
usually meant to give an approximate solution, with some kind of performance
guarantee based on available parameters like minimize makespan, optimize per-
formance, processor utilization, etc. The heuristic approach represents the category
of static and dynamic algorithms. These algorithms help in accurately presuming
the requirement of process and system load. By this method, the scheduling cannot
be optimal but gives the most reasonable amount of time to perform the task.

Distributed versus Non-distributed—Under dynamic scheduling comes physi-
cally distributed or physically non-distributed schedulers.

It involves whether the task execution should be done on a single processor
(physically non-distributed or centralized) or whether the task should be physically
distributed (decentralized or spatially distributed) among the remotely placed proces-
sors. The centralized policy is easy to implement but it suffers from the lack of scala-
bility, single point failure, andperformance bottleneck.On the other hand, decentralized
scheduling overcomes the problem of centralized system and also be implemented for
scalability, load balancing, resource utilization and other advantages.

Cooperative versus Non-cooperative—In the realm of global, dynamic, physi-
cally distributed scheduling algorithms; the processors available for execution may
be working cooperatively or independently. In non-cooperative case, individual
processors work autonomously and take their decisions independently without
concern of the rest of the system. In contrast, in cooperative scheduling, the pro-
cessors involved are working for a single goal, in a cooperative manner. In coop-
erative scheduling each processor works in coordination with other processors, to
take various scheduling decision and thus, to optimize throughput of the system.

In addition to the hierarchy discussed in the paper, there are so many other
characteristics that distributed systems may have. All the branches that have been
discussed here may not fit uniquely, but they are vital to describe the behavior of the
scheduler. The classification tree is further extensible and is non-exhaustive.

4 Comparative Study

The study emphasizes on two aspects, one to find the objective behind using
specific scheduling technique, and second to discuss the merits and possible
enhancements to each technique. In Table 1, various algorithms have been listed.
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Zheng et al. [8] proposed Monte Carlo based Directed Acyclic Graph
scheduling approach with the objective to minimize the makespan for BNP. This
approach works well for any random distribution under heterogeneous environ-
ment. This approach gives competitive advantage compared to other static-heuristic
techniques.

Ehsan et al. [9] proposed standard deviation-based algorithm for task
scheduling (SDBATS) to reduce schedule length and speedup the scheduling by
assigning task priority.

Kwok et al. [10] proposed to optimize the makespan by considering a wide
range of techniques, genetic algorithm, randomization branch-and bound and graph
theory. Authors have proposed many useful static, heuristic algorithms (e.g., HEFT,
MCP, ETF, and DLS) but that will not be effective in today’s era of big data.

Kanemitsu et al. [11] proposed clustering-based task scheduling algorithm that
minimizes the schedule length for heterogeneous processors. It is apt for
data-intensive application and has proven to be better than other list-based and
clustering-based task scheduling algorithms.

Abdelkader et al. [12] proposed dynamic task scheduling algorithm for
heterogeneous systems called Clustering-Based HEFT with Duplication (CBHD).
This algorithm targets the three important parameters for getting better perfor-
mance, minimize the makespan, load balancing and optimize the sleek time.

Yuxiong et al. [4] proposed Multi-queue Balancing (MQB) algorithm that
minimizes the makespan and maximize the heterogeneous resource utilization.
MQB has multiple queues for online scheduling to achieve better utilization and
minimizing completion time.

Wang et al. [13] proposed heterogeneous scheduling algorithm with improved
task priority (HSIP) for improvising schedule length ratio and task priority. This
algorithm performs two-step process first, identifies the task priority and second
finds the best processor to execute the tasks.

Ahmad et al. [14] proposed performance effective genetic algorithm (PEGA)
which operates through large search space and finds the best solution using
reproduction concept. Reproduction uses two operators namely crossover and
mutation to select a random task and performs fitness function on it to select the
best task to execute on the heterogeneous parallel multiprocessor system.

Ahmad et al. [15] proposed hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA) is a hybrid com-
bination of HEFT heuristic and PEGA genetic algorithm. It provides optimize
makespan and load balancing over heterogeneous systems.

Valeria, et al. [16] proposed distributed QoS-aware scheduling with
self-adaptive capability in storm. By using this concept authors tried to overcome
the limitation of high latency, less availability, and poor system utilization in dis-
tributed data stream processing (DSP).

Hamid et al. [17] proposed Predict Early Finish Time (PEFT) to speedup and
optimize the makespan. It has two phases: a task prioritizing and a processor
selection which identifies the task priority and allocates it to the best processor
respectively.
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Khaldi et al. [18] proposed static-heuristic scheduler called bounded dominant
sequence clustering (BDSC) is an extension of DSC limiting the memory con-
straints and the bounded number of processors. It is suitable for signal processing
and image processing kind of application.

Kenli Li et al. [19] proposed stochastic dynamic level scheduling (SDLS)
algorithm to minimize the makespan. This algorithm outperforms when tasks arrive
randomly.

Jorge et al. [20] proposed parallel heterogeneous earliest finish time (P-HEFT)
which is an extension to HEFT. P-HEFT supports parallel task DAG which pro-
vides optimized makespan that makes it suitable for image processing type of
application.

Pravanjan Choudhury et al. [21] proposed online scheduling of dynamic task
graphs. Algorithm provides dynamic path selection option by scheduling tasks at
run time. The proposed algorithm is assumed to be limited to homogeneous sys-
tems. But it can be extended further to heterogeneous systems by taking the base of
this algorithm.

Tang, Z. et al. [22] proposed self-adaptive reduce scheduling (SARS) for
Hadoop platform. During MapReduce phase, it reduces the waiting time by
selecting an adaptive time to schedule the reduce task. This method reduces the
turnaround time.

5 Conclusion and Scope for Future Work

Several scheduling algorithms have been developed for scheduling in heteroge-
neous distributed system. The paper reviews various scheduling algorithms along
with its merits and possible future enhancements. It is found that each algorithm can
be further improvised for better performance. This study is primarily focused on
parameters such as scheduling type, resource utilization, workload balancing,
efficiency, speed optimization, and high performance. Some of the algorithms
discussed in this paper, emphasizes on static scheduling. These algorithms can be
improvised and implemented for dynamic scheduling as well, which can be con-
sidered as scope for future research.
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Part III
Advanced Computing: Knowledge

Representation



Knowledge Reasoning for Decision
Support (KRDS) in Healthcare
Environment

Nawaf Alharbe, Lizong Zhang and Anthony S. Atkins

Abstract This research develops a Knowledge Transformation for Knowledge
Reasoning for Decision Support (KRDS) that combines information from domain
experts and sensor data, to provide integrated decision support with real-time
capability. The paper relates the processes of Knowledge Acquisition (KA) and
Knowledge Harvesting (KH) within Knowledge Management to the healthcare
environment where sensors are used to track and monitor ‘objects’ (patient, staff and
assets) which can be transformed into a Smart Hospital Management Information
System (SHMIS). A case study based on Medina Maternity and Children Hospital
(MMCH) in Saudi Arabia is used to outline the proposed transformation.

Keywords RFID � ZigBee � KMS � KA � KH � KRDS � KM � CoPs and SHMIS

1 Knowledge Acquisition

Knowledge Acquisition (KA) is the process of acquiring knowledge from a human
expert, or a group of experts, known as Community of Practice (CoPs), and using
this knowledge to build knowledge-based systems [1]. Knowledge acquisition has
been defined as the knowledge that is acquired by both informal and formal
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processes, and serves as the basis for decision-making [2]. KA is an experience-
built process to develop methods and tools that make the task of capturing and
validating an expert’s knowledge as efficient and effective as possible [3]. KA has
also been defined as accepting knowledge from the external environment and
transforming this knowledge so that it can be used by an organisation [4, 5].
KA components at organisational level contain the activities of extracting, inter-
preting and transferring knowledge, so as to improve existing knowledge [4].

The acquisition of knowledge may be rewarding work, allowing knowledge
exploitation for competitive advantage by means of new system development
stages, technological distinctiveness and sales rate efficiency [6]. However, KA
may also be challenging, because it is difficult to get expert staff in the domain,
technology vendors and knowledge engineers to speak the same language and
understand concepts in the same way [7]. In certain circumstances, they may not
agree, which could result in waste of effort, increased cost and time delays in the
acquisition of knowledge that reflects the spectrum of the service provided [6].

1.1 Knowledge Acquisition in Health Care

KA is required to create effective Smart healthcare systems [8]. Typically, KA
could be accomplished with experts such as doctors, nurses and other stakeholders
such as senior administrative and managerial staff. In a hospital environment, the
applications of KA and KM should include more efficient patient systems and
increased security. In the context of the present study of healthcare systems in Saudi
Arabia, KA is fundamental in supporting the implementation of a knowledge rea-
soning layer to support the development of a Smart Hospital Management
Information System (SHMIS), which in turn, should lead to better management of
resources and improved services for patients. Hanson and Kararach noted that a
healthcare organisation needs to transfer the right knowledge to the right people at
the right time [9].

However, working with KA in a healthcare environment presents a number of
challenges. A great amount of knowledge is tacit and is not directly accessible. It
needs to be converted to make it explicit [10]. Some experts find it difficult to
communicate the knowledge as required by the stakeholder [2]. It is also possible
that a healthcare organisation would place restrictions on experts in order to reduce
the transmission of knowledge to the competitors.

1.2 The Stages of KA

Holsapple and Joshi, define KA as knowledge that is first identified, then captured,
and organised before being transferred [11]. These four stages are outlined in the
following:
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• Identifying: Appropriate knowledge within the organisation’s existing resources.
This includes locating, accessing, valuing, and/or filtering knowledge.

• Capturing: Identified knowledge from outside. This involves extracting.
Collecting, and/or gathering knowledge, which is considered valid and useful.

• Organising: Captured knowledge. This involves distilling, refining, orienting,
interpreting, packaging, assembling. And/or transforming captured knowledge
into representations that can be understood and processed by another knowledge
manipulation activity.

• Transferring: Organising knowledge. This involves communication channel
identification and selection, scheduling, and sending. This transfer can be an
activity that immediately uses the knowledge or internalises it for subsequent
use.

1.3 Relationship Between Knowledge Acquisition
and Knowledge Harvesting

In this study, Knowledge Acquisition and Knowledge Harvesting (KH) are dis-
tinguished and concepts from both KA and KH are utilised. The first three stages of
KA, as identified in 1.2, are regarded as the KA stage of the KRDS. The final stage
of KA [11] is the transfer of knowledge to an activity, or as in healthcare, to an
actor, who can make use of this knowledge. In this paper, the knowledge transfer
stage, is discussed in more detail in Sect. 2, and is covered by the stages of the
Knowledge Harvesting process. KA is understood in this paper, to cover the
acquisition of both tacit and explicit knowledge and provides the input for
decision-making. Advances in digital technology, and particularly smart devices
such as ‘object tags’, mean that we also need to consider the process whereby, for
example, sensor data collected in real time may become part of knowledge man-
agement strategies.

As discussed in the following sections, Knowledge Harvesting is understood
here to be a wider and more dynamic concept than knowledge acquisition. The
definition of KH, discussed in Sect. 2, like the definition of KA, emphasises the
importance of knowledge capture and the transformation of implicit to explicit
knowledge, but also emphasises the organisational transformations that should be
made and the iterative nature of knowledge harvesting. Thus, KA is seen as one of
the stages of KH, and as an enriched traditional KA with automated data collection
of, for example, sensor data. This research aims to link both KA and KH to the
SECI model, to show how knowledge is to be created and shared between the users
in the healthcare environment.

Although, KA is an older and structured approach, which gives guidance on how
information is extracted and combined, it is limited, in that it does not place
sufficient emphasis on the transformation stage. KH, on the other hand, is a new and
much more structured approach, and places greater emphasis on the active process
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of transformation. Furthermore, KH focuses on ‘packaging’, finding the right for-
mat, and applying and continually evaluating the information. This research uses a
combination of both KA and KH, which extends and evaluates the information
from both the CoPs and sensor devices in order to transform this information into a
usable format.

2 Knowledge Harvesting

Knowledge Harvesting (KH) is a structured, results-driven process for capturing
vital knowledge, including deep insight and complex cognitive processes [12].
Knowledge production and idea generation are important elements in creating a
long-term competitive advantage. Knowledge Harvesting is regarded as a funda-
mental part of Knowledge Management [9]. KH can be used to help hospitals
uncover and capture vital knowledge that enables the hospital to make more effi-
cient use of resource, to achieve maximum benefit for patients, and to provide more
control provisions in the hospital, so as to raise the level of performance [13].
Through the harvesting of knowledge and the transformation of Knowledge for
Decision Support, KH could provide healthcare intelligence, allowing ‘what-if’
scenarios and real-time decision-making support.

2.1 The Stages of Knowledge Harvesting

These eight stages of Knowledge Harvesting are outlined in the following [12, 14]:

• Focus: to help the users to identify the knowledge in their organisation that is
most urgent and important, and to select and prioritise the processes or strategies
for harvesting.

• Find: to provide guidance to the users on locating experts and existing support
information.

• Elicit: to show the users how to conduct effective harvesting sessions.
• Organise: to instruct users on how to make sense of the information gathered

via interviews and documents. In addition, to instruct users on how to identify
patterns and organise the knowledge into logical support information and
guidance.

• Package: to instruct users on how to determine the best vehicle for packaging
the knowledge, and to select the most appropriate medium for packaging and
sharing the knowledge assets and transfer them to other users.

• Apply: to show users how best to apply know-how, by accessing the knowledge
assets at the point of need, and using the know-how in their regular work.

• Evaluate: to provide a feedback mechanism for evaluation as a continuous
process. Also, to provide tools and guidance for measuring the effectiveness of
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the knowledge asses. Healthcare organisations should also consider the value of
know-how over time. Knowledge that is codified in static documents can date
quickly but should be kept up-to-date, relevant and as small as possible [15].

• Adapt: As a result of the ongoing appraisal and feedback, to show users how to
make the necessary alterations.

A key feature of knowledge harvesting is a collection of methods for eliciting
information about four types of knowledge: declarative knowledge, procedural
knowledge, contextual knowledge and social knowledge.

2.2 Knowledge Harvesting with Sensor Data in Healthcare

There is no set method for knowledge harvesting in the healthcare environment,
although rules are available that facilitate knowledge acquisition, such as
one-to-one, face-to-face interviews with hospital experts, and extracting knowledge
from the organisation’s database, as the automatic system records specific situations
in real time. Furthermore, Smart systems could easily apply specific know-how by
utilising the harvested knowledge for the purpose of developing, improving and
training hospital staff [13]. KH could be used in any field of human activity, and
particularly in management [9]. There are numerous benefits of sharing knowledge
stocks between experts [9]. This may apply in healthcare environments, as the
harvested knowledge could be made available with the requirement to memorise it.
KH is one way of capturing the knowledge available within different organisations
[15]. KH could identify and extract critical knowledge, and then capture, organise
and disseminate it to the healthcare staff [16]. This suggests that using KH in a
healthcare environment could reduce the scope for human error.

3 The Proposed Knowledge Reasoning for Decision
Support (KRDS) Model

The proposed KRDS model builds upon the concepts of KA and KH and is a novel
approach to knowledge harvesting, acquiring and transforming expert knowledge.
Within a hospital environment, this is to be achieved by incorporating sensor data
into the Smart Hospital Management Information System (SHMIS) to improve
future operational and staff performance. The focus is on using knowledge for
system transformation, in order to develop a smart hospital system and on evalu-
ating and refining the transformation process.
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3.1 The Stages of KRDS

It is important to transfer the right knowledge to the right people at the right time
and to help them apply it, if we are to improve the quality of care delivery [15]. The
five stages of this process are outlined in Fig. 1 and are further discussed as follows:

Stage 1: Knowledge Acquisition

The first stage of KRDS builds upon traditional knowledge acquisition approaches.
In this stage, knowledge is acquired through discussions and meetings with pro-
fessional staff in the healthcare organisation, together with CoPs, in order to share
and improve existing knowledge. The initial step involves determining the top
performing people and their critical activities. The knowledge acquisition stage
includes eliciting tacit and explicit knowledge from human experts and documen-
tary sources. After identifying the issues and the right experts and activities, a
comprehensive understanding of these activities is elicited from the experts.

Stage 2: Identification

Users determine how best to use the knowledge that has been gained and identify
application areas. This stage considers what data could be obtained from sensors
and how this data could be used to supplement or replace non-sensor data. Tools
and measures are identified together with targets and possible transformations.

Stage 3: Contextualisation

In this stage, the acquired knowledge is analysed and interpreted over several
meetings of the extended CoPs (experts, supervisors, vendors and clinical staff)

Knowledge 
Acquisition 

 Knowledge will be acquired 
through discussions and 
meetings with the professional 
staff in healthcare organisation 

Identification

Users determine how best to 
use the knowledge and sensor 
data that has been gained and 
identify application areas

Contextualisation 

The acquired knowledge is 
analysed over several meetings 
of the extended CoPs to interpret  
and  to act upon it 

Transformation

The captured knowledge
 is available to users as 
appropriate in real time 
alongside the (SHMIS)

Evaluation

To measure the effectiveness of 
the knowledge asset and the 
software applications

Sensor data    

Sensor devices will provide 
information of every 
tagged object such as ID 
,Name , location and 
Timestamp 

Knowledge Harvesting

Fig. 1 A conceptual view of the proposed KRDS
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who then act upon it. This stage of the KRDS has a similar role to the Organise and
Elicit stage in the Knowledge Harvesting model.

Stage 4: Transformation

The transformation stages of the KRDS covers the Package and Apply stages of the
KH model. Data is extracted from a real-time object movement as recorded by the
Smart Hospital Information Management System (SHIMS) database, which is
exchanged between the stakeholders in different locations for different purposes. In
addition, this will enable the automatic construction of large knowledge hubs. To
illustrate the KRDS, Fig. 1 gives an outline of the process as applied to transform
paper-based hospital admission processes into a Smart admission processes and
demonstrates how the different stages of the KRDS map to a real-world application.

Stage 5: Evaluation

The purpose of this stage is to measure and evaluate the relevance and effectiveness
of the knowledge gathered from experts and from software applications (sensor
devices). In addition, this process should be performed consistently so that the
database is kept up to date, relevant and as small as possible. The accuracy of the
harvested knowledge is tested in order to ensure that it is fit for purpose before it is
transferred to the targeted end-user for use in the Application stage. In the event of
errors, the process would restart, in order to ensure the quality of the information.
Figure 1 shows a feedback loop to the contextualisation stage, so that the model
provides continuous feedback and interaction to ensure relevance and consistency
and to support transformation.

4 Case Study—Monitoring of Medical Equipment
at Medina Maternity and Children’s Hospital (MMCH)

The following case study focus on using a KRDS process combined with sensor
data to improve location of patients and staff and maternity security. Based on the
results from these studies, the information received from the RFID tags will be used
to propose a new Smart System for Monitoring Mobile Medical Equipment.
A passive RFID tag and/or ZigBee tag will be attached to all medical equipment.
RFID readers and one ZigBee coordinator are fixed into the wards’ entrance ‘gate’,
and a ZigBee reader will be deployed in the ceiling in the covered area The KRDS
model, as shown in Fig. 1, shows how the expert knowledge within a hospital
environment by incorporating sensor technology can be used to transform and
improve future operational and staff performance.
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4.1 Case Study—Overview

In 2009 a study by GS1 UK and Nursing Times [17] indicated that nurses waste
time in unproductive activities, showing that more than 33% of nurses spent at least
an hour trying to locate medical equipment, such as pumps and drip stands, during
an average hospital shift. This is equivalent to 40 h a month and costs the NHS
nearly £900 million per year. Medina Maternity and Children’s Hospital (MMCH)
in Saudi Arabia is facing a similar challenge as to how to effectively manage and
monitor the location of essential mobile medical equipment, such as beds, wheel-
chairs, defibrillators, pumps, incubators, syringes and feeding devices [18]. These
constitute important hospital assets and require appropriate management in order to
help ensure constant supply and to provide quality patient care. Using nurse time to
locate equipment is seen as an unproductive use of nursing resources. Active RFID
technology has already been used for asset tracking in Addenbrooke hospital and
Derby Hospitals NHS Trust in the UK, [19]. In the current research, passive RFID
tags were used, partly on grounds of cost but also because this system uses a
combination of passive RFID and ZigBee tags for objects identified as having high
vulnerability. This study investigated whether as part of the proposed transforma-
tion to a Smart Hospital System, mobile medical equipment could be tagged and
tracked.

4.2 Knowledge Acquisition

In the study of the proposed Smart monitoring of mobile medical equipment, the
first stage was knowledge acquisition from the expert professionals (doctors, nurses,
senior administrators, medical engineers and IT staff) who are involved in the
monitoring of mobile medical equipment. Several meetings were held at the Medina
hospital with the expert professionals, to describe and understand the conventional
process and its possible transformation. Discussions were conducted at MMCH
concerning the type of equipment in use on the wards, its purpose, which type was
in most demand, and how the supply of equipment was managed to meet specific
patients’ needs, etc. This also included a discussion on the cost of the service for
mobile medical equipment and of maintenance schedules. During the meeting, the
medical staff identified a need to improve security for mobile medical equipment as
some of it is very expensive.

4.3 Identification

The second stage involved meetings with doctors, nurses, senior administrators,
medical engineers, IT staff and the Smart system developer to discuss needs and
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requirements. The meetings developed the specification for the technical equip-
ment, and the location and devices required. Passive RFID combined with ZigBee
technology were selected in order to provide information on the location of all
tagged mobile medical equipment. This information will be analysed, to enable the
hospital staff to make competent decisions regarding better use of medical equip-
ment, and meet the healthcare standards.

4.4 Contextualisation

In this stage, the acquired knowledge concerning medical equipment was analysed
and interpreted over several meetings of the extended CoPs (doctors, nurses, senior
administrators, medical engineers, IT staff and the SHMIS developer). Using both
RFID and/or ZigBee technologies will allow accurate location of the equipment;
identifying who was using it last time, and producing tracking reports and infor-
mation about any forthcoming maintenance schedules. The overall cost of a ZigBee
(£100) and RFID passive tag (<5p) is relatively low in relation to the cost of the
medical equipment, for example Ultra sound equipment cost approximately
£60,000. Missing this equipment could result in equipment becoming unusable,
which could then be damaged and needed to be replaced.

4.5 Transformation to Smart System of Monitoring Mobile
Medical Equipment

In Medina Maternity and Children’s Hospital (MMCH), as in the rest of the Saudi
hospital system, there is no system for monitoring and tracking mobile medical
equipment. This stage of the proposed Smart monitoring of mobile medical
equipment will require all the equipment to have identification bands, including
RFID tag and/or ZigBee tag. The proposed SMHIS would be able to record in real
time the time and location at which equipment arrives and leaves a ward. A passive
RFID tag and/or ZigBee tag will be attached to all medical equipment. RFID
readers and one ZigBee coordinator are fixed into the wards’ entrance ‘gate’, and a
ZigBee reader will be deployed in the ceiling in the covered area. As the equipment
moves between hospital wards, it is automatically detected by the readers. This data
will be sent to the database, using the hospital network. The database is updated
each time this equipment moves, or leaves and enters a ward or department, and the
system user will be able to visualise the information, including location and
movement history as well as maintenance schedules and the purpose of using this
equipment in relation to the patient. The transformation to a Smart system for
equipment tracking and location will help the hospital to make decisions regarding
planned services, and to assess movement planning in order to optimise utilisation.
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In the event of unexpected or unexplained movement of mobile medical equipment,
the proposed system would send an alert to the nearest available member of staff.
Figure 2 shows the visualisation of data that could be used by hospital staff.

In order to register new equipment, the new system will require functionality to
create a record for the equipment purchased. This record includes all the relevant
information, such as production year, maintenance schedule or battery level, as well
as the unique RFID and/or ZigBee identifier. The system will also allow users to
track and locate registered equipment. This visualisation data will be clearly pre-
sented on the hospital floor layout, to allow quick identification and location in
order to make Smart decisions. Once the equipment is taken away from the hospital,
the system will keep the records for future use. If ZigBee tags are used, they will be
removed from the equipment before disposal. The tags in case of ZigBee sensor
could be reused when registering new equipment [20].

4.6 Discussion

The proposed smart system for monitoring mobile medical equipment, as part of the
KRDS process, was developed, in the laboratory environment and tested in relation
to the functionality of the system by tagging several trolleys. The identification
bands containing passive RFID tags and a separate ZigBee band were used for
tagging the equipment. The RFID and ZigBee test equipment was installed in the

Fig. 2 Proposed smart monitoring for mobile medical equipment at MMCH
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research centre area, in order to test the efficiency of the proposed new system and
to identify and prevent anomalies. The security application in the test laboratory
operated successfully and triggered an alarm to notify the system developer when
the objects left or re-entered the laboratory.

5 Conclusion

In a healthcare environment, KRDS supports the transfer of knowledge from
domain experts to support decision-making, and the transformation to a Smart
Hospital Management Information System (SHMIS). Competitive health organi-
sations should be increasingly flexible and adaptable to new technology and
techniques. This would require the development of the current strategies, which
must interact and be commensurate with the changes that would be incurred. To
address these needs, the tacit knowledge and know-how of experts and top per-
formers in any organisation need to be captured and documented, to make the
arduous task of capturing and validating it efficient and effective. Knowledge
acquisition and harvesting are new techniques particularly in the healthcare sector,
which has yet to find valid and reliable tools to mine the significant knowledge. The
proposed process is important in getting the right knowledge to the right people at
the right time, and helps them apply it, so that the quality of care delivery is
improved. The aim is to create, support, capture, store and share knowledge in the
most efficient and timely manner. Much of the functionality in a hospital envi-
ronment needs to be linked to the system so as to enhance patient care.
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Object Detection from Video Sequences
Using Deep Learning: An Overview

Dweepna Garg and Ketan Kotecha

Abstract One of the challenging topics in the field of computer vision is the
detection of the stationary/non-stationary objects from a video sequence. The
outcome of detection, tracking, and learning must be free from ambiguity. For
effectively detecting the moving object, first the background information from the
video should be subtracted. However, in the high-definition video, modeling
techniques suffer from high computation and memory cost which may lead to a
decrease in performance measure such as accuracy and efficiency in identifying the
object accurately. It is important to identify the definite structure from a large
amount of unstructured data which is a prerequisite problem to be solved. The task
of finding the structure from a large amount of data is achieved using Deep
Learning ‘which is about learning multiple levels of representation and abstraction
that help to make sense of data such as images, sound, and text’. The purpose of the
paper is to survey the method with which the objects can be efficiently detected
from any given video sequence along with the preferable use of the deep learning
library.

Keywords Deep learning � Object detection � Video sequence � Graphics pro-
cessing unit � Tensor flow

1 Introduction

‘Learning’—an eight letter word means that one understands something that ‘we’
have understood all our life, but in a unique manner. ‘Machine’when combined with
‘Learning’, refers to mainly three terms: task, performance, and experience. It can be
framed as the performance that can be measured for a task and this performance
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measure can be improved with some experience. This concept is referred to as
Machine learning [1], a term coined by Arthur Samuel which can be stated as a way
to make the computer intelligent. He stated in way back 1959 that machine learning
is the field of study that gives the computers the ability to learn without being
explicitly programmed. In 1997, Mitchell [2] defined machine learning as ‘a com-
puter program that could learn from experience E with respect to some task T and
some performance measure P, if its performance on T, as measured by P, improves
with experience E.’ Machine learning aims to bring a degree of order to the zoo of
machine learning problems which is spread to a vast range of applications. The
emerging area of Machine Learning research is Deep Learning which is introduced
with the motive of moving the machine learning a step closer to artificial intelli-
gence. It is becoming popular mainly because of the following three reasons: First
‘drastically increased chip processing abilities’, e.g., General Purpose Graphics
Processing Units (GPGPUs), second due to its usage of an increased size of data
used for training, and third because of the recent advances in machine learning and
processing information. ‘The above reasons have made the deep learning methods to
compute various complex problems and to effectively make use of both unlabelled
and labelled data’ [3].

The paper attempts to provide an overview of detecting either non stationary or
stationary objects accurately from the given video sequence using this emerging
machine learning methodology. Furthermore, the purpose of the paper is limited in
addressing to the research issues which can be targeted to do the above mentioned
methodology. The rest of the paper is organized as follows—Sect. 2 deals with the
basic structure. Section 3 targets the research issues mainly focusing on detecting
the objects. A brief review of deep learning is presented in Sect. 4. Section 5
highlights the main topic of this paper giving an insight of how the work can be
carried out. Section 6 describes the deep learning frameworks useful from pro-
gramming point of view, Sect. 7 of the paper focuses on the applications of deep
learning. Finally conclusions are drawn in Sect. 8.

2 The Basic Structure

In Fig. 1, the set of training examples are fed as an input to the learning algorithm.
The choice of the learning example depends solely on the user. Hypothesis (h) is
calculated taking into consideration the size of the house and the learning algorithm.
Size of the house is one of the input features considered as an example. The formula
for calculating the hypothesis is

h Xð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1

hiXi ð1Þ
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Here n denotes the number of training examples, h is the parameter, and X is the
input feature. In the above example the size of the house is one of the input features.
Then the value of estimated price of the house is calculated. A model is prepared
through a training process where it is required to make the predictions and is
corrected when those predictions are wrong. The training process continues until
the model achieves a desired level of accuracy. It is calculated using h(X) − y. Here
h(X) indicates the calculated hypothesis value and y indicates the corrected output
value.

3 Research Issues

Most of the machine learning problems is arising during its applications to
real-world problems. Poor performance was observed not because of the choice of
learning algorithm but due to the selected training data. The problems faced by
training data was—the training data selected was insufficient, training set of data
was too small to learn a generalize model or the data contained noise. Due to an
increased amount of data, the performance measure (for example, accuracy) was
one of the main issues in machine learning. The time taken to process large amount
of data was significantly high. To mimic the brain for representing information with
great efficiency and robustness is a core challenge in the research of artificial
intelligence. Around in 2010, the real impact of machine learning in industry began
in large-scale speech recognition [3]. Artificial neural networks were involved in
major of successful deep learning methods. In the context of computer vision,

Fig. 1 Basic structure of
learning algorithm
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object detection, identification of the image of the object in any image or in a video
sequence is one of the most important fields which. It is discussed in detail later in
the paper.

4 Deep Learning

It is also known as deep structured learning or hierarchical learning or deep
machine learning. Geoffrey Hinton coined the term ‘deep learning’. It is a large
family consisting of both supervised and unsupervised learning methods. The
computational models are made up of multiple processing layers and each layer
learns the representation of data at different abstraction level. Artificial neural
network is largely inspired by the way the human brain works. And today a new
field has emerged with respect to the research of neural network and it is Deep
Learning. Deep learning in collaboration with other algorithms helps in classifi-
cation [4], clustering, and prediction [5]. It first reads the structure automatically
and then when the deep learning algorithm trains it is able to make the guess against
the training set and try to bring the guess close to the accurate answer. This is
referred to as optimization [6]. It is able to learn the complicated patterns from a
large amount of data by combining the computational power and special types of
neural network. The word ‘deep’ can be used to call the network having multiple
hidden layers. Adding more layers add to the difficulty in updating weights as the
signals [3] propagating becomes weak. Therefore, the weight of the network
becomes off the track and it becomes impossible to parameterize a ‘deep’ neural
network with backpropagation. Here ‘deep learning’ comes into play which helps to
train the ‘deep’ structures of neural network.

With deep learning one can classify, cluster, and predict about the data con-
sisting of video, images, text, time series, and many more. It is mainly used in
object detection (face detection, pedestrian detection), visual recognition of objects
(ImageNet), speech recognition (conversion from speech to words), and predicting
the drug activity. Deep learning [7] has already made a successful advancement in
voice search on smart phones and text-to-speech conversion and speech-to-speech
conversion. GPU’s (graphics processing units) have greatly contributed in image
segmentation, object detection, pattern recognition, and natural language process-
ing. GPU’s train the deep neural network using large training sets but in a less time.
Its computing provides the efficient and parallel computation of large amount of
training data. As the GPU takes less time to compute the large amount of data and
works effectively well for machine learning, it is believed that the graphics pro-
cessing unit can accelerate the machine learning algorithms very well. The reason
for widely using GPU is its computational power and its capabilities which are
growing at a faster rate as compared to CPU. The deadly combination of CPU and
GPU can produce the best value in terms of computation power, performance, and
price.
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Deep Learning uses backpropagation algorithm in order to depict how the
internal parameters are changed by the machine in order to compute the repre-
sentation in each layer with respect to its previous layer. Initially the pixels are
converted to the edges, combination of edges makes the object parts and finally the
object model is prepared as depicted in Fig. 2.

Convolutional neural networks have found to succeed in a variety of tasks of
computer vision especially focusing on the recognition. The concept of optical flow
[8] was introduced keeping in mind the relative motion of both the viewer and the
object. It highlights the important information about the spatial arrangement of the
viewed object along with its displacement. It is regarded as one of the vital
ingredient in solving many complex computer vision tasks. The main focus of
estimating optical flow is to find per-pixel localization and then mapping the dif-
ference between the two images which are fed as inputs to the system. For this, the
feature representations are to be learnt. By using various optical flow algorithms,
the difference between the frames can be calculated accurately. Evaluating these

Fig. 2 Flow of
backpropogation algorithm
[23]
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algorithms does consume time but it has shown great improvement in training the
deep convolutional neural network. Computation of optical flow cannot be done for
a single point in the image. Rather, the neighboring point should also be considered
as each image point has two velocity fields which may change due to the change in
any one of the field.

Optical flow [9] estimation has been one where CNN have found to succeed. The
motion of any object is perceived when there is a change in the picture. A moving
object may produce a constant pattern in brightness. In order to avoid the variations
in brightness, the shading surface is considered to be flat and the illumination where
the light falls is assumed to be uniform. These conditions help in determining the
brightness of the image to be differentiated. Hence the motion of such patterns is
determined by viewing the motion of the corresponding points [8]. Calculating the
velocities of such points on the object is what known as the optical flow.

Figure 3 illustrates that the information first gets spatially compressed in a con-
tractive part of the network and then it gets refined in the expanding part. Hence, it
can be said that the ‘architecture is trained from end-to-end’. The main idea behind is
to exploit the capability of CNN of learning the powerful features at multiple levels
of abstraction. It helps in determining the actual difference in the input images based
on the features. A huge amount of training dataset is needed to predict the optical
flow in training a network. Generation of optical flow from a video sequence is a
difficult job and hence a popular synthetic dataset named Flying Chairs dataset [10]
has been used. This dataset consists of random background images from Flicker
which consists of the image segment of chairs. It is used in training the CNN. For
faster processing, implementation on GPU is preferred over CPU.

Fig. 3 End-to-end
supervised learning of optical
flow [24]
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5 Object Detection with Deep Learning

It is easier for the humans to detect and recognize the object in the image irre-
spective of its different viewpoint. Vision begins with the eyes and truly takes place
in the brain. So, such cameras are required which can see and understand what
humans can see and understand. Cameras take pictures by converting light in 2D
pictures. But these are lifeless numbers. They do not carry meaning in themselves.
To take pictures does not mean to see. And to see means to understand. For this, the
first thing is make the computer understand the object. If the machine is able to
detect the objects same as the humans do with great accuracy, then it can lead to
wonders in the real world. Another important issue related to object detection is to
identify the moving object. Moving object is mainly composed of feature repre-
sentation [11] and statistical modeling of the scene around. The feature represen-
tation takes into consideration the predefined features such as the color code, the
texture features, the shape of the feature, and the background against which the
object is positioned. The represented features are first learnt using the technique of
feature learning where a transformation is carried out from such raw information to
a successful representation of an object. It is necessary to discover the required
features from the raw input data. Feature learning is also known as the represen-
tation learning and is mainly divided in supervised and unsupervised learning [12].
Supervised learning helps in learning the features with the labeled input data.
Examples: multi-layer perceptron, neural network. Whereas unsupervised learning
the features are learned with the unlabeled input data. Examples include clustering,
autoencoders. A broader family of machine learning method named as deep
learning is based on learning the representations of the data. Research can be
carried out to effectively represent the feature from a large amount of unstructured
data.

Statistical modeling technique mainly focuses on detecting and tracking [13] the
foreground objects (such as car, humans, etc.) from a video sequence by subtracting
the background image. In order to model the foreground image—accuracy in
detecting the object, noise and automatic choice of the relevant parts of the object
are the key areas of research. Background subtraction [14] is also known as
foreground detection. It is widely used technique for detecting the moving objects
[15] from the static cameras. Feature extraction [11], handling deformation and
occlusion handling, and classification are four major components in object
detection.

After preprocessing the image, the localization of object is required which makes
use of this technique. It computes the difference between the current frame and the
reference frame, referred to as the background image. It is carried out if the required
image is in the video stream. Background subtraction is used in the areas of
surveillance and learning of animals, tracking and learning of a specific car on road,
human pose estimation, etc. The flow of background subtraction in Fig. 4.
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The parameters of study for detecting the moving object from a video sequence
can be the accuracy (how accurately the object is identified), efficiency in terms of
performance measure and the computational complexity of finding out the desired
object.

Figure 5 illustrates the widely used example of object detection from a video
sequence where in the vehicles can be monitored, detected and tracked.

The challenges in background subtraction arise with the outdoor scenes, i.e.,
with respect to rain, wind, different viewpoint of the object or illumination change
[16]. In order to detect the object in a better way, it is mandatory to first understand
the image. Understanding [17] the image is done using Deep Convolution Network.
In this, the inputs are small portions of the image which is fed to the lowest layer in
the hierarchical structure. In each layer where information propagates, digital fil-
tering is carried out in order to get the most noticeable features of the observed data.
The neurons, also known as the processing units process the features providing a
level of invariance to shift, scale, and rotation. Nice megapixels cameras have been
developed but yet there is not given vision to the blind.

Fig. 4 Background
subtraction
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6 Deep Learning Frameworks

Some popular frameworks of deep learning are as follows.
Caffe: The earliest known mainstream deep learning toolkit was developed by

Berkeley Vision and Learning Center (BVLC) and by community contributors [5].
Caffe has worked well with innovation and application. Caffe can process over 60M
images per day with a single NVIDIA K40 GPU [18]. It is one of the best choices
with respect to deployment because of its cross-platform nature. It is C++ based and

Fig. 5 Example depicting
vehicle detection [25]
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has the ability to be complied on variety of devices. Caffe works well with
Convolution Neural Network principles and parts. Mainly the steps to train a CNN
with Caffe are: (i) The first step involves data preparation wherein the images are
preprocessed and are stored in the format which can be used by Caffe, (ii) The
second step moves with model definition where CNN architecture is chosen and the
parameters are defined in a configuration file, (iii) Then comes the solver definition
where solver holds the responsibility of optimizing the model. The parameters of
the same are stored in the configuration file, (iv) The final step is model training
wherein the model is trained by executing a Caffe command from the terminal. The
trained model is then stored in the file.

Theano: Developed by LISA group (now MILA), run by Yoshua Bengio at the
University of Montreal [19] is a framework developed by keeping in mind the deep
learning algorithms. Theano compiles the program written in Python to efficiently
run on GPUs or CPUs. More than a deep learning library, it is a research platform.
Theano works well with deep convolutional network, deep belief network and
stacked denoising autoencoders.

Torch: It was developed by Ronan Collobert, Clement Farabet, and Koray Kavu
Cuoglu for research and development in deep learning algorithms. It was promoted
by the CILVR lab at New York. Facebook AI lab, Twitter and Google Deepmind
later used and further developed this deep learning library. Torch makes use of
C/C++ libraries as well as CUDA for GPUs [20].

TensorFLow: An open source software library used for machine intelligence is
TensorFlow [2]. The data flow graphs are used for numerical computation. The
mathematical operations are represented by the nodes of the graph and the edges
represent the tensors (the multi-dimensional data arrays) to communicate between
the nodes. The flexible architecture of TensorFlow allows the users to deploy the
computation to one or more central processing unit or the graphics processing unit
in a server or desktop or any cellular device with a single API. TensorFlow was
originally developed by the engineers working in Google Machine Intelligence
Research organization for conducting the research on deep neural networks and
machine learning. The system claims the developers is ‘general enough to be
applicable in a wide variety of other domains as well’.

7 Applications

The machine learning technologies are being widely used, e.g., in marketing,
finance, telecommunications, and network analysis. One of the well-known
examples of machine learning is the concept of web page ranking [21], where
the search engine finds the web pages relevant to the query given by the user
according to the order of relevance. Another such application is collaborative fil-
tering [5], where past purchases and viewing decisions can be used to attract the
users to purchase additional goods. Amazon, as an example uses this technology to
entice the users to have additional goods. Other applications are in speech
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recognition [1], handwriting recognition [7], face detection [11], face recognition
[22], automated driving [2], fraud detection [21], text-based sentiment analysis,
email spam filtering [21], network intrusion detection, anomaly detection, classi-
fication, signal diagnosis [17], weather forecasting, anti-virus software, anti-spam
software [1], genetics, image classification [14] etc. So, by using Machine Learning,
the guess work can be avoided as well as time to solve a problem can be reduced
thereby providing good guarantees for the solutions.

8 Conclusion

The techniques developed from deep learning research have already been
‘impacting a wide range of signal and information processing work within the
traditional and the new’. This emerging area of research in Machine Learning is
expected to move it closer to Artificial Intelligence.
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A Framework for Improved Cooperative
Learning Algorithms with Expertness
(ICLAE)

Deepak A. Vidhate and Parag Kulkarni

Abstract A policy framework for dynamic products availability in three retailer
shops in the market is investigated. Retailers can cooperate with each other and can
get benefit from cooperative information by their own policies that accurately
represent their goals and interests. The retailers are the learning agents in the system
and use reinforcement learning to learn cooperatively from the situation.
Cooperation in learning (CL) is understood in a multi-agent environment.
A framework for Improved Cooperative Learning Algorithms with Expertness
(ICLAE) is proposed. Expertness measuring criteria which were used in earlier
work are further enhanced and improved in the proposed method. Four methods for
measuring the agents’ expertness are used, viz., Normal, Absolute, Positive, and
Negative. The novelty of this approach lies in the implementation of the RL
algorithms with expertness measuring criteria by means of Q-learning, Q(k)
learning, Sarsa learning, and Sarsa(k) learning algorithms. This chapter shows the
implementation results and performance comparison of these algorithms.

Keywords Cooperative learning � Dynamic buyer behavior � Q-learning �
Reinforcement learning � Sarsa learning � Weighted strategy sharing

1 Introduction

In the literature of multi-agent learning, different strategies of cooperation such as
joint rewards, averaging Q-tables, and Weighted Strategy Sharing are beneficial
only if agents are knowledgeable and expert in relatively identical domains. It is
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assumed that they are expert and always get positive reinforcement as in the case of
WSS method. This expertness measuring criteria affects the learning. So to avoid
the drawback in Weighted Strategy Sharing method discussed in [1], a new
expertness measuring approach, i.e., Improved Cooperative Learning Algorithms
with Expertness (ICLAE) using Q-Learning, Sarsa Learning, Q(k) Learning, and
Sarsa(k) Learning, is proposed and implemented here.

In a country many stores sell huge amount of goods to millions of customers. It
is a good model of market chain. The sale point of each retailer confirms the
information of each operation, i.e., date, customer identification code, products
purchased and their amount, total amount spent, and so forth. This usually produces
huge amount of data everyday. If stocked data is analyzed and turned into infor-
mation then it becomes helpful. It is useful as an example to build certain forecast.
It is not known that exactly which people are likely to buy this item or another item.
We would not need any analysis of the data if we know it already. But because we
are unknown, we can only gather information and expect to take out the answers to
questions from data [2]. We may be unable to recognize the procedure totally, but
still we can build a useful and good approximation. These temporary computations
might not give details of everything, but may still be able to construct for some part
of the data. Retailers have always encountered the difficulty of sale the right goods
that would produce the highest income for them. Finding the right products for a
buyer or a service is a difficult task. It is required that they must know how much
the product is important for customer and what would be the future demand. In the
future, retailers will suggest special package, just customized for every purchaser,
soon for the instant on the whole thing (correct item to the correct purchaser at the
correct period) [3]. Different parameters need to be considered in this: variation in
seasons, the dependency of items, special schemes, discount, market conditions,
etc. That means a correct and precise model of buyer behavior can produce
attractive results. Retailers can cooperate with each other for yield maximization in
different situations. Several independent tasks that can be handled by separate
agents could benefit from cooperative nature of agents [3, 4].

Three retailers in the market are considered in this paper. Retailers can cooperate
with each other and could benefit from cooperative nature by their own policies that
accurately represent their goals and interests. The paper presents some contributions
as given below:

– Three seller retail stores are considered in this paper. These stores sell a specific
product and give major concessions for customers buying multiple items.
Vendor’s inventory strategy, refill period, and the arrival procedure of the buyer
are considered to design the model. Markov decision process model has been set
up for the working of the system. The actions are represented by the products
purchased by the customers of different age groups in the proposed model.

– Paper shows that the retailer uses reinforcement Learning Algorithms to adapt
his products effectively to achieve maximum performance.
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The paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents a description of proposed
framework for Improved Cooperative Learning Algorithms with Expertness
(ICLAE). Section 3 shows the system working, modeled by Markov decision
process and setup a reinforcement learning framework for changing products in the
retail market. Section 4 explains the simulation results with extended period cost as
the profit benchmark and conveys the perception in the dynamic product strategy
obtained through graphical result comparison. Section 5 provides the concluding
remarks.

2 Improved Cooperative Learning Algorithms
with Expertness (ICLAE)

In the proposed algorithms, each agent allocates a weight to their knowledge and
makes use of it based on the amount of its teammate expertness. Figure 1 shows the
representation of multi-agents for learning in cooperative scenario. Based on dif-
ferent expertness values, each agent allocates a weight to their knowledge and
makes use of it using Q-Learning Algorithm. Every learning agent allocates some
weights to other agents’ Q-tables, which reflect their associated expertness and
credibility [4, 5]. Then, the weighted mean of other agents’ Q-tables has been taken
by the learning agent and the output table is used as its fresh Q-table [5]. This
method is characterized using Eq. (1):

Fig. 1 Cooperative learning framework with expertness measures
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Qnew
i ¼

Xn
j¼1

WijQ
old
j : ð1Þ

Expertness Measures: Expertness measure is performed at different levels.
Expertness measures at the agent level (called as the Q-table) show the overall
expertness level of an agent. The expertness measures at state level indicate how
well the agent can find the optimal action in that state. Normal, absolute, positive,
and negative expertness measures belong to this category. It is called as expertness
measures based on learning history [5, 6]. Four methods for measuring agents’
expertness are used here.

2.1 Expertness Measures Based on Learning History

Normal (Nrm): This measure offers more acknowledgment to those who have
additional success and less failures. It is represented by a numerical addition of the
reward signals as given by Eq. (2):

eNrmi ¼
Xnow
t¼1

ri tð Þ; ð2Þ

where ri(t) is the amount of reinforcement signal that environment gives to agent i.
Absolute (Abs): It means that failures and successes, weighted by the value of

reward and punishment signals, are both valuable for the agent. This is the total of
the absolute cost of the reward signals given by Eq. (3):

eAbsi ¼
Xnow
t¼1

ri tð Þj j: ð3Þ

Positive (P): This criterion takes no notice of incidents that do not result in
gaining rewards and considers only rewarding incidents. A total of the positive
reward is used for this as given by Eq. (4):

ePi ¼
Xpos

t¼1

rþi tð Þ rþi tð Þ ¼ 0 if ri tð Þ� 0

¼ ri tð Þ otherwise:

ð4Þ

Negative (N): It means that the agent who has more punishments knows ways
are not leading to gaining rewards better and they should be considered as more
expert, as the agent gets more punishments than rewards during learning.
A negative is the total of the absolute cost of the negative rewards signals given by
Eq. (5):
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eNi ¼
Xnow
t¼1

r�i tð Þ r�i tð Þ ¼ 0 if ri tð Þ[ 0

¼ �ri tð Þ otherwise:

ð5Þ

2.2 Cooperative Learning Algorithm with Expertness Using
Q-Learning and Q(k) Learning

Two types of learning are used, i.e., Independent Learning and Cooperative
Learning Type. All of the agents are in the Independent Learning Type initially.
Agent i executes ti learning based on the one-step Q-learning. Learning experiment
begins at a random state and stops when the agent arrived at the target. All agents
stop the Independent Learning type at the time when a particular number of
Independent experiments are performed (that is called the cooperation instance).
Then agents switch to Cooperative Learning Type [6]. Each learner allocates some
weights to the other agents as per their expertise standards in the Cooperative
Learning Type. Then, it takes a weighted mean of the others’ Q-tables. Resultant
Q-table is found out that is used as its new Q-table [6, 7].

Weight-Assigning Mechanism
To reduce the amount of communication necessary to replace Q-tables, learner
makes use of the Q-tables of more skilled agents only. Incomplete weights of the
less-skilled agents are taken to be zero. Learner i assigns the credit to the infor-
mation of agent j as given in (6) [8]:

Wij ¼
1� ai if i ¼ j
ej�eiP
ek�ei

if ej [ ei

0 otherwise

8<
: ; ð6Þ

where 0 < a < 1 is the impressibility factor and illustrate up to what extent agent
i depends on the others knowledge. ei and ej are the expertise costs of agents i and j,
correspondingly, and n is the total number of the agents [7, 8]. Weights assigned by
each agent to other agent’s information are shown in Fig. 1. w12 is the weight
assigned by agent 1 to the information of agent 2 and w21 is the weight assigned by
agent 2 to the information of agent 1 [9, 10]. Algorithm 1 gives the Cooperative
Learning with Expertness using Q-learning and Algorithm 2 calculates the
expertness of an agent based upon the estimated weights. A cooperative learning
method with expertness using Q-learning and Q(k) learning are proposed and
implemented.
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Algorithm 1: Cooperative Learning Algorithm with Expertness using Q learning

1. while not EndOfLearning do
2. if InIndependentLearning Type then
3. Independent Learning

4. si := FindCurrentState(); ai := SelectAc on()
5. DoAc on(ai)
6. ri := GetReward(); yi := GoToNextState()
7. v(yi) := Maxb ac onsQ(yi,b)
8. Qi

new (si,ai) := (1 - βi)Qi
Old(si,ai)+ βi(ri +γiV(yi) )

9. ei := UpdateExpertness(ri)
10. else Coopera ve Learning

11. for j := 1 to n do
12. ej := GetExpertness(Aj)

13. Qi
new := 0

14. for j := 1 to n do
15. Wij := ComputerWeights(i,j,e1…...en)
16. Qj

old := GetQ(Aj)
17. Qi

new := Qi
new + Wij * Qj

old

Algorithm 2: To Calculate Expertness Value

1. GetExpertness(Aj)
2. while not EndOfLearning do
3. if NormalExpertness then

4. ei
Nrm =

5. else if Posi veExpertness then
6. ei

P =
7. else if Nega veExertness then

8. ei
N =

9. else if AbsoluteExpertness then
10. ei

Abs =

2.3 Cooperative Learning Algorithm with Expertness Using
Sarsa Learning and Sarsa(k) Learning

Algorithm 3 gives the Improved Cooperative Learning Algorithm with Expertness
using Sarsa learning method. It calculates the expertness of an agent based upon the
estimated weights and learns cooperatively using Sarsa learning method.
Independent learning is performed based on Sarsa learning. Expertness Measures
Based on Q-Table and Weight-assigning mechanism remain same as described in
the earlier section for this algorithm. Cooperative learning method called with
expertness using Sarsa learning and Sarsa(k) learning is implemented, based on
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different expertnesses, i.e., absolute, positive, and negative expertness values in the
method using Sarsa and Sarsa(k) Learning Algorithm [10–12].

Algorithm 3: Cooperative Learning Algorithm with expertness using Sarsa
learning

1. while not EndOfLearning do
2. begin

3. if In Independent Learning Type then
4. Independent Learning

5. xi := FindCurrentState(); ai := SelectAc on()
6. DoAc on(ai)
7. ri := GetReward()
8. Qi

new (xi,ai) := (1 - βi)Qi
Old(xi,ai)+ βi(ri +γi Qi

new(xi,ai) – Qi
Old (xi,ai))

9. xi := FindNextState(); ai := NewAc on()
10. ei := UpdateExpertness(ri)

11. else Coopera ve Learning
12. for j := 1 to n do
13. ej := GetExpertness(Aj)
14. Qi

new := 0
15. for j := 1 to n do

16. Wij := ComputerWeights(i,j,e1…...en)
17. Qj

old := GetQ(Aj)
18. Qi

new := Qi
new + Wij * Qj

old

3 Model Design

The case of wedding season as an example is considered here. Beginning from
deciding the venue, booking the caterers, decoration, invitation cards, photography,
beautician, cosmetics, household items, gifts, shopping of clothes, jewelry, and
other accessories for bride and groom, so many activities are involved [11]. Such
seasonable situations can be realistically implemented as follows: Customer who
would go for clothing shop certainly will buy jewelry, footwear, and other acces-
sories. Customer who selects the wedding venue would certainly opt for caterers
and decorators. In such scenarios, retailers of different products can come together
and jointly satisfy customer requirements and would achieve the benefit of an
increase in the product sale [12]. Figure 2 shows a diagram for these dynamics.

Following is the mathematical description of the above model.

– Consumers enter the market by following a Poisson process flow with rate k.
– The retailer posts per unit product price p to the arriving customers.
– The retailer has finite stock facility Imax and follows a policy for refilling.

We define action set as the sale of the possible product, i.e., A = {Products P1,
P2, P3…P10} and action a 2 A. So state can be described by a vector
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X = {TID, Customer, Product Price, Month} = {TID, x1, x2, m},
TID = Transaction ID.

x1 = {Y, M, O} ! customer age vector, i.e., young, middle, and Old age
customer

x2 = {H, M, L} ! product price vector, i.e., High, Medium, and Low
m = {1, 2, 3, 4…12} ! month of product sale.
Whenever a customer places a request for a product, a decision needs to be made

regarding whether to accept or deny the request. Another retailer observes the
action taken by the first retailer and be prepared to sell his product. In this way as a
sale in one shop increases automatically other shops get informed so they can sell
their products too.

4 Results

First, for a given month and customer age group, the product is identified. Learning
shows that for a given month and an age group which products are to be selected
that are best for sale. Shop agent will understand that in a month which products are
to be sold to the customers having the age group. Second, it shows that in a year,
the specific number of products is purchased by the particular customer age
group. Shop agent will understand that in a year, the number of products is to be
sold to the customers having the different age groups. Sarsa and Sarsa(k) algorithm
gives better results than Q-learning and Q(k) Learning. Result analysis is done for a
year; the specific number of products is purchased by the particular customer age
group. Significant improvement is seen in the results as agents learn cooperatively
to increase the sale of products so as to maximize the profit.

Shop 3 
Products 
P1,P2… 

Shop 2
Products 

P1,P2

Shop 1 
Products 
P1,P2… 

Customer Arrival 

Poisson Process 

Fig. 2 Retail store model with three retailers
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4.1 Results of Improved Cooperative Learning Algorithms
with Expertness

1. Absolute Expertness

Figure 3 shows the graph of Reward Versus Episode for Absolute Expertness for
Sarsa(k) learning, Q(k) learning, Sarsa learning, and Q-learning algorithms. The
number of rewards received by Sarsa learning is greater than Q-learning for each
episode and the number of rewards received by Sarsa(k) learning is greater than Q
(k) learning for each episode in case of Absolute Expertness.

2. Positive Expertness

Figure 4 shows the graph of Reward Versus Episode for Positive Expertness for
Sarsa(k) learning, Q(k) learning, Sarsa learning, and Q-Learning Algorithms. The
number of rewards received by Sarsa learning is greater than Q-learning for each
episode and the number of rewards received by Sarsa(k) learning is greater than Q
(k) learning for each episode in case of Positive Expertness.

3. Negative Expertness

Figure 5 shows the graph of Reward Versus Episode for Negative Expertness for
Sarsa(k) learning, Q(k) learning, Sarsa learning, and Q-Learning Algorithms. The

Fig. 3 Reward versus episode for absolute expertness for four algorithms
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Fig. 4 Reward versus episode for positive expertness for four algorithms

Fig. 5 Reward versus episode for negative expertness for four algorithms
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number of rewards received by Sarsa learning is greater than Q-learning for each
episode and the number of rewards received by Sarsa(k) learning is greater than Q
(k) learning for each episode in case of Negative Expertness. Comparison of
Reward Versus Episodes for Absolute, Positive, and Negative Expertness measure,
respectively, for four algorithms is shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5. Sarsa(k) and Sarsa
learning is performing better and gives maximum reward than Q(k) and Q-learning,
respectively.

5 Conclusion

Q-tables show the most excellent action (that is the most favorable product) for
different individual states. The shop agent can compute most probable product for a
known state that gives maximum profit to it by knowing the Q-function. It has
demonstrated how a shop agent can successfully use reinforcement Learning
Algorithms in mounting products strongly toward the profit maximization. It is
believed that this is a promising approach for profit maximization in retail market
setting with partial knowledge. Cooperative Learning Algorithms are more efficient
and effective and produce best results. Improved Cooperative Learning Algorithm
with Expertness (ICALE) shows that sharing of more knowledge and information is
possible, all agents’ knowledge is used equally, and problem can be jointly solved.
However, this method is still unable to find more expert agents. To study and
implement few communication and cooperation parameters to be considered for
learning is the future scope of this paper.
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Part IV
Advanced Computing: Data Encryption



Bicubic Interpolation Based Audio
Authentication (BIAA)

Uttam Kr. Mondal and Jyotsna Kumar Mandal

Abstract Authenticating audio songs/signals is one of the challenging issues in the
domain of audio processing and analysis. Different techniques like embedding
secret code in amplitude or frequency components, harmonics alternation,
embedding audio/image, etc. are frequently used by the researchers for audio signal
authentication. In this paper, an approach has been made to authenticate audio
signal through bicubic interpolation. Bicubic interpolation is applied over songs to
incorporate small changes in some specific positions and correlates with other
sampled values without any major alternation in audible quality of signals. It is then
molded into a suitable form within tolerable range of controlling parameters of
audio quality to embed secure data/another strip of audio signal to identify it
uniquely among collection of similar audio songs. A comparative study is given
with similar existing techniques. Experimental results are computed based on
Microsoft WAVE (“.wav”) stereo sound file, and performances are analyzed which
show optimal performances compared to the existing techniques.

Keywords Protection of intellectual property � Audio song characteristics �
Bicubic interpolation � Song signal authentication � Song security

1 Introduction

Incorporation of highly sophisticated editing and mixing technology in music
industries, chances of producing duplicate versions of original music as well as
rhythm, is one of the frequent phenomena in daily life. Sometimes, it becomes
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popular than the original one. Some strong authenticating measure is needed to
identify the piracy along with symmetric portions from duplicate/modified versions
[1, 2]. Therefore, some controlling mechanism is needed over components of music
constituents for stopping any type of alternations. Even the formation of song signal
has to be managed in a way as such any minor changes may alter the overall audible
quality [3, 4]. Additionally, a security/authentication code may be embedded into
song signal to detect the original one from modified audio easily.

In this paper, bicubic interpolation is applied in audio signal to represent the
original signal into a structural format with correlating the sampled values. A secret
code is embedded for enhancing security level keeping audible quality of modified
version close to the original.

The organization of the paper is as follows. Bicubic polynomial based secret key
generation and fabrication of secret song are presented in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2
respectively. Extraction is given in Sect. 2.3. Experimental results are shown in
Sect. 3. Conclusions are drawn in Sect. 4 that of references at the end.

2 The Technique

The scheme fabricates the secret key using bicubic interpolation over the fractional
parts of magnitude values sampled from original song along with embedding a
secret audio signal without changing the audible quality of song signal. Proposed
scheme has two stages. These are bicubic polynomial based secret key fabrication
and hiding authenticating strip of song as another layer authenticating code. Bicubic
polynomial based secret key generation and fabrication of secret song are presented
in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2, respectively.

2.1 Bicubic Polynomial Based Secret Key Embedding

Bicubic interpolation is one of the well-known techniques for scaling images and
video, which may be opted for authenticating of audio song signal for the same. It is
also observed that the bicubic interpolation provides a well-sophisticated structure
of representation and generates smoother edges than that of bilinear interpolation.
On the other hand, it is accomplished with other techniques such as Lagrange
polynomials, cubic splines, cubic convolution algorithms, etc. [5]. The consecutive
magnitude values of song signal are generally having less difference, if we take only
the fraction part of magnitude values of consecutive locations of song signal and
apply bicubic interpolation formula to find interpolated values from the set of
fraction part of magnitude values, producing interpolated values close to fraction
values which have been taken as input by the formula described in Eq. (1) as a
multivariate polynomial:
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gðx; yÞ ¼
X3

i¼0

X3

j¼0

aijx
iy j: ð1Þ

The values of the coefficients (aij) are determined with the help of the equations
shown in Fig. 1, whose p (in the equations of Fig. 1) is 4� 4 dimensional matrix
whose values are the fractional part (pij) of magnitude values of signal in sequence,
where 1� i� 4 and 1� j� 4 [6]. The steps of the process are given in Algorithm 1.

2.1.1 Algorithm 1

In this technique, the original song is taken as input, and the output of the process
generates the authenticated signal with embedded secret key. The details are given
as follows
Input: Original song
Output: Authenticated song with embedded secret key
Method: At the first step of the process, frequency components of sampled values
of the song are obtained by applying Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The magnitude
values of the signal (stereotype) are logically divided into B blocks; applying
bicubic interpolation over the blocks and modifying values of blocks, generate the
authenticated audio signal. The method of song authentication with bicubic inter-
polation is given in the following steps.

Step 1: Find frequency components of sampled values of song signal by applying
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).
Step 2: Divide (logically) the magnitude values of the signal (stereotype) into
B blocks; each block consists of 16 consecutive magnitude values from a specified
channel (i.e., first or second channel of stereotype song as shown in Fig. 2). The
value of B (number of blocks) depends on the length of song signal that can be
calculated as follows: B = floor (L/N, 0), where floor represents rounding number
down, toward zero, to the nearest multiple of significance (here, significance value
is 0), L represents length of the song, and N = 16.
Step 3: Take fractional part of eight consecutive magnitude values from second half
of (N − 1)th block of the channel 1 of stereo song and put them into first and
second rows of 4� 4 matrix sequentially. Similarly, take consecutive fractional
parts of eight magnitude values from first half of (N + 1)th block of same channel
(i.e., next of the previous block) and put them into third and fourth rows of the
matrix sequentially (as shown in Fig. 3).
Step 4: Apply Eq. (1) to find the bicubic values of the particular portion of above
matrix (step 2) and return the computed values with respective decimal part (if
present) to the song signal into Nth block (Fig. 2) sequentially.
Step 5: Repeat steps 2–4 for entire song signal alternately for two channels.
Step 6: Apply inverse FFT to regenerate the sampled values of modified signal.
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As consecutive values of song signal are not varying rapidly [1], therefore,
replacing fractional part of a block magnitude values by the resultant bicubic
interpolated values of previous and next blocks will not change its audible quality
as well. In the case of monotype song, the above process is applied for magnitude
values of a single channel. All substituted bicubic interpolated values will maintain
a relationship for uniquely identifying the original signal.

Fig. 1 Coefficients of bicubic interpolation
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2.2 Fabrication of Secret Code

A secret hidden code has been embedded into the signal for providing another level
of security to identify it uniquely from collection of similar songs. A strip of song or
a selected part of the same song may be embedded with the song signal.

If we add the amplitude values of hidden song directly with any or both channels
of original song, the effect over audible quality would be easily detected only by
hearing the song. Therefore, the intensity of hidden song signal’s amplitude values
has to be reduced without any information lost. Two factors are to be maintained
while embedding it with the song signal. These are the length of hidden song and
the intensity of hidden song signal’s amplitude values. The hidden song will be
embedded in the positions of bicubic interpolated values where its length will be
equal to half of total number of bicubic interpolated blocks �16. In case of
stereotype hidden song, its length again reduced by half as embedding is done in

Fig. 3 Nth block as a result of bicubic interpolation of half of (N−1)th and (N + 1)th blocks

Fig. 2 Magnitude values of sterotype song grouped into blocks
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two separate channels. To reduce the intensity of amplitude values of hidden song,
following measures are incorporated in the technique. Separate each digit from a
particular amplitude value and represent it by lower fractional number (1/10000).
For example, let the amplitude value is 0.6802, individual digits are 6, 8, 0, and 2.
Represent it by lower fractional values as 0.0006, 0.0008, 0, and 0.0002. An
additional lower fractional value may be added for representing positive (+) or
negative (−) amplitude value like 0.0005 for positive and 0.0007 for negative, i.e.,
each amplitude value would be represented by the combination of 5 fractional
values. The amplitude value is taken whereas precision level is 4 [using Matlab 6.5
for a WAVE (“.wav”) stereo sound file on Microsoft Windows XP environment].
Selected length of hidden song signal again to be reduced by 5 as each magnitude
value is represented by a combination of 5 lower magnitude values and the set of
lower magnitude values will use for embedding with the original structured song (as
described in Sect. 2.1).

The amplitude values are embedded with the bicubic interpolated values of
signal as illustrated in Fig. 4. Let, O_S[c, i] is the lower magnitude value of original
song signal for channel c and H_S[i] is the divided amplitude value hidden song for
ith position. The process of embedding hidden song signal is given in Algorithm 2.

2.2.1 Algorithm 2

Input: Authenticated song signal and secret key (using bicubic interpolation).
Output: Authenticated song with embedded secret audio.
Method: The method of embedding secret song is given in following steps.

Step 1: Add the lower amplitude values of hidden song in the consecutive positions
of first bicubic interpolated block as represented by expression (2):

Fig. 4 Embedding hidden song (from Fig. 3)
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OS c; i½ � ¼ OS c; i½ � þHS i½ �; ð2Þ

where i represents the ith magnitude value of first bicubic interpolated block for cth
(=1 or 2) channel. Repeat the process of embedding of hidden song’s amplitude
values in the entire bicubic interpolated block for consecutively 16 positions
(Fig. 4).
Step 2: Same set of amplitude values are also to be added with next bicubic
interpolated block in the alternate channel for determining any alternation of song
signal under any type of intentional or unintentional attacks.
Step 3: Repeat the process of embedding of hidden song’s amplitude values for the
entire song.

Though the embedded amplitude values (of hidden song) are very small,
therefore, appending extra values with original song (cover song) will not alter its
overall audible quality. Therefore, comparing the embedded part of two channels
with the result of bicubic interpolation of fraction parts of previous and next blocks
of corresponding channel, the hidden song can be regenerated during extraction.

2.3 Extraction

The extraction is done using similar computations as embedding technique.
Extracting the transformed values of bicubic interpolated values, the original signal
can be perfectly regenerated. The decoding algorithm is given in Algorithm 3 in
Sect. 2.3.1.

2.3.1 Algorithm 2

During decoding, the authenticated song is taken as input, and the output of the
process is the original song extracting secret signal. The details are given as
follows:
Input: Song with embedded authenticating code.
Output: Decoded signal.
Method: Regeneration of original signal through extraction of embedded
information/signal.

Step 1: Apply technique as described in Sect. 2.1 to find the bicubic interpolation
values of embedded song for the specific channel.
Step 2: Subtract the computed value from modified magnitude value to obtain
amplitude values of secret signal for a specific position.
Step 3: Continue step 3 until total amplitude values of secret song are completely
restored.
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3 Experimental Results

Applying encoding and decoding techniques over original and modified songs for
duration of 10 s and the associated results are discussed in two sections. Section 3.1
represents results associated with BIAA and Sect. 3.2 shows a comparison with
similar existing techniques. Section 3.2 is used to determine the estimated error in
the original song Fig. 5.

3.1 Results

Finding experimental results, a strip of 10 sections song is selected and corre-
sponding results are observed. The chosen classical song is ‘100 Miles From
Memphis’, sung by Sheryl Crow. Table 1 shows the sampled values of the song
which is a two-dimensional matrix. The amplitude–time graph of the input signal is
represented in Fig. 5. BIAA is applied on this signal and the generated output of
this process is given in Fig. 6. The ratio signal of frequencies of original and secret
code embedded songs is shown in Fig. 7. As a result, the audible quality of
modified song is not altered as the deviation between original and modified signals
is minimum (as shown in Fig. 6).

Table 1 shows the values of sampled data array x(n, 2) of the original song and
graphical representation of the same is shown in Fig. 5 considering all rows
(451584) of x(n, 2) respectively. Figure 6 represents the authenticated signal,
whereas the different magnitude values of original and authenticated signals are
shown in Fig. 7. The authenticated song is shown in Fig. 7.

Table 1 Sampled data array
X(n, 2)

S. No. x(k, 1) X(k, 2)

… … …

0 0.0001

0.0000 0.0000

−0.0009 −0.0009

−0.0006 −0.0007

−0.0012 −0.0012

−0.0014 −0.0014

−0.0016 −0.0017

−0.0023 −0.0022

−0.0027 −0.0027

−0.0022 −0.0021

… … …
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3.2 Comparisons

Algorithms [7], those available in the literature for embedding information into
audio signals, usually do not care much about the audible quality. In the present
technique, a special care has been taken for authenticating audio with minimum
change in the quality of song. A comparative study of properties of the present
method with an existing technique (Data hiding through phase manipulation of
audio signals (DHPMA)) [8] over the input signal (16 bit stereotype, sampled rate
44.1 kHz) is represented in Tables 2, 4, and 5. From these tables, it is shown that a
lower average absolute difference (AD) is achieved which signifies lesser error in
authenticated song.

Average absolute difference (AD) is used as the dissimilarity measurement
between original song and authenticated song, whereas a lower value of AD sig-
nifies lesser error in the authenticated song. Normalized average absolute difference
(NAD) is used for measuring quantization error (ranging between 0 and 1) whereas

Fig. 5 Original song (‘100 Miles from Memphis’ sang by Sheryl Crow)

Fig. 6 Modified song with secure code

Fig. 7 The difference of magnitude values between signals shown in Figs. 4 and 1
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mean square error (MSE) represents the cumulative squared error between original
and modified signals. Therefore, a lower value of MSE is expected for an
embedding technique. The higher the PSNR (Peak signal-to-noise ratio) and lower
SNR (Signal-to-noise ratio) assured the good quality of embedded signal. Thus, the
benchmarking parameters (NAD, MSE, NMSE, SNR, and PSNR) in proposed
method show better performance with minimum change in audible quality. The
values of SNR and PSNR are shown in Table 4, whereas the normalized
cross-correlation (NC) and correlation quality (QC) of the present method with
DHPMA are represented in Table 5. PSNR, SNR, BER (Bit Error Rate), and MOS
(Mean opinion score) values are given in Table 3. Figure 8 describes the overall
results of the experimental test. The quality rating (Mean opinion score) is com-
puted by using (3):

Table 2 MD, AD, NAD, MSE and NMSE

S. No. Statistical parameters for differential
distortions

Value (using
BIAA)

Value (using
DHPMA)

1 MD 0.0117 3.6621e−004

2 AD 0.0012 2.0886e−005

3 NAD 0.0103 0.0063

4 MSE 2.2975e−006 1.4671e−009

5 NMSE 1.0155e+004 8.4137e−005

Table 3 SNR, PSNR, BER and MOS

Audio (10 s) SNR PSNR BER MOS

Song1 40.0668 56.2154 0 5

Song2 33.5932 50.5537 0 5

Song3 32.2014 46.1211 0 5

Song4 35.2814 52.9682 0 5

Song5 40.1995 55.4529 0 5

Table 4 SNR and PSNR

S. No. Statistical parameters for differential
distortions

Value (using
BIAA)

Value (using
DHPMA)

1 Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 40.0668 40.7501

2 Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) 56.2154 45.4226

Table 5 NC and QC

S. No Statistical parameters for correlation
distortions

Value (using
BIAA)

Value (using
DHPMA)

1 Normalized cross-correlation (NC) 1 1

2 Correlation quality (QC) −0.2238 −0.5038
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Quality ¼ 5
1þN � SNR ; ð3Þ

where N represents normalization constant. The ITU-R Rec. 500 quality rating is
used for quality rating on a scale from 1 to 5 [9] and represented in Table 6.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, an algorithm for encoding the fraction part of magnitude values with
the help of cubic interpolation method in selective part of signal has been proposed.
On the other hand, considering only fraction part of magnitude values of consec-
utive locations of song signal and apply bicubic interpolation produces interpolated
values close to fraction values which give better results compared to other algo-
rithms (with minimum humming distance).

The third layer of security is incorporated considering the extra deducted values
of fractional part of magnitude values by sequentially adding in lower/higher fre-
quency region (less than 20 Hz and greater than 20 kHz) which will not alter the
song quality but ensure to identify the distorted properties of signal. Additionally,
the proposed technique is very easy to implement.

The technique can also be extended for embedding image in place of audio. The
allowable volume of data that suited for embedding with audio will be estimated in
future with considering all possibilities.
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Table 6 Quality rating scale Rating Impairment Quality

5 Imperceptible Excellent

4 Perceptible, not annoying Good

3 Slightly annoying Fair

2 Annoying Poor

1 Very annoying Bad
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Hierarchical Metadata-Based Secure Data
Retrieval Technique for Healthcare
Application

Sayantani Saha, Priyanka Saha and Sarmistha Neogy

Abstract The metadata representation in the context of data privacy is one of the
biggest challenges in data security. The segregation of the data attributes for secure
data retrieval as well as data storage is the primary motivation for this work. The
metadata-based data retrieval is performed for providing a layer of protection on the
actual data set and also for efficiently searching the location of encrypted data. The
paper aims to provide a technique for representing the metadata of the encrypted
e-health data for a secure data retrieval process. The hierarchical representation of
metadata helps in retrieving the data in an efficient way so that access to the
sensitive information could be controlled. The paper proposes a novel technique for
metadata design for secure data retrieval. E-health data is fragmented over multiple
servers based on sensitive attribute and sensitive association. A brief overview of
the data protection and data retrieval techniques with respect to the proposed
metadata representation is also presented.

Keywords Metadata � Fragmentation � Indexing � Optimum encryption �
Sensitive data � Health data

1 Introduction

According to the 6th Annual IDC Digital Universe study [1], the digital universe
will grow by a factor of 300 from 2005 to 2020, i.e., from 130 to 40,000 exabytes,
and Embedded and Medical Information in the cloud in 2020 would constitute
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8.5% of the total data. Rapid connectivity and huge infrastructure of organization
help in creating data exponentially and data is being stored by database provider.
A service provider may be honest but curious and at times, even malicious. So
protection of data from service providers as well as from any intruder is needed.
There are some preventive measures [2], e.g., which can be applied toward pro-
tecting data. Access control is a mechanism which regulates the entry of any user
into the system and also controls the read and write access for any particular data.
Inference control is used for preventing intruders to infer sensitive information from
database. Finally, data encryption is used for protecting sensitive or confidential
data in the storage or during transmission. As data resides in database for a large
time during its life cycle, protection of data at storage phase is of utmost impor-
tance. Effective, efficient, and cost-protective data storage is a challenge that needs
to be fulfilled. So metadata-based storage for efficient retrieval of data from data
store is proposed here. Metadata keeps track of data location.

An advantage of using metadata-based storage is that it helps in fast query
processing, privacy of query computation, and easy and efficient data retrieval. It
also helps in maintaining sensitive data and association among them by hiding
actual data. Metadata-based storage with proper data fragmentation technique
provides wholesome protection of data where fragments can be concatenated only
by authorized user.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses related works.
Section 3 presents the architecture of proposed model and the data retrieval process.
Section 4 discusses the results, and analyzes and compares the efficiency of data
retrieval between a metadata-based model and non-metadata-based model. We
conclude our work in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

For the need of privacy, confidentiality and integrity of sensitive data, different
works [3] have been carried out in different areas of data protection like in access
control, query execution on encrypted data, metadata concept for data retrieval, etc.

Authors in [4] proposed a privacy preserving data querying technique where
SQL queries are evaluated on encrypted data hosted by Database Service Providers.
Wang and Lakshmanan [5] have discussed the techniques to prevent any attacker
from learning any sensitive information and thus the attacker is unable to improve
his belief properties after watching series of queries and their answers. In [6, 7] the
authors have stressed on the sensitivity association rather than the sensitive attri-
butes. The authors in [8] presented metadata-based database design technique.
A user query dynamically generates referential integrity and dropped the details
after query execution. However, they have applied this technique over oracle 11g
database and rely on Oracle internal TDE system. The authors in [9] also presented
a data confidentiality technique by combining fragmentation and encryption.
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They used Dynamic Hashing Fragmented Components to fragment the cloud
dataset and encrypt the sensitive data.

Therefore, keeping in mind different issues like scalability, performance,
recovery with secure data storage, and retrieval, we present here hierarchical
metadata representation that will balance the visibility and confidentiality of the
e-health data.

3 Proposed Technique

We have considered a remote healthcare application where health information
regarding the patients are available on demand basis to authorized users like doctor,
nurse or any administrative professional, etc. Here we consider that chunks of
information are available in fragments and access to different fragments
(single/multiple) is defined in the authorization policy. In our work, we have
designed such hierarchy of sensitive information for secure storage and access.
Sensitive attributes are classified and then fragmented, indexed, encrypted for
fine-grained data access.

In our healthcare application let us take the original Relation R of the system:

R ¼ fpatient name; guardian name; Date of Birth; gender; area; phno;

SSN; PID; policyno; systolic rate; diastolic rate; pulse rate;

hemoglobin level; blood group; disease name; disease details; dateg:

3.1 Fragmentation

Attribute Sensitivity and Confidentiality Constraints (CC): Attributes like
patient id, name, disease details, etc. that may reveal sensitive information of an
individual are considered as sensitive. Often it is observed that rather than the value
of any attribute, associations among the values of attributes are more sensitive and
can reveal confidential information. Confidentiality Constraints [10] captures all
security requirements as a set of attributes of original relation R whose joint
occurrence and visibility need to be protected.

From the above relation R, Confidentiality Constraints can be defined as follows:
C0 = {SSN}
C1 = {PATIENT_NAME, DISEASE_NAME, DISEASE_DETAILS}
C2 = {PATIENT_NAME, POLICY}
C3 = {DISEASE_NAME, DISEASE_DETAILS, JOB}
C4 = {PATIENT_NAME, JOB}
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Hierarchical Classification: Data confidentiality can be obtained by proper
classification of the sensitive association. Following technique is used for hierar-
chical classification of the metadata.

A benchmark set of queries and results in a typical healthcare application have
been considered here. This data is actually used to rank different attributes used as
reference index to fetch different query data. The higher the rank index value, the
higher the chance of revealing the correlated or associated data. For example if
patient_id is used to refer to patient general and health information and disease
details then if the patient_id is revealed corresponding information may be revealed
to some unauthorized entity. Therefore, we need to design the metadata in such a
way that patient_id will not be the referring index of all these fragments. In our
scenario for health data and health data queries, we have two sets of data frag-
mentation factors: (1) Confidentiality Constrained Factor (CCVattr) and (2) Rank
Index Value (RIV). Now, applying Eq. (1) we calculate the sensitivity factor of
particular attributes and its association and generate hierarchical classification of
metadata:

Sensitivity Factor ¼ Cerr � CCVattri þRIViPn
i¼0 RIV

; ð1Þ

where Cerr is the calculation error for classification. The attributes with high sen-
sitivity factor will be grouped together and that group is referred as high sensitive.
The attributes with low sensitivity factors are grouped together and referred as low
sensitive. With the benchmark data, we evaluated 50 query sets and calculated
sensitivity factors of different attributes and identified high sensitive attributes like
Patient_id = 0.83, Disease_name = 0.66, etc. High sensitive attributes and its
associated value will be fragmented at a different hierarchy. One common attribute
is present in all fragments that are used for relating the fragments, of course, on
basis of authorization. From the relation R of the system, following fragments are
created while maintaining the requirements in Confidentiality Constraints.

High sensitive
S1 = {PATIENT_ID, TID}
S2 = {DISEASE_ID, DISEASE_NAME}{DISEASE_ID, TID}
Low sensitive
F1 = {TID, AREA, PATIENT_NAME, GUARDIAN_NAME, DOB,

GENDER, PHNO, (SSNk)}
F2 = {TID, (POLICYk), JOB, AREA}
F3 = {TID, SYSTOLIC_RATE, DIASTOLIC_RATE, PULSE_RATE,

BLOOD_GROUP,
HEMOGLOBIN_LEVEL, VISITING_DATE}
F4 = {TID, (DISEASE_NAMEk), (DISEASE_DETAILSk)}.
Figure 1 shows how fragments are stored in different servers. When data

retrieval is performed data is fetched from the fragments.
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3.2 Indexing

Indexing helps in query evaluation on encrypted data. Different indexing techniques
[10] are used for different conditions as shown in Table 1.

3.3 Encryption

For confidentiality purpose, queries need to be evaluated on encrypted data. The
metadata information will help fetch the correct data for the user.

A double layer encryption [11] is used to encrypt the detailed data. Based on the
sensitivity the data segments are encrypted first using first set of keys, i.e., general
data encrypted with Key1, low sensitive data encrypted with Key2, and high
sensitive data encrypted with Key3. Then another layer of encryption, using
database key, is applied over the data when the data resides at database.

Fig. 1 Hierarchical metadata and fragments stored in different servers

Table 1 Patient relation TID Patient_name Job Disease DOB

103 Ishita Engineer Renal disease 1984

104 Rohan Engineer Gastritis 1978

Indexed version of the relation is given below

103 w µ d Ω

104 ¥ µ x p
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3.4 Query Evaluation

Metadata contains information about a patient’s residing area, tid which will be
used for referring and joining the fragments. In our proposed kiosk-based model,
direct indexing technique has been used for hiding the actual location of the patient.
From the metadata table user gets TID and AREAID for a patient.

Original Query will look like:
Select disease_details from table_T where patient_name=“priyanka saha” and

date=“21/05/2016”;
Now the query will be evaluated as follows:
Select area from direct_index_table where areaid=‘K’;
In our proposed technique, query will be translated as follows:

• Select TID from metadata_table1 where patient_name = priyanka saha” and
area = “area”;

• Select PID from metadata_table2 where TID=“TID”;
• Select DID from metadata_table3 where PID=“PID”;
• Select * frommetadata_table4 where DID=“DID” and TID = “TID” sort by date.

Now the query execution requires multiple join operations of high sensitive
attributes. According to the defined access control policy only authorized user can
join and get details and the corresponding decryption key for decryption of the
information.

4 Result and Analysis

With the help of our experimental setup designed over database Cassandra [12], the
performance of the proposed technique and execution time of the queries are tested.
We calculated data retrieval time for different types of queries—simple and

Table 2 Comparison of secure data retrieval approach between proposed and [8]

Aspects Trivedi, Zavarsky and Butakov [8] Proposed

Data privacy Oracle inbuilt TDE is used. This data
base administrator could infer
information

Selective encryption technique
along with another layer of
encryption is used

Data
fragmentation

No clear Attribute segregation
technique is described

A novel attribute segregation
technique is proposed here

Query
execution

Disease-related information can be
easily perceived by any user who has
access to patient generic information

There are different user access
levels to different data attributes.
The access is very much restricted
in our approach

Information
Retrieval

Data location is not specified so
searching time will be much higher

Efficient indexing technique is used
which optimized data location
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complex. Complex queries refer to queries with multiple join operations. Figure 2
shows search time analysis for both metadata-based search and non-metadata-based
search. Proposed technique shows considerable less time in searching the data.

It is apparent from Fig. 3 that for same input details, non-metadata-based data
retrieval takes more time than metadata-based data retrieval. Table 2 shows that our
technique performs considerably better than proposed by authors in [8] in terms of
security and efficiency. The reasons are database (Cassandra over Oracle) efficiency
and data retrieval strategy. Linear searching and joining operations are used in
hierarchical metadata-based approach. Hence the complexity of our approach isO(n).

5 Conclusion

In the proposed model, security in data storage and secure data retrieval are con-
sidered. A metadata-based model is proposed for enabling efficient query evaluation
while maintaining secure storage, privacy and confidentiality of data. The primary
aim is to provide secure data management. It is necessary to identify what infor-
mation needs to be revealed to users for carrying out their tasks while hiding away
as much excess information as possible that may potentially disclose sensitive

Fig. 2 Time comparison for data retrieval from one kiosk: metadata-based model and
non-metadata-based model

Fig. 3 Performance comparison for data retrieval of proposed technique with [8]
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information. The results are analyzed with a comprehensive set of experiments. The
results show that the proposed techniques can deliver efficient query evaluation
while ensuring enforcement of the security constraints and maintaining confiden-
tiality of sensitive data.
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Intelligent Multiple Watermarking
Schemes for the Authentication
and Tamper Recovery of Information
in Document Image

K.R. Chetan and S. Nirmala

Abstract Existing works on document image watermarking provide same level of
protection for information present in the source document image. However, in a
document image the distribution of the information contents influences on the level
of protection required. This necessitates application of multiple watermarking
techniques on the source document image. In this paper, novel intelligent multiple
watermarking techniques are proposed. The source document image is divided into
blocks of the same dimension. For each block, appropriate type of watermarking is
decided based on the type of block which is determined automatically using gra-
dient binarized technique. The blocks with regeneratable information are protected
using semi-fragile watermarking and blocks with non-regeneratable information are
protected using fragile watermarking. Experimental results reveal the accurate
identification of type of the block. The performance results reveal that multiple
watermarking schemes have reduced the capacity of embedding and consequently
improved perceptual quality of the watermarked image.

Keywords Multiple watermarking � Intelligent watermarking � Contourlet
transforms � Curvelet transforms � Tamper detection � Tamper recovery �
Document image

1 Introduction

Most of the document images are used as proof of authentication and copyright
protection in the business transactions. “Digital watermarking technique has been
used as a primary means for copyright protection and integrity management of
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document images [1–3].” The document image consists of information content
which can be divided into regeneratable or non-regeneratable blocks. The regen-
eratable blocks contain minimal changing information content. The blocks having
dynamically changing information content are categorized as “non-regeneratable”
blocks. Further, there are many empty regions classified as “non-content blocks”.
Each type of block requires different types of protection. Therefore, there is a need
to use multiple watermarking techniques on the different areas of the same docu-
ment image.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides literature
review of the existing works. The proposed model is explored in Sect. 3.
Experimental results of the proposed scheme are presented in Sect. 4. The per-
formance analysis of the novel technique work is made in Sect. 5. Conclusions of
the proposed work are summarized in Sect. 6.

2 Literature Review

“Digital watermarking is classified as robust, fragile and semi-fragile based on the
robustness to incidental and intentional attacks [4]”. A detailed survey of the works
on robust, fragile, and semi-fragile watermarking techniques can be found in [5–10].
Houmansadr et al. [11] proposed a watermarking technique based on the entropy
masking feature of the Human Visual System (HVS). Kankanhalli et al. [12]
developed a watermarking technique by embedding just noticeable watermarks.
Radharani et al. [13] designed a content-based watermarking scheme in which
watermark is generated using Independent Component Analysis (ICA) for each
block of the input image. In [14–16], few works on the segmentation of the image
into objects using image statistics and subsequently applying the robust water-
marking schemes for each of the objects are described. Shieh et al. [17] used
genetics [18] to compute the optimal frequency bands for watermark embedding.
Lu et al. [19] developed an algorithm for embedding multiple watermarks into the
Vector Quantization (VQ) domain. Sheppard et al. [20] discussed different ways of
multiple watermarking like re-watermarking, segmented watermarking, and com-
posite watermarking [20] using different attack scenarios [21, 22].

The literature reviews on the content-based multiple watermarking techniques
reveal that most of the existing works lack intelligent application of appropriate
watermarking scheme. The previous works on multiple watermarking schemes
incur significant degradation in the perceptual quality of the watermarked image.
The existing schemes also incur tradeoff between robustness and fragility of the
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watermarking multiple times. In this paper, a novel intelligent multiple water-
marking model is proposed that automatically computes desired type of water-
marking for each block of the document image.

3 Proposed Model

In this work, a new multiple watermarking model is proposed. The novelty of this
approach lies in identifying automatically the type of watermark required for dif-
ferent regions of source document image based on the information content present
in that region. This in turn reduces the amount of watermarking to be done in
comparison to a single watermarking technique for the entire document image. The
proposed model consists of multiple watermarking embedding and extraction
process. The input document image is decomposed into blocks of uniform size. To
each block, either fragile or semi-fragile watermarking is applied, which is deter-
mined automatically. Semi-fragile watermarking is implemented using
curvelet-based embedding [23] and fragile watermarking is accomplished using
contourlet-based embedding [24]. Extraction process is carried on the blocks of the
watermarked image.

3.1 Embedding of Multiple Watermarks

The embedding process of multiple watermarks is shown in Fig. 1. Experiments
have been conducted exhaustively on all the document images in the corpus to
measure the impact of size of the block against accuracy in identifying type of the
block. The average number of blocks expected for each type of the block, the
number of blocks identified correctly, and processing time are recorded in Table 1.
“It can be observed from values in Table 1 that the blocks of lesser size exhibits
higher accuracy and consume more time than the blocks of higher dimensions.”
Considering these parameters size of the block is set to 128 � 128. For each block,
gradient binarized version of the information content in the block is computed. The
type of each block is classified based on the uniformity in distribution and amount
of information content present in the block.
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Fig. 1 Multiple watermark embedding process
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The gradient binarized version of the information content in the block is com-
puted using the following algorithm:

(1)

(2)

IA is computed using the equation below:

IA ¼
P

block type IBP
block type EB

: ð3Þ

Experiments are conducted on exhaustive doc-corpus to find the appropriate
values of weights w1 and w2. From experimental calculations, it was found setting
w1 = 0.4 and w2 = 0.6 leads to a higher degree of accuracy in identification of the

Table 1 Average accuracy in identification of the block type and processing time for identification

Block size Non-content Uniform content Nonuniform content Avg IA (in %) Processing
time (in s)EB IB EB IB EB IB

32 � 32 466 466 210 204 153 150 98.97 89.12

64 � 64 116 116 57 52 33 29 96.94 41.7

128 � 128 25 25 17 15 9 8 95.75 23.11

256 � 256 7 7 4 3 2 2 89.61 18.16

where, EB Expected number of blocks evaluated manually by an expert, IB Identified number of blocks from the
proposed approach, and IA Identification accuracy of a block
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type of the block with less amount of time. Hence, the values of weights w1 and w2

are set to 0.4 and 0.6, respectively. The gradient binarized block is classified into an
appropriate type using the following algorithm:
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The setting of thresholds (0.1 for information content and 0.4 for group density)
is based on the experimental evaluation of the identification accuracy. These
thresholds exhibit an accuracy of more than 95% in identification of the type of
block. Non-regeneratable blocks are protected using fragile watermarking tech-
nique. In this paper an effective fragile watermarking technique based on con-
tourlets [24] is used. Regeneratable blocks are protected using semi-fragile
watermarking technique. In this work, semi-fragile watermarking is implemented
using Discrete Curvelets Transform (DCLT) [23].

3.2 Extraction of Multiple Watermarks

Multiple watermark extraction has similar steps as in multiple watermark embed-
ding process discussed in Sect. 3.1 until the identification of the type of the gradient
binarized block. Subsequently, the type of the block/subblock extracted and gen-
erated is compared and if there is a mismatch, the corresponding block/subblock of
the document image is declared “inauthentic”. However, if there is a match, then
watermark extraction is carried out based on the type of the block. If the block
contains non-regeneratable content, then fragile watermark extraction is performed
using contourlets [24]. If the block contains regeneratable content, semi-fragile
watermark extraction is performed using DCLT coefficients [23].

4 Results

Document images are scanned and a sophisticated corpus is built with different
classes like Cheques, Bills, Identity Cards, Marks cards, and Certificates, and each
class consists of 30 images. We have tested the accuracy of the identification for all
the classes of document images in the corpus. The accuracy values in Table 1
suggest that average accuracy of identification of type of blocks for all classes of
document images is more than 95%. Hence, proposed multiple watermarking
system exhibits highly accurate identification of type of the block and thus supports
for application of intelligent multiple watermarking. Figure 2 depicts that water-
marked image is perceptually similar to source document image in the corpus. An
example of insertion attack on a regeneratable block and modification attack on a
non-regenerable block of the watermarked image is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Semi-fragile watermarking extraction results reveal that there is a great degree of
accuracy in tamper detection. Further, accurate tamper recovery of the nonuniform
content block is also observable in Fig. 2.
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5 Analysis

The proposed watermarking system is measured for performance in terms of the
following parameters: (i) Fidelity analysis using Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
(PSNR), (ii) Accuracy of Tamper detection, and (iii) Accuracy of Tamper recovery.

5.1 Fidelity Analysis

The fidelity of the proposed multiple watermarking scheme is evaluated in terms of
PSNR [25]. A plot of PSNR values is shown in Fig. 3 for different classes of the
document images. The graph shown in Fig. 3 reveals that PSNR values of the
multiple watermarking schemes are better than semi-fragile and fragile water-
marking schemes when applied separately. The amount of watermarking performed

(a) (b)

(c)  (d) (e) (f) (h)

Insertion 
attack

Deletion 
attack

Modifica-
tion attack 

(g)

Fig. 2 Results of proposed multiple watermarking system a source document image, b water-
marked image, c zoomed up uniform content block tampered with insertion attack, d zoomed up
nonuniform content block containing preprinted information content with modification attack,
e zoomed up nonuniform content block containing handwritten information content with deletion
attack, f tamper detection results of uniform content block, g and h tamper recovery results of
nonuniform content blocks
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depends on the type of the block. Hence, the noise induced due to watermarking is
reduced and this contributes for the better fidelity of the watermarked image.

5.2 Effectiveness Analysis of Detection and Correction
Operations

The effectiveness in detecting and correcting tamper of an attacked block of the
proposed multiple watermarking schemes is evaluated in terms of accuracy of
tamper detection and tamper recovery parameters. Accuracy of tamper detection
and recovery is evaluated as follows:

TDA ¼ 1�
Pn

i¼1 tai � tdið Þ
n

; TRA ¼ 1�
Pn

i¼1 tai � trið Þ
n

; ð7Þ

where n—total number of bits in the fragile watermarked blocks, ta—tampered bit,
and td—tamper detection bit. The average values of TDA and TRA are computed
for all document images in the corpus under different intentional attacks for pro-
posed multiple watermarking scheme and existing semi-fragile [23] and fragile

Fig. 3 PSNR values of
different classes of document
images in the corpus

Table 2 Average TDA and TRA values for different intentional attacks

Intentional
attacks

Existing semi-fragile
watermarking
scheme [23]

Existing fragile
watermarking
scheme [24]

Proposed multiple
watermarking
scheme

TDA TRA TDA TRA

Insertion 0.9 0.87 0.94 0.92

Deletion 0.92 0.91 0.95 0.94

Modification 0.87 0.87 0.94 0.92
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watermarking [24] schemes separately. These values are tabulated in Table 2. It can
be observed that proposed multiple watermarking scheme exhibits better perfor-
mance in both detection and correction operations on the tampered information
content of document image.

6 Conclusions

A novel watermarking technique for protection of document images using multiple
watermarking schemes on the same image is proposed in this paper. The blocks of a
document image have been automatically classified into various types with greater
accuracy. The performance analysis of the proposed approach reveals significant
improvement in the fidelity of the watermarked image. The proposed scheme also
outperforms the existing methods [23, 24] with better tamper detection and
recovery capabilities. Improvement on the accuracy of identification of the type of
block is the task of further enhancement.
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Part V
Advanced Computing: Big Data



Research of Access Optimization of Small
Files on Basis of B + Tree on Hadoop

Yan Wang, YuQiang Li, YuWen Li, Yilong Shi and Weiwei Li

Abstract Hadoop, the open-source software for reliable, scalable, distributed
computing used in the processing and storage of extremely large data sets, is
originally designed to store large amounts of large files resulting in huge wastage of
storage space for Data Node and increase in the memory space utilization, for Name
Node, when dealing with massive small files. For the above shortcomings, this
paper puts forward a optimization design for small files access scheme, which
speeds up the small file location through the file index, on the Hadoop platform
based on B + tree index, resulting in the improvement in the access efficiency of
small files. The effectiveness of the proposed scheme is experimentally validated.

Keywords Hadoop � HDFS � B + tree � Small files � Sequence file

1 Introduction

In recent years, with the continuous advances in information science and technol-
ogy, “big data” technology has gradually become the focus of attention for both
industry and academia [1, 2].

Faced with Internet data presented this explosive growth [3], Google company
publishes papers which first proposed the GFS, MapReduce, and other distributed
data processing technology to deal with these massive data in 2003 [4, 5].
Thereafter, Apache Foundation develops a distributed system Hadoop.

Since Hadoop development platform is originally intended to store large
amounts of large files, which causes huge waste of storage space for DataNode,
increased memory space utilization for NameNode when dealing with massive
small files. Therefore, improving the processing ability of small HDFS file is paid
more and more attention by the outside world. At present, there is a lot of research
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work on Hadoop small file access method both in academic research and in the
application of the major Internet Division.

Mackey et al. [6] put forward a scheme that assigning a quota for each client in
the HDFS file system and verifying the effectiveness of it. Then, on the basis of the
solutions of Grant Mackey et al., Vorapongkitipun and Nupairoj [7] put forward a
new Hadoop Har (archive) scheme to solve the problem that the metadata infor-
mation of small files in HDFS system occupy the memory of NameNode, and
improve the metadata memory utilization of the NameNode and the access effi-
ciency of small files from two aspects.

In China, many researchers and Internet companies, like taobao, tencent, etc.,
put forward their own solutions for the small file access problems. Changtong [8]
merges small documents into one big file, and builds a Hash index for each of the
merged files to improve the efficiency of small file access. Focusing on the problem
that huge numbers of small files impose heavy burden on NameNode of HDFS,
Chen et al. [9] present a kind of Cache strategy to improve the reading efficiency of
small files on HDFS. In 2012, Zhang and Liu [10] puts forward a new scheme; their
core idea is to use the IO multiplexing reactor model to deal with a large number of
request tasks of small files and constantly creates indexes for the merged files. But
for different types of files, they do not make effective consideration. Then, on the
basis of the research of Yang et al. [11] team puts forward the mechanism that takes
a different file merging and prefetching for different sizes of the file to deal with
small file which increases the read and write performance by 70%.

It notes the impact of the access of small files that it brings to Hadoop platform,
so Hadoop itself proposed three small file merger proposals, Hadoop Archive,
SequenceFile, and CombineFileInputFormat. But the SequenceFile consolidation
program uses a sequential manner to search small files after merger, which is
inefficiencies and cannot locate the file quickly under the condition of large amount
of files, and seriously affects read performance of small files.

This paper establishes a B + tree index for the merged file on the basis of
SequenceFile, to speed up the small file location through file index, so as to
improve the reading efficiency of small files.

2 The Search for SequenceFile Based on B + Tree

2.1 The Construction of B + Tree Index

Combining SequenceFile merging scheme with the construction of B + tree index
strategy, a concrete design idea is given: due to the massive small image files
according to the years before the classified into multiple SequenceFile based large
files, so for the design of the B + tree index, would require the two levels of index
of the search process. First of all, build the B + tree index for all small files with the
corresponding SequenceFile large files, then the small files can be quickly located
to its large files by small file name. Then, build B + tree index for each large
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SequenceFile, so specific information can be located by the large file rapidly and
restored the files. Here, in this article, the B + tree index for all the small files and
the corresponding SequenceFile large files is called primary index, and the B + tree
index for each large SequenceFile is called secondary index.

2.1.1 The Design of the Primary Index Structure

The primary B + tree index structure is shown in Fig. 1. To combine with massive
small images of the data, it is assumed that there are six pictures called a.jpg, b.jpg,
c.jpg, d.jpg, e.jpg, and f.jpg, and they are classified to the large file of the corre-
sponding year according to the year. So the pictures called a.jpg, c.jpg, and f.jpg are
classified to the file called 2014, and the pictures called b.jpg, d.jpg, and e.jpg are
classified to the file called 2015. Here, the order of B + tree is three, namely when
the key word in the node is more than three, the node splits.

For primary B + tree index structure, the B + tree index structure design is as
follows:

Public class BplusTree{

protected Node root; /*root node*/

protected int m; /*order m */

protected Node head; /*head of the leaf nodes*/

}

The structural of a single node in the B + tree is designed as follows; among
them, the key word entry node is designed as set type to store key information in
each node. Each keyword information is set as the generic type Entry 〈K, V〉. Entry
〈K, V〉 represents an entity of the Map that is a 〈Key, Value〉 pair. In the imple-
mentation of primary B + tree index structure, the K corresponds to each picture
filename which is a String type, and V corresponds to the classified SequenceFile
name which is Object type.

Fig. 1 The figure of primary index structure
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Public class Node{

Protected Boolean isLeafNode;

Protected Boolean isRootNode;

Protected Node parentNode;

Protected Node previousNode;

Protected Node nextNode;

Protected List<Entry<String,Object>> entries;

Protected List<Node> children;

}

2.1.2 The Structural Design of the Secondary Index

The small files can be quickly located to its large files by small file name through
the primary index. However, the secondary index that the B + tree index for each
large SequenceFile is needed to find the specific small file information in
SequenceFiles. The secondary index structure is shown in Fig. 2. When the picture
c.jpg is searched, it is found that c.jpg is in the file named 2014 and there are four
other pictures a.jpg, f.jpg, h.jpg, and m.jpg.

For secondary B + tree index structure, the structure is same as the primary
B + tree index. The realization is seen in Sect. 2.1.1. However, K and V represent
different information; the K corresponds to the image name in the merged
SequenceFile files, and V corresponds to the binary of each image in merged
SequenceFile files. Because each image binary is larger, it is inconveniently
depicted in the figure, and therefore, the binary code of images is replaced with the
value.

Fig. 2 The figure of the secondary index structure
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2.2 The Optimization of Small File Read Scheme Based
on B + Tree

If the B + tree index file is stored in the NameNode node, it is undoubtedly
exacerbated the NameNode node’s workload. At the same time, if the NameNode
node fails, the Hadoop cluster will also stop work, so the B + tree index file stored
in the NameNode node will be lost. So, in conclusion, this paper puts forward a
optimization design idea of small file reading scheme on the Hadoop platform based
on B + tree index: Secondary B + tree index file is stored in the DataNode node in
order to reduce disk I/O access to the DataNode node number and speed up the
small file search. The improved HDFS file reading process chart is shown in Fig. 3.

The improved part is shown in the dotted box in Fig. 3. The improved accessing
process is as follows:

Step 1: The client initiated the RPC () request to the remote NameNode.
Step 2: After receives the request from the client, the NameNode returns the

DataNodes, the index file Block corresponds to through the mapping
relationship between B + tree index file and the Block and the mapping
relationship between the Block and DataNodes, stored by the
NameNode.

Step 3: The client selects the nearest DataNode to read Block in B + tree index
file.

Step 4: If find the needed file through the index file Block in current DataNode,
then read the binary of the file and reduction it. If do not find the needed file
in current DataNode, cancel connections with current DataNode node and
read the next index file Block to find the most suitable DataNode.

Step 5: After finishing reading the whole index files, the client closes the whole
file system.

Fig. 3 The figure of improved HDFS file reading process
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3 The Experiment

3.1 Experimental Environment

The experiment need to set up a Hadoop cluster; in this paper, the Hadoop cluster
consists of four lenovo M4350 business machines: One of them as the NameNode,
and the other three as a DataNode. Hardware configuration and software configu-
ration of the computers in cluster are shown in Table 1.

Detail name and IP address configuration are shown in Table 2.

3.2 Experimental Setup

The contrast experiment is carried out on the Hadoop—version 1.0.3 system. The
size of the data block is set to 64 MB and parameter of copies is set to 3 in the
experiment. The size of picture type small files is between 100 KB and 15 MB. The
size of document type small files is between 100 KB and 15 MB.

This paper will compare the read time and memory utilization of the NameNode
for two kinds of small file, and test two kinds of search strategy when a number of
small files in the are 50, 100, 500, 1000, 5000, and 10,000.

3.3 Results and Analysis

3.3.1 Read Time of Small File

The contrast curve of reading time is given as follows (Fig. 4).
According to the shape of the curve in the figure, in view of the image type small

files, the smaller the number of small files is, the better the MapFile index reading
method is; the bigger the number of small files is, the better the B + tree index

Table 1 The table of computer configuration

Hardware configuration CPU Memory Hard disk

I3 3240 4G 320G

Software configuration OS JDK Hadoop

Ubuntu12.04 (64bit) JDK1.6.0_45 Hadoop1.0.3

Table 2 The table of IP addresses

The name of the
machine

Master Slave45 Slave46 Slave47

IP address 192.168.1.144 192.169.1.145 192.168.1.146 192.169.1.47
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reading method is better. At the same time, according to the comparison results in
the table, the reading time using the search way based on the B + tree index after
merger based on the SequenceFile merger plan is 80% (text type was 30%) less than
the original sequential search way and the way based on the index of MapFile. The
experimental results also verify again that for images (small files) type of massive
small files on the reading efficiency; this proposed small file reading scheme based
on B + tree index is efficient.

3.3.2 The Memory Utilization of NameNode

The contrast histogram of NameNode memory utilization is given as follows
(Fig. 5).

According to the histogram, in view of the memory utilization of the NameNode
node, the smaller the number of small files is, the better the MapFile index reading
method is; the bigger the number of small files is, the better the B + tree index
reading method is. The experimental results also verify again that for images (small
files) type of massive small files on the reading efficiency, this proposed small file
reading scheme based on B + tree index is efficient.

Fig. 4 The figure of the reading time

Fig. 5 The figure of the memory utilization
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4 Conclusion

This paper first analyzes the shortages of SequenceFile merging scheme on Hadoop
platform, and achieves the small files search by integrating small files into big files
with certain rules according to the characteristics of the experimental data.
SequenceFile merging scheme uses a sequential search to read small files which
seriously influences the small file reading efficiency. Therefore, this paper presents
a design scheme based on B + tree index file, and designs and achieves the
structure and function of B + tree index. Then, analyze the original HDFS file read
process deeply and find out the problems which need to be modified. Finally, the
improved scheme is applied to the Hadoop platform. Simulation experiment
establishes that the proposed reading scheme based on B + tree index file is feasible
and effective in improving the efficiency of small file access.
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Part VI
Advanced Computing: Machine

Translation



English to Bodo Phrase-Based Statistical
Machine Translation

Md. Saiful Islam and Bipul Syam Purkayastha

Abstract In spite of its inclusion in the scheduled languages of India and being
one of the official languages of Assam, significant research and work is yet to be
reported for machine translation of Bodo. The primary objective of the proposed
system in the paper, is to develop an English to Bodo Phrase-Based Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT) system using Moses, and Tourism domain English to
Bodo parallel corpora. The performance of the proposed system using the BLEU
score is 65.09.

Keywords Bodo language � English language � Machine translation � Moses

1 Introduction

In this section, we discuss briefly about the Machine Translation and natural lan-
guages which are used in the proposed system.

1.1 Machine Translation

Machine Translation is defined as a system that automatically translates text from a
source natural language (SL) to target natural language (TL) using computers. It
produces translation between two particular languages and it may be either unidi-
rectional or bidirectional [1]. The idea of machine translation was originated by the
philosopher René Descartes in the seventeenth century [2]. ‘Machine Translation
using digital computers has been a grand challenge for computer scientists,
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mathematicians and linguists since the first international conference was held at
MIT in 1952’. Nowadays, it is a challenging research problem, universally, in the
areas of Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Processing (NLP).
Machine Translation systems have different approaches. The different approaches
of MT systems are shown in Fig. 1.

1.2 Bodo Language

Bodo (pronounced as Boro), spoken by approximately 1.4 million people of
North-East India and Nepal [3] is one of the famous languages of North-East India.
Bodo, also known as Mech, is a language of the Tibeto-Burman Branch of
Sino-Tibetan Language. It is the co-official language of Assam (BTC-Bodoland
Territorial Council) and is a recognized language in India. The Bodo language is
mainly used by the population of Kokrajhar, Chirang, Baksa and Udalguri districts
of Assam. It is also spoken by some people of Cooch Behar, Alipurduar and
Jalpaiguri districts of West Bengal, as well as in Meghalaya. The Bodo language is
written in Latin and Devanagari scripts.

1.3 English Language

English was the first spoken language in early mediaeval England and is now a
global lingua franca [4]. The English language is spoken mainly by the population
of Australia, Canada, Ireland, New Zealand, United Kingdom and the United
States. It is an official language of almost sixty sovereign states and third most
common native language in the World. English was introduced in India (1830)

Fig. 1 Approaches of MT
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during the East India Company regime. The Constitution of India (1951) declared
Hindi as the primary official language and English as the associate official language
of India. Now, it is the third most spoken language in India. It has various dialects
in India due to the influence of local languages.

2 Related Works

In this section, developments of the MT system using Statistical Machine
Translation approach is briefly reviewed.

2.1 SMT System in the World

A large number of MT works have been done by several institutions/organizations
in several countries on natural languages using SMT approach. In 1949, Warren
Weaver introduced the first concepts of SMT approach [5]. In this paper, we
describe some of the most recent MT works where SMT approach is used. The
main works of SMT system were carried out by the researchers at IBM. First, they
used the SMT approach in the Candide project at IBM in 1988 [6]. The Candide
project was tested using large amount of parallel text corpora of French and English
languages. Now, the SMT approach has become the most popular one of the MT
approaches for many MT research groups. The EuroMatrix project began to
develop MT systems using SMT approach between all the European Union lan-
guages in 2006 [6]. Recently, the Phrase-Based SMT is highly successful technique
and used by many MT research groups. French to English Statistical Phrase-Based
Machine Translation was developed by Philipp Koehn using Moses, University of
Edinburgh [7, 8]. English to Bangla Phrase-Based SMT was developed by Md.
Zahurul Islam, Saarland University, Germany, 2009 [9]. English to Urdu
Hierarchical Phrase-Based SMT was developed by Nadeem Khan et al., Pakistan.
The Google Translate is developed by Google using the SMT approach to translate
texts of various languages in 2006. The Bing Translate is developed by Microsoft
using the SMT approach to translate texts of various languages in 2009 [10].

2.2 SMT System in India

Lots of MT work has been reported using the SMT approach in India. The insti-
tutions like CDAC, TDIL, MCIT(Ministry of Communications and Information
Technology), IIT, NIT, and the Universites have developed some Machine
Translation systems for Indian natural languages using SMT approach. The projects
ANUVAADAK at IIT Bombay, E-ILMT (Consortium of Nine Institutions, 2006),
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and Shakti [11], a few notable examples were developed using the SMT approach
in India [2, 12]. Some other examples of SMT system are mentioned below:

• Assamese to English SMT system integrated with transliteration was developed
by P. Das and K.K. Baruah, Gauhati University, 2014 [13].

• English to Assamese MT system was developed by Moirangthem Tiken Singh,
Sourav Gohain and Rajdeep Borgohain, Dibrugarh University, 2014 [14].

• English to Hindi SMT system was implemented by Nokul Sharma and Parteek
Bhartia, Thapar University, 2011 [10].

• English to Malayalam SMT system was developed by A. George, A.S. College
of Engineering and Technology, 2013 [15].

• English to Kannada SMT system was developed by P.J. Antony,
P. Unnikrishnan and K.P. Soman, 2010 [2].

• English to Telugu Statistical Machine Translation system was implemented by
A. Nalluri and V. Kommaluri, 2011 [2].

3 Tools for Implementing the Proposed System

In this section, the tools which were used to implement the proposed system are
briefly discussed.

3.1 Kali Linux

Kali Linux is basically an operating system (OS). It belongs to Debian-Based Linux
distribution and is designed for advanced penetration testing and security auditing.
The Kali Linux was released in the month of March 2013. The Linux is the primary
development platform for Moses.

3.2 Moses

Moses, an open source SMT toolkit was developed at Edinburgh University by
Philipp Koehn and Hieu Hoang in 2005 [16]. It uses a huge amount of parallel
corpora to train the system and is widely used in the Phrase-Based SMT framework.
Moses can run on both Linux and Windows OS (under Cygwin).
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3.3 IRSTLM and KenLM

IRSTIM and KenLM both are Language Model toolkits, used for estimation, rep-
resentation and computation language models in the SMT system. The Language
Model is developed only for the target language using the KenLM and IRSTLM
toolkit [16]. IRSTLM is freely available on online and KenLM comes with Moses.

3.4 GIZA++

GIZA++, an SMT toolkit, used to build translation modelling in the Phrase-Based
SMT system, designed by Franz Josef Och [16]. It is also used for word alignments
in a bilingual parallel corpus to train the translation modelling system. It is freely
available online.

3.5 Corpus

Corpus is a defined collection of text of some specific languages in digital format.
The scope of the corpus is very vast in NLP for linguistic analysis. We have
collected tourism domain English to Bodo parallel text corpus from Technology
Development for Indian Languages (TDIL) to implement the proposed system. The
length of the parallel corpus is 9500 sentences of each language.

4 System Implementation

In this section, the approach and procedures are discussed to implement the pro-
posed MT system. We have used Phrase-Based SMT approach to develop the
system.

4.1 Statistical Machine Translation

The Statistical Machine Translation is one of the most commonly used approaches
of MT system where translations are done on the basis of statistical models. It
comes under Empirical (or Corpus-Based) MT system and uses enormous amount
of bilingual parallel text corpora in the source and target languages to achieve high
quality translation result [8]. The SMT approach offers the best solution to ambi-
guity problem. The main advantages of SMT approach are, it is easy to build and
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maintain, no linguistic knowledge required and reduces the human effort [10].
There are three types of SMT approach which are shown as below:

• Word-Based SMT
• Phrase-Based SMT
• Hierarchal Phrase-Based SMT.

The Statistical Machine Translation approach contains three different models
which are shown as below:

• Language Model (LM): The language model computes the probability of the
target language (Bodo language) B, i.e. P(B).

• Translation Model (TM): The translation model helps to compute the proba-
bilities of the source language sentence E (English) and a target language
sentence B (Bodo), i.e. P(E|B).

• Decoder: The decoder maximizes the probability of the product of LM and TM,
i.e. argmax P(B) * P(E|B).

The architecture of English to Bodo Statistical Machine Translation is mentioned
in Fig. 2.

4.2 Phrase-Based SMT

A phrase is a sequence of consecutive words or sentence. The Phrase-Based SMT
approach is an accurate and widely used approach in the MT system nowadays.
There are several advantages of Phrase-Based Translation than Word-Based
Translation. It can capture local context and uses that context in the translation. This
approach allows the translation of non-compositional phrases and can handle many

Fig. 2 Architecture of English to Bodo SMT
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to many translations. Phrase translations are learned from data in an unsupervised
way. In Phrase-Based Translation, each sentence of source and target languages are
divided into different phrases before translation. The alignment follows certain
patterns between the phrases in the source and target sentences which is almost like
Word-Based Translation [7, 8].

In Phrase-Based SMT, the following steps are performed to implement the
proposed system using Moses and Perl language.

4.2.1 Corpus Preparation

To train the Phrase-Based SMT system we need large amount of parallel corpora
which are aligned at the sentence level [16]. In the proposed system, tourism
domain English to Bodo parallel text corpus is used to train the translation system.
We have used 9500 parallel sentences of each English and Bodo language. To train
the system, two separate gedit files are created in UTF-8 format for English and
Bodo corpus on Kali Linux. Now, the following steps are done to prepare the
English and Bodo corpus for training the translation system.

• Tokenization: Tokenization is prepared for both the English and Bodo text
corpora. It is used to insert space between words and punctuation in the corpora.

• True casing: True casing is used to convert the first words of each sentence to
their most probable casing for both the English and Bodo tokenized corpora.

• Cleaning: Cleaning is used for removing the long sentences, empty sentences
and extra spaces from both the English and Bodo corpora.

4.2.2 Language Model

The language model is used to measure the fluency of the output sentence in the
proposed system. The LM is built only for the target language (in this system, Bodo
language). In the proposed system, the LM toolkit, KenLM is used for training the
phrase-based language modelling. The IRSTLM toolkit is also used separately to
develop the language modelling. The goal of LM is to calculate the probability of
sentences of target language P(B). The LM calculates the probability of the sen-
tences of target language using the n-gram model.

An n-gram is an adjacent series of n elements from a given series of text. The
n-gram language model is based on statistics of how probably the words are to follow
each other. The LM decomposes the probability of a target sentence as the proba-
bility of particular words P(w) using Markov Chain Rule [14] as shown in Eq. (1).

PðBÞ ¼ P w1;w2;w3; . . .;wnð Þ
¼ P w1ð ÞP w2jw1ð ÞP w3jw1w2ð ÞP w4jw1w2w3ð Þ. . .P wnjw1w2. . .wn�1ð Þ ð1Þ
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The n-gram language model is used to make less complex the task of approx-
imating the probability of a word given all the previous words. In n-gram model,
the size N = 1 is represented as unigram, size N = 2 is represented as bigram (or
digram), size N = 3 is represented as trigram, and size N = n is known as n-gram.
The n-gram probabilities can be computed in a straightforward manner from a
corpus. The formula for calculating trigram probabilities is given in Eq. (2).

P wnjwn�2;wn�1ð Þ ¼ count wn�2wn�1wnð Þ
count wn�2wn�1ð Þ ð2Þ

Here, count wn�2wn�1wnð Þ indicates the number of occurrences of the sequence
wn−2wn−1wn in the corpus.

In the proposed system, 3-gram language model is used to build the language
model.

4.2.3 Translation Model

The translation model calculates the probability of the source sentence (E) of English
language for a given target sentence (B) of Bodo language, i.e. P(E|B). The TM
computes the probability by considering the behaviour of the phrases. To train the
TM, the most crucial and indispensable step is word (or phrase) alignment. Giza++ is
used for word alignment in TM. A word alignment between sentences tells us
exactly how each word in sentence E is translated in B. Since, the computation of
TM probabilities is not possible at sentence level, therefore the process is broken
down into small units for words or phrases and their probabilities are learned [13].
The following Fig. 3 is an example of English to Bodo Phrase-Based TM.

4.2.4 Decoder

The task of decoder is to maximize the probability of the translated text in SMT
system. The Moses decoder performs decoding which is the process of translating a
source sentence into target translated sentence using LM and TM. In the proposed
system, Moses decoder accepts English language text as input and generates Bodo
language text as output. The decoder uses A* search based on heuristic search
method to find the best possible translation [16]. The decoder can maximize the

Fig. 3 English to Bodo
Phrase-Based TM
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translation probability using the output obtained from the LM and TM. Finally, the
decoder gives the final translation result using the following function:

PðE;BÞ ¼ argmaxPðBÞ � PðEjBÞ:

5 Results and Evaluation

In this section, the results and the quality of the translation of the proposed system
is discussed.

5.1 Result

The English to Bodo Phrase-Based SMT system is tested with different numbers of
tourism domain parallel sentences of English and Bodo languages for translation
result. It has been observed that if we increase the number of sentences in the given
parallel corpora to train the system, then the quality of the translation result is also
enhanced. Lastly, tourism domain English to Bodo parallel corpora with 9500
sentences of each language is used to train the proposed system. The following
command is used to run the Moses for translation result:

~/mosesdecoder/bin/moses –f ~/working/mert-work/moses.ini 
<~/corpus/training/input.tourism.eng-bod.en > output.tourism.eng-bod.bd

Here, input.tourism.eng-bod.en is an input English text file and output.tourism.
eng-bod.bd is an output Bodo text file.

The translation results for ten English and Bodo parallel sentences using the
proposed system are shown in Table 1.

5.2 Evaluation

Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) technique, ‘an algorithm for evaluating
the quality of text which has been machine-translated from one natural language to
another’, is applied to evaluate the translation quality. The technique developed by
Kishore Papineni et al. in 2001 [16, 17] is a very useful for automatic evaluation of
MT systems and is universally accepted. It depends on the average of matching
n-grams between a proposed translation and a reference translation. The BLEU
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technique is already built in Moses. The following command is used to find the
BLEU score in the proposed system:

~/mosesdecoder/scripts/generic/multi-bleu.perl –lc ~/corpus/training/tourism.eng-
bod.true.bd < ~/working/output.tourism.eng-bod.bd

BLEU score 65.09 is recorded for the proposed system. It has been observed that
more the number of sentences of each language to train the system, more the
improvement in the BLEU score. A higher BLEU score denotes better translation.

6 Conclusion

Machine Translation is a very helpful system for us to translate the huge amount of
text from a natural language to another language using computers. Primarily the
proposed MT system is implemented for high quality and accurate translation result
from English to Bodo language without any human interaction. In the proposed
system, Phrase-Based SMT approach, Moses, N-gram technique, BLEU technique
and tourism domain English to Bodo parallel corpora are used for implementation.
The proposed system is tested with different numbers of tourism domain parallel
sentences of English and Bodo languages and achieved different translation results.
From the proposed system, it has been observed that the Phrase-Based SMT
approach using a large amount of parallel corpora for good and accurate translation
results. Computerized information for Bodo language is very scarce and no MT
system for Bodo language is available till date. Hence, it is expected that the
proposed SMT system would be immensely helpful for Bodo people as well as for
others in India and abroad.

Table 1 English to Bodo Translation Result

INPUT [English Sentences] OUTPUT [Bodo Sentences]

Assam is a beautiful place of India

Jaipur is the capital of Rajasthan

Taj Mahal was built by Shah Jahan

Agra is best known for the Taj Mahal

I love green tea

Assam is famous for one-horn rhinoceros

Kaziranga park is very beautiful

Bangalore is famous for software

Guwahati is the main city of Assam

Chandni Chowk is located opposite the Red Fort
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7 Scope for Future Research

The following possible tasks and ideas can be added to extend the proposed
research work.

1. Adding greater number of sentences in the English to Bodo parallel corpora for
better translation results.

2. Adding transliteration in the proposed system to improve the quality of
translation.

3. Putting the proposed system on the web-based portal.
4. Design and develop English,Bodo Phrase-Based SMT system.
5. Design the English to Bodo SMT system to support in Mobile Phone

application.
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Modelling Sustainable Procurement:
A Case of Indian Manufacturing Firm

Harpreet Kaur and Surya Prakash Singh

Abstract In today’s dynamic and challenging environment, business decisions are
driven not only by cost but also by environmental legislations. In manufacturing
industries, procurement is a crucial operation responsible for cost, quality and
delivery of final product. Unlike purchasing, procurement involves strategic plan-
ning of lot-sizes to be ordered from suppliers and carriers. The paper proposes a
sustainable procurement model (SPM) integrating lot-sizing, supplier and carrier
selection in a cap-and-trade environment, optimizing cost and carbon emissions.
The model is illustrated with the help of a case study of an Indian manufacturing
firm procuring raw materials from multiple suppliers using multiple carriers.

Keywords Integrated procurement � Sustainability � Carbon emissions �
Lot-sizing � Supplier selection � Carrier selection � Modelling

1 Introduction

The role of procurement has become highly significant in today’s dynamic business
scenario, especially in manufacturing industries where procurement costs are sub-
stantial. To meet the demands timely, an effective and efficient procurement model
is required. As these firms are dependent on suppliers and carriers for procurement,
a judicious selection of suppliers and carriers is very important. There is much work
done on qualitative and quantitative selection of suppliers which can be found at
Ware et al. [1], Aggarwal and Singh [2], Kaur et al. [3]. Moreover, procurement is a
multi-period activity, therefore, lot-sizing of procured parts also plays an essential
role. In this context, a number of models integrated with supplier selection in
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procurement are proposed in literature, e.g. Tempelmeier [4], Basnet and Leung [5],
Aissaoui et al. [6], Ustun and Demı [7], Rezaei and Davoodi [8]; however, these
models do not take into account the carbon cost.

The manufacturing industries these days are enforced with legislations to reduce
the carbon emissions [9, 10]. Recently, some work has been done on integrating
carbon emission constraints in procurement lot-sizing and supplier selection [11–
20]. However, these models lack logistics aspects. It has been observed that there is
a huge amount of logistics involved in procurement process, therefore, the type of
carrier and its capacity contributes significantly a lot in emissions caused during
procurement. In this context, Liao and Rittscher [21] proposed an integrated model
for order allocation, supplier and carrier selection. However, the proposed model is
limited to single period and does not consider carbon emissions. Similarly,
Songhori et al. [22] proposed integrated model jointly considering lot-sizing,
supplier and carrier selection for single item. Recently, Kaur and Singh [23] pro-
posed a multi-part procurement problem with integrated lot-sizing, supplier and
carrier selection, but the proposed model (ibid) does not consider carbon emissions.
Therefore, the paper proposes an Integrated Sustainable Procurement Model
(ISPM), integrating lot-sizing, supplier and carrier selection for multi-period,
multi-part, multi-supplier and multi-carrier problem in the presence of carbon
emissions using the prevalent carbon cap-and-trade policy. Carbon cap, a firm can
generate during the procurement, is thus provided over the total emissions.

Following a brief introduction, the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 pre-
sents the proposed sustainable procurement model. Section 3 discusses the case of
the manufacturing industry followed by results and discussions. Section 5 presents
conclusions.

2 Sustainable Procurement Model

The proposed procurement model addresses a multi-period, multi-part,
multi-supplier and multi-carrier problem. The model minimizes the total procure-
ment cost including raw material cost, ordering cost, transportation cost, holding
cost and carbon emissions cost subjected to supplier capacity, carrier capacity,
warehouse capacity and lead-time constraints. The model assumes demand, supplier
capacity and carrier capacity as known and constant. The carbon emissions from
ordering, transporting and holding of parts in the model are assumed to be linear.
The list of notations used to model are shown in Table 1.

Minimize Z ¼ Z1 þ Z2 þ Z3 þ Z4 þ Z5 ð1Þ

Z1 ¼
X
t

X
i

X
j

X
m

ptijxtijm ð1aÞ
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Z2 ¼
X
t

X
i

X
j

OtiUtijm ð1bÞ

Z3 ¼
X
t

X
i

X
j

X
m

ttjmxtijm ð1cÞ

Z4 ¼
X
t

X
i

htiIti ð1dÞ

Z5 ¼ C � Y ð1eÞ

Table 1 List of notations for sustainable procurement mode

Notations Description

t Index for time periods

i Index for parts

j Index for suppliers

m Index for carriers

xtijm Order allocation in tth period of ith part procured through jth supplier from mth
carrier

Utijm 1 if in tth period the ith part is through jth supplier from mth carrier, Else 0

Y Carbon emissions sold or bought across entire period

Iti ith part inventory carried from tth period to t(t + 1)th period

Dti Demand in tth period for ith part

Ptij Cost of purchasing in tth period of ith part from jth supplier

ttjm Cost of transportation in tth period through jth supplier from mth carrier

Oti Cost of ordering in tth period of ith part

hti Cost of holding inventory in tth period for ith part

Ctij Capacity in tth period of jth supplier for ith part

Ωjm Available truck load capacity of mth carrier with jth supplier

Vtjm Total number of mth carriers available in tth period with jth supplier

a Carbon emissions quota (in tonnes) for entire planning horizon

C Carbon price per unit (tonne)

Ftm, Ftom Carbon emission for xtijm. Fmt is fixed carbon emissions for empty carrier. Fomt is
the variable carbon emission

Eot Carbon emissions caused for placing an order in each time period

Etw Carbon emissions due to holding a part unit in each time period

ULti Upper tolerance of lead time in tth period for ith part

LLti Lower tolerance of lead time for tth period for ith part

Ltjm Lead time in tth period through jth supplier from mth carrier

dj Distance (km) of jth supplier from the buyer

milm Mileage (km/l) of mth carrier
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It�1 i þ
X
j

X
m

xtijm � Iti ¼ Dti 8t; i ð2Þ

xtijm �
X
t

Dti

 !
Utijm 8t; i; j;m ð3Þ

X
m

xtijm �Ctij 8t; i; j ð4Þ

X
i

xtijm �XjmVtjm 8t; j;m ð5Þ

X
t

X
i

X
j

X
m

ðFtm þFtomÞUijmt þ
X
t

X
i

X
j

X
m

EtoUtijm

þ
X
t

X
i

EtwIti ¼ aþ Y
ð6Þ

Ftom ¼ dj
milm

� emission factor � xtijm 8t; i; j;m ð7Þ

LLti �Utijmltjm �ULti 8t; i; j;m ð8Þ

xtijm and Iti � 0 and integer ð9Þ

Utijm 2 f0; 1g ð10Þ

Y is unstricted sign ð11Þ

Equation (1) minimizes procurement cost comprising of raw material cost (1a),
ordering cost (1b), transportation cost (1c), holding cost (1d) and, carbon emissions
cost (1e). Equation (2) balances the inventory for each period. Equation (3) pre-
vents excess procurement of parts. Equations (4) and (5) take care of supplier and
carrier capacity, respectively. Equation (6) balances the total carbon emissions
caused due to ordering, holding and transporting parts with total allowable emis-
sions and additional emissions can be bought or sold. Equation (7) relates variable
transportation emissions as a function of distance travelled, mileage of carrier and
load carried by the carrier. Equation (8) is the lead-time constraint to ensure timely
delivery of parts. The integer and non-negative value of parts (xijmt) and inventory
Iitð Þ is ensured by Eq. (9). Equation (10) puts binary restriction on supplier and
carrier selection. Equation (11) represents unrestricted sign for additional emissions
bought or sold.
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3 Case Study

Kapsons Industries Private Limited is a manufacturing firm having multiple divi-
sions operating separately in Jalandhar, Punjab and Pune, Maharashtra. The case
study pertains to the motor division located in Jalandhar, Punjab. The firm accepts
orders (different models of motors) from various national and international partners.
To deliver the ordered quantities, the firm in-turn orders coil sheets of various
grades from multiple national and international suppliers. The firm requires an
optimal procurement plan for multi-periods, multi-parts, multi-suppliers and
multi-carriers. Firm serves its global buyers where sustainability is a key issue.
Therefore, the firm attempts to optimize its total procurement cost and carbon
emission cost through modelling. The data used in the model is collected from the
secondary sources. However, data not available is derived using standard param-
eters available with the firm. Following are procedures adopted to calculate data
from secondary sources of the firm.

1. The demand of various parts is calculated using different utility factors for
different products and is measured in kgs.

2. Raw material cost includes the transportation from supplier to supplier’s
warehouse.

3. The transportation cost is incurred by the firm itself for transportation from
supplier’s warehouse to the firm.

4. Excess inventory is held at supplier’s warehouse and rent is paid by the firm.
5. The firm uses two carrier types of capacity 15 and 20 tonne.
6. The suppliers offer different capacities and lead times (refer Appendix I).
7. Carbon emissions data is not recorded and therefore calculated using standard

parameters.

The supplier information is provided in Table 2. Based on secondary data, the
problem is modelled (as discussed in Sect. 2) and solved in LINGO 10. Results are
discussed in Sect. 4.

Table 2 Supplier
information

Supplier Warehouse Distance from firm
(km)

S1 SAIL Ludhiana 80

S2 POSCO Gurgaon 460

S3 Thyssen Bengaluru 2700

S4 JSW Ludhiana 80

S5 Marathon
elec

Faridabad 410
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4 Case Results and Discussions

The procurement plan for three months for the case discussed is given in Table 3.
The orders allocated to different suppliers and carriers for all the parts in all the
periods can also be observed from Table 3. The overall cost incurred in

Table 3 Optimal procurement plan for motor division unit at Jalandhar, Punjab

T1 T2 T3
P1 Demand 166458.7 168123.3 164794.1

Lot-sizing 269207.1 72374.89 157794.1

Order allocation X(1, 1, 4, 1) = 7000; X(1, 1, 4, 2) = 166458.7; X(2, 1,

1, 2) = 108123.3; X(2, 1, 4, 2) = 60,000; X(3, 1, 1,

2) = 97794.11; X(3, 1, 4, 2) = 60,000

P2 Demand 1,014,016 1,024,156 1,003,876

Lot-sizing 1,021,016 1,024,156 996,876

Order allocation X(1, 2, 1, 2) = 121016.2; X(1, 2, 3, 1) = 107,000; X(1,

2, 3, 2) = 793,000; X(2, 2, 1, 2) = 110449.6; X(2, 2, 2,

2) = 13706.76; X(2, 2, 3, 1) = 100,000; X(2, 2, 3,

2) = 800,000; X(3, 2, 1, 2) = 96876.01; X(3, 2, 3,

1) = 100,000; X(3, 2, 3, 2) = 800,000

P3 Demand 14,800 14,948 14,652

Lot-sizing 21,800 14,948 7652

Order allocation X(1, 3, 4, 1) = 7000; X(1, 3, 4, 2) = 14,800; X(2, 3, 4,

2) = 14,948; X(3, 3, 4, 2) = 7652

P4 Demand 21,000 21,210 20,790

Lot-sizing 28,000 21,210 13,790

Order allocation X(1, 4, 3, 1) = 21,000; X(1, 4, 3, 2) = 7000; X(2, 4, 3,

1) = 21,210; X(3, 4, 3, 1) = 13,790

P5 Demand 560863.7 566472.4 555255.1

Lot-sizing 567863.7 566472.4 548255.1

Order allocation X(1, 5, 1, 2) = 560863.7; X(1, 5, 2, 2) = 7000; X(2, 5,

1, 2) = 566472.4; X(3, 5, 1, 2) = 548255.1

P6 Demand 28,500 28,785 28,215

Lot-sizing 35,500 28,785 21,215

Order allocation X(1, 6, 2, 2) = 7000; X(1, 6, 4, 2) = 28,500; X(2, 6, 4,

2) = 28,785; X(3, 6, 4, 2) = 21,215

P7 Demand 4375 4418.75 4331.25

Lot-sizing 11,375 4418.75 –

Order allocation X(1, 7, 1, 2) = 4375; X(1, 7, 2, 2) = 4375; X(1, 7, 4,

2) = 2625; X(2, 7, 2, 2) = 4418.75

P8 Demand 14806.7 14954.77 14658.63

Lot-sizing 21806.7 14954.77 7658.633

Order allocation X(1, 8, 1, 1) = 7000; X(1, 8, 1, 2) = 14806.7; X(2, 8, 1,

2) = 14954.77; X(3, 8, 1, 2) = 7658.633
(continued)
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procurement for three months is found to be INR 414701282. The raw material cost
is INR 399490299, ordering cost is INR 53600, transportation cost is INR
13859220, Holding cost is INR 582006 and carbon emission cost is INR 716157.

5 Conclusions

The paper proposes an integrated sustainable procurement model (ISPM) for
optimal lot-sizing, supplier and carrier selection for a multi-period, multi-part,
multi-supplier and multi-carrier problem. The model optimizes the total procure-
ment cost and the carbon emissions cost too. The model is further validated by
analyzing the case of a manufacturing firm located at Jalandhar, Punjab, India by
providing an optimal order to be procured from respective supplier using respective
carrier such that total procurement cost and carbon emissions cost are simultane-
ously minimized.

Appendix I

Secondary data for manufacturing firm located at Jalandhar, Punjab

Parts OCti Dti (kg)
a PCtij

b SCtij(*10,000)
(kg)b

Suppliers ltjm
c TCtim

c

P1(40.5) 1000 166458.7,
168123.3,
164794.113

68, 74.9,
73.3, 67.2,
85.1

36, 18, 12, 60,
9

S1 1, 2 5, 3

P2(41.2) 1000 1,014,016,
1,024,156,
1003876.008

69.63, 70.86,
67.6, 76.6,
88.6

180, 120, 90,
30, 60

S2 3, 4 4, 2

P3(41.5) 1200 14,800,
14,948,
14,652

68, 74.9,
73.3, 67.2,
85.1

36, 18, 20, 6,
9

S3 4, 5 4, 2

(continued)

Table 3 (continued)

T1 T2 T3
P9 Demand 12217.06 12339.23 12094.89

Lot-sizing 19217.06 12339.23 5094.889

Order allocation X(1, 9, 1, 2) = 7000; X(1, 9, 4, 2) = 12217.06; X(2, 9,

4, 2) = 12339.23; X(3, 9, 4, 2) = 5094.889

P10 Demand 39941.24 40340.65 39541.83

Lot-sizing 46941.24 40340.65 32541.83

Order allocation X(1, 10, 1, 2) = 7000; X(1, 10, 2, 2) = 39941.24; X(2,

10, 2, 2) = 40340.65; X(3, 10, 2, 2) = 32541.83
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(continued)

Parts OCti Dti (kg)
a PCtij

b SCtij(*10,000)
(kg)b

Suppliers ltjm
c TCtim

c

P4(42.2) 1200 21,000,
21,210,
20,790

69.63, 70.86,
67.6, 76.6,
88.6

180, 120, 90,
30, 180

S4 1, 1 3, 1

P5(43.9) 1400 560863.7,
566472.4,
555255.1

73.8, 75.5,
76.39, 78.51,
83.41

1110, 60, 45,
60, 30

S5 1, 2 7, 4

P6(45.5) 1200 28,500,
28,785,
28,215

82.8, 83.6,
86.45, 84.5,
85

36, 18, 120, 6,
9

Carbon
calculation

Others

P7(45.6) 1200 4375,
4418.75,
4331.25

79, 79.8, 82,
81, 80

180, 120, 90,
30, 60

Ftm 0.15,
0.2

ulti = 7

P8(50) 1000 14806.7,
14954.77,
14658.633

85, 92.5,
87.5, 91, 92

36, 18, 12, 6,
9

Eto 0.01 llti = 0

P9(54) 1200 12217.06,
12339.23,
12094.8894

95, 96, 99.36,
96, 96

180, 120, 90,
30, 60

Etw 0.003 ccJm = 15,
20 (mtn)

P10(58) 1000 39941.24,
40340.65,
39541.8276

101.5, 102,
103.82, 106,
118.9

9, 36, 18, 12,
6

Milm 14,
12

V = 20, 30

aMeans that data belongs to set {T1, T2, T3}
bMeans that data belongs to set {S1, S2, S3, S4, S5}
cMeans that data belongs to set {M1, M2}
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Advanced Computing: Miscellaneous—

Social Networks



Key Author Analysis in Research
Professionals’ Collaboration Network
Based on Collaborative Index

Anand Bihari and Sudhakar Tripathi

Abstract Generally, research work is done by the group of researchers and they
form a network called Research Professionals’ Collaboration Network, which acts
as a social network. In social Network, the key nodes are defined by the centrality
measures, while the key researchers in the research community are defined by the
h-index. In this paper, the collaborative index, a combination of social network
characteristics and the citation based index h-index has been discussed. The
lobby-index, weighted network lobby-index, h-degree and c-index have been used
to discover the key researchers in the community.

Keywords Social networks � Research collaboration � Lobby-index � Wl-index �
C-index � h-degree

1 Introduction

During the last decade, it seems that the most of the research projects are too large
to complete by an individual researcher or a group of researchers from same subject
area. So the collaboration amongst researchers span over multiple subject areas. The
analysis of collaboration network with respect to social network analysis is a good
measure [1] to evaluate the scientific impact of the researcher. But the evaluation of
research work is based on the citation count. H-index is a good measure to evaluate
the scientific impact of individuals, when we considered citation count of articles.
But most of the research works are completed by the group of researchers and it
requires collaboration with other researcher who may be from same or different
areas. The evaluation of scientific impact of individual will require a hybrid
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approach of h-index and social network analysis metrics. In this paper construction
of the collaboration network is discussed followed by discussions on different types
of collaborative indexes viz. combination of h-index and centrality measures of
social network analysis such as lobby-index [2], weighted network lobby-index [3]
and h-degree [3] for evaluating the scientific impact of the individuals. To validate
the analysis of collaborative index, an experimental analysis has been made.

2 Background

Newman [4] recommended the idea of weighted collaboration network based on the
quantity of co-authors. The co-authorship weight between two collaborators is the
total number of publication, which is published together and their ratio. Then, they
use power law to estimate the overall co-authorship weight among researchers.
Abbasi et al. [5, 6] built a weighted co-authorship network and used social network
analysis metrics for evaluation of performance of individual researchers. Here
weight is the total number of collaboration between researchers. Bihari et al. [7]
discussed the undirected weighted collaboration network of researcher and dis-
covered the prominent researcher based on centrality measures (degree, closeness,
betweenness and eigenvector centrality) of social network and citation-based
indicators (Frequency, Citation count, h-index, g-index and i10-index). In this
article author used total citation count earn by the collaborators. Arnaboldi et al. [8]
deliberated the egocentric network of researchers and studied the performance of all
researchers. In this paper, h-index and the average amount of authors have been
used to evaluate the scientific influence of researchers and furthermore discover the
relation among h-index and average number of authors. Bihari et al. [9] used the
maximum spanning tree to remove weak edges from a collaborative network of
researchers and used social network centrality measures to appraise the scientific
impact of individual and find out the prominent actor in the network of a given
dataset.

3 Methodology

3.1 Lobby-Index (l-Index)

It is used to evaluate the node importance in the undirected non-weighted network.
The lobby-index (l-index) [2] of a node k is the largest integer n such that the node
k has at least n direct neighbours with at least n degree and the rest of the nodes may
have n or less. The main objective of this index is to evaluate the node in a network
is based on their neighbours’ strength. Basically, it is inspired by the h-index [10]
and has combination with the degree in the aspects of social network [1].
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3.2 Weighted Network Lobby-Index (Wl-Index)

It is used to evaluate the node importance in weighted undirected network. The
Weighted network lobby-index [3] of node k is the highest value n such that the
node k has at least n neighbours which have at least n node strength. Here the node
strength is the sum of the collaboration weight with the neighbour nodes.

3.3 h-Degree

It is used to evaluate the node in the weighted network based on their neighbours’
strength as well as edge strength. The h-degree [3] of a node k is the largest rank
h such that the node k has at least h neighbours and the strength of the edge between
k and neighbour node is at least h. It is the combination of h-index and the degree of
a node.

3.4 Collaborative Index (C-Index)

The collaborative index [11] of node k is largest integer m such that the node k has
at least m neighbours which has individually m productive strength and the rest of
the neighbours has m or less neighbours with any productive strength each.

4 Data Collection and Analysis

For analysis of key author in the collaboration network, it will require collaboration
data like total number of articles or total number of citation count of collaborator.
The collaboration data were downloaded from IEEE Xplore for the period of
Jan-2000 to July-2014 which was used in [7, 9, 12, 13] including journal and
conference proceedings. The raw data contains so many fields, but it requires only
article name, authors, article type and citation count. The raw data set requires
cleaning for removing unambiguous data. After cleaning of published data, 26,802
articles and 61,546 authors were available for analysis. In the dataset, the two
papers were composed of the 100 or more than 100 authors, i.e. 123 and 119, three
papers were composed by more than 50 authors, 36 papers were composed by 20 or
more than 20 authors, 437 paper were composed by the 10 or more than 10 authors,
5167 papers were written by 5 or more authors, 4526, 6772, 7036, 3236 papers are
composed by exact 4, 3, 2, 1 author(S), respectively. After analysis of collaborative data,
we can say that most of the article was published with the collaboration of 2–4 authors.
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Author Lau, Y.Y. published 54 articles in different journal and conferences. Author
Sasaki, M. published works with 63 different authors, around 17% authors work
individually and 38% authors have collaborated with 2 authors.

5 Collaboration Network of Research Professionals’
an Example

The construction of collaboration network has been required to evaluate the sci-
entific impact of individual researcher. The following techniques are used to col-
laborate network construction, author collaboration extraction and weight
calculation (based on total publication count, citation count and collaboration age)
[14, 15]. For example, we considered three articles: Art1, Art2 and Art3 details are
shown in Table 1.

Here the collaboration between R and S is higher than others and collaboration
weight based on total publication count, citation count and collaboration age are 2,
110 and 3, respectively. The network is constructed by using python and networkX
[16]. The network is like Fig. 1.

Table 1 Example of
publication and their authors

Paper
ID

Author’s
name

Citation
count

Publication
year

ART1 X, N, R, S 10 2008

ART2 P, S, Y 22 2010

ART3 M, R, S 100 2011

Fig. 1 Research
professionals’ collaboration
network an example analysis
and result
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6 Analysis and Result

Three weighted undirected networks have been constructed for evaluation of sci-
entific impact of individual. The weight is like total publication count, total citation
count and the total collaboration age and convey the lobby-index, wl-index, h-degree
and c-index. Based on computational results the lobby-index of authors are equal in
different weighted network because weight does not consider in this index compu-
tation. But wl-index, h-degree and c-index have variation due to their weight
changes. The variation in result in different weighted network are shown in Figs. 2, 3
and 4 of wl-index, h-degree and c-index, respectively. In collaboration network,
some of the collaboration has high collaboration age, but their productivity is less or

Fig. 2 Top 14 authors wl-index in all three-weighted collaboration network

Fig. 3 Top 14 authors h-degree in all three-weighted collaboration network
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may have less impact compare to other collaborators who have less collaboration
age. In another case, some collaboration produces a huge amount of publication, but
their impact is very less than others who produced less amount of publication with
high impact. For computation of collaborative index, we used Python and NetworkX
[16] as a computing platform. In all three different weighted network author
Osterwinter, Heinz is the key author in the network based on lobby-index. In
citation weighted network, author Hasegawa, T. and Yoshino, K. are key author
based on Wl-index while author Osterwinter, Heinz and Yoshino, K. are a key
author based on h-degree and c-degree, respectively. The collaborative index result
for citation count weighted collaboration network shown in Table 2.

Fig. 4 Top 14 authors c-index in all three-weighted collaboration network

Table 2 Collaboration index result in citation count weighted network

Sl. No. Name of author l-index wl-index h-degree c-index

1 Osterwinter, Heinz 42 31 31 37

2 Hasegawa, T. 42 40 40 28

3 Shimizu, K. 42 37 37 39

4 Yoshino, K. 42 37 37 41

5 Fiore, A. 36 36 36 36

6 Tomkos, I. 32 31 31 30

7 Klonidis, D. 32 31 31 32

8 Kouloumentas, C. 32 37 37 27

9 Lau, Y.Y. 27 20 20 23

10 Gilgenbach, R.M. 27 17 17 25

11 Freude, W. 25 18 18 21

12 Koos, C. 25 25 25 24

13 Leuthold, J. 25 21 21 20

14 Becker, J. 25 24 24 24
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In publication count weighted network author Hasegawa, T., Hasegawa, T.
and Tomkos, I. are key authors in on wl-index, h-degree and c-index, respectively,
are shown in Table 3.

In collaboration ageweighted network authorOsterwinter,Heinz andYoshino,K.
are key author in wl-index and h-degree, respectively, and Osterwinter, Heinz, and
Shimizu, K. are key author in c-index are shown in Table 4.

Table 3 Collaboration index result in publication count weighted network

Sl. No. Name of author l-index wl-index h-degree c-index

1 Osterwinter, Heinz 42 32 20 18

2 Hasegawa, T. 42 40 29 16

3 Shimizu, K. 42 37 22 15

4 Yoshino, K. 42 12 12 19

5 Fiore, A. 36 30 27 20

6 Tomkos, I. 32 28 22 21

7 Klonidis, D. 32 20 26 20

8 Kouloumentas, C. 32 27 20 17

9 Lau, Y.Y. 27 19 20 16

10 Gilgenbach, R.M. 27 11 19 20

11 Freude, W. 25 19 15 20

12 Koos, C. 25 12 12 16

13 Leuthold, J. 25 10 12 11

14 Becker, J. 25 9 10 11

Table 4 Collaboration index result in collaboration age weighted network

Sl. No. Name of author l-index wl-index h-degree c-index

1 Osterwinter, Heinz 42 40 20 29

2 Hasegawa, T. 42 37 27 22

3 Shimizu, K. 42 30 19 29

4 Yoshino, K. 42 31 28 22

5 Fiore, A. 36 29 22 24

6 Tomkos, I. 32 20 22 27

7 Klonidis, D. 32 21 21 22

8 Kouloumentas, C. 32 27 22 25

9 Lau, Y.Y. 27 10 14 17

10 Gilgenbach, R.M. 27 24 20 19

11 Freude, W. 25 20 20 20

12 Koos, C. 25 14 14 20

13 Leuthold, J. 25 20 18 21

14 Becker, J. 25 21 20 22
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7 Conclusions

In this article, we explored the weighted collaboration network where collaboration
weight is like total publication count, total citation count and total collaboration age
and evaluate the scientific impact of individuals based on the collaborative index
like lobby-index, wl-index, h-degree and c-index. Lobby-index gives equal value in
all weighted networks because it does not consider the collaboration weight, but
other collaborative index value varies in different weighted network because it
depends on the collaboration weight. Here some of the authors having the equal
value in all types of weighted networks. The variation in results shows the col-
laboration impact in scientific evaluation.
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Communication Technologies



Localization in Wireless Sensor Networks
Using Invasive Weed Optimization Based
on Fuzzy Logic System

Gaurav Sharma, Ashok Kumar, Prabhleen Singh
and Mohammad Jibran Hafeez

Abstract In this paper, a computationally efficient range-free localization algo-
rithm in 2D plane has been proposed for wireless sensor networks using fuzzy logic
system (FLS) and invasive weed optimization (IWO). The received signal strength
(RSS) value is used to find out the distance between nodes in the network. To
reduce the nonlinearity between RSS values and distances between nodes, and to
model the edge weight of the anchor nodes based on the RSS value, FLS is used.
Further IWO is used to optimize the edge weights of anchors to achieve the high
localization accuracy. Radio propagation is considered as circular for all nodes in
the proposed method. It is observed from the simulation results, proposed algorithm
performs better in localization accuracy than some existing range free localization
algorithms, i.e. centroid method, weighted centroid and range-free localization
based on biogeography-based optimization.

Keywords Invasive weed optimization � Fuzzy logic system � Localization �
Wireless sensor networks
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1 Introduction

In recent years, due to advancement in microelectronics and wireless communi-
cation technologies, most of the industrial interests and research have been attracted
towards wireless sensor networks (WSNs). These technologies lead to the devel-
opment of inexpensive, extremely small, multifunctional and smart sensor nodes
[1], which have the capabilities to communicate through a wireless medium.

These nodes comprise a low power processor, sensor(s), small dedicated
memory, actuators, battery and a transceiver. Depending on applications, hundreds
or thousands of tiny nodes are deployed in the area of interest, which are capable of
sensing the environmental parameters such as light, pressure, temperature,
humidity, sound, etc. They can exchange data among each other, compute simple
tasks on that data and transmit to the central unit called sink node or base station.

Most of the applications such as to monitor the large terrains, to detect forest fire,
surveillance of the battlefield, search and rescue operations, target tracking, to
observe smart environments, etc. require accurate locations of the nodes. Therefore,
finding the location of nodes has become the most important attribute in WSN.
Unfortunately, the addition of Global Positioning System (GPS) [2, 3] device is not
realistic for a large sensor network [4] because of its production cost factor, extra
energy consumption, making the bulky size of nodes, not working in NLOS
(non-line of sight) environments, etc [5].

Therefore, alternate of GPS is needed to operate in harsh environments. For the
localization process, a small amount of nodes which are aware of their locations
known as anchor nodes or beacon nodes, are deployed randomly throughout the
network with remaining nodes which are unaware of their locations known as target
nodes or location unaware nodes. The anchor nodes know their locations either by
the GPS or by the system administrator or by the manual deployments and normal
nodes find their locations with the help of location information of anchors.

Generally, two types of the localization algorithms are there: range-based and
range-free. Range-based algorithms show good accuracy at the cost of an extra
hardware, that increases the whole cost of the large area network and these algo-
rithms are also affected by the noise and multipath fading [6]. On contrary, range
free algorithms are cost effective because connectivity information is only needed
between nodes for location estimation. So, most of the researchers pay their
attention towards the range free algorithms due to its advantages over range-based
algorithms. In this paper, we propose the application of Fuzzy Logic System
(FLS) [7] and Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO) [8] on range-free algorithm for
2D randomly distributed nodes in WSNs. Both FLS and IWO performed better and
show good results in terms of localization accuracy, the percentage of successfully
localized nodes as compared to the existing algorithms.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 gives the overview of the related
techniques of localization. We described our proposed algorithm in Sect. 3. Then,
in Sect. 4 simulation parameters and results are discussed, finally, we conclude it in
Sect. 5.
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2 Related Work

In range-free localization, only connectivity information and number of hops
between nodes are needed for location calculation. These algorithms are
cost-effective than range-based algorithms. But they show poor localization accu-
racy. Many techniques have been proposed in the literature to improve the local-
ization accuracy of the range-free algorithms. Mainly range-free localization
algorithms in literature are centroid [9], approximate-point in triangle (APIT) [10],
DV-Hop [11], semi-definite position (SDP) [12], convex position estimation
(CPE) [13], etc.

Centroid algorithm is simple and having low computational and communication
cost. In this, nodes are placed in grid configuration [9]. It works for those normal
nodes, which have at least three neighbour anchors. Normal nodes get their loca-
tions by estimating the centroid of the coordinates of the neighbour anchors. Since
the accuracy of centroid algorithm depends on the distribution of the anchors and
number of anchor nodes in the network. When anchor nodes distribution is regular
then it shows good localization accuracy. Also the localization accuracy of centroid
is proportional to number of anchor nodes in network.

CPE defines the estimative rectangle (ER), which limits the overlapping region
formed by the communication ranges of the neighbour anchor nodes. Then the
location of the target node can be determined by calculating the centre of this
rectangle. Though CPE is more accurate than Centroid yet its accuracy needs to be
improved more because it is not always necessary that the centre of ER is same as
the centre of overlapping region [13].

DV-Hop localization algorithm [11] is range-free distributed algorithm. In this
algorithm, distance between nodes can be determined using the hop counts between
nodes and hop size of the anchor nodes. Since estimated distance between nodes is
not so much accurate due to large hop counts and hop size of the anchors. Many
improved DV-Hop algorithms have been proposed in the literature but the local-
ization accuracy may vary according to distribution of the anchor nodes.

In [14], an extension of centroid algorithm is presented in terms of adding
weights to the coordinates of the anchors to improve the accuracy. These weights
are defined according to the distance between anchors and target nodes, i.e. large
distance is given a low weight and vice versa. This algorithm is popularly known as
weighted centroid localization (WCL) algorithm. Accuracy is improved as com-
pared to centroid algorithm up to some extent.

In [15–17], soft computing approaches and some optimization techniques are
applied to range-based and range-free localization algorithm. H-best particle swarm
optimization (HPSO) and biogeography-based optimization (BBO) [18] performed
better in terms of localization accuracy and computational time. BBO shows the
slow convergence with high accuracy and HPSO shows fast convergence with low
accuracy. These papers showed the effect of noise variance and anisotropic property
of the medium on the localization accuracy.
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After considering the shortcomings of the existing algorithms, we propose the
application of FLS and IWO in this paper. FLS is used to model the nonlinearity
between RSSI and distance between nodes and further IWO is used to minimize the
location errors.

3 Computational Intelligence (CI) Approaches
for Localization in WSN

CI-based algorithms have a bounteous cause of notion for optimization; that is why
these algorithms have become prevalent due to their timid computational burden
and showing good accuracy. Many optimization techniques have been applied in
literature to improve the localization accuracy, i.e. Genetic Algorithm (GA), PSO,
HPSO, BBO, Firefly Algorithm (FA), Differential Evolution (DE), etc. Some of
these optimization techniques show fast convergence but low accuracy and vice
versa. For this purpose, we propose IWO which shows fast convergence and high
accuracy. The following sections present an overview of fuzzy logic system
(FLS) and IWO.

3.1 Fuzzy Logic System

The proposal of fuzzy logic was firstly given by Zadeh [7] in the year of 1965.
Fuzzy logic is a form of fuzzy set theory which relates to classes of objects with
unsharp boundaries in which membership is a matter of degree. Precise inputs are
not required in FLS, but the system complexity increases with number of inputs and
outputs.

The fuzzy inference system (FIS) is a fuzzy logic system in which inputs are
processed according to a list of if-then statements called rules. A FIS consists of a
fuzzifier unit some fuzzy IF-THEN rules knowledge base unit, an inference
decision-making unit and a defuzzifier unit as shown in Fig. 1.

Crisp
Data

Crisp 
Input  Engine Factor(s)

Fuzzy Rule Base

UnitFactor(s)

Fuzzy 
Data

Crisp
Data

CrispInference Defuzzifier
 Unit 

Output 
Scaling FuzzifierInput 

Scaling Output 

Fig. 1 Fuzzy logic system (FLS)
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The fuzzy model composed of following structure of the rules:

Rk: IF x1 is A1 andA2 THEN y isWk

where Rk is the kth rule, x1 and x2 are the input variables, y is the output variable, A1

and A2 denote membership functions for inputs and similarly Wk is for output of
Mamdani inference system. We use Mamdani inference system in this paper due to
its solid defuzzification that gives the results in the consistent form.

3.2 Invasive Weed Optimization (IWO)

This stochastic optimization algorithm was firstly introduced by Mehrabian and
Lucus in 2006 [8] after inspiring from formation of colonies due to weeds. It is
shown that this optimization technique not only outperforms than other optimizers
like PSO, GA, BBO, etc. but is also capable of handling some new localization–
optimization problems in WSN. There are some following basic properties is
considered for the process of the colonizing behaviour of the weeds in IWO [8].

1. Initially, the seeds are being spread over the entire search space.
2. Each seed in the search area produces a complete plant and depending on the

fitness each plant yields seeds.
3. The produced seeds are again being distributed over the entire search space and

grow to new plants again.
4. When the number of plants reaches to maximum value, then the process ends.

The survival of plants depends on their fitness. According to this process,
hopefully the fittest plant is near to the optimal solution.

The detailed process of IWO is divided in four parts:

(i) Initialize a population
(ii) Reproduction
(iii) Spatial dispersal
(iv) Competitive exclusion.

For detailed process of IWO, readers are advised to go through [8].

4 FLS and IWO-Based Node Localization

The received signal strength (RSS) value is used to find out the distance between
nodes in the network. To reduce the nonlinearity between RSS values and distances
between nodes, and to model the edge weight of the anchor nodes based on the RSS
value, FLS is used. In this section, we present the proposed approach for range free
node localization in WSN for 2D scenario. FLS is used to design the edge weights
and IWO is applied to optimize these edge weights to achieve the better localization
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accuracy. Sensor nodes are randomly distributed over the 2D plane. Some
assumptions are made for the proposed algorithm, as follows:

1. As discussed in Sect. 1, that location of anchor nodes’ is known either by
manual deployment or by GPS. Anchor nodes send a beacon message
throughout the network which contains its location and RSS (received signal
strength) value. Each target node listens the beacon signal from their adjacent
anchor nodes and collects RSS value and their locations.

2. Radio propagation is considered as circular and transmission ranges of all nodes
are considered same. In practice, it is not purely circular in real scenarios.

For 2D localization in WSN, following steps are performed:

1. Each target node maintained a list of RSS values from their adjacent anchor
nodes after receiving the beacon signal.

2. Check if the number of neighbour anchor nodes to a particular target node � 3
or not, if � 3, then the target node is considered as localizable node.

3. Calculate the edge weights of anchor nodes to their RSS value. FLS is used to
model these edge weights.

4. After calculating the edge weights, calculate positions of the target nodes
according to the formula given in [14] as follows in Eq. (1):

xt; ytð Þ ¼ w1x1ð Þþ � � � wnxnð ÞPk
i¼1 wi

;
w1y1ð Þþ � � � wnynð ÞPk

i¼1 wi

" #
ð1Þ

where (xt, yt) is the coordinate of tth target node, (x1, y1), (x2, y2) … (xn, yn) are the
coordinates of anchor nodes and w1, w2 … wn are the weights between anchor and
target nodes.

In this paper, Mamdani fuzzy model for fuzzy rule base is used and further
weights are optimized by IWO.

4.1 Fuzzy Modelling with Edge Weight Optimization Using
IWO

When anchor nodes transmit beacon signal throughout the network, each target node
collects the beacon signal containing RSS value and location of the anchor. This RSS
value varies according to environmental factors. It is notfixed for a particular distance,
i.e. it is uncertain but it gives the clue to find out the distance. FLS is used to overcome
this uncertainty and nonlinearity between RSS and distance.

Input variable in rule base of Mamdani fuzzy model is RSS value of the anchor
and it is taken in the interval of [0, RSSmax], where RSSmax is 100 dB (i.e. maximum
RSS value). Five membership functions are used to map input variable RSS, i.e.
VLOW, LOW, MEDIUM, HIGH, VHIGH as shown in Fig. 2. Edge weight is
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taken as output variable and the values used for edge weight is in the interval of
[0, wmax], where wmax is 1 (i.e. maximum edge weight). Further edge weights are
optimized using IWO. Like RSS, edge weights are also mapped to five membership
functions as shown in Fig. 3. The rule base of five rules is shown in Table 1.

5 Simulation Results and Discussion

To evaluate the performance of proposed method, we simulate our intelligent
localization algorithm in MATLAB environment with total of 100 sensor nodes,
which are randomly distributed in a field of 100 � 100 m2 as shown in Fig. 4.
Communication range of all the nodes is kept same as 35 m. If the distance between
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Fig. 3 Fuzzy membership functions of edge weights generated by IWO

Table 1 Rule base of edge weight

S. No. Antecedent Consequent

1 IF RSS is VLOW THEN edge weight is VLOW

2 IF RSS is LOW THEN edge weight is LOW

3 IF RSS is MEDIUM THEN edge weight is MEDIUM

4 IF RSS is HIGH THEN edge weight is HIGH

5 IF RSS is VHIGH THEN edge weight is VHIGH
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the nodes is less than communication range, then they can communicate with each
other. We are assumed the radio propagation is perfectly circular, i.e. DOI (degree
of irregularity) value is 0, it means the effect of noise and fading is not considered.
Twenty independent trials of IWO are conducted to achieve the optimal values of
edge weights as shown in Fig. 3.

To evaluate the results of our proposed algorithm (Range free invasive weed opti-
mization using fuzzy logic (RFIWO + Fuzzy)),we run it in theMATLABand compare
it with the existing algorithms of centroid [9], weighted centroid [14] and range free
biogeography-based optimization using fuzzy logic (RFBBO + Fuzzy) [17].

5.1 IWO Parameters

IWO parameters to achieve the optimal values of edge weights in our proposed
work are shown in Table 2.

Localization error (LE) and average location error (ALE) is calculated using
Eqs. (2) and (3), respectively, according to the distance between actual coordinates
of target nodes and estimated coordinates of target nodes.
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Fig. 4 An example of nodes distribution

Table 2 IWO parameters

S. No. Parameters Optimal value

1 Maximum population size 150

2 Maximum number of seeds 5

3 Minimum number of seeds 0

4 Non-linear modulation index (n) 3

5 DOI 0

6 Max. no. of iterations 100

7 No. of trials 20

8 rfinal 10% of search range

9 rinitial 0.004% of search range
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LE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xe � xað Þ2 þ ye � yað Þ2

q
ð2Þ

ALE ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xe � xað Þ2 þ ye � yað Þ2

q

n
ð3Þ

where (xe, ye) are the estimated coordinates of target nodes and (xa, ya) are the
corresponding actual coordinates of target nodes and n is the number of target
nodes. Maximum, minimum, and average localization errors of all mentioned
algorithms are presented in Table 3.

Figure 5 shows the localization errors of the centroid, weighted centroid,
RFBBO + Fuzzy and our proposed algorithm (RFIWO + Fuzzy). From these
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Fig. 5 Localization error of each target node a centroid algorithm, b weighted centroid algorithm,
c RFBBO + Fuzzy algorithm, d RFIWO + Fuzzy algorithm (proposed)

Table 3 Localization errors of different localization algorithm

Range free methods Max. location error Min. location error Avg. location error

Centroid localization 3.284 0.0955 1.785

Weighted centroid
localization

2.247 0.0580 1.152

RFBBO + Fuzzy 0.431 0.0003 0.258

RFIWO + Fuzzy 0.384 0.0001 0.192
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simulation results, we analyzed that our proposed algorithm outperforms the other
existing algorithms in terms of localization accuracy. Figure 6 shows the frequency
of errors occurrence in proposed method. We can see from this result that means
localization error is near by 0.192 m. In this paper, it is observed that the proposed
algorithm performs better as compared to other existing range free localization
algorithms.

6 Conclusion and Future Scope

To improve the localization accuracy in WSN, a distributed range-free localization
algorithm for 2D plane using fuzzy logic system (FLS) and invasive weed opti-
mization (IWO) referred as RFIWO + Fuzzy is proposed in this paper. Proposed
algorithm does not need any extra hardware to get the distance information.
Only RSS value is sufficient for calculating the distance between nodes. This RSS
value is used to define the edge weights of the anchor nodes in FLS. Further to
minimize the localization errors, IWO is used to optimize the edge weights of anchor
nodes. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithm performs better as
compared to some existing range-free localization algorithms, i.e. centroid, weighted
centroid, range free BBO using fuzzy logic. The proposed method can be extended
for 3D space with consideration of anisotropic property of the propagation.
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Genetic Algorithm-Based Heuristic
for Solving Target Coverage Problem
in Wireless Sensor Networks

Manju, Deepti Singh, Satish Chand and Bijendra Kumar

Abstract Target coverage problem in the wireless sensor networks schedule sen-
sors into subsets such that all the targets are monitored by each subset. Existing
heuristics to solve this problem aims to maximize the total network lifetime. In last
few decades, genetic algorithm-based methods have been proved more suitable to
solve such optimization problems. In this paper, we propose a solution heuristic for
target coverage problem which is based on genetic algorithm approach. The sim-
ulation results show that the proposed heuristic outperforms the existing methods.

Keywords Target coverage � Genetic algorithm � Meta-heuristic � Network
lifetime

1 Introduction

In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs), tiny devices called sensors are densely
deployed to provide continuous surveillance for many applications [1]. These
sensor nodes are provided with small battery device which is not rechargeable and
sometimes not even replaceable. In order to maximize their battery usages, we need
to optimize the sensors usages in energy-efficient manner. As discussed in literature
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[2–6], the target coverage problem is to maximize the global network lifetime while
covering all the targets for maximum period. The very blind approach to do this is
to activate all the sensors deployed in the sensor field to ensure full coverage. But,
in this way, the network will not be functional for longer period which results in
decreased network lifetime. Thus, lots of work [2–9] has been done where only a
subset of sensors is activated at a time which ensures full targets coverage. Theses
subsets are known as sensor covers. Each sensor cover is activated for a fixed
duration (called working time). The network lifetime is termed as the sum of all the
sensor covers activation times. Hence, the objective behind all the works [2–9] so
far is to find maximum possible such sensor covers to maximize the network
lifetime. In the next section, we discuss the existing research works done to solve
the target coverage problem and identify the gap between these works to design a
new solution heuristic.

2 Existing Work

To solve the target coverage problem, Slijepcevic and Potkonjak [2] discussed a
greedy heuristic which generates non-disjoint sensor covers where s sensor can be
part of only single sensor cover. Due to this restriction on sensors’ participation, the
network lifetime obtained by this heuristic is not optimal. To improve the network
lifetime, Cardei et al. [3] proposed an approximation algorithm where generated
sensor covers are non-disjoint in which a sensor can take part in more than one
sensor cover. Carde et al. [3] proved that the target coverage problem belongs to
NP-Complete class. Further, works in [4–7] also presented heuristic solution to
maximize the total network lifetime. Since last few decades, several studies have
shown [8–11] that genetic algorithms-based heuristics are more promising over the
conventional methods [2–7] to solve the target coverage problem. This is so
because nonlinear optimization problem are handled well by genetic
algorithm-based approaches [8]. Genetic algorithm starts randomly generated initial
population where each solution is represented using binary string of genes called
chromosomes. There are fixed number of elements (called genes) in each chro-
mosome. A fitness function is used to determine the quality of a chromosome. In
case of target coverage problem, the number of elements in a chromosome is equals
to the number of sensors in the given network. Here, a chromosome represents a
sensor cover. Gupta et al. [8] addressed a GA-based heuristic to solve target cov-
erage problem. To maximize the network lifetime, this heuristic try to minimize the
number of positions selected to place the sensor in the given networks. The
heuristic also fulfil the k-coverage and m-connectivity requirements where each
target is said to be covered if it covered by at least k-number of sensors and all the
sensors are connected to m-different sensors in the network. Carrabs et al. [9] also
addressed a genetic algorithm-based metaheuristic which provides full as well as
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partial coverage while solving target coverage problem. In this heuristic, the fitness
function tries to reduce the cardinality of the generated sensor cover to maximize
the gain in network lifetime. Further, Rebai et al. [10] addressed another genetic
algorithm which finds minimum locations to place sensor. The generated sensor
cover by this method also ensures connectivity within the network.

In this paper, we propose a novel genetic algorithm-based metaheuristic which
solve the target coverage problem and maximize the network lifetime.

3 Proposed Heuristic

Our proposed heuristic is based on genetic algorithm approach, thus, it consists of
all the steps involved in genetic algorithm method. The major steps include initial
population, chromosome representation, fitness function, crossover and the muta-
tion operations. Here we discuss how these major operations are performed in our
proposed heuristic to solve the target coverage problem.

3.1 Chromosome Representation

In the proposed heuristic, the chromosome is a string of zeros and ones of length
equals to number of sensors. In this string, the value of ith gene is 1 when the ith
sensor is active in the current sensor cover otherwise its 0. Now we illustrate the
same with the example as shown in Fig. 1. Here, we take a sensor network which
consists of with 4 targets T = {t1, t2,…, t4} and 6 sensors S = {s1, s2,…, s6}.
Therefore, the length of the chromosome is 6 for the given network. The gene
values are 1 and 0 as shown in Fig. 1. At position 1, the gene value is 1 which
shows that sensor s1 is active in the sensor cover. Similarly, the sensor s3 is not
active as the gene value at position 3 is 0. Thus, in the given sensor cover, s1, s3 and
s5 are active sensors whereas s2 and s4 are in sleep mode.

3.1.1 Initial Population Generation

In the proposed heuristic, initial population is the set of chromosomes which are
chosen by the selection process at the start of process. In order to do that, the
chromosomes are randomly generated in a fixed amount. As chromosomes are the
binary string of 0 and 1, we propose the following method (Algorithm 1) to
generate them as given below.
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Algorithm 1: Initial Population (U) Generation
Input: number of sensors (S), size of initial population (P) 
Output: initial population consists of P chromosomes
1.  Boolean STRING[P];
2.  initialize U = {};
3.  for i =1 to P
4.          for j=1 to S
5.                 STRING [j] = random( ) %2
6.         end for
7.      U=U ∪ STRING
8.  end for

3.1.2 Fitness Function

The fitness function is used to determine the quality of newly generated chromo-
some. A fitness function consists of certain objectives which should be fulfilled
every time. As we know that the targets which are covered by least number of
sensors decided the upper bound on the network lifetime. Such targets are known as
critical targets. In order to maximize the global network lifetime, our proposed
metaheuristic select only least required sensors with highest remaining energy in
each sensor cover.

Objective: Select least number of sensors: To generate sensor cover, we should
select minimum number of sensors say, K, therefore, we need to minimize the select
sensor in each cover set. Thus, our objective is as given below:

Minimize
K
S

ð1Þ

As sensors are selected with highest remaining energy, therefore, once the sensor
cover is generated, we need to minimize the sensor cover by removing redundant
sensors. Next we discuss the selection operation followed by the proposed heuristic.

3.1.3 Selection

Our heuristic selects only valid chromosomes using various Roulette-wheel selec-
tions. In this method, the chromosomes with highest fitness value are selected.
Then, selected chromosomes follow crossover operation to produce new chromo-
somes (known as child chromosome).

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 0 1 0 1 0

Gene 
value 

SensorsFig. 1 Chromosome
representation
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3.1.4 Crossover

In genetic algorithms, the crossover operation is aimed to create new chromosomes
using previously existing chromosomes from the initial population. For this
reproduction process, two chromosomes (i.e. parent chromosome) are selected
through breeding selection process to produce new chromosomes (called child
chromosomes). The child chromosome is inherited with good properties from the
parent chromosomes. In this process, if newly generated child chromosome is not
different from the existing chromosomes in the initial population pool, then, the
child chromosome is either discarded or goes through two-point crossover.

And, to produce more new child chromosomes, the crossover point is shifted by
one bit ahead as compared to the earlier crossover point. There are many types of
crossover operations that exist like one-point crossover, uniform crossover and
two-point crossover. The easiest crossover operator is single point crossover where
a single point is randomly selected to divide the role of parent chromosomes. Here
Fig. 2a shows the good example of mating by parent chromosomes to produce the
child chromosome using single point crossover. In this figure, there are two parent
chromosomes namely P1 (1 0 1 0) and P2 (1 1 0 1). The single crossover point is set
after second gene value. Therefore, gene values after this point will be exchanged
for both the parents to produce child chromosome namely child 1 (1 0 0 1) and
child 2 (1 1 1 0). As shown here, both the child chromosomes are different from the
parent chromosomes P1 and P2.

Now, we see the scenario where produced child chromosome is same as one of
the parent chromosomes as shown in Fig. 2b. In this case, the produced child
chromosomes (child 1 and child 2) are same as parent chromosomes P1 (1 0 1 0 1)
and P2 (1 1 1 0 1). If this is the case, then both the child chromosomes are discarded
and new chromosomes are generated using different crossover points.

1 0 1 0
1 1 0 1

(a) Single Point Crossover

(b) Single Point Crossover Operation

1 0 0 1
1 1 1 0

1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1

1 0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0 1

P1
P2

Crossover point

child 1

child 2

Crossover point

child 1

child 2
P1
P2

Fig. 2 a Single point crossover, b single point crossover operation
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Mutation
While producing child chromosomes using crossover operation, there may be the
case that produced child chromosomes may not be valid. A valid child chromosome
is that which cover all the targets (i.e. it is a sensor cover). To make an invalid
chromosome valid, the mutation operation is applied. In this operation, a gene value
is picked randomly and changed to 1 from 0. Thus it is the complete set of oper-
ations which are followed by the proposed heuristic to solve the target coverage
problem.

In the next section, we perform a wide set of simulations to claim the superiority
of the proposed genetic algorithm-based heuristic with the non-genetic methods [2,
3, 6].

4 Simulation

In this section, we perform a detailed set of simulations to compare the performance
of the proposed metaheuristic with some other existing methods by Slijepcevic and
Potkonjak [2], Cardei et al. [3] and Bajaj and Manju [6]. In order to compare these
methods, we consider prime parameters like network lifetime verses number of
sensor nodes, like network lifetime versus number of targets, sensing ranges. All the
simulation test scenarios are randomly generated and each value is an average of 30
instances in total. We take 50 chromosomes in initial population. We follow the
radio model in [3] to compute the energy consumption during transmission and
receiving the data by base station. The total energy consumption while sending and
receiving an n-bit data packet at distance d is given in Eqs. (2) and (3) as follows:

Etx ¼ P� Eamp þ efs � dn
� � ð2Þ

Erx ¼ P� Eamp ð3Þ

Now we see the performance of various methods in [2, 3, 6] and the proposed
heuristic. First we take 50 targets and take sensors between 20 and 150. The
network is assumed to be homogenous where each sensors has sensing range
(70 m) and energy level (Ei = 1 J). The simulation results for this scenario are
shown in Fig. 3. It is clearly evident from Fig. 3 that network lifetime increases
while increasing the sensor nodes in the same area. This happens so because with
more sensors network will be denser which results in prolonged coverage for the
same targets. It is also evident from Fig. 3 that the proposed metaheuristic out-
performs methods in [2, 3, 6]. Thus, we can say that genetic algorithm-based
techniques are more promising over conventional schemes.

Next we performed another experiment in the same network to see how network
lifetime effects while changing targets in the fixed area. To do this, we take fixed
number of sensors (150) and varying targets from 20 to 100. Figure 4 shows the
outcomes of this experiment.
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As shown in Fig. 4, there is sharp decrement in network lifetime obtained. This
is due to the fact that when number of targets increases in the same area then, more
sensor nodes is required to cover all the targets which in turn results in lesser
network lifetime. It is also evident from Fig. 4 that the proposed genetic
algorithm-based metaheuristic outperforms the conventional methods [2, 3, 6].

Next, we see how the sensing range affects the network lifetime. To perform this
experiment, we take fix targets (50) and sensors (200). We vary the sensing range
between 100 and 500 m. Rest of the network parameters is same as previous
experiments. The simulation outcome for this experiment is shown in Fig. 5. It is
observed in Fig. 5 that network lifetime increases while sensing range increases.
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It happens so because with longer sensing range, targets can be covered by lesser
number of sensors which in turn increases the network lifetime. Again, the pro-
posed metaheuristic outperforms the existing methods [2, 3, 6].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a Genetic Algorithm-based metaheuristic, to maximize the global
network lifetime for the target coverage problem in the given networks has been
proposed We aim to obtain the network lifetime near to the optimal upper bound by
selecting only minimum number of sensors with highest residual energy. Our
proposed heuristic outperforms some existing approaches [2, 3, 6]. The simulations
have been carried out with various parameters to claim the superiority. In future,
this work might be extended to the next level including some more variants like
Q-Coverage, Variable radii Coverage and Connected Coverage.
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Target Coverage Heuristics in Wireless
Sensor Networks

Manju, Deepti Singh, Satish Chand and Bijendra Kumar

Abstract In order to cover a fixed set of targets within a wireless sensor networks,
sensor nodes are closely deployed. Since, sensors are heavily deployed, instead of all
sensors, few sensors are sufficient to monitor full target set. Therefore, to maximize
the total network lifetime for covering all the targets (target coverage problem),
sensor nodes are partitioned into cover sets. Each cover set is sufficiently enough to
monitor the complete target set. Then the cover sets are activated sequentially for a
fixed duration. The summation of all the covers duration is called network lifetime.
More number of such cover set results in longer global network lifetime. To do this,
in this work, we propose an energy optimal heuristic which generates maximum
possible cover sets to reach the upper bound calculated for network lifetime.

Keywords Target coverage � Network lifetime � Upper bound � Cover set

1 Introduction

Wireless sensor network mainly consists of tiny, low-powered sensors incorporated
with a small microprocessor, transceiver, and memory resource to make it functional.
Mainly, sensor networks are used in area like wild life monitoring, fire detection, land
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sliding detection, and military application [1–3] where human accessibility is not
possible. To facilitate these applications, sensors are densely deployed to provide
continuous surveillance. Sensor nodes are equipped with small battery device, which
is not rechargeable. Thus, we need to optimize this limited source. In this paper, our
main focus is on sensor scheduling for target coverage problem. Here, we assume that
sensor network is densely deployed. One way to increase the total network lifetime is
to put redundant sensors to Sleepmode. In order to follow this strategy, activate only
a subset of sensor (say cover set) to monitor the complete set of targets. Then activate
these cover set consecutively in the given environment which in turn maximizes the
network lifetime. Many works addressed this coverage problem (target coverage) as
maximum network lifetime problem (MLP) [4, 5]. The main objective of the MLP is
to maximize the functional duration of a deployed network by guaranteeing the
coverage of fix number of targets. Recent works shows bit more interest to use the
exact approaches while solving optimization problems in wireless sensor networks
[6–10]. The column generation approach has been proved to be better for solving the
maximum network lifetime problem. The column generation theory basically divides
the original problem into two parts called master and a subproblem. Here, the master
problem is a class of linear programming whose solution is denoting the lower bound
for network lifetime achievable. In order to find upper bound for network lifetime, the
subproblem is used. The subproblem is the integer programming (IP) problem, thus,
belongs to the NP-complete class which in turn not solvable in polynomial time. Thus
to solve this subproblem, either exact [5–7] or heuristic approach can be used.
Mostly, heuristic approaches are discussed bymany of the researchers in [2–4, 8–10].

2 Related Work

In WSNs, coverage problems are broadly classified as area coverage and target
coverage [4]. The objective of the area coverage problem is to cover certain area, while
in target coverage [5] a set of target should be covered inside a deployed network.
There have been lots of works done on both the coverage problems [2–11]. Here we
discuss target coverage problem. In this problem, targets are deployed within fixed
sensing area, and the objective is to monitor these targets for the longest possible
duration. In case of disjoint cover set, sensors are restricted to participate in single
cover set [4–6]; therefore, the total lifetime of the network is calculated bymultiplying
the calculated number of cover sets with a fixed amount (working time of cover set).
Non-disjoint cover sets [8, 9] allows each sensor to participate in multiple cover set
andmake sure that none of the sensor is usedmore than its initial energy assignedwith.
The works done in [5–7, 12] solves the target coverage using exact methods.
Slijepcevic and Potkonjak [5] first convert the area coverage into equivalent target
coverage problem and presented this as maximum network lifetime (MPL) problem.
They solved this MLP using exact approach based on column generation strategy. Gu
et al. [6] uses column generation (CG) technique to convert the MLP into
pattern-based representation where a cover set (pattern) is selected to cover the
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complete targets set. This approach finds near optimal solution which can further
improved by applying heuristicmethods embedded in column generation.Work in [7]
also solves this MLP by generating its columns (sensor covers) as when necessary by
using exact approach based onCG. The exact approach [7] is suitable for medium size
instances because the columns of MLP increase exponentially with sensors. As dis-
cussed earlier in Sect. 1, solving the coverageMLPusing exact approach based onCG
techniques is constrained by many parameters like number of sensors, optimal upper
bound, and increasing number of columns (covers) of MLP. Thus, it is advisable to
solve it heuristic-based column generation technique. All the works in [2–4, 8–11]
presented many heuristic approaches for the target coverage problem which achieves
the near optimal upper bound on network lifetime. Due to the presence of faulty nodes
in the deployed sensor network, another variant of target coverage is introduced called
Q-coverage [9, 10]. In Q-coverage, every single target must be covered by at least
Q-number of sensors in each cover set to support QoS parameters. Therefore, faulty
nodes could not affect the functionality of given network as targets are continuously
covered with more than one sensor. In [9], Pujari et al. presented a heuristic which
generate Q-covers where Q-cover is capable of monitoring each target by Q-number
of sensors. In order to select sensors to be part of Q-cover, energy is considered as
prime metric. Therefore, high remaining energy sensors are selected first. Once
Q-cover is generated, redundant sensors are removed to prolong network lifetime.
Mini et al. [10] presented another heuristic which generate cover sets to support
Q-coverage by considering energy and coverage as prime parameters.

3 Proposed Heuristic

Here we first define the target coverage problem with linear programming formu-
lation, and then we propose the new minimal-heuristic for the same problem.

Target Coverage Problem:We consider a fixed sensing area, where a set T = {t1,
t2,…tn} of n number of target randomly placed. In order to monitor these targets,
m number of sensor S = {s1, s2,…sm} with fix sensing range is deployed. Each sensor
s is assigned an initial battery E. A target tr, 1 � r � n, is covered if and only if it
comes under the sensing range of a sensor si, 1 � i � m. A sensor can alternate
between active or sleep state. We try to find out maximum possible either disjoint or
non-disjoint cover sets. Let P be the set of the entire cover sets, i.e., P = {P1, P2,…,
Pmax}. The working time for cover setP,X(P), is defined as the energy of the sensor in
Kwhich has the minimum battery, i.e., X(P) = MinsiεP(Ei). The Linear Programming
(LP) formulation of the coverage problem in given WSN is as follows:

Maximize
P

pxp
subject to

P
p
Mipxp � Ei for all sensors si

xp � 0; for all cover-setCp:

ð1Þ
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where M is the constraint matrix defined as follows:

Mij ¼ 1; if sensor si is in covrsetKj

0; otherwise

�
ð2Þ

As discussed earlier, deployed network is dense, which results in more number
of columns of matrix M (cover sets). Therefore, none of the algorithm for solving
the given linear programming can be applied as M is not known explicitly. Another
way to solve this problem is to generate cover sets (columns of M) when required
by making use of column generation method applied for linear programming.
Authors in [4] proposed the greedy based heuristic solution for the coverage
problem (target coverage) which generates non-disjoint cover sets. Recently, a new
solution heuristic is proposed by DIOP et al. [11] where cover sets are generated
using greedy method. They proposed a cost metric W as in (3) based on the
coverage and remaining energy of sensor sk with respect to T and give priority to
those sensors to be part of cover set which has maximum metric value.

Wk
T ¼

X
zj2T

pkj

nEk
P
sl2S

pij
El

; ð3Þ

where pkj equals 0 if the target zj is covered by sk, and 1 otherwise. As given in (3),
greedy heuristic in [11] always try to choose that sensors which is covering max-
imum number of sensors with more remaining energy. In this paper, we propose to
advance the given method in [11] by introducing one more step in their heuristic
which generates cover sets. The greedy method given by DIOP et al. [11] only
generate cover set but do not try to reduce the number of total generated cover sets.
To utilize the limited battery resource in optimal manner, we need to keep alive
sensors for longer period. This needs that cover sets should have least possible
sensors so that all the targets are covered. In order to do this, we propose to
minimalize the generated cover set by heuristic in [11] to remove extra sensors. Due
to this process, more cover set generated which results in increased network life-
time. The sum of remaining energies covering the critical target(s) is a theoretical
upper bound on the maximum network lifetime which is achievable by any
heuristic method. Therefore, the total gain in network lifetime directly depends on
the remaining energies of these critical targets. In order to follow this observation,
our proposed heuristic always select only one sensor in cover set which is covering
critical target. The complete functionality of the proposed technique is given below
(named Minimal-Heuristic).
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Minimal-Heuristic: Proposed method for target coverage 
Input: 
S: total number of sensor deployed in network
T: Set of targets in the same networks
Ei: initial energy level of sensor si 
Output: 
L: Network Lifetime
K: Set of all cover sets
01:  initialize L=ϴ, K= ϴ, Tuncovered=T
02: while Tuncovered≠ϴ
03:             // till all the targets are covered
04:         for all siϵS do
05:      find the sensor si covering maximum uncovered targets
06:         end for
07:     if si is only single sensor then select si and go to step 12
08:     end if
09:      if multiple sensor covering maximum number of     

targets then
10:            select si which has height cost as in (3) 
11:       end if
12:          Kp=Kpᴗsi
13:           for all target t covered by si do
14:                  Tuncovered = Tuncovered -{t} 
15:          end for
16:  end while
17: minimialize generated cover set //using Minimal_Cover()
18:     for all si in minimal_Kp do
19:                Ei=Ei-X(Kp)  
20:         end for
21:         L=L+ X(Kp) 
22:         K=K∪∪ {minimal _ Kp }
23: return L, K
24: exit

Minimal-Heuristic: Initially, all the targets are assumed to be uncovered (Line
1) and then we check for all the sensors and select the sensor which covers max-
imum uncovered targets (Line 4–5). If single sensor covering all the targets then the
cover set is formed with this sensor (Line 12). If this is not the case (Line 9), then,
the sensors which is covering maximum uncovered targets with highest cost (Line
10) is selected in the current sensor cover. This process is repeated until all the
targets are covered (Line 13–16). In order to minimize generated cover set (Line
17), we propose another method called Minimal_Cover as given following:
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Minimal_Cover: Minimalize  Cover set Kp
Input: S: a set of all the sensors

Kp: a Cover set
Output: minimalized_ Kp // minimalized cover set

01:   initialize minimalized _ Kp = ϴ
02:  for r = length(Kp) down to 1 do

// sr. Kp is rth sensor in Kp
03:        if Kp - (sr. Kp) still a cover set then
04: Kp = Kp – sr. Kp // ignore sr. Kp 
05:        else
06:         minimalized_ Kp =minimalized_ Kp ∪∪ sr. Kp
07:      end if
08: end for
09: return minimalized_ Kp
10: exit

Once cover set is minimalized, the remaining battery level of the sensors in this
cover set is reduced by the amount X(K) (Line 18–20). Once this process is over, a
cover set is generated and this process is keep repeated till a new cover set can be
generated.

4 Simulation

Now the proposed Minimal-Heuristic and the existing methods by Cardei et al. [4],
Slijepcevic and Potkonjak [5], and DIOP et al. [11] are compared. We compared all
the four techniques based on the network lifetime verses number of sensor nodes,
number of targets, sensing ranges, sensing area, and the execution time. Each
simulation outcome is an average of 50 instances in total. We follow the radio
model given in [3] where total energy consumed to send and receive an n-bit data
packet at distance d is given in Eqs. (4) and (5) as follows:

Etx ¼ P� Eamp þ efs � dn
� � ð4Þ

Erx ¼ P� Eamp ð5Þ

4.1 Network Lifetime Versus Sensors

In this simulation, we take fix number of targets equals 100 and keep changing
sensors from 50 to 250. We consider homogenous sensor networks with fixed
sensing range (150 m) and equal energy level (Ei = 1.5 J). The simulation outcome
for this experiment is shown in Fig. 1. It is clearly evident from Fig. 1 that
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increasing the number of sensors nodes within the same sensing area results in
longer network lifetime. This happens so, because keeping same sensing area, when
numbers of sensors are more, then targets will be covered for longer period which
result is better network lifetime. It is also evident from Fig. 1 that the proposed
Minimal-Heuristic performs better than those discussed in [4, 5, 11].

4.2 Network Lifetime Versus Targets

Here we take fix number of sensors equals 150 and keep changing targets from 20
to 100. We consider homogenous sensor networks where each sensor has sensing
range equals 150 m and equal energy level (Ei = 1.5 J). As depicted in Fig. 2, the
network lifetime sharply decreases by increasing the targets in the fixed sensing
area. This happens so as more number of sensors required for monitoring the
increased number of targets which results in lesser network lifetime. Again, pro-
posed Minimal-Heuristic outperforms the heuristics in [4, 5, 11].
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4.3 Network Lifetime Versus Sensing Range

Here we take fix number of targets equal 100, fixed number of sensors equal 200,
and varying sensing range from 100 to 500 m. We consider homogenous sensor with
equal energy level (Ei = 1.5 J). It is evident from Fig. 3 that network lifetime
increases when sensing range of sensor nodes increases. This happens so as that with
bigger sensing range, sensor can cover more targets which results in less cardinality
of cover set. Due to this, the total network lifetime also increases. As shown in
previous simulations, here too proposed heuristic outperforms the existing ones.

As we have observed that under various scenarios (4.1–4.3) the network lifetime
achieved by proposed Minimal-Heuristic is always better than those addressed by
Cardei et al. [4], Slijepcevic and Potkonjak [5], and DIOP et al. [11].

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the well-known coverage problem (target coverage). To
prolong the global network lifetime, we propose an optimized energy-based
heuristic. Our proposed heuristic basically improves the performance of existing
technique [11] by minimalizing the generated cover set. We simulated under var-
ious parameters to claim the superiority of the proposed method over some existing
ones [4, 5, 11]. In future, we may extend this work for some more variants like
Q-Coverage, Connected Coverage, and Variable radii Coverage.
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Effect of Black Hole Attack on MANET
Reliability in DSR Routing Protocol

Moirangthem Marjit Singh and Jyotsna Kumar Mandal

Abstract The use of Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET) for communication
purpose has gained momentum recently. Hence, reliability and security aspects of
MANET must be ensured. A good amount of research work on performance and
security analysis of MANET are found in the literature. However, less research
work on reliability analysis of MANET is currently available due to absence of any
suitable method to deal with dynamic nature of MANET. In this paper, we present
reliability analysis of MANET under black hole attack running DSR routing pro-
tocol. ns-2.35 simulation software is used to analyze the consequence of black hole
attack on the reliability of MANET in DSR routing protocol. Simulation shows that
the reliability of MANET under multiple black hole attack is lower than the reli-
ability of MANET with single black hole attack in DSR routing protocol.

Keywords Mobile ad hoc network � Black hole attack � Network reliability � DSR
routing protocol

1 Introduction

The growth of wireless networking has made Mobile Ad hoc Network (MANET)
[1] an important research topic since the mid-1990s. There has been considerable
use of MANET in recent times. It has become the buzzword of the day and it is an
integral part of our day-to-day e-activities such as e-business that runs over digital
infrastructure. MANET is made up of mobile nodes that are interconnected using
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wireless links that forms a temporary communication network within its area of
deployment. Dynamic topology change, multi-hop routing, infrastructure less,
self-organizing, etc., are some of the distinctive attributes of MANET. The nodes
act as a router for each other nodes in the routing process. It is useful in situations
where establishment of infrastructure-based networks is not desirable. However,
there exist different areas in MANET for improvement and investigation. One of the
important matters is the reliability and security facet of MANET. Reliability of
MANET is in nascent stage compared to that of the reliability of wired networks
and it is vulnerable to security threats and attacks. A system is highly reliable; if
there is insignificant probability of the system to be nonoperative at any time of its
use. Hence, we need to include reliability analysis as an essential section in design
and implementation of MANETs. Some research work related to reliability analysis
of MANET can be found in the literature. Network reliability may be defined as the
probability of victorious communication between designated nodes in the network
under noted conditions of environment. Computing the probability that a group of
nodes can talk/communicate to one another for a stipulated time period is the
typical network reliability problem. The higher value of MANET reliability implies
better service offered by MANET. Security attacks if launched successfully in the
MANET can hamper normal operation of the network which also degrades network
service performance affecting MANET reliability. A good amount of research work
on performance and security analysis of MANET are found in the literature [2].
However, less research work on reliability analysis of MANET is currently avail-
able due to absence of any suitable method to deal with dynamic nature of
MANET. Most of the researchers in MANET have overlooked the importance of
reliability engineering application in MANET. Most of the works such as the one in
[3] have emphasized on performance metrics such as delay, throughput, routing
overhead, etc. We will make an effort to achieve filling the existing gap in reliability
engineering application in MANET under security attacks through this paper. In
this work, one of the especially common security attacks in MANET, i.e., the black
hole attack is enforced in the MANET running DSR routing protocol and the
consequence of black hole attack on the MANET reliability is analyzed.

This paper is oriented as follows. In Sect. 2, background is presented.
Methodology used is stated in Sect. 3. Section 4 specifies implementation and
result analysis. Conclusion is given out in Sect. 5 and references at the end.

2 Background

The work reported in the paper is based on the concepts of network reliability
against black hole attack in MANET. Each of these concepts along with a summary
of DSR routing protocol is briefly discussed in this section.
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2.1 Network Reliability

Network reliability [4] is the probability of successful operation of a network over a
stipulated time period under stated conditions of environment. It is the probability
of communicating successfully between source and target/destination nodes within
the network. Network reliability may also be defined as preparedness of the net-
work to pursue activities in the event of part failures. There exists no less than one
path between source and target nodes. The victorious communication probability
between two designated nodes of the network is referred as two-terminal reliability.
On the other hand, the victorious communication probability between the nodes of
the network is referred as all-terminal reliability. MANET is more susceptible to
failures and security threats due to low transmission capability, etc. Hence,
MANET reliability requirements must be investigated. MANET reliability analysis
is entirely different from that of traditional networks due to unique/special MANET
features such as dynamic topology, multi-hop routing, self-organizing, etc.
MANET is susceptible to a number of security attacks, and hence its reliability is
very fragile. Accurate and adequate MANET reliability analysis can guide in
MANET protocol implementation for better quality of service. Survey on MANET
reliability computation methods/analysis has been done by Singh and Mandal [5].
Most of the MANET reliability computation methods developed does not consider
every feature of MANET and uses some assumptions. However, the method
developed by Singh et al. [6] has considered most of the MANET features and they
supported the correctness of their method using ns-2.35 simulation software.
Reliability analysis of MANET accompanied by varying pause times and fixed
maximum speed of the mobile nodes based on logistic regression can be seen in [7].

2.2 Black Hole Attack

Black hole attack [8, 9] is a very frequently observed security attacks especially in
MANET. Here, a false node will send a fake message to the source node claiming
that it has the shortest path toward destination node. The source node will transmit
the data to this false node. But the false node will drop all the packets that it
receives and will never forward to the destination node. This false node is called the
black hole node and this event is referred as the black hole attack. Considerable
amount of literatures on black hole attacks are available.

2.3 Overview of DSR Routing Protocol

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol [10] is a reactive routing protocol. It finds
the route/path as required and maintains them. It uses source routing that makes it
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loop free. Two mechanisms of DSR are route discovery and route maintenance.
Each node has a cache to store latest route/path discovered. Whenever a source
node wishes to transmit data to a destination node, it will search the route cache if it
has a route to the destination. If the route is not available, it initiates a route
discovery mechanism by broadcasting route request message (RREQ) to neigh-
boring nodes. When the neighboring node gets the RREQ message, its cache is
checked to confirm if the route is available. It responds the request of the source in
unicast mode if the route is found, otherwise RREQ message is transmitted to
neighboring nodes. DSR can bear relatively speedy rates of mobility.

A route error packet is generated and transmitted along the reverse path to the
source in case a disconnection occurs between a node and its neighbor. All the route
addresses having disconnected link addresses are deleted from the cache. A fresh
route discovery process begins if an erroneous packet reaches back to the source
node. The route specified at a source is dynamically modified if an alternative path
to a destination is to be followed.

3 Methodology

The main purpose of the paper is to analyze the effect of black hole attack on the
reliability of MANET running DSR routing protocol. The reliability computation
method based on the concept of logistic regression developed for MANET by Singh
et al. [6] is applied to examine the effect of black hole attack on the reliability of
MANET in this paper. The various steps of the proposed methodology are given
below.

1. Design MANET frameworks using ns-2.35 simulation tool, i.e., MANETs with
node configurations 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110 running DSR
protocol.

2. Quantify reliability of each MANET using logistic regression.

2:1: apply the logistic function y = 1/(1 + exp − z); −∞ < z∞
2:2: z = al + be.xi; al, be are unknown variables, xi is a known variable.
2:3: evaluate al and be using maximum likelihood estimation with parameters:

xi (maximum speed), ti (packets transmitted), pi (packets received), ti − pi
(packets dropped).

2:4: estimate be by applying the formula: be = (xTwx)−1xTwz, where wi =
µi(ti − µi)/ti, zi = log{(pi + 1/2)/(ti − pi + 1/2)}, µi = logit−1(ƞi), ƞi =
ln(pi/ti − pi)

3. Record the reliability of every MANET obtained in step 2.
4. Impose single black hole attack in every MANETs designed in step 1.
5. Repeat step 2 to calculate MANET reliability under single black hole attack.
6. Record MANET reliability under single black hole attack obtained in step 5.
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7. Impose multiple black hole attack in every MANETs designed in step 1by
launching additional black hole nodes.

8. Repeat step 2 to calculate MANET reliability under multiple black hole attack.
9. Record MANET reliability under multiple black hole attack obtained in step 8.

10. Analyze the MANET reliabilities obtained in step 3, 6 and 9.

The MANET reliability values obtained are finally compared to examine the
effect of black hole attack on the reliability of MANETs.

4 Implementation and Result Analysis

The simulation is carried out using ns-2.35 simulation software. Using the trace file
generated by simulation, we obtain the number of packets transmitted, packets
received and dropped packets for different maximum speeds (5, 10, 15, 20, 25 m/s)
and pause times of 10 s for mobile nodes. Random way point model and constant
bit rate (CBR) were used as mobility and traffic models respectively for the purpose
of simulation. The packet is of 512 bytes in size. The simulation is carried on
different MANETs having node configurations beginning at 20 numbers of nodes
with addition of 10 nodes up to 110 nodes. Mobile nodes are deployed in an area of
4000 m � 300 m network topology. Simulation is performed for MANETs with-
out black hole attack, with single and multiple black hole attacks running DSR
routing protocol. Simulation specification and constants used for implementation
are given in Table 1.

The simulation results are given in Tables 2, 3 and 4 for MANETs without black
hole attack, with single and multiple black hole attacks running DSR protocol,
respectively.

Figures 1, 2, and 3 show the graphical plots for reliability against number of
nodes in MANETs without black hole attack, with single and multiple black hole
attacks respectively. Figure 4 gives the graphical plot the compares the reliabilities
of these MANETs.

Table 1 Simulation
specification

Network area 4000 m � 300 m

No. of nodes 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 110

Maximum speed 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 m/s

Pause time 10 s

MAC layer IEEE 802.11

Node mobility Random waypoint model

Size (packet) 512 bytes

Simulation run
time

100 s

Routing protocol DSR

Attack type Single and multiple black hole attacks
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It can be seen form Fig. 1 that the reliability value increases as the population of
nodes grows in the MANET without black hole attack. The reliability of MANET
either increases or decreases showing inconsistent values upon introduction of
black hole attack in the MANET as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. However, the reliability
of MANET is lowest under multiple black hole attacks except at few points as seen

Table 2 Reliability of
MANETs running DSR
without black hole attack

No. of nodes Reliability

20 0.050717

30 0.110352

40 0.313321

50 0.727015

60 0.770217

70 0.890534

80 0.909103

90 0.963101

100 0.992077

110 0.999983

Table 3 Reliability of
MANETs running DSR with
single black hole attack

No. of nodes Reliability

20 0.005502

30 0.007246

40 0.219325

50 0.408911

60 0.539152

70 0.393374

80 0.236372

90 0.574171

100 0.174454

110 0.699988

Table 4 Reliability of
MANETs running DSR with
multiple black hole attack

No. of nodes Reliability

20 0.005359

30 0.005176

40 0.052661

50 0.263508

60 0.385109

70 0.304526

80 0.312508

90 0.338947

100 0.253765

110 0.607999
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from Fig. 4. The reliability of MANET with multiple black hole attacks is lower
than the reliability of MANET with single black hole attack running DSR protocol
in general as evident from simulation result and graphical plots. However, MANET
reliability increases as the number of nodes grows in all MANET configurations.

Fig. 1 Graphical plot for reliability of MANET running DSR without black hole attack

Fig. 2 Graphical plot for reliability of MANET running DSR with single black hole attack

Fig. 3 Graphical plot for reliability of MANET running DSR with multiple black hole attack
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Further, the MANET reliability is likely to decrease with a rise in population of
black hole nodes of the network. This is because black hole nodes keep on dropping
the packets and hence the reliability value drops down.

5 Conclusion

The paper has furnished the outcome of black hole attack on the reliability of
MANETs running DSR routing protocol with single and multiple black hole
attacks. It can be clearly ascertained from the simulation results that the reliability
of MANETs with multiple black hole attack is lower than the reliability of
MANETs with single black hole attack in general. Increasing the quantity of black
hole nodes in the MANET will lower MANET reliability. The scope of the research
may be extended further by considering other network security attacks and threats.
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Noise Performance and Design
Optimization of a Piezoresistive MEMS
Accelerometer Used in a Strapdown
Medical Diagnostic System

Sonali Biswas and Anup Kumar Gogoi

Abstract This paper presents the noise performance and design optimization of a
silicon piezoresistive MEMS accelerometer with a frequency range of (0.1–25 Hz)
and a dynamic range of ±2g to be used in a strapdown physiological tremor
diagnostic system. The MEMS accelerometer designed is based on the simple mass
spring damper system and simulated using Finite element method-based software
COMSOL 4.3. Here the proofmass is a quad surrounded by four flexures; two on
either side and the entire structure is supported by a fixed frame. For sensing stress
at maximum points total no. of eight p-doped piezoresistors are implanted; four at
the junction of the mass and flexures and the other four at the flexure and fixed
frame junction. The noise spectrum has been obtained from the fundamental
equation of the system and has been plotted for different quality factors. The
accelerometer noise for the designed device with desired damping ratio of 0.8 and
Quality factor Q = 0.6 is obtained as 8.1 lm/s2/√Hz. In order to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio, the option was to increase the mass and quality factor and
reduce the resonating frequency. Proofmass increase counters the miniaturization,
high Q results in excessive ringing effect also it requires enough dynamic range.
Further, if the resonating frequency is reduced, it may introduce nonlinear phase
into the system. Hence for lowering the noise floor to achieve higher performance
in terms of sensitivity, optimizations of parameters are important. Also in order to
enhance the performance of the device, a noise reduction scheme has been
proposed.
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1 Introduction

Micro-accelerometers and other micro-sensors have been a boon in various fields
and the cost has been reduced because of batch fabrication. However, the smaller
the device the inferior is the signal-to-noise ratio [1]. With an objective of
increasing the performance of the system, an attempt has been made to study the
sources of noise and thereby optimize the design parameters, considering the
challenges. The MEMS (microelectromechanical system) accelerometer designed is
of the piezoresistive type and the desired properties include high sensitivity and
resolution, maximum operating range, wide frequency response, good linearity, low
cross axis sensitivity, and high signal-to-noise ratio. The first accelerometer work
[2] was followed by various acceleration sensing by different types of piezoresistive
accelerometers by many researchers all having its merits and demerits. The
piezoresistive MEMS accelerometer designed in this work is based on the basic
mass spring damper system [3, 4]. The structure with the design configuration has
been simulated using finite element method-based software COMSOL 4.3. There
are several reasons for choosing piezoresistive method of transduction, mainly
because of simplicity in structure, better sensing, easy fabrication, and ruggedness.
Throughout the time span, various MEMS piezoresistive accelerometers have been
developed for several applications in different emerging fields’ w.r.t performance.
However, miniaturization itself is a challenge which makes signal-to-noise ratio
improvement a must for high performance. This paper primarily focuses on the
mechanical thermal noise in the MEMS-based strapdown tremor diagnostic system
in Sects. 3–5. In order to enhance the sensor performance, a noise reduction scheme
has been proposed using a sigma delta modulator in Sect. 6. The dissipation
mechanism which has impact upon the noise performance is given in Sect. 7 with
the results and discussion in Sect. 8.

2 Noise Sources

Noise is an unwanted signal and sometimes high noise floor can make measurement
of the signal of interest very difficult. The Intrinsic non-deterministic noise which
originates from the device itself can neither be neglected nor avoided by shielding.
Noise being a random process, for measurement purpose we take the power spectral
density function, which gives the magnitude of the random signal squared over a
range of frequencies. The fundamental noise mechanisms that potentially limit the
performance of the piezoresistive MEMS sensors are mechanical thermal noise,
Johnson noise, Hooge noise or 1/f noise, and shot noise. Miniaturization is
attractive for many applications but the small moving parts are especially suscep-
tible to mechanical noise resulting from molecular agitation. Any molecular agi-
tation even through solid structure like springs and support can cause random
motion of an object which is called the Brownian motion. The mechanical thermal
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noise depends on the temperature and the magnitude of mechanical damping.
Johnson noise is independent of frequency and it occurs due to thermal energy in a
resistor. The expression of the thermal noise power spectral density in (V2/Hz) as
units have been reported in [5, 6] and is given by Eq. (1)

SJ ¼ 4KBRT ; ð1Þ

where KB is the Boltzmann constant, R is the resistance, and T is the temperature in
Kelvin. Electrical thermal noise is caused by the agitation of the charge carriers by
thermal lattice vibrations and is present regardless of bias voltage. But higher
temperature induces more agitation of the carriers; hence, the Johnson noise is
temperature dependent. Moreover as the lattice vibrations are random and not
related to any single time constant, therefore, Johnson noise is frequency inde-
pendent. The mechanical thermal noise depends on the temperature and the mag-
nitude of mechanical damping. Mechanical thermal noise is analogous to electrical
thermal noise. The fluctuation-dissipation theorem says that there must be a fluc-
tuation force to maintain the energy balance and the thermal equilibrium, if there
exist mechanical damping in any dissipative mechanism [6]. The mechanical
thermal noise equation analogous to the above equation is given by Eq. (2) and
their unit is in (N2/Hz).

Sm ¼ 4KBRmT ð2Þ

Here Rm is the equivalent mechanical resistance of the sensor.
Low Frequency noise also known as 1/f noise or Hooge is a frequency dependent

non-equilibrium noise. Though the main reasons are the fluctuation in mobility and
carriers [7], still it is an active research area.

In a semiconductor, when charge carriers cross a potential barrier independently
and randomly, fluctuations which occur in the average current give rise to shot
noise which is a non-equilibrium noise. The shot noise power spectral density in
(A2/Hz) as units is given by Eq. (3)

SI ¼ 2qI ð3Þ

where q is the electron charge and I is the current. The shot noise is frequency
independent. In this paper, the mechanical thermal noise for the designed piezore-
sistive accelerometer has been derived under thermal equilibrium and by adding a
force generator alongside the damper. By solving the accelerometer for noise
response we get an idea of the various dependent design parameters we need to
consider to increase the signal-to-noise ratio. The dissipation mechanism has been
studied which gives an idea to choose appropriate damping mechanism and the
damping ratio. The low frequency dominant noise has been reduced by suitable
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doping concentration thus enhancing the resolution and sensitivity. Thus taking into
consideration the various design and process parameters and the necessary tradeoffs,
a sigma delta noise reduction model has been proposed for the high performance.

3 Strapdown Tremor Diagnostic System and Noise

Tremor occurs in patients suffering from neurodegenerative diseases. The tremor
occuring in patients which can be sensed by a triaxial accelerometer can be cor-
rupted by noise signals. Noise may occur due to several reasons. During signal pick
up and processing noise may occur resulting from the instrumentation error, noisy
environment, low frequency noise due to movement artifacts, etc. Hence, mini-
mization of noise becomes important for proper diagnosis of the tremor occuring in
such patients. Hence in order to have higher signal-to-noise ratio, our objective is to
design a strapdown tremor diagnostic system with minimum noise floor.

4 Device Configuration

The microaccelerometer designed has a silicon square proof mass with four flexures
or beam, two on either side of the proof mass. The entire structure is surrounded by
a fixed frame. Eight p-doped single crystal silicon piezoresistors are implanted, four
on the junction of the beam and proofmass and the other four on the junction of the
beam and fixed frame. The chosen geometric dimensions: Proofmass 3200 lm �
3200 lm � 250 lm, Flexures-1000 lm � 250 lm � 20 lm, Frame-5200 lm �
230 lm � 250 lm, and piezoresistors 100 lm � 25 lm � 2 lm.The structure
has been simulated using finite element tool COMSOL 4.3. Here the effective
spring constant is taken for parallel beams which is given by four times the spring
constant for each. The design parameters obtained has been shown in Table 1. The
signal pick up circuit is the Wheatstone bridge where all the eight piezoresistors
form the arms of the bridge, this helps in reducing the cross axis sensitivity [8]. The
voltage output is directly proportional to the applied acceleration.

Table 1 The device design
parameters

Design parameter Units Symbol Value

Proofmass weight kg m 5.96 � 10−6

Effective spring
constant

N/m K 1352

Resonating frequency rad/s x0 15,061

Regular frequency Hz f 2397

Damping coefficient N/(m/s) c 0.143

Quality factor – Q 0.625

Damping ratio – n 0.8
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5 Noise in the Accelerometer

The performance and the design optimization of the MEMS accelerometer can be
made from the accelerometer noise [1]. The fluctuation-dissipation theorem gives a
statistically balancing equation between the energy lost by the system through
damping and the energy brought into the system by the equivalent noise forces. For
the overall noise analysis of the structure we use the equipartition and Nyquist
theorems. Considering thermal equilibrium, the equation of motion is Eq. (4).

m
d2x
dt2

þ cd
dx
dt

þ kx ¼ Fn ð4Þ

The above equation in terms of velocity v taking v = dx/dt = sx can be written
as

msvþ cdsxþ kv=s ¼ Fn ð5Þ

msvþ cdvþ kv=s ¼ Fn ð6Þ

The mean square velocity due to the noise generator Fn is given by Eq. (7)

v2 ¼ F2
n

c2d þ xm� k=xð Þ2 ð7Þ

We know the natural undamped frequency is given by

x0 ¼
ffiffiffiffi
k
m

r
ð8Þ

and the ratio of the peak amplitude to the amplitude at low frequency is referred to
as Q, the quality factor. The sharpness of the peak is required for high resolution.

Q ¼ x0m
c

ð9Þ

Equation (7) can be rewritten in terms of the x0 and Q as in Eq. (10)

v2 ¼ 1
c2

F2
n

1þQ2 x
x0

�
� x0

x

�2 ð10Þ
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The kinetic energy stored therefore is given by Eq. (11)

vn
2 ¼ 1

4pc

Z1
0

F2
nQd

f
f0

� �
1þQ2 f

f0

�
� f0

f

�2 ð11Þ

The spectral density of the fluctuating noise force related to damping is given by
Eq. (12)

�F2
n ¼ 4KBTc ð12Þ

From Eqs. (4) and (12) we obtain the value of displacement x and expressed as
noise spectrum in Eq. (13)

�x2n ¼
4KBTc

c2x2 þ k � mx2ð Þ2 ð13Þ

The accelerometer used to detect motion below the resonance frequency as given
in Eq. (14), where

�x2n ¼
4KBTc
k2

ð14Þ

The rms value of the displacement noise thus obtained in Eq. (15) has been
plotted for various quality factors as shown in Fig. 1.

xnh i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4KBTc

p
k

ð15Þ

Fig. 1 Noise response of the
accelerometer for different
quality factor
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In the microaccelerometer when the input is acceleration, the mass M converts
the acceleration into a force that is converted to displacement by the spring with its
spring constant k. We know by Hooke’s law the force F needed to extend or
compress a spring by some distance x is proportional to the distance i.e. F = −kx,
where k is the stiffness constant. Also from Newton’s second law we know Force
F is given by the product of mass and acceleration.

Therefore, the expression for the rms value of the acceleration an is obtained by
equating the forces as mentioned above and we get Eq. (16).

anh i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4KBTc

p
m

ð16Þ

For the designed piezoresistive MEMS accelerometer, the accelerometer noise
obtained from Eq. (16) is 8.1 lm/s2/√Hz. The noise equation (16) can be rewritten
in terms of the Quality factor as in Eq. (17)

anh i ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4KBTx0

mQ
:

s
ð17Þ

6 Proposed Scheme for Noise Reduction

The accelerometer has piezoresistors at the edges of the suspension beams in order to
obtain maximum stress. When the device is moving with an acceleration perpendic-
ular to the chip plane, the inertial force of the mass forces the beam to bend and causes
stress in the beam which results in change in resistance. The signal to be picked up is
done by connecting aWheatstone bridgewhere the arms have the piezoresistors. Thus,
the output voltage obtained is directly proportional to the accleleration. This analog
output obtained from the MEMS accelerometer with the Wheatstone bridge circuit is
then taken and fed to a sigma delta converter. First, the sigma delta converter converts
the analog signal into digital with a very low resolution analog to digital converter
(ADC). The effective resolution is increased by using oversampling techniques in
conjunction with noise shaping and using digital filter. The digital filter is used to
attenuate signals and noise that are outside the band of interest followed by decima-
tion. During decimation the data rate is reduced from the oversampling rate without
losing any necessary information. The proposed scheme for noise reduction in the
accelerometer has been given as in Fig. 2

As shown in Fig. 3 in the sigma delta modulator, first the analog input signal is
fed via a summing junction. The signal is then passed through the integrator so that
there can be a low-pass filtering effect and we can focus on our desired frequency
up to 25 Hz and then this signal of desired band is fed to a comparator. The
comparator acts as a one bit quantizer. The output of the comparator then becomes
the input to the summing junction via a single bit digital-to-analog converter
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(DAC) feedback arrangement. The comparator output it also passes through the
digital filter and decimator for high resolution. The feedback loop forces the
average of the signal entering from the DAC to be equal to the signal fed.

The key feature of the converter is that it is of low cost but it provides high
dynamic range and flexibility in handling low bandwidth input signals for analog to
digital conversion.

7 Dissipation Mechanism

In order to evaluate the mechanical thermal noise, we should take into consideration
the sources of dissipation or energy loss. Dissipation is termed as the mechanism
that allows energy to escape from the orderly motion of the sensor. These include
mechanical damping in the spring and support, viscous air damping, electrical
leakage, magnetic eddy current damping, etc. Damping determines the thermal
fluctuations, hence in order to have an improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio the
device design should have an effective and controlled damping mechanism. For the
piezoresistive sensor having proofmass and the top and bottom cover lids, damping
is determined both by the spacing between them and the viscosity of the fluid used.
This type of damping occurs when the proofmass is pushed toward a fixed
microstructure with the fluid in it. Squeeze film damping dominates the dissipation
mechanism for gaps of several micrometers. In the present case, the piezoresistive

Fig. 2 Proposed noise reduction scheme with desired frequency range

Fig. 3 Sigma delta modulator for noise reduction
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accelerometer senses the acceleration in the vertical z-axis therefore squeeze film
damping is considered. The damping force arises from the squeeze film effect of the
proofmass and the air film trapped in the gap between the mass and the encapsu-
lation. A large area to gap ratio results in higher squeeze number which results in
greater damping. A small damping coefficient translates into lower energy loss,
smaller damping ratio, and hence higher Q. We can improve the quality factors by
reducing the operating pressure, improving the surface roughness, thermal
annealing, and by modifying the boundary conditions.

8 Results and Discussions

The Damping ratio is a very important design parameter for the MEMS
accelerometer and its value can be determined from the geometric dimension,
pressure, density and fluid viscosity. It is very important that the design should be
such that the damping ratio is neither very much lesser nor very much greater than
unity. If we choose n � 1 then the structure may collapse, and if n � 1 then the
settling time will be too large in other words it will give very slow response. In the
present work the MEMS accelerometer has been designed to achieve a damping of
0.8. The design parameters obtained for different Q value have been tabulated as
shown in Table 2.

For the designed Piezoresistive MEMS accelerometer, the displacement rms
noise obtained is 0.395 � 10−13 m/√Hz and the displacement noise spectrum has
been plotted in Fig. 1 for various Q values. The accelerometer noise given by
Eq. (16) is obtained as 8.1 lm/s2/√Hz.

9 Conclusions

The micro accelerometer design aspects including the dissipation mechanism,
signal processing circuit, temperature, etc., have an impact upon the noise perfor-
mance. Hence, careful design optimization has to be done to minimize noise which
includes increasing the quality factor, reducing the resonating frequency, and
increasing the mass. The system must have enough dynamic range therefore the
quality factor cannot be very high. A very high Q can give rise to very large out of
band oscillations, and introduces ringing effect. Increasing mass increases

Table 2 The design
parameters obtained for
different Q value

Quality factor Damping ratio Damping coefficient

0.6 0.8 0.143

1 0.5 0.089

3 0.16 0.028

10 0.05 0.0089
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sensitivity on one hand and a reduction in resonating frequency on the other hand.
The bandwidth of the accelerometer has to be traded off with its sensitivity. The
resonating frequency though can be decreased, it must be taken care so that it does
not fall within the band of operating frequency. Hence, mass configuration should
be wisely chosen by considering the trade offs. Also the device should have opti-
mized damping by choosing appropriate damping mechanism. In order to lower the
noise floor and improving the resolution, the signal has to undergo low-pass
filtering and up to 25 Hz the necessary noise reduction can be done using the
proposed scheme for the tremor diagnostic system.
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Current Mode Universal Filter Realization
Employing CCIII and OTA-A Minimal
Realization

Tajinder Singh Arora

Abstract Being extensively used and widely explored, continuous time filters hold
a prominent place in the field of analog circuits. The paper introduces a universal
filter employing third-generation current conveyor and operational transconduc-
tance amplifier with minimum passive components. The proposed design works in
current mode and uses grounded passive components only, making it a better
proposition for integrated circuit implementation. The working of the circuit has
been tested at high frequency with electronic tunability of quality factor. Frequency
response of all five basic filtering functions along with the sensitivity analysis has
been included to verify the theoretical results.

Keywords Universal filter � Third-generation current conveyor � Current mode
circuits � Active filters

1 Introduction

Versatility and scope of digital signal processing has been continuously dominating
the world, but still there are many areas of application where analog signal pro-
cessing cannot be replaced. There are various application of analog circuits such as
amplification, wave form generation (oscillators), continuous time filtering, etc. [1].

Continuous time filtering is one of most widely explored area of analog signal
processing and numerous papers on the same has been made available in the
literature employing different active devices such as operational transconductance
amplifier (OTA), current differencing buffered amplifier (CDBA), current convey-
ors (CC), etc., names a few [2–4].

There are various ways of characterizing a continuous filter. One way is based
on the number of input and output terminals it has, i.e., SISO
(single-input-single-output), SIMO (single-input-multiple-output), MIMO
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(multiple-input-multiple-output), MISO (multiple-input-single-output). Another
way of characterization is on the basis of mode of operation such as current mode
(CM), voltage mode (VM), transconductance mode (TC), and trans-resistance
mode (TR). The availability of the outputs can also be a naming criterion, such as if
the filter is capable of delivering all the five basic responses, i.e., low pass (LP), high
pass (HP), band pass (BP), band reject (BR), and all pass (AP), it is termed as
universal filter. If the filter has a capacity of giving only few responses, but not all
five, then it is named as multifunction filter.

Variety of universal filter realization using third-generation current conveyor
(CCIII) and operational transconductance amplifier (OTA) are available in literature
[5–9] and references cited therein. Significant comparison among the proposed
work and the earlier published work is given in Table 1. It is evident from the
tabulation that the proposed design fulfills all the constraints with minimum number
of active devices.

This manuscript proposes a universal filter that employs 2 CCIII and 1 OTA as an
active device. The designed filter not only employs the minimum passive compo-
nents but also ensures that all are grounded in nature, making it a better design.
Explicit current output is available for all the five basic filtering functions, i.e., low
pass (LP), high pass (HP), band pass (BP), band reject (BR), and all pass (AP). The
circuit works on high frequency and it has electronic tunability of Q0. The following
section gives the introduction of the used active devices i.e., CCIII and OTA.
Section 3 provides the circuit diagram along with the transfer functions of the
proposed current mode universal filter. Sensitivity analysis has been represented in
Sect. 4. Section 5 demonstrates the simulation results of the designed filter carried
out with the help of PSPICE. The concluding remarks have been given at last.

Table 1 Comparison with the other existing work

S. No. Number of
active devices
used

Whether all
grounded capacitor
employed

Whether all
grounded passive
components

All 5 type of
frequency response
possible

[5] 3 OTA + 1
CCII = 4

Yes Yes Yes

[6] 3 OTA + 1
CCII = 4

Yes Yes Yes

[7] 1 OTA + 4
CCCII = 5

Yes Yes Yes

[8] 3 OTA + 1
CCII = 4

Yes Yes Yes

[9] 4 OTA + 1
CCII = 5

Yes Yes Yes

Proposed
circuit

1 OTA + 2
CCIII = 3

Yes Yes Yes
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2 Introduction to CCIII and OTA

A third-generation current conveyor (CCIII), symbolically shown in Fig. 1, is
characterized by

Iy
Vx

Iz�

2
4

3
5 ¼

0 �a 0
b 0 0
0 �c 0

2
4

3
5 Vy

Ix
Vz�

2
4

3
5 ð1Þ

where a, b and c represent non-ideal port transfer ratios of X, Y, and Z terminals,
respectively, and ideally a ¼ b ¼ c ¼ 1.

The operational transconductance amplifier (OTA), symbolically shown in
Fig. 2, is characterized by

Io ¼ �gmðVþ � V�Þ ð2Þ

The transconductance factor is defined by gm and it is controlled by the bias
current inside the circuitry of the OTA. The polarity symbol + or – used before the
transconductance parameter represents the direction of the current at the output.

Y

X

Z+

Z-

CCIII
IX

IY IZ+

IZ-

VY

VX

VZ+

VZ-

Fig. 1 Device symbol of
CCIII

gm
V -

_ _

V + +

Controlling
Signal

I or VB B

Io
+

_ _

Fig. 2 Device symbol of
OTA
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3 Proposed Circuit

The proposed explicit current output universal filter is given in Fig. 3. The filter
circuit has three outputs namely IHP, IBP, ILP, and one input as IIN. By providing the
input current to the input terminal IIN, one can simultaneously obtain high-pass
filter response (IHP), band-pass filter response (IBP), and low-pass filter response
(ILP). All the five basic filter responses are given by (3)–(7) along with common
denominator polynomial in (8). The quality factor Q0 and natural angular frequency
x0 are also given in (9).

ILP
Iin

¼
gm2

R1C1C2

� �
DðsÞ ð3Þ

IBP
Iin

¼ �
s

R1C1

DðsÞ ð4Þ

IHP
Iin

¼ s2

DðsÞ ð5Þ

IBR
Iin

¼
s2 þ gm2

R1C1C2

� �
DðsÞ ð6Þ

IAP
Iin

¼
s2 � s

R1C1
þ gm2

R1C1C2

� �
DðsÞ ; ð7Þ

where

DðsÞ ¼ s2 þ s
R1C1

þ gm2
R1C1C2

ð8Þ

x0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
gm2

R1C1C2

r
and Q0 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R1C1gm2

C2

r
ð9Þ
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Fig. 3 Proposed current mode universal filter
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Band reject current mode response, i.e., (IBR) is obtained by simply summing the
currents available at IHP and ILP port, similarly summation of all three explicit
current outputs gives the all pass response. The availability of all five basic
responses makes the designed circuit a universal filter.

4 Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity analysis of the proposed configuration has been carried out and
shown below. These sensitivities are well under acceptable limits.

Sx0
R1

¼ Sx0
C1

¼ Sx0
C2

¼ � 1
2

ð10Þ

Sx0
gm2 ¼

1
2

ð11Þ

SQ0
R1

¼ SQ0
C1

¼ SQ0
gm2 ¼

1
2

ð12Þ

SQ0
C2

¼ � 1
2

ð13Þ

5 Simulation Results

The PSPICE simulation software has been used to test and verify the designed
current mode filter circuit. The MOS realizations of the CCIII [10] and OTA [11] are
redrawn and shown in Figs. 4 and 5, respectively. All the MOS transistors are
operating in saturation mode. The aspect ratios of all the MOS transistors, utilized in
Fig. 4, are given in Table 2 and the aspect ratios for OTA are given in Table 3. The
0.18 lm CMOS model parameters used for the PSPICE simulations are taken from
[12]. The selected supply voltages are VDD = −VSS = 1.45 V for the CCIII and
VDD = −VSS = 1.0 V for OTA. The bias current is taken as 2.8 lA for OTA to get
the values of gm2 as 31.57 lA/V. The x0 chosen for the design is 1 MHz and the
passive component values selected are R1 = 17.1 K, C1 = C2 = 6.8 pF. Simulation
results of the proposed current mode filter for LP, BP, HP, and BR are shown in
Fig. 6. Continuous lines depict the simulated outputs, whereas dashed lines repre-
sent the ideal or theoretical outputs of the derived filter configuration. One can see in
Fig. 6 that the simulated and ideal responses are in good agreement to each other.
For AP response, the magnitude as well as phase has been presented in Fig. 7. While
keeping the value of x0 fixed and taking different combination values of gm2, R1, C1,
and C2, tunability of BP response has been provided in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 5 CMOS realization of the OTA [11]

Table 2 Aspect ratios of the MOSFETs of CCIII of Fig. 4

CMOS transistors W (µm) L (µm)

M1–M4 5.714 0.43

M5, M6, M7, M8, M13–M16, M21–M24, M27, M28, M31, M32,
M37–M40

9.285 0.43

M9–M12, M17–M20, M25, M26, M29, M30, M33–M36 18.571 0.43
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Fig. 4 Third-generation current conveyor (CCIII) [10]
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Table 3 Aspect ratios of
OTA

MOSFET W (µm) L (µm)

M1, M2 5.76 0.72

M3, M4, M5, M6, M7, M8 2.16 0.72

M9, M10, M11, M12 1.44 0.72
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Fig. 6 Frequency response of the proposed universal filter circuit
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Fig. 7 Gain and phase response of the proposed filter circuit—as an all pass filter
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6 Conclusion

An explicit output current mode universal filter, employing CCIII and OTA as
active devices, has been proposed. With minimum number of passive components
and workability at high frequencies, this circuit involves all the desired features. All
the engaged passive components are grounded in nature, ensuring easier integrated
circuit implementation. Use of only three passive components and electronic tun-
ability of Q0 makes it appreciable. The circuit has been successfully tested and
simulated using PSPICE software. All the five output can be achieved without any
matching constraints.
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On the Design of Hexagon-Slotted Circular
Fractal Antenna for C Band Applications

Harpreet Kaur and Jagtar Singh

Abstract A Hexagon-Slotted Circular Fractal Antenna (HSCFA) is demonstrated
in this paper. The design of HSCFA is done on FR4 glass epoxy substrate which
has thickness of 1.59 mm and relative permittivity of 4.4. Different iterations of
HSCFA are performed to improve performance parameters such as radiation pat-
tern, Return Losses (RL), VSWR, Gain (G), etc. Size of the proposed antenna is
reduced with the increase in number of iterations. Proposed antenna has return loss
of −25.20 dB along with gain of 7.89 dB at the frequency of 6.89 GHz. Coaxial
feed technique has been used in feeding the antenna. Antenna size has been reduced
than the reference circular antenna. The antenna covers C band for its applications
by applying fractal shape in the antenna geometry. The simulation results of
antenna are calculated using Ansoft HFSS (high frequency structure simulator)
software developed by Ansys Inc. Proposed antenna is fabricated on FR4 substrate
material and measured results are calculated experimentally [1]. Simulated and
experimental results are good agreement with each other.

Keywords Fractal � Hexagonal � FR4 � HFSS � Substrate � VSWR � RL

1 Introduction

The word “FRACTAL” derived from the Latin word “fractus” means fragmented.
Various natural objects like trees, snowflakes, clouds, etc., are well-known examples
of fractal geometries due to their irregular geometries and shapes [2]. Fractal is used
to define a family of composite shapes that have self-similarity in their geometrical
organization. Fractal antenna becomes a very interesting topic in the area of research
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due to the advantages like light weight, small size, low profile, low cost, and ease in
fabrication [3]. It is being used in large range of applications such as satellite
communications, radar, mobile communication base stations, missiles, aircraft, and
handsets as well as in biomedical telemetry services [4]. A fractal microstrip antenna
consist of a dielectric substrate which is sandwiched between ground and microstrip
patch planes. However, conventional microstrip patch antennas have some limita-
tions such as poor efficiency, narrow bandwidth, and low gain [5]. To overcome
these limitations of antenna, several techniques have been developed. These types of
techniques include fractal antenna, slotted patch, and thick substrates with low
dielectric constant [6]. Hexagon-Slotted Circular Fractal Antenna is obtained by
subtracting hexagonal slots from the circular patch. In this paper, 21 hexagonal slots
are subtracted from the patch to study effects on various parameters of the antenna. It
enhances the performance of proposed antenna. HSCFA can be used for C band
applications. It is excited using coaxial probe feed technique and this technique has
numerous advantages over other feeding techniques.

2 Antenna Geometry

The proposed antenna is based on fractal geometry shown in Fig. 1. For designing
of the suggested antenna, steps are given below:

Step 1: The design of HSCFA is done on FR4 glass epoxy substrate which has
thickness of 1.59 mm and relative permittivity of 4.4. Ground plane is a square with
side length of 44 mm.
Step 2: A circular patch of radius 16.2 mm placed at the center of the substrate used
as a base to construct fractal antenna as shown in Fig. 1a.
Step 3: In first iteration, a hexagonal slot of side 6 mm is subtracted from the
circular patch as shown in Fig. 1b.
Step 4: In second iteration four more hexagonal slots having side length one-third of
side of hexagon that is 2 mm are subtracted as shown in Fig. 1c.
Step 5: In third iteration, length of the hexagon slots is equal to one-ninth of side of
hexagon in first iteration that is 0.67 mm subtracted along the previous slot from the
patch as shown in Fig. 1d. Due to fabrication limitations, the countless iterative
structure is not possible. Therefore, third iteration circular fractal antenna with
twenty one hexagon slots has been finalized. The antenna is fed by coaxial feed
technique used for providing the excitation. Outer cylinder of radius 1 mm of
material vacuum and inner cylinder of radius 0.5 mm of material pec is used in
coaxial feed. This feed technique provides reduced dispersion and less radiation
leakage than microstrip transmission lines [7]. This feed technique has another
advantage that it can be positioned at any desired location at patch to attain better
impedance matching and to evade undesirable radiations from the feed. The
dimensions of suggested antenna are given in Table 1.
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The proposed antenna is also fabricated with FR4 substrate. The different iter-
ations of HSCFA are tested using Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) kit. Simulated
and measured results of the fabricated antenna are also compared. Figure 2 reveals
with the fabricated top view of HSCFA for second and third iterations. SMA female
connector with Teflon inside is used for coaxial feed.

Fig. 1 Geometry of HSCFA for iterations a zero b first c second and d third

Table 1 Various parameters
of the HSCFA

S.No. Parameters Values

1 Substrate material FR4_Epoxy

2 Relative permittivity of the substrate 4.4

3 Length of the substrate (L) 44 mm

4 Width of the substrate (W) 44 mm

5 Height of the substrate (H) 1.59 mm

6 Feed type Coaxial feed

7 Radius of circular patch 16.2 mm

8 Side of largest hexagon slot 6 mm

9 Side of larger hexagon slot 2 mm

10 Side of smallest hexagon slot 0.67 mm
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3 Results and Discussions

Simulation and experimentally calculated results of HSCFA are described in this
section.

3.1 Return Loss

Return loss or scattering parameters or S-Parameters graph is used to measure the
reflection and transmission losses between the incident and reflected waves [8]. RL
comparison of HSCFA for the iterations zero, one, two and three are shown in
Fig. 3. This figure clears that all the iterations of proposed antenna are capable of

Fig. 2 Fabricated antennas for a second and b third iterations

fr in GHz

R
L 

in
 d

B

Iteration 0
Iteration 1
Iteration 2
Iteration 3

Fig. 3 Comparison of simulated results of various iterations of proposed antenna (color figure
online)
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producing multiple resonant frequencies. A comparison of measured and simulated
RL versus frequency plot of various iterations of HSCFA is described in Figs. 4 and
5. The VSWR values at given resonant frequencies are between 1 and 2 which are
acceptable. Return loss for second iteration at resonant frequencies 4.17, 5.90, and
6.91 GHz are −19.31, −21.01, and −29.31 dB, respectively, whereas experimen-
tally measured return loss for third iteration at resonant frequencies 4.16, 5.88, and
6.89 GHz are −18.50, −31.16, and −25.20 dB, respectively.

3.2 Radiation Pattern

This parameter provides the information that how an antenna directs the energy it
radiates [9]. Either a rectangular or a polar format is used to present these pattern

Measured
Simulated

R
L

fr in GHz

Fig. 4 Simulated and experimentally measured RL versus fr of second iteration

Measured
Simulated

R
L

fr in GHz

Fig. 5 Simulated and experimentally measured RL versus fr of third iteration
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measurements [10]. The two dimensional radiation patterns of second and third
iterations of proposed antenna at resonating frequency 6.91 and 6.89 GHz for
ɸ = 0° and ɸ = 90° are displayed in Fig. 6. The gain of proposed antenna is
7.89 dB for third iteration and 7.2 dB for second iteration. Thus with increase in
iteration, the number gain of antenna is increased.

3.3 VSWR

To get impedance matching, Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) of antenna is
used [11]. Values of VSWR are 1.16 and 1.53 for resonant frequency of 6.91 and
6.89 GHz. The proposed antenna has acceptable values of VSWR for all the
iterations.

The results of proposed antenna in terms of RL and Gain are compared with
existing research paper and are shown in Table 2. From this table, it is clear that
proposed antenna has more Gain than the existing antenna.

Fig. 6 Two dimensional radiation pattern of a second iteration at 6.91 GHz b third iteration at
6.89 GHz

Table 2 Comparison with
other antennas

Antenna Operating
frequency
(GHz)

Return loss
(dB)

Gain
(dB)

Proposed
antenna

6.89 −25.20 7.89

Nitasha [2] 6.6 −18.12 6.27

Garima [4] 7.41 −34.1 5.25
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4 Conclusion

The proposed Hexagon-Slotted Circular Fractal Antenna (HSCFA) has compact
size of 44 mm � 44 mm � 1.59 mm having multiband characteristics covering
various bands of wireless communications that fulfills the requirements of C band
applications. The proposed antenna final iteration has improved gain of 7.89 dB
and return loss of −25.20 dB at the resonating frequency of 6.89 GHz. HFSS
software is used to analyze the results of proposed antenna. Proposed antenna also
has satisfactory values of return loss, VSWR, radiation pattern and other parameters
for all the iterations.
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An Efficient Single-Layer Crossing Based
4-Bit Shift Register Using QCA

Trailokya Nath Sasamal, Ashutosh Kumar Singh
and Umesh Ghanekar

Abstract In co-planar QCA fabrication, QCA wire crossing is a challenging task
as defects appear to be inherent due to two cell types in single layout structure. In
this paper, a compact 2:1 multiplexer is presented which occupies a minimum area
in QCA technology. This work also showcases a successful implementation and
simulation of 4:1 multiplexer, level trigger D flip-flop and 4-bit shift register using
QCADesigner tool. The 4:1 multiplexer and shift register are more robust and enjoy
single-layer wire crossing, which requires only one type of cells. The comparison
results show superiority of the proposed designs over the previous designs in terms
of complexity and delay.

Keywords QCA � Shift register � Multiplexer � D flip-flop

1 Introduction

Quantum dot cellular automata (QCA) based devices are going to replace CMOS
based devices for its potential improvements. Various QCA-based structures are
explored in [1–8]. QCA architectures for flip-flops and multiplexers have been
presented in [9–15] as these are essential blocks of various digital systems. But
most structures are not robust and vulnerable to fabrication defects due to wire
crossing between the QCA components. This work presents, a robust 4-bit shift
registers using optimal multiplexer and D flip-flop modules.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a review on QCA. In
Sect. 3, optimal design and detailed analysis of basic structures, such as multiplexer
and D flip-flop are given, followed by implementation of an efficient 4-bit shift
register in Sect. 4. Simulated results and comparative analysis are addressed in
Sect. 5. Finally, conclusions are given in Sect. 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 QCA Cell and Gates

A QCA cell is a quantum well, which has four quantum dots located at four corners
of a square. Two injected electrons are free to occupy any of the four dots based on
Coulomb repulsion among them. These two electrons position at the two corners
due to repulsion and yield two possible polarizations as shown in Fig. 1. By
applying proper clocks, electrons are able to tunnel through the inter dot barrier by
electrons interaction. Any digital circuits can be made of a combination single QCA
cell. In QCA circuits, majority gates and inverters are the basic building blocks.
Two possible implementations for an inverter are shown in Fig. 1c, d. QCA layout
of a 3-input majority gate is depicted in Fig. 1e. A 3-input majority gate can be
represented as MV(a, b, c) = ab + bc + ca. By fixing one of the inputs to ‘0’ or ‘1’,
an AND gate or OR gate can be realized. Input signals can be made available at the
output end, by placing QCA cells in serial manner, as shown in Fig. 1b.

2.2 QCA Clocking

For proper functioning of QCA circuits, clocks are necessary. This clocking scheme
allows the electrons in a cell to arrange themselves by breaking the inter dot barrier.

Quantum
Dot

Electron

Tunnel
Junction

P= +1
Logic  “1”

P= -1
Logic “0”

QCA Cell

Clock
Zone 2

Clock
Zone 3

Clock
Zone 1

Clock
Zone 0

Input
 A  A

Input

Output
 A’

Output
 A’

 A

B

C

F

Wire

Inverter

Majority
Voter

A
B
C

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)
(a) 

Fig. 1 a QCA. b Two polarizations of a cell. c QCA wire. d Inverters. e Majority gate
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Generally, it requires four phase clocking scheme. There are four clock zones and
each zone is distinct with 90° phase shifted to one another [16]. Each clock zone
defines four phases: Switch, Hold, Release, and Relax [17].

2.3 QCA Crossing

Till now, there are two different types of crossover are available. These are
co-planar and multilayer. In multilayer crossover, multiple layers are used as in
CMOS circuit design for interconnection between components as depicted in
Fig. 2a. In co-planar crossover scheme, crossing is executed using two different
types of cells as shown in Fig. 2b. Another type of co-planar wire crossing is
addressed in Shin [18]. In this work, wire crossing based on interference of clocking
phases is used, as depicted in Fig. 3.

45 degree 
orientation

90 degree 
orientation

(a) (b) Fig. 2 Wire crossing.
a Multilayer. b Co-planar

Fig. 3 Wire crossing using
single cell
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3 Proposed QCA Structures

In this section, we present the basic blocks of a shift register, i.e., multiplexer and D
flip-flop using QCA.

3.1 2:1 Multiplexer

Figure 4a depicts our multiplexer, which employs 3 MV, and 1 inverter in QCA
implementation. This structure comprises only 18 quantum cells. In this structure,
MVs in first level implement two AND gates that are driven by first clocking zone.
The outputs of these MVs are fed to second level MV which is positioned in the
second clocking zone. Select line ‘select’ is used to select one of the inputs, which
also driven by first clock zone. QCA layout for 2:1 multiplexer shown in Fig. 4b
provides a valid output after two clock phases. It comprises only 18 cells that spread
over an area of 0.016 lm2, which has outperformed previous works.

3.2 4:1 Multiplexer

Design of 4:1 multiplexer, even larger multiplexer and incorporating with signal
distribution network (SDN) is a challenging task. For such systems, the complexity
increases in terms of number of wires crossing, so more prone to defects that occurs
due to QCA fabrication of single-layer crossing using two different cells (90° and
45°) in a single layout. In this work, we have considered a robust single-layer
crossing method using single cell (90°). Figure 5 illustrates the QCA layout for 4:1
multiplexer. It includes three 2:1 multiplexer modules, which has a simple structure
that facilitates modularity. Wire crossing is shown by solid squares. Select line S0 is
used to select one of the inputs to 2:1 multiplexers at the first level, where S1 is used
to select one of the outputs from first level. The proposed circuit results a correct
output after eight clock phases and the output cell is driven by forth clock zone.

MV

MV

MVSelect

0

1

0

I1

I0

out

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4 2:1 multiplexer. a Schematic. b QCA layout
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3.3 D Flip-Flop

Schematic and layout for level sensitive D flip-flop proposed in this paper are
demonstrated in Fig. 6a, b, respectively. Majority gate at the second level is driven
by third clocking zone and receives inputs from the MVs at the first level. Storing
the input data bit in a loop is implemented using four clocking zones, which allows
data to be holds in the loop until clk = ‘0’. QCA implementation of level trigger D
flip-flop requires 26 cells and area usage is 0.025 lm2.

Fig. 5 QCA layout of 4:1 multiplexer

out
2: 1 

MUX21

0

D

clk

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 2:1 multiplexer based level trigger D flip-flop. a Schematic. b QCA layout
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4 Proposed 4-Bit Shift Register

Shift registers are the essential circuits in digital system particularly useful in binary
division and multiplication with serial and parallel inputs. Figure 7 shows the block
diagram of 4-bit shift register, which comprises four D flip-flops and four 2:1
multiplexers. QCA layout of these four edge trigger D flip-flops is represented by
solid boxes in Fig. 8 [19]. Serial Input Serial Output (SIPO) and Parallel Input
Parallel Output (PIPO) operations are selected by controlling select line of multi-
plexers, i.e., shift = ‘1’ or ‘0’ respectively. Serial data are shifted right and available
at output lines after each rising edge of the clock signal. QCA layout of proposed
shift register is depicted in Fig. 8. This co-planar implementation involves
single-cell wire crossing, which incurs extra delays, but mitigates defects due to
manufacturing of two different cells in single QCA layout. It includes 889 cells,
spread over an area of 1.4 lm2 and the maximum delay is 9 clock cycles.

2:1
MUX

 D FF

2:1
MUX

 D FF

2:1
MUX

 D FF

2:1
MUX

 D FF

D3 D2 D1 D0

clk

Shift-in

shift

Q3 Q2 Q1 Q0

Fig. 7 Block diagram for 4-bit shift register

Fig. 8 QCA implementation of 4-bit shift register
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5 Simulation Results

Simulator QCADesigner-2.0.3 has been used to verify the designs functionality
[20]. The simulation engine used bistable approximation with default parameters
values. The simulation results of the 2:1 multiplexer are presented in Fig. 9a. For
better readability, we have included only the clock zone 1 at which a valid output is
expected. Table 1 summarizes a comparison between considered 2:1 multiplexers.
It indicates the superiority of the presented 2:1 multiplexer by achieving a minimal
area–delay product (ADP) with lesser complexity.

Fig. 9 a Simulations of 2:1 multiplexer. b Simulations of level trigger D flip-flop

Table 1 Comparison of QCA 2:1 multiplexers

2:1
multiplexer

Area
(µm)2

Cell
count

Delay Clock
phases

ADP Crossover
type

[9] 0.14 88 1 4 0.14 Co-planar

[10] 0.14 66 1 4 0.14 Co-planar

[11] 0.08 46 1 4 0.08 Multilayer

[12] 0.06 36 1 4 0.06 Multilayer

[13] 0.07 56 1 4 0.07 Co-planar

[14] 0.03 27 0.75 3 0.022 Co-planar

[15] 0.02 26 0.5 2 0.01 Co-planar

Proposed 0.016 18 0.5 2 0.008 Co-planar
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Table 2 Comparison of QCA D flip-flops

QCA D flip-flop (level
trigger)

Area
(µm)2

Cell
count

Delay Clock
phases

ADP Crossover
type

[5] 0.08 66 1.5 6 0.12 Co-planar

[6] 0.05 48 1 4 0.05 Co-planar

Proposed 0.025 26 0.75 3 0.01 Co-planar

Fig. 10 Simulation result of proposed 4:1 multiplexer
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Simulation results of level trigger D flip-flop are illustrated in Fig. 9b. The input
and output waveforms confirm the correct operation of the D flip-flop during clock
zone 3. Table 2 summarizes a comparative analysis of various D flip-flops, and
shows our D flip-flop is better in terms of all design parameters when compared
with previous designs [5, 6].

Simulation results of proposed 4:1 multiplexer are depicted in Fig. 10, which
validates the correct operation of the design. For instance, when the select lines
S0 = ‘0’ and S1 = ‘0’ the multiplexer allows only I0 signal to the output. The output
gets the correct input after 2 clock cycles which is more than the previous designs
[13, 14], due to the inclusion of single-layer crossing using two cells.

Table 3 Comparison of proposed 4:1 multiplexer with existing designs

4:1
multiplexer

Area
(µm)2

Cell
count

Delay Clock
phases

ADP Crossover
type

Maximum
QCA line
length

Minimum
QCA line
length

[13] 0.24 215 1.25 5 0.3 Co-planar
(45°, 90°)

10 2

[14] – 94 1.75 7 – Co-planar
(45°, 90°)

15 1

[15] 0.24 161 3.5 14 0.84 Co-planar
(45°, 90°)

>30 1

Proposed 0.24 169 2 8 0.48 Co-planar
(90°)

12 2

Fig. 11 a Simulation of the 4-bit shift register, when shift = ‘1’ (SIPO), b Simulation of the 4-bit
shift register, when shift = ‘0’ (PIPO)
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However, the proposed design is less sensitive to defects because of single-cell
crossing in single QCA layout. In addition to this, our design is more robust as it
maintains minimum and maximum QCA line length of 2 and 12, respectively, in a
single clock zone. Table 3 shows a comparison of presented design with prior
deigns [13–15] taking all the design parameters and it is worth noticing that the
ADP of proposed 4:1 multiplexer is almost close to the existing ones. Serial Input
Serial Output (SIPO) operation of 4-bit shift register is verified by making enable
signal (shift) = ‘1’ as depicted in Fig. 11a. The input signal on shift-in shifted from
Q3 to Q0 (latched output of D flip-flop) after a delay of 9 clock cycles. When
shift = ‘0’, the shift register operates in Parallel Input Parallel Output (PIPO) mode
and the binary parallel input data are registered as shift register outputs after a delay
of 2.25 clock delays shown in Fig. 11b. The proposed 4-bit shift register requires
area of 1.4 µm2, cell count of 889, and 36 clock phases delay.

6 Conclusion

In this work, a robust design for QCA-based multiplexer and shift register is pre-
sented using majority gates. Proposed 2:1 multiplexer achieved lesser QCA area
and faster than the existing designs. Therefore, an optimal 4:1 multiplexer and a
4-bit shift register have been designed using the proposed 2:1 multiplexer. All the
proposed designs are based on co-planar non-crossover wires. Simulations using
QCADesigner tool indicate that the presented designs achieve considerable
improvements in terms of complexity, area usage, and area-to-delay product.
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Wave Digital Realization of Current
Conveyor Family

Richa Barsainya, Tarun Kumar Rawat and Rachit Mahendra

Abstract The wave digital equivalents of various passive and active elements
using wave theory were formulated in yesteryears. Current conveyors have received
considerable attention in present scenario. A generalized current conveyor (GCC)
represents 12 concrete current conveyors. In this paper, 12 wave digital equivalent
circuits of a generalized current conveyor are presented which can further be uti-
lized for the development of a new class of wave digital filters.

Keywords Wave digital theory � Digital realization � Current conveyor � Wave
equations � GCC

1 Introduction

The wave theory was first introduced by Fettweis, by incorporating the concepts of
incident and reflected wave quantities [1]. The digital realizations for many passive
and active elements like conductances, voltage sources, and wire interconnections
have been developed by using wave theory [2, 3]. These developed digital real-
izations are called wave digital elements, which also preserve the kind of func-
tionality associated with it. Wave digital filters (WDFs) were originated as a way of
discretizing an analog reference network by incorporating the concepts of incident
and reflected wave quantities of wave theory along with the use of certain dis-
cretization procedure. Every WDF is derived from its reference analog filter. The
WDFs are obtained by replacing the analog elements with their wave digital
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equivalents [1, 2, 4]. These WDFs not only preserve the structure of the original
system, but also its properties like stability or passivity, minimal parameter sensi-
tivity, etc., as it emulates the analog filter. Further wave theory is utilized to derive
wave digital equivalent of generalized immittance converter (GIC) leading to
development of wave digital filters from an analog reference configuration com-
prising GICs [5, 6]. A variety of wave digital filters are available and many have
found applications in systems requiring digital filters [7, 8]. To design a wave
digital filter, it is necessary to acquire the wave digital equivalent of the analog
elements. In this paper, wave digital structure of an analog building block, i.e.,
current conveyor is developed and its wave digital equivalent is presented. The
concept of incident and reflected wave of wave theory is utilized to derive the wave
digital equivalent of current conveyor family. These digital realizations of current
conveyors can be further utilized for development of a new class of wave digital
filter based on analog current conveyors.

Current conveyors are used in analog signal processing and were introduced in
1970s and its successive generations were developed thereafter [9]. Presently, there
are three generations of current conveyors, namely first, second and third generation
(CCI, CCII and CCIII) [10, 11]. Due to their interesting properties like simple circuit,
wide bandwidth, low power consumption, and dynamic range, current conveyors are
widely used to implement filters as compared to other active elements [12, 13].

In this paper, we have developed the terminal relations for the generalized
current conveyor (GCC) [14], which is capable of implementing 12 different current
conveyors by appropriate tuning of the coefficients a, b, and c, so that their
interesting properties can be explored in the digital domain. Our intention in this
paper is to present the wave digital realization of the current conveyor using the
wave theory. These digital realizations of current conveyors hold all the properties
of current conveyor owing to features or realization criteria of wave digital filters.

2 Wave Digital Representation of Current Conveyors

A generalized current conveyor (GCC) is a three-port device, whose terminal
relations are given below and block representation is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 General current
conveyor
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This general current conveyor is capable of implementing 12 different current
conveyors of first, second, and third generations by proper selection of coefficients
a, b, and c for each of the current conveyors. Here, a gives the information about
inverting and non-inverting current conveyors. a = 1/−1 characterizes an
inverting/non-inverting current conveyors. b gives the information about the gen-
eration of current conveyors. b = 1 stands for first generation, b = 0 for the second
generation and b = −1 stands for third generation current conveyors. c =1 is for
positive current conveyors whereas c = −1 stands for negative current conveyors.

Any analog n-port network can be characterized by applying the concepts of
incident and reflected wave quantities given as

Ak ¼ Vk þ IkRk

Bk ¼ Vk � IkRk

�
;

where Ak and Bk are referred to as the incident and reflected wave quantities,
respectively, and for three-port network, k ¼ x; y; z. Rk is the port resistance, Vk and
Ik are the voltage and current at the kth port, respectively. Wave characterization of
GCC is shown in Fig. 2. For a general three-port current conveyor, the following
equation holds good

Ax ¼ Vx þ IxRx; Bx ¼ Vx � IxRx ð2Þ

Ay ¼ Vy þ IyRy; By ¼ Vy � IyRy ð3Þ

Az ¼ Vz þ IzRz; Bz ¼ Vz � IzRz; ð4Þ

where Vx;Vy;Vz are the terminal voltages, Ix; Iy; Iz are entering currents, and Rx, Ry,
Rz are the resistances offered by the ports X, Y, and Z, respectively. Using above
wave equations and terminal relations of GCC, it can be shown that

Fig. 2 Wave characterization
of general current conveyor
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Table 1 Wave digital equations for realization of first generation current conveyors

Type Condition Final equations

CCI+ ab ¼ 1 or Rx 6¼ Ry if Ry ¼ 2Rx ¼ 2Rz

Bx ¼ Ry þRx

Ry�Rx
Ax � 2Rx

Ry�Rx
Ay Bx ¼ 3Ax � 2Ay

By ¼ 2Ry

Ry�Rx
Ax � Rx þRy

Ry�Rx
Ay By ¼ 4Ax � 3Ay

Bz ¼ �2Ry

Ry�Rx
Ax þ 2Rz

Ry�Rx
Ay � Az Bz ¼ �2Ax þ 2Ay � Az

CCI− ab ¼ 1 or Rx 6¼ Ry if Ry ¼ 2Rx ¼ 2Rz

Bx ¼ Ry þRx

Ry�Rx
Ax � 2Rx

Ry�Rx
Ay Bx ¼ 3Ax � 2Ay

By ¼ 2Ry

Ry�Rx
Ax � Rx þRy

Ry�Rx
Ay By ¼ 4Ax � 3Ay

Bz ¼ 2Ry

Ry�Rx
Ax þ 2Rz

Ry�Rx
Ay � Az Bz ¼ 2Ax þ 2Ay � Az

ICCI+ ab ¼ �1 or Rx 6¼ �Ry if Rx ¼ Ry ¼ Rz

Bx ¼ Ry�Rx

Ry þRx
Ax Bx ¼ 0

By ¼ �2Ry

Ry�Rx
Ax þ Rx þRy

Ry�Rx
Ay By ¼ �Ax

Bz ¼ 2Rz
Ry�Rx

Ax � Az Bz ¼ Ax � Az

ICCI− ab ¼ �1 or Rx 6¼ Ry if Rx ¼ Ry ¼ Rz

Bx ¼ �Rx�Ry

Ry þRx
Ax Bx ¼ 0

By ¼ �2Ry

Ry�Rx
Ax þ Rx�Ry

Ry þRx
Ay By ¼ �Ax

Bz ¼ 2Rz
Ry þRx

Ax � Az Bz ¼ �Ax � Az

Table 2 Wave digital equations for realization of second-generation current conveyors

Type Condition Final equations

CCII+ ab ¼ 0 or Rx 6¼ 0 if Rx ¼ 2Rz

Bx ¼ �Ax � 2Ay Bx ¼ �Ax þ 2Ay

By ¼ Ay By ¼ Ay

Bz ¼ 2Rz
Rx

Ax � Ay
� �� Az Bz ¼ Ax � Ay � Az

CCII− ab ¼ 0 or Rx 6¼ 0 if Rx ¼ 2Rz

Bx ¼ �Ax þ 2Ay Bx ¼ �Ax þ 2Ay

By ¼ Ay By ¼ Ay

Bz ¼ 2Rz
Rx

�Ax þAy
� �� Az Bz ¼ �Ax þAy � Az

ICCII+ ab ¼ 0 or Rx 6¼ 0 if Rx ¼ 2Rz

Bx ¼ �Ax Bx ¼ 3Ax

By ¼ Ay By ¼ 2Ax þAy

Bz ¼ 2Rz
Rx

Ax � Az Bz ¼ Ax � Az

ICCII− ab ¼ 0 or Rx 6¼ 0 if Rx ¼ 2Rz

Bx ¼ �Ax Bx ¼ �Ax

By ¼ Ay By ¼ Ay

Bz ¼ �2Rz
Rx

Ax � Az Bz ¼ �Ax � Az
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Table 3 Wave digital equations for realization of third-generation current conveyors

Type Condition Final equations

CCIII+ ab ¼ �1 or Rx 6¼ �Ry if Rx ¼ Ry ¼ Rz

Bx ¼ � Rx�Ryð Þ
Rx þRy

Ax þ 2Rx
Rx þRy

Ay
Bx ¼ Ay

By ¼ 2Ry

Rx þRy
Ax � Rx�Ry

Rx þRy
Ay By ¼ Ax

Bz ¼ 2Rz
Rx þRy

Ax � Ay
� �� Az Bz ¼ Ax � Ay � Az

CCIII− ab ¼ �1 or Rx 6¼ �Ry if Rx ¼ Ry ¼ Rz

Bx ¼ � Rx�Ryð Þ
Rx þRy

Ax þ 2Rx
Rx þRy

Ay
Bx ¼ Ay

By ¼ 2Ry

Rx þRy
Ax � Rx�Ry

Rx þRy
Ay By ¼ Ax

Bz ¼ 2Rz
Rx þRy

�Ax þAy
� �� Az Bz ¼ �Ax þAy � Az

ICCIII+ ab ¼ �1 or Rx 6¼ �Ry if Rx ¼ 2Ry ¼ Rz

Bx ¼ � Rx þRyð Þ
Rx�Ry

Ax
Bx ¼ �3Ax

By ¼ 2Ry

Rx�Ry
Ax þ Rx þRy

Rx�Ry
Ay By ¼ 2Ax þ 3Ay

Bz ¼ 2Rz
Rx�Ry

Ax � Az Bz ¼ 4Ax � Az

ICCIII− ab ¼ 1 or Rx 6¼ Ry if Rx ¼ Ry ¼ Rz

Bx ¼ � Rx þRyð Þ
Rx�Ry

Ax
Bx ¼ �3Ax

By ¼ 2Ry

Rx�Ry
Ax þ Rx þRy

Rx�Ry
Ay By ¼ 2Ax þ 3Ay

Bz ¼ �2Rz
Rx�Ry

Ax � Az Bz ¼ �4Ax � Az

Fig. 3 Digital realization of first generation current conveyor: a CCI+, b CCI−, c ICCI+, d ICCI−
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abRy � Rx
� �

Bx ¼ abRy þRx
� �

Ax � Rxð1þ aÞAy ð5Þ

abRy � Rx
� �

By ¼ 2bRyAx � abRy þRx
� �

Ay ð6Þ

abRy � Rx
� �

Bz ¼ �2cRzAx þ c 1þ að ÞRzAy þ Rx � abRy
� �

Az ð7Þ

By using Eqs. (5–7), relations between reflected wave and incident wave
components of the ports X, Y and Z of GCC can be derived. If the condition
ðabRy � RxÞ 6¼ 0 or Rx

Ry
6¼ ab is satisfied then the wave equations for all the 12

current conveyors can be developed as given in Tables 1, 2 and 3. The digital
realizations for the 12 current conveyor configurations are given in Figs. 3, 4 and 5.
The wave digital equivalent of current conveyor family or 12 basic current con-
veyors are efficiently realized.

Fig. 4 Digital realization of second generation current conveyor: a CCII+, b CCII−, c ICCII+,
d ICCII−
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3 Conclusion

In this paper, we have developed wave digital realization for different generations
of current conveyors using a general current conveyor which is capable of imple-
menting all members of current conveyor family. These digital realizations can find
applications in designing wave digital filters having current conveyor as a building
block. The interesting properties of current conveyor in analog domain are also
preserved in the digital domain, thereby, giving a large opportunity to designers.
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